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ABSTRACT
The short-run and delayed macroeconomic effects of devaluation in the presence of

parallel markets for foreign exchange are examined. The thesis employs episodic and

econometric methods and utilizes data from Sub-Saharan Africa where a considerable

number of devaluations have been launched and yet little systematic and comprehensive

assessment of its experience has been undertaken. In the empirical analysis, a time profile

is constructed for each variable of interest and nonparametric tests are conducted to

determine the magnitude and statistical significance of observed changes "before and

after" and "with and without" devaluation episodes. In addition, a small macroeconometric

model, which incorporates some of the salient features of LDCs, is specified and

estimated to determine not only the effect of exchange-rate changes but also of other

policy variables and extemal distulbances. The palameter estimates of the model arc

utilized to simulate the macroeconomic effects of devaluation under alternative

assumptions about the behaviouf of the parallel cullency market. The ñndings of the

study suggest that nominal devaluations were generally translated into real devaluations

and that they were associated with favourable short-run real macroeconomic effects.

Exchange-rate changes were also found to influence foreigl reserues, fiscal deficits and

the parallel cun'ency premium. The parallel cun'ency market emerged as an important

factor in explaining the obselved sholt-nrn lesponses of valious macroeconomic variables

to official devaluation. The study also finds evidence, inter alia, for' the stagflationaly

effect of credit constraint and fo¡ the presence of fiscal ligidity in the countries under

study.
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INTRODUCTION

1 THE STUDY OF DEVÄLUATION: AN OVERVIEW

There has long been a strong theoretical and policy interest in the economics of cuuency

devaluation. Its role in balance of payments adjustment has especially received a great

deal of attention in the early theoretical and empirical research. Such emphasis is, of

course, consistent with and derives from conventional economic theory which identifies

misalignment of relative prices, and disparity between domestic income and expenditure

as the two sources of balance-of-payments disequiliblium, and the claim that devaluation

can redless these problems [see e.g. Dombusch, 1988:46].

The eally resealch on the payments effect of devaluation focused on whether

elasticity conditions were favourable for devaluation to be effective in stlengthening the

payments balance. Hence the controversy between elasticity optimists and pessimists and

the so-called "elasticity" approach. Subsequent research broadened the analytical

framework to examine devaluation in a macroeconomic context as the absorption

apploach and the monetary approaches were developed. The absorption and monetaly

apploaches formulated largely in the Keynesian and neoclassical analytical frameworks,

respectively, viewed the trade balance essentially as the difference between national

income and expenditule. The monetary approach goes flu ther to attribute this discrepancy

to stock disequiliblium in the money market and devaluation is argued to improve the

balance of payments to the degree it reduces excess balances. In a typical model of the

monetary apploach where real income is exogenously determined, the improvement of the
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extemal sector attendant upon devaluation stems from its expendituÍe-reducing effect. On

the other hand, the absorption approach emphasizes the expenditure-switching effect

which improves the position of the external sector as income rises rclative to expenditure

following devaluation.

One of the issues which became of relevance for subsequent research was whether

the devaluation-induced expenditure reduction would reduce output and thereby reduce

the effectiveness of devaluation. The assumption of exogenously determined output in the

basic model of the moneta¡y approach renders output insensitive to changes in the

demzurd-side of the economy whereas the Keynesian assumption embodied in a popular

version of the absorption approach ensures that the net output effect is positive provided

that the marginal propensity to spend is below unity. Thus, in these approaches including

the elasticity apploach a devaluation to the deglee it improved the tlade balance was

expected to stimulate domestic economic activity and at wolst would exert a neutral

effect. Furthermore, the assumption of nominal rigidity in the Keynesian model precluded

an infl ationary outcome following devaluation.

These claims that devaluation can improve the balance of payments and can do

so without undermining employment and price stability in the domestic economy did not

go undisputed in the context of developing counúies. The seminal work by Cooper (i971)

and before him- with a narrowel scope- by Diaz- AlejandLo (1963) pointed to the

possibility that devaluation could well be and was contractionary in developing cou¡rtries.

These findings seem to have formed the basis for the renewed intelest and recent
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deepening theoretical research in the subject, which has come to be known as the

contractionary devaluation literature. Although the controversy about the trade-balance

effect of devaluation is still alive in developing economies, the lecent debate about

devaluation appears to focus mainly on whether devaluation is stagflationary, a view

which is plimarily- albeit not exclusively- identified with the new structulalist hadition.

The extemal balance, output and inflation are not, however, the only macro

variables that devaluation is expected to affect. Although related to the aforesaid variables

and discussed in the litelature in that context, the fiscal implication of exchange-rate

adjustment has also become worth studying in its own light especially in economies

characterized by fiscal rigidities and which rely on intemational Íansactions as a source

of govemment revenue. The other variables to consider are the palallel exchange rate and

premium where an unofficial market for foreign exchange exists, as this becomes an

important channel through which the effect of macroeconomic policy, including that of

exchange rate policy can well be tlansmitted.

Determining the nature, magnitude and duration of the macroeconomic effects of

devaluation @alance-of-payments, output, inflationaly and fiscal effects, among others)

on a prioli grounds is rather difficult, however, as they hinge on a number of factors

including the type of exchange regime, degree of rigidities in the economy, expectation

formation, assumptions about asset accumulation and other govemment policies.

There has been a proliferation of theoretical and empirical research on these and

related issues especially over the last decade. The theoretical developments and issues in
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the shrdy of devaluation have been reviewed in a number of studies where certain aspects

of the theory are emphasized [see e.g. Lizondo and Montiel, 1989; Bruce and Pulvis,

1985; Edwalds, 1989a; Bird, 19831. However, to the author's knowledge, the various

aspects of the study of devaluation with respect to its effects on the domestic, extemal,

fiscal and financial sectors of the economy under altemative assumptions have not been

presented in an integrated framework.

However uncertain the macloeconomic effects of devaluation, a large number of

discrete devaluations have been implemented in developing countries and increasingly so

in the past decade, il celtain cases as part of structural adjustment programs sponsored

by the IMF and the World Bank. The theoretical ambiguity about the effect of devaluation

and the sheer need to evaluate its effectiveness as a policy tool has led to an accumulation

of empirical evidence, albeit lopsided and mixed. A survey of the relevant published wolk

indicates that a disproportionate rcsearch effort has been expended to examining external

adjustment to exchange-rate changes. As alluded to above, this is hardly surprising in

view of the fact that devaluation is launched mostly in response to and as a remedy for

balance of payments difficulties. Although it is on the rise, the research endeavoul in the

study of devaluation in lelation to domestic economic activity in general and to output,

inflation, fiscal deficit and parallel exchange late in parlicular has been historically lather

limited and the evidence therefrom mixed. Although the presence and role of parallel

exchange markets are recognized, they have larely been explicitly and consistently

incorpolated in the study of the macroeconomic effects of devaluation in the empirical
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literature. These observations are palticularly valid for Sub-saharan Africa where a large

number of parity changes were instituted especially in the last decade and yet little

systematic and comprehensive macroeconomic study has been conducted on its experience

of devaluation.

2, OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE OF THE THESIS

The motivation and rationale for this work derive from the observations noted above. The

principal objective of the thesis is empirical and involves an investigation of the

macroeconomic consequences of devaluation in Sub-saharan Africa. The queries to be

posed in the empirical analysis encompass the following.

(i) Is devaluation expansionary, neutral or contractionary with respect to its effect on

aggregate output?

(ii) Does devaluation cause infiation? Put differently, to what degree does nominal

devaluation translato into real devaluation and lead to the depleciation of the leal

exchange rate?

(iii) What are the fiscal implications of exchange-rate adjustment? Specifically, how do

govelnment revenue and expenditure respond to the incidence of devaluation?

(iv) Does devaluation improve the position of the external sector? Emphasis will be

placed on the effects of devaluation on expolt and import pelf rmance.

(v) To what extent does devaluation influence the behaviour of lhe palallel exchange rate

and the plemium?
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(vi) What is the role of parallel exchange markets in the adjustment of macroeconomic

variables such as output and inflation to the incidence of devaluation?

In addition, the thesis will explore, among others, the implications of credit policy,

capital inflow, extemal terms of tlade and capacity utilization for the relevant dependent

variables of interest. Sub-Saharan Africa is chosen as a subject of the study not only

because its devaluation experience has been relatively less explored and taking stock of

this experience is appropriate, but also because the region possesses most of the structural

characteristics that al'e theoretically anticipated to undermine the effectiveness of

exchange-rate adjustments and thereby enable us to test indh€ctly the validity of some of

the new structuralist propositions. The empirical inquiry has both theoletical and policy

relevance as altemative hypotheses about the lole of devaluation and other variables will

be tested and lessons and implications fol policy can be drawn from the devaluation

experiences of the region.

The scope of the thesis is confined to an aggregate study of the macroeconomic

effects of devaluation. Thus, by its very design, the thesis hardly deals with an episode-

ol' country-specific study, however interesting and levealing this may be. By tleating

official exchange rates in the sample countries as policy valiables, the present work

examines only the consequences nol the causes of devaluation.
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3. METHODOLOGY

To test the aforesaid hypotheses about the macroeconomic effects of devaluation, two

complementary sets of research methodologies are employed in the empirical analysis.

The first set of methods is what is sometimes referred to as the episodic approach which

examines the behaviour of the dependent variable of interest before and after and with

and without the devaluation episode. These methods are k¡own in the literature as the

"before-after'I and "control group" approaches, respectively, The evolution of dependent

variables are graphically illustrated and hypotheses about the di¡ection of their change are

subjected to non-parametric tests to determine the statistical significance of the effect of

a devaluation episode.

The second approach is an econometric method. A small macroeconometric model

is specified to help determine not only the effect of exchange-rate changes but also of

other policy variables and extemal disturbances. The model is estimated by a generalized

two stages least squares method using data from 13 Sub-saharan Afiican countries over

the 1978-88 period. The parameter estimates of the model are utilized to simulate the

macroeconomic effects of devaluation.

4, ORGÀNIZATION OF THE THESIS

The main body of thesis is presented in five chaptels. The fir'st chapter leviews the

theoreticai developments and issues in the macroeconomics of devaluation with special

reference to developing economies. The chapter examines the short- and long-run effects
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of devaluation on output, inflation, and on the fiscal and extemal sectors of the economy

using different analytical frameworks and under alternative assumptions about currency

convertibility. The implications of asset accumulation, expectations and exchange control

for the effect of devaluation are examined. The survey outlines the Keynesian,

neoclassical and structuralist views of devaluation and indicates that the natule, magninrde

and duration of the effect of devaluation on a given aggregate variable hinge primarily

on the underlying assumptions of the analytical model, suggesting that whether

devaluation is stagflationary and deficit-reducing (fiscal or extemal) is essentially an

empirical and conditional issue.

The second chapter provides a selective review of the existing empirical evidence

from developing countries on the subject. The chapter finds that the evidence on the

short-run output, inflationaÌy, fiscal and tlade-balance effects of devaluation is mixed and

for some of the variables rather thin. Resealch methodologies employed to determine the

macroeconomic effects of devaluation in the literature are also identified and evaluated

and the appropriateness of using an admixture of estimating approaches is suggested.

The third chapter sketches the exchange late policy of Sub-saharan African

countdes which canied out devaluation in the post-Bretton lVoods era. It was found that

between 1975 and 1989, as many as 59 devaluations of a magnitude of at least 10 percent

were implemented by 19 countries in the region. Examined in the chapter is also the

behaviour of bilateral and multilatelal exchange rates in the devaluation sample. The

major section of the chapter investigates the devaluation process and determines the
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behaviour of valiables of interest in the 'treatmentrr and rrcontrol group" countries over

the devaluation period which is defined to encompass three years befole and after

devaluation. An explanation for the obselved behaviour of dependent variables during the

devaluation period is also attempted.

In the fourth chapter is developed a macloeconometric model to complement the

episodic approach. The behavioral equations of the model include output, price, exports,

imports, fiscal expenditurc, revenue, parallel currency premium and real demand for

money functions. The model recognizes some of the major characteristics of developing

countries such as exchange control, credit constraint, and dependence on imported inputs.

As a framework within which to examine the macroeconomics of devaluation, the model

differs from most of its existing econometlic counterpafts in its attempt to assess the

general equilibrium effect of nominal exchange rates under the afolesaid assumptions.

Estimating issues and results are presented and discussed in the fifth chapter where policy

simulation is also conducted. Lastly, summaly and conclusions ale offered.
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CHAPTER 1

THE MACROECONOMICS OF DEVÄLUATION: Á, SELECTIVE SURVEY OF

THE THEORY

Theory predicts devaluation to affect the macroeconomy through its expenditure-

switching and/or -reducing effects. Expenditure switching occurs as a result of

devaluation-induced changes in relative prices between exportables and importables or'

between traded and nontraded goods or among exports, home and imported goods,

depending on the model one considers. The expenditure-reduction impact arises from the

presumed income, redistributive and wealth effects which in tum are caused by a

devaluation-induced change in the genelal price level.

The object of this chapter is a selective survey of the theoretical literature to

evaluate the natule and duration of these effects and their implications for output,

inflation, the external and fiscal sscfo¡,r. Filst the impact effects of devaluation are

examined, followed by a brief discussion of long-nrn effects. The final section of the

chapter explores the implications of exchange control and liberalization for the

macloeconomic consequences of devaluation,
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1.1 SHORT.RUN EFFECTS OF DEVALUÀTION

In this section will be examined the short-run effects of devaluation on output, external

balance, inflation and fiscal deficit. The analysis will assume fixed capital stock,

unchanged nominal assets- except through valuation effects- static expectations, frrll

curÌency convertibility, and a given commercial policy stance. Some of these assumptions

obviously nisrepresent the characteristics of most developing countries; they al'e

nevertheless retained here not only because they are implicit in most theoretical models

of devaluation but also to facilitate an assessment of the validity of the conclusions of

such models where those assumptions can¡ot be mot.

1.1.1 OUTPUT EFFECTS OF DEVALUATION

In keeping with most of the relevant literature, two types of analytical framework: the

specialized ploduction and the traded/nontraded goods models will be used to examine

output adjustment to devaluation.t A displ'oportionate space is devoted to the discussion

of the output effect of devaluation, reflecting not only the growing interest and

controversy thereupon but also the presence of factors in its determination that have direct

relevance fol othel variables of interest.

'For expollhome goods/imports model see chapter 4 where it is adopted as a
theoretical foundation of the empirical analysis. For an analysis of the output effect of
devaluation see e.g. Marston (1985), Bruce and Purvis (1985) and Lizondo and Montiel
(1989) of which the lattel provides an analytical overview of contractionary devaluation
in developing countries.
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Ä SPECIALIZED PRODUCTION MODEL

In a specialized production model the relative price of interest is the one between

exportables- a composite good produced and consumed at home and sold abroad- and

imports.2 Normally, the home economy is assumed to bs competitive in its impolt

market-so that it takes the foreign currency price of its imports, P'.*, as given- and to have

monopoly powel in its export market; and, therefore, its supply decisions influence the

world-cuuency price of its exports (Pd-:P,r/E), where Po:1¡¿ domestic-cunency price of

exportables, which is determined endogenously in the domestic market, E:the price of

foreign exchange in terms of local culrency, defined so that a rise in E signifies a

devaluation. Thus, the domestic relative plice between imports and exportables, the real

exchange rate, or the terms of trade can be written as.

EP.7Pd

Setting the initial value of P--, which is exogenously given, to unity the relative plice

becomes

E/Po=s, ¿t¿ e':E'-P¿',

a prime denoting the growth rate of the valiable.

Obviously, whethel devaluation can alter the relative price between the two classes of

goods depends entirely on the r€sponse of the domestic plice to the change in the

'?Domestically produced non-traded goods can be aggregated with exportables by
assuming both to have the same price [Tumovsky, 1977:218], or on the assumption that
absolute prices of, and hence, relative prices between, both types of commodities would
remain constant [Dombusch, I97 5 :859).
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exchange rate. To the extent that Pd does not ilìcrease equiproportionately with the

exchange rate, devaluation lowels the relative price of exportables (lowers the foreign-

currerìcy price of expolts) and raises the relative plice of imports (increases tho price of

imports in terms of the cunency of the importer'). If the real exchange rate or the relative

price is reduced, substitution in consumption is expected to take place between

exportables and imports. As the price of imports incleases relative to the domestic good,

domestic lesidents substitute away from the former to the latter. Likewise, foreigners

switch demand to the exports of the devaluing country as the price of the good in terms

of their curency is reduced. Put differently, the change in the relative price makes

exportables more competitive both in the domestic and the world market. Within this

framework, we discuss the output effects of devaluation and the adjustment mechanisms

involved by examining sequentially how it influences the major determinants of aggregate

demand and supply.

(a) Demand-side effects

For the purpose of examining the expenditure effects of devaluation, consider the

following equations as a description of the demand-side of the economy.3

3To simplify the analysis the govemment sector is not explicitly included, to be
considered sepalately later. Its expendihue effect can howevet' be examined by hcluding
it with Z. Since our objective here is to determine the direct (primaly) and indirect
(mostly secondary) effects of devaluation, other exogenous variables which are known to
affect a variable of interest are deliberately excluded to simplify the analysis and bling
out the pertinent issues. While an attempt is made to generate altetnative hypotheses about
the r le of devaluation fl'om the following generalized model, it must be emphasized that



Y:Z+X-IM

eJÐZ : Z(Yr,a,Y,r),0<Zyi4, Z^>0, Z,><0, Z,<0

x : X(e), x">0

IM: o(FIM+N)

FIM : FIM(e,Z), FIM"<0, FIM,>O

N: N(e,Y), N"<0, NÈ0

I\4/P : m(Y,,r,a), mri>O, n\<0, m">0

Yr: [PdY-EiD_r]/P

a: [M+B+B.FA]/P

v: wL/PdMPk.K

P: P;nt-a

where employment is assumed to be demand-determined,

L: L (w/Pd), L,"<0

MPo: ¡4P* (WP, e); K,",K" < 0

w' :0P'

where

Y : real GDP (:net aggregate output)

not all wor*s to be subsequently
specialized production framework.
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( 1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(s)

(6)

('7)

(8)

(e)

(i0)

(11)

Considel also the following simplified expressions for the demand for laboul and capital

(t2)

(13)

(14)

referled to were originally developed within the
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Z : rcal private absorption

X : ¡eal value of exports

IM : real value of imports

FIM - real value of final goods import in foreign currency

N : real value of factor imports in foreign cuüency

Yr : GNP deflated by the cost of living index

i : noninal domestic rate of interest

r : real domestic rate of interest

i* : foreign rate of interest

a : real wealth,

V : wage/profit ratio

W - nominal wage late

L : level of employment

K : capital stock

MP* : ¡¡¡¿¡r¡nu1 product of capital

M : nominal stock of money

m : real demand fol money

B : nominal value of domestic-cun'ency denominated interest-bear ing

assets

FA : nominal value of net foreign-cunency denominated assets

D : net extemal debt
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N : quantity of intermediate imports

P : cost of living index

E : E/Pd

| : propoltion of oxpenditure on domestic goods

0 : degree of wage indexation

Partial derivatives with respect to the relevant argument are denoted by subscripts; thus,

X" is the delivative of X with respect to the real exchange rate.

Although the model is standard in many respects,a a brief elaboration is in order.s

Eq. (1) defines the goods market equilibrium condition, with aggregate demand composed

of domestic and foreign expenditures on domestic goods, and real GDP expressed in units

of the latter'. Eq. (2) is the plivate expenditure function where real GNP, measured irr

tems of traded goods including imports, rather than leal GDP, appears as one of the

arguments. Fol'most developing countries where D>0, other things being equal, Yi<Y. A

notion of disposable income net of interest payments has been suggested and employed

in various models [see e.g. Dornbusch, 1982; Gylfason and Risager, 1984; Van

Wijinbelgen, 1986; Edwards, 1989a1. An increase in net interest payment on the debt

reduces disposable income, hence aggregate demand out of a given level of output, by

asee e.g. Marston (1985) and the references cited there for some of the equations.

5See chapter 4 for a more detailed explanation of some of the functions above.
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imposing a "charge against resources" [Dornbusch, 1982].6

Private absorption is also expected to lespond to changes in the distribution of

income out of a given level of output. The major folm of transfer mentioned in this

connection, and included in the above model, is the redistribution of income between

wage earners and profit recipients and is represented by eq.(10). Real financial wealth

affects private expenditure and is defined to include domestic and foreign assets, all

deflated by the CPI.

Eq.(3) specifies exports demand as a positive function of the tems of trade.

Imports consist of final and intermediate goods, and both, measured in foreign cüffency,

are assumed to depend on the real exchange rate, and also on private absorption and

output, r€spectively. Monetary equilibrium is desclibed by eq. (7), and the real demand

for money depends positively on real GNP and negatively on the interest rate. Eq. (12)

expt€sses the demand for labour as a decreasing function of the product wage where as

eq. (13) specifies the marginal product of capital to depend negatively on the product

wage and the relative plice of intermediate imports assuming an increased intensity of

capital use following the induced fall in the demand for labour and intelmediate imports

[see e.g. Lizondo and Montiel, 1989:202). The wage adjustment equation (14) embodies

altemative hypotheses about wage formation depending on the values of 0. If 0:1, real

6Note, however, that the tleatment of interest payment on extemal debt as a negative
element in the calculation of disposable income is rationalized on the assumptions that
the debt is owed by the private sector or that govemments meet their extemal debt
obligations through increased tax revenues, even if the debt is owed by the public sector'

lsee Lizondo and Montiel, 1989, and the ¡eferences therc in].
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rvage rigidity (full wage indexation) or nominal wage flexibility obtains; and for 0=0, the

nominal wage is rigid. Intermediate values replesent partial indexation of the nominal

wage rate to the CPI.7

To identify the majol mechanisms through which devaluation is expected to

influence ag1.regate demand, we derive from the above model expressions for the

endogenous variables of the model.8

Y' : (ZY)z' + (rY)X' - (lL4/Y)lM'

Z' :LytYt' +E^a' + (Z/Z)dr + (ZJZ)dV

Yi' : nY' - FI(l-ô)+$oôle'

a':(ô-r¡r)E'-ôPu'

dL : -(lv{/m,) {t( I -ô)-L"(ô-ÐlP'+ô( I -!."")Pu' -

E^rrln(i-õ)+$¿ôJe' + þyrIY' )

dv : vt(0ô-1)( l-f"+þ")+Ç"lPo'-vte(i-ôXi -4,"+8")-E*"lE'

l¡' - t -'zL - ¡f,rcw

IM' : trÇ"+(1-rc)1,,.+1)e' +rc1,,2' +(1-rc)f,,rY'

whele

f, : elasticity of the first subscfipt with respect to the second.

( 1a)

(2a)

(8a)

(9a)

\t a)

(10a)

(3a)

(4a)

TSee Bruce and Purvis (1985). See also Sachs (1980), Islam (1984), Edwards (1989a)

for similal fomulation.

8An expression for Po is not offered since its detelmination requiles a specification
of the supply-side of the economy. This will be considered later'. The derivations assume

that M':B':FA':K':D':0; and redistribution of income only fi'om a given level of
output is considered.
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Fol example, Çri denotes the income elasticity of plivate absorption.

[I:PdY/PY', $d:EiD-r/PYt (extemal debt as a ratio of GNP),

ry=(M+B)/Pa (ratio of domestic assets to total assets),

rc:E.FIl\{/PoIM (consumeÍ imports as a ratio of total imports).

An examination of the adjustment of the components of aggregate demand leveals

that devaluation affects expenditure decisions on domestic goods through changes in

relative prices and independently thereof.e From the equations presented above,

devaluation can be shown to affect aggregate demand thlough the following mechanisms.

(Ð SUBSTITUTION EFFECTS

The substitution effect ofdevaluation on agglegate demand arises from changes in relative

prices and the resultant expenditurc switching both by residents and foreigners in favour

of the domestic good (eqs. 3a and 4a).to Relevant questions to be posed in this

con¡ection are whethel devaluation alters the relative price between the domestic and the

foreign good and whether the resultant change in the relative plice, if it occuLs, generates

the required behavioral response and induces expenditule switching lBil'd, 1983]. If one

elt may be noted that since oul motivation hele is to examine the demand-side effects
of devaluation and since supply is not assumed to be necessarily perfectly elastic artd is
to be examined subsequently, an expression for the equiliblium level of output is not
derived from the above specified model in the usual fashion. Instead, the majol forms of
expenditule adjustment to devaluation are identified and evaluated.

roSee e.g. Johnson (1987a, 1987b) for a brief summary of the expolt and import
effects of cuuency depreciation.
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invokes the extreme Keynesian supply-side assumption that Pd is constant, devaluation

automatically alters the relative plice in question. But, where prices increase with demand

due, for example, to decreasing retums, the presence of malket power and "structural

imbalances in the labour malket that result in money wage increases that exceed increases

in average labour productivity" [Stern, 1973:192-93] and where the production of

exportables requiles imported inputs the domestic-cunency price of which rises with

devaluation (Coppock, 1971), the relative-price effect of devaluation will be attenuated

even in the presence of unemployed r€sources. With a classical supply-side assumption

where output is exogenously detelmined at full employment, a devaluation would not

produce a relative-price change at all as the domestic price rises equiproportionately with

the exchange late lsee Stem, 1973:193]. Furthermore, relative prices may not immediately

respond to devaluation "if foreign tlade is subject to forwald contracts" lThirlwall,

1980:831.

But, given a relative-price change, the substitution effect is positive to the extent

that the Marshall-Lemer condition is satisfied, namely,

("+rcf,"+(1-rc)!,,">1

derived under the assumption of initially balanced trade using eqs. (1a, 3a and  a);tl

where f,-",Ç,f,,":elasticity of expolt demand, final goods imports demand, and

intemediate goods demand with respect to the real exchange rate, respectively.

"See e.g. Gylfason and Schmid (1983). In most Keynesian models imports are

assumed to be exclusively final goods (rc:1), in which case the Marshall-Lemer condition
takes its standald expression:Ç"+Ç">1.
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The magnitude of the substitution effect is contingent on the elasticities of export

and impolt demandr'; the higher these elasticities, the greater is the substitution and,

hence, the trade-balance and aggrcgate-demand effects. Whethel import and export

elasticities are high enough to generate the theoretically anticipated positive substitution

effects of devaluation has long been debated "among 'elasticity pessimists,' 'elasticity

optimists' and 'middle-of-the-¡oad-ers "' Uohnson, 1977:2571.t3 Elasticity pessimism still

appears to be a relevant consideration for LDCs characterized by structural rigidities in

the pattem of demand and production.ra

Rigidity on the demand side manifests itself i-n the low degree of substitutability

between imported and domestic goods. Extreme rigidity is found in models wherc no

consumer goods are imported (rc=0) and imported inputs are used in domestic production

with a fixed-proportion technology, the latter implying zero or very low substitutability

between imported intermediates and domestic inputs [see e.g. Krugman and Taylor', 1978].

The ligidity of the import coefficient implies that Ç,":0 and if the pre-devaluation level

of Y is to be maintained, the pre-devaluation quantity of imports need :o be sustained.

The corollary of this statement is that if the quantity of these imports is reduced, output

will declease. The sheer absence ol shortage of domestic substitutes for imported goods

12Note that the supply of expolt and impolt is, by assumption, perfectly elastic.

t3For a summary of the debate in the context of LDCs, see e.g. Loxley (1986:31-33;
1989).

tosee e.g. Crockett, 1981 and Taylor, i981 for a description of such rigidities.
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is noted to make import demand inelastic even if impolts are not exciusively inputs [see

e.g. Crockett, 1981, Cooper, 19711.

On the export side, the specialized production model in its fixed-price version

assumes exports to be demand-detelmined and the emphasis is, thelefore, on demand

elasticity. But, if one superimposes the assumption of export volume rigidity due, for'

example, to the presence of structural bottlenecks and credit constraints (see e.g. Machlup,

1955:261; Colma¡ and Nixson, 1986:407), longer gestation period of certain products and

installation of capital (see e.g. Cooper, 1971:13-14; Kaldor, 1983:38; Nashashibi,

1983:16), policy-induced rigidity as it manifests itself in "[p]rice fixing, domestic trade

monopolies, acreage plescription for various crops, ... decision on taxation and

investment" lNashashibi, 1980:25], or due to time needed "to legain confidence after the

policy change" (Nashashibi, 1983), all of which tend to inhibit output expansion, export

rcvenue in domestic cunency need not rise, even in the presence of unemployment,

immediately following devaluation.rs Where exports have import content, "[t]he quantity

exported might even be reduced" following devaluation due to the cost-push effect of the

latter [Katseli, 1983:36 i].

In principle, the supply of exports could be increased by leleasing goods from

domestic consumption without expanding production. This option is, however, extremely

limited for developing countries whele exports ale dominated by raw matelials or other

primary commodities which ale ralely consr¡med domestically [Cooper, 1971; Crockett,

tssee e.g. Krugman and Taylor'(1978) for a model where export volume is fixed.
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19811. The assumption of rigidity in import demand and export supply implies that an

increase in the real exchange rate simply raises import expenditure in domestic cuffency

without incleasing exports, hence rendering the substitution effect negative.'6 17 In

general, other things being equal, given a relative-price change, the highel the price-

sensitivity of expolt supply and import demand, the larger is the substitution and, hence,

the trade-balance and aggregate-demand effect of devaluation.

(iÐ REAL INCOME EFFECT

Devaluation also affects agglegate demand by changing the level of real income out of

a given level of output (see eqs. 2a and 8a). The real income effect arising from the

devaluation-i-nduced change in relative prices fi'om a given level of output is given,

suppressing other coefficients, by n(l-ô)+$oð in eq.(8a).

One can distinguish two sources of real income effect fi'om a given level of output

tuNote that in this model, given the rigidity of exports and impolts in volume, the
trade balance in foreign cunency would also deteriolate since the price of exports in
foreigu curency has decreased by the devaluation, whereas expenditure on impolts in
foreign currency stays at the pre-devaluation level [see Taylor, 1983:54-55].

tTThe tendency for the trade balance to worsen before it gets better due to lag in
relative-price change (because of 'forward contracts'), recognition, decision, delivery and
production lags is described as the J curve effect [see e.g. Thirlwall, 1980:83-85]. The
implication of the J curue effect that the extemal balance will eventually improve does

not necessarily follow undel the above noted assumptions.
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from the preceding expression.rs The first is the terms-of-trade, or otherwise referued to

in the literature as the Laursen-Metzler, effect, captured by II(1-ô). This effect arises

because a devaluation increases the aggregate plice level via eq. (11), and given Pu,

leduces the purchasing power of a given level of output through eq. (8). To the extent

that the devaluing country consumes imported goods (ô<1), and P'>Po', or which is the

same thing, E'>Po', a unit of its domestic good is capable of purchasing fewel units of

the foreign good following a devaluation. The reduction in real income from the

deterioration of the terms of trade depends, among other things, on the share of

expenditures on imports (ô).

The other source of real income effect is the prcsence of net intercst payments on

extemal debt. For an economy with net external debt position ($o>0), the increase in the

real exchange rate raises the debt-service charge for a given stock of debt. From eq. (8)

the real domestic cost of servicing the extemal debt is given by

EiD_r/P

which, using eq. (11), can be rewritten as

eôi-D_,

It is transparent that, given the foreign interest rate and the stock of net external debt

outstanding, a real devahlation will increase the debt-service charge in terms of domestic

rsThe income effect considered hele is out of a given level ofnet output. In the case

of gross output, another mechanism of income üansfer from the devaluing to the other'
countly will be involved through i-rttermediate impolts lsee Das, i980; Gylfason and
Schmid, 19831.
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currency; and the magnitude of the inclease depends on the import share of expenditures,

or by the de$ee to which foreign ptÌces determine the aggregate price index. In the

extrene case whele the aggregate plice level is entirely determined by the price of the

domestic output (ô:1), a given increase in the leal exchange rate will have the maximum

effect on interest payments.re On the other extrome, where ô:0, rcal devaluation leaves

the size of interest payments unchanged.2o The contractionary effect arising from the

increased cost of debt servicing is emphasized for countries with a high external debt as

a proportion of GNP [Cooper, 1971; Gylfason and Risager, 1984; Van Wijinbergen, 1986;

Edwards, 1989a1.2t,

In addition to the aforesaid mechanisms that affect the level of income out of a

given level of output, a devaluation can influence the formel via its impact on the level

of output (eq. 8a). Thus, a devaluation which stimulates output incrcases aggtegate

demand through its favourable effect on income, and conversely. If devaluation is

launched from an initial position of a tlade deficit (X-IM<O), an additional negative

income effect results, as noted, among others, by Cooper (1971) and formalized by

Knrgman and Taylor'(1978) for the devaluation magnifies the deficit in terms of domestic

cunency. It should be noted that these valuation effects arise and are negative if exports

reVan Wijinbergen (1986), for example, implicitly assumes this to be so.

20For an ecoûomy with net external asset position ($u<0), the analysis is symmetrical.

2rThe terms-of-trade and extemal debt effects on aggregate demand may however be

attenuated by the decline in the interest rate due to the resultant income leduction (eqs.

7a and 2a).
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ale billed in domestic curr€ncy and imports in foreign cu 'ency, as in the model under

considelation, or both exports and imports are quoted in foreign cìlrrency as Krugman and

Taylor (i978).

(iiÐ INCOME REDISTRIBUTION EFFECT

Devaluation is hypothesized to influence the pattem of income :edisí'ibution. A simplified

expression for the change in income redishibution from a given level of output is derived

as eq. (10a) fiom eqs. (10-14) and is reproduced below for convenience.

dv : vt(0ô- 1X 1 -Ç"+$,")+Ç"lPo'- Vte( 1 -ôX 1 -&"+E,")-&JE' ( 10a)

where Ç," : elasticity of marginal product of capital 'with respect to the real wage,

E¡," : real wage elasticity of labour demand, Ç" : elasticity of marginal product of capital

with respect to the relative price of intermediate impolts; dV>0 implies a tr ansfer of real

income to labour'.

Eq. (10a) indicates that the distributional effects of exchange-rate changes depend,

among other things, on the degree of wage indexation, the presence of impolted inputs,

wage elasticity of labour demand, and on the lesponse of Po to devaluation. Assume for

the moment that P,r':O. Where nominal wages are Ligid (0:0), and there are no

intemediate impolts (by implication,Ç":0), a devaluation would leave the distribution of

income between labour and capital unchanged for a given level of output. In the presence

of impolted inputs, thele will be redistibution away from capital since the production of

the initial level of output would entail higher real import costs and/or, in the presence of
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factol' substitution, increased intensity in capital use and fall in its productivity, or greater

level of employment all of which would imply, given the ploduct wage, a lower profit

rate. Take the extreme case where wages are fully indexed; now dV could assume either

sign, depending essentially on the wage elasticity of labour demand. With $,":0, i.e.,

given the level of employment, a devaluation would transfer income in favour of labour.

This is because the nominal wage is indexed to the CPI, which, due to the exchange rate,

has increased, resulting in a higher product wage and a lower profit rate.

While the above scenario is a theoretical possibility, the relevant literature has

focused on cases where the domestic price level rises following a devaluation. The

direction of income transfer would in that case hinge on the degree of wage indexation

and the wage elasticity of laboul demand. If one assumes nominal wages to be rigid and

the level of employment to remain unaltered, then it can be seen fi'om eq. (i0a) that a

devaluation would raise the share of profits by lowering real wages (both in units of the

domestic good and the CPI), as noted by Alexander (1952), Cooper (197l), Diaz-

Alejandro (1963) and Krugman and Taylor (1978). However, as mentioned by Gylfason

(1987:379), if employment is allowed to increase due to the depressed real wages Q,,"<0),

then the dish'ibutional effect of exchange rates becomes indeterminate.

With a full nominal wage indexation scheme, eq. (i0a) becomes

dv : vt(1-ðXl -h,"+E,,")-E*"1"'

fi'om which can be discelned that a nominal devaluation tlansfers income only to the

extent it results in leal devaluation; even then, the direction of the transfer depends on the
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wage elasticity of labour demand. On the other hand, if real wages fall immediately

following devaluation and if the induced increase in employment takes effect only in the

long run, then devaluation will cause the wage share to decline in the short run.

The foregoing brief and simplified analysis points to the indetermirracy of the

income redistlibuting role of devaluation in the specialized production model on

theoretical glounds. Be that as it may, whether the devaluation-induced change in income

redistribution affects aggregate demand is contingent on what is assumed about the

spending behaviour of groups among whom income is tlansfelred. The prevailing view

is that the marginal propensity to consume out of wage income is higher than that out of

profit income. Thus, Krugman and Taylor (1978), Diaz-Alejandro (1963), Cooper (1971)

emphasize the deflationaly consequence of a declining share of wage income, assuming

that Z"<0 in eq. (2a).

Implicit in the above assertion is the presumption that the marginal propensity to

invest by profit recipients is zel'o. However, as noted by Machlup (1955), implied by

Alexander (1952) and pointed out by Risager (1987) and Lizondo and Montiel (1989),

since what matters for aggregate demand is spending both by households and firms, even

if the malginal propensity to consume out of profits is low, to the extent that the marginal

propensity to invest is positive (added profit stimulates investment), aggregate expenditure

need not fall following the income transfer.22 To conclude, whether devaluation affects

22Another kind of income transfel that can be mentioned in the present context with
an expenditule implication is a transfer fi'om the private to the public sector' [see e.g.
Alexander, 1952; Diaz-Alejandro, 1963; Cooper, 1971; Krugman and Taylor, 19781. Such
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aggregafe demald through income redistribution depends not only on the dilection of

income transfer but also on the relative size of the marginal propensity to spend of groups

between whom income is transfeued.

(iv) ÀUTONOMOUS INVESTMENT EFFECT

The phrase "autonomous investment effect" is used herc to refer to the change in

investment behaviour given the rate of intelest and the level of output. The major factor

that influences investment for a given rate of interest and level of income is the expected

real profit, although this variable is not explicitly incorporated in the absorption equation.

The investment effect of devaluation ftom changes in the expected real profit can be

infened fi'om eqs. (2 and 10) by proxying expected profits by the current actual plofit

(W*K). As noted before, the effect of devaluation on the level of profit is theoretically

indeterminate, so is, by implication, its effect on the level of autonomous investment. In

the event that nominal wages are fixed or slow to adjust and in the absence of imported

inputs, ol a high deglee of substitutability between imported and domestic inputs, a

devaluation stimulates investment by enhancing its profitability, and conversely [see e.g.

Risager, 1987; Van Wijinberyen, 1986; Cooper', i9711. Conversely, in economies where

nomi¡al wage indexation and import-dependent domestic production ale common, the

a tlansfel', to tho extent it occurs- to be examined later'- is algued to be contlactionary on
the grounds that the public sector has a lower marginal plopensity to spend than the
pdvate sector, or that fiscal expenditure will not increase (taxes will not be reduced)
immediately following the devaluation-induced transfer.
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investment effect of devaluation is likely to be negative.

Thus, Buffie (1986), specifying investment as a function of Tobin's q (the ratio

of the demand price to the supply price of capital), and defining the supply price of

capital as a weighted average of the prices of domestic goods and the domestic-currency

price of imported capital goods (the exchange rate) shows that devaluation discourages

investment by increasing the local-currency cost of imported investnent goods to the

degree they constitute a significant portion of the newly acquired capital goods [see also

Branson, 1986; Alluwalia and Lysy, 1981; Lizondo and Montiel, i9891.

(v) WEALTH EFFECTS

The last two expenditure effects are pledicated primarily on the assumptions of rigidity

of nominal wages, differential spending pattern and rigidity of production coefficients.

Where flexibility, both il a nominal and a technological sense, is assumed, the

expenditule effects from the above mentioned sources will be greatly minimized. Still,

devaluation can exert an expenditure effect through changes in the real value of financial

wealth.

The wealth effect of devaluation arises from the latter's impact on the aggregate

price level which, in tum, deternines the real value of financial wealth. It may be noted

that wealth effects occul independently of changes in lelative prices as, for wealth effect

to occur', what is requiled is a change in the absolute aggrcgate price level and a fixed
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value of nominal assets.23 The growth of rcal wealth is derived fi'om eqs. (9) and (1 1)

as eq. (9a) above and is reproduced below.

a' : (ô-r¡)E'-ôPo' (9a)

In the absence of capital mobility where private agents hold only domestic assets, 1.,E1.

It is clear then that for an economy which consumes imports (ô<1), a devaluation will

reduce financial wealth by increasing tho aggregate price index, even if Pd':O; the

negative wealth effect would be larger if Pu was to lise following devaluation.

If agents' portfolios include foleign-cunency denominated assets, a devaluation

affects real wealth also via capital gains or losses on net foreign asset holdings [see e.g.

Boyer, 1971; Frenkel and Rodriguez, 19751. In units of the CPI, the local-cunency value

of net foreign assets can be expressed as

E FA/P:eôFA (1s)

which indicates that the magnitude of capital gain or loss from the variation of the

exchange rate depends on (i) the asset position of the economy in the world capital

market, i.e. whether FA is positive, (ii) the size of ô, and (iii) the domestic-price effect

of devaluation.

For a net creditor in foreign-currency denominated assets, a real devaluation will

produce a capital gain to the extent that ô>0. In the absence of a relative-price change,

the real local-curlency value of foreign assets is invariant with devaluation, and real

"In fact, in neoclassical models, where wages and prices are assumed to be fully
flexible, devaluation affects expenditure only thlough wealth effects, or the teal balance

effect where money is the only fo¡m of asset.
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capital gain is zero regardless of the asset position of the economy. For debtol nations,

a real devaluation will result in a capital loss.

Thus, a devaluation affects real financial wealth through the price index effect

(which reduces the real value of assets fixed in nominal terms) and via the capital

gain/loss effect (on holdings of foreign assets).24 For countries with positive net holdings

of foreign assets, the total wealth effect depends on the asset composition, r¡r. To generate

a positive wealth effect, one has to assume that ry<ô. In developing countries with huge

net debt in foreign curency, one might surmise the wealth effect to be negative. Thus,

given a'lE' <0, and positive wealth elasticity of spending, a devaluation is clear{y

contractionary via this channel.

2aTo be sure, an additional wealth effect will be genelated if domestic bonds are
internationally tradable and the net holding of these assets is nonzero. For example, if a

country is net debtor in domestic cuffency in the sense that foreigners invest in domestic-
currency denominated assets of the home country, r'eal devaluation will decrease the real
value of its liabilities. In fact, Miles (1978) shows that where domestic assets are

recognized to have offsetting liabilities, fr¡ture tax liabilities are perfectly foreseen and
properly discounted (so that an increase in holdings of govemment bonds does not
represent an incrcase in cunent expenditure) and where relative prices are invariant with
a devaluation (thus no capital gain or loss from holdings of foreign assets), a devaluation
induces a wealth effect only through the net holdings of intemationally tladable domestic
securities.
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(vi) INTEREST-RATE EFFECT

The expenditure effect of devaluation can also be impalted tlu'ough the interest rate if the

latter is allowed to vary [eqs. 2a and 7 a].2s Beside the lelative-price induced real

income-effect leferred to above, which suggests a negative interest-rate effect,

devaluation's impact on the interest rate is partially captured by t(1-ô)-Ç"(ô-ty)l

in eq. (7a). The first element in the brackets represents the direct pass-through price-index

effect of devaluation on the nominal demand for money, which, given the money stock,

will cause the interest rate to rise as people attempt to maintain desired ratio of monetary

holdings; and this effect would be magrified if devaluation was followed by a hike in the

domestic pdce level (see eq. 7a). The second telm in the brackets represents the interest-

rate effect of exchange-rate changes though the real value of assets, and the sign of this

effect is ambiguous and is contingent on the wealth effect examined previously [see e.g.

Van Wijinbergen, 1986; Buffie, 1984a1. Given the assumption, however, that the money

supply is fixed in nominal terms (therefore, capital gains are not monetized) the overall

intercst effect from the two terms identified is positive to the degree domestic money

figutes prominently in household's portfolio and that f,"," does not exceed unity. It is also

clear from eq. (7a) that changes in the level of output will positively affect the intelest

rate. Thus, the nature of output adjustment to devaluation detelmines the latter's indirect

interest-rate effect through this var.iable. Hence, the ovelall impact of devaluation on the

25See Lizondo and Montiel (1989) for a mole detailed discussion of the interest-rate
effect of devaluation in the context of the loan market.
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interest rate is indeterminate a prioli so is its expenditure effect via this loute.

In summary, exchange-rate changes affect aggregate demand through a numbel of

channels, and the net expenditure effect is ambiguous. A devaluation which induces a

relative-price change increases demand for domestic goods via the trade balance effect

the magnitude of which depends on the relevant elasticities. If elasticities are low and the

negative income effect is large, the relative-plice effect of devaluation on aggregate

demand is negative. Devaluation also affects expenditure through changes in income

redistribution, real financial wealth, interest rate and autonomous investment. Fufihermore,

to the degree that devaluation influences the level of output, some secondary effects were

shown to be operative. In general, Keynesian models ploduce relative-price changes,

emphasize the substitution effect and minimize the advelse income and autonomous

expenditule effects and, thus, view devaluation as expansionary, while New Structuralist

models minimize positive substitution effects and place emphasis on the contractionary

aggregate-demand effects as transmitted through advefse trade-balance, redistributive and

other expenditure effects. Full-employment models emphasize the wealth effect as the

major expenditure-reducing mechanism.

(b) SUPPLY-SIDE EFFECTS OF DEVALUATION

Clearly, given the afo¡esaid demand-side effects, the output effect depends on supply-side

assumptions and how the aggregate supply itselfis infiuenced by changes in the exchange

late, To determine the agglegate-supply effect of devaluation, considel the following
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Y : S(W/P.,o), S,"<0, S.<0
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(16)

The sholt-n¡n supply of output is specified to depend negatively on the product wage and,

in the presence of imported inputs, on the relative price of the latter.

Using eqs.(i 1,14 and i6), the following supply adjustment function can be derived.

Y' : tL"O(1-ô)+å"lE'-tL,,(1 -eõ)+L"lPo' (16a)

It can easily be seen fîom eq. (16a) that the supply-side effect of an exchange rate

depends on the degrce of wage flexibility and on whether intemediate imports are used

in production. Consider first a standard Keynesian model where nominal wage rigidity is

assumed and, therefole, 0:0:dW, and no intermediate imports are used in domestic

production. Then, eq. (16a) reduces to

Y' : -q*Pd'>o

in which case the position of the aggregate supply curve is unaffected by the change in

the exchange rate [see e.g. Bruce and Pulvis, 1985; Pitchford, 1990].'?6 Add to this model

the assumption that intermediate imports are employed in the production of domestic

goods to obtain:

Y' : f,"E'-tÇ,"+Ç"lPo'

For a given domestic plice, supply response to exchange-r'ate depreciation is given by

Y',lE', : E"<0

26Note, however, that as will be shown later', devaluation can affect quantity supplied
through its impact on Po, by lowering product wage and stimulating the demand for labour
the supply of which is by assumption elastic at the prevailing fixed wage.
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That is, a devaluation reduces supply (causes an upward shift of the agglegate supply

culve) by raising the domestic-cuuency price of imported inputs as emphasized and

formalized, among others, by Bruno (1979), Gylfason and Schmid (1983), Islam (1984),

Edwards (1986b, 1989a) and Van Wijinbergen (1986).

Consider now a vadable nominal wage model. Take the extreme case of full

indexation which, in effect, fixes the consumption wage. Assume away imported inputs.

Then we obtain

Y' : tå"(1-ô)le'

An increase in the exchange late would lead to a reduction in aggregate supply by driving

up wage costs and, thus, the cost of production [see e.g. Buffie, 1984a; Van Wijinbergen,

19861. In the context of the labour market, the following interpretation may be offered.

Given Po, a hike in the nominal wage (which is indexed to the CPI) raises the product

wage, thereby reducing labour demand, which is a negative function of WPo. On the

other hand, labour supply is a positive function of the consumption wage (WP) which

remains unaltered upon devaluation by the assumption of indexation. Thus, a fall in

laboul demand fol a given laboul supply reduces employment and, hence, output supplied,

despite the flexibility of nominal wages [see Salop, 1974; Purvis, 1979; Brcce and Purvis,

19851.27

It may be mentioned that the supply-side effect of devaluation would vanish and

2?It must be noted, however', that the degree of factor substitutability should be taken
into account to determine the employment effect of devaluation [see e.g. Buffie, 1984a,
1989; Edwards, 1989a1.
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a classical result obtain in the fuIl-indexatioû model if ô:1 (so that wages ale indexed to

the domestic price level), or^ if the product and consumption wage are identically

defined,28 or if the domestic price level rises on impact proportionately with the

exchange rate. In each of these cases, the product wage and the consumption wage remain

unaltered, and so will the level of employment and output supply.

The presence of intermediate imports with full indexation of wages reilforces the

negative supply-side effect of devaluation referred to above. Assuming again rigidity of

real wages, eq. (16a) can be rewritten as

Y': tE"(I-ô)+ã"le'

The qualitative effect of the presence of intermediate imports in this case is that even if

õ:1, the contractionary supply-side effect would be retained.2e

The cost-push effects of devaluation presented above are shown in the New

Structuralist literature to have further cost implications via the interest rate in developing

countries where firms experience credit rationing [see e.g. Bnrno, 1979; Taylor, 1,979,

1981; Van Wijinbergen, 1982, 19861. The argument is that as real variable costs (working

capital) increase upon devaluation, firms' demand for loans to finance theil wolking

capital rises, dliving firms to the informal credit malket to meet unsatisfied credit

demand, causing the interest rate there to rise and, thus, the cost of production to increase

"See e.g. (Hanson, 1983) where the nominal wage is indexed to devaluation and no
distinction is made between the product and the consumption wage.

2eNote that if E':Pd', supply is still furvaliant with changes in the exchange rate.
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and output supply to fall.3o

The contractionary effect of devaluation in the presence of credit constraint is also

derived without reference to the curb market and even under conditions of flexible prices

and wages. Using a choice-theoretic approach, Rojas-Suarez (1987) demonstrates that

anticipated devaluation could lead to a decline in output by reducing the level of real

monetary base and, hence, real credit supply, via its effect on the expected inflation rate,

in an economy where firms "need to finance theil monetary advances by demanding credit

from the banking sector" and output is therefore constrained by the availability of real

credit.

To sum up, the foregoing analysis clearly indicates that the short-run output effect

of devaluation is theoretically indeterminate as it depends on the divelse demand and

supply-side effects whose direction cannot be determined a priori. It may be concluded

that in the absence of credit constraint, devaluation will be expansionary if it can induce

expenditure switching in favour of the domestic good, and the prices of inputs used in

domestic production are not significantly increased by the devaluation.

TRADED/NONTRADED GOODS F'RAMEWORK

The assumption of a single composite good is rather restlictive whele there is a sizable

non-traded goods sector, or if the relative price between expoltables and non-traded goods

is not constant. Under these cilcumstances, the analysis of devaluation based on a single

30See chapter 4 for further discussion,
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composite good may be misleading when one examines the output effect of devaluation

since, as the forthcoming discussion reveals, what might be a reallocation effect in the

two-good model could be mistaken for an expansionary/contractionary effect in the

specialized production framework [see e.g. Pitchford, 1990:159].

Conventionally, the specialized-p¡oduction model assumes that exporters are price

setters, with the implication that a devaluation would influence the foreign-curlency plice

of exportables. But most developing countries are price takers both in the world markets

of their imports and exports, making the small-country assumption more appropriate

[Crockett, 1981:60]. If a small-country assumption was invoked both in the export and

import markets, the international price of both exportables and importables would be

taken as given and their rclation to their respective local prices can be expressed as

P,":EP,"-

P":EP--

where P,, and P* are price index of imports and exports in domestic curency, and

asterisks denote p ces denominated in a foleign currency. Given P,,* and P** by the small-

countly assumption, the rclativo pl'ico between exportables and importables remains

unchanged legardless of the exchange rate. Under these circumstances, the relative price

liable to change in response to devaluation is not that between exportables and

importables but that between traded and nontraded goods.

The analysis of devaluation in the tladed/nontladed goods framework makes the

following general assumptions [see e.g. Krueger, 1983:45-53]. First, the relative price
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between tladed goods is constant,3' so is the relative price among nontraded goods.

Second, the international price of traded goods is parametrically given whereas the price

of nontladed goods is determined in the domestic market. Third, the domestic market for

nontraded goods and the world market for traded goods clear at zury exchange Íate.t2 tt

Fourth, traded and nontraded goods rue imperfect substitutes.

While the foreign-cunency plice of traded goods (P-) is given, its domestic

counterpart (P) is detelmined by the world price and the exchange rate on the assumption

that the "law of one pdce" holds. Thus,

P, : EP*l

which can be rewritten in percentage terms as

P" : E'+ P*,'

Since by assumption P-,':0, the above expression reduces to Pr' : E', which implies that

the domestic-cunency pr'ice of traded goods increases to the full extent of devaluation in

3rThis assumption justifies an aggregation of expoltables and importables into one
composite good. Perfect substitutability between exportables and importables can also
plovide a rationale for such an aggregation [Whitman, 1975:499], The assumption also
implies that the external terms of trade ale invariant with the exchange rate.

32Fol a disequilibrium traded/nontr aded goods model in which in the shoÍ run
quantity rathel than pdce adjustment takes place and where the supply-side effect of
wage/price rigidity, cledit lationing and intermediate imports are analyzed, see Zaidi
(1986).

"HoweveL, in a given economy, excess demand for or excess supply of traded goods
can be observed which can be eliminated by generating, and is replesented by, trade
deficit (surplus).
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the home country.3a

Let P,, stand for the price of nontraded goods denominated in domestic currency.

Then, the relative price of traded goods in terms ofnontraded goods can be expressed as

P'lP":EP-,/P',

and setting the initial value of the parametrically given foreign price to unity, the lelative

price of traded goods can be written as E/P,,. It is clear from the foregoing that a

devaluation will necessarily raise the relative price of traded goods (decrease the relative

price of nontraded goods) if P,, is somehow stabilized or is slow to adjust.3s In the

subsequent exposition, the traded/nontraded-goods framework is used to briefly examine

the sectoral and aggregate short-run output effects of devaluation.36

In the traded goods sector, output is supply determined by the small-country

assumption, and we will therefore examine supply response. As before, the short-run

supply of tladed goods can be specified as a function of the product wage and the relative

3alf a large (two)-country model was assumed, the foreign price could decrease in
response to the home country's increased supply of exports and decreased demand for
imports [Cooper , l97l:51. Thus, given P*r:Pr/B, a devaluation would leduce P.r. At the
original domestic price (which would colrespond to the reduced foreign price in
proportion to the increase in E), thele would be arì excess demand for nontraded goods
which would cause P, to rise until the excess demand is met. Thus, P, would rise but not
by as much as the devaluation. See e.g. Dornbusch (1988:ch.2) for a two-country model.

3sThe relative price such defined is also called the real exchange rate. But, note that
this ratio reprcsents now the internal, not the extenal, terms of tlade.

3uFor the analysis of output-effects of devaluation in the traded/nontraded goods
model see, among others, Lizondo and Montiel (1989), Edwards (1989a), Guitian (i976),
Bruce and Purvis (1985).
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price of traded intermediates. However, since the relative price of the latter' (theiÌ price

in terms of traded goods) is invariant with the exchange rate (E/E:1), they can be ignored

as a variable [see Lizondo and Montiel, 1989], and the supply function can, therefore, be

written as follows even when traded intermediates are used.

Yt": Yt"(WE) Yt"*<O (17)

where Yt":supply of traded goods, WE:w: the ploduct wage in the sectot', i.e., real wage

in terms of tladed goods. Retaining the wage adjustment assumption made previously (and

replacing domestic goods by nontraded goods, imports by traded goods, and Po by P,),

and allowing the possibility of nominal wage rigidity and flexibility, eq. (17) can be

rewritten as

Yr": Yt"(E, P,,) (rta)

YEE>O, Yt,p,,:O rigid nominal wage model

Yt,B:-Yt"e,¡0 Flexiblewagemodel3T

With a rise in the nominal exchange rate, given P,,, the product wage fol the traded

goods sector declines, increasing the demand fol labour, employment, and supply of

traded goods.38 Even if rigidity of real wages (in terms of consumption goods) is

assumed, the rise in E still lowers the product wage and elicits positive supply response

3?See Bruce and Pulvis (1985). Note that P,, can be used to represent also the nominal
prices of nontraded intelnediate inputs. In general, when {lexibility of nominal factor
prices including the wage rate is assumed eq. (17) can be written as Y,':Y,"@/P,,).

3sln the labour malket, the demand for laboul shifts upwards. Given a positive wage
elasticity of labour supply, this generates a higher level of employment.
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so far as P,, does not rise proportionately with E. Thus, in this model, substitr¡tion in

supply ensures that devaluation increases output in the traded goods sector.

To determine the output effect in the nonÍaded goods sector considel both the

supply and demand-side effects. Supply behaviour in the nontraded goods sector is

described as follows in the same way as the domestic good in the previous model.

Yn" : Yn"(WP',E/P,) Yn","<0, Yn"e<O (18)

which can be reduced to

Yn" : Yn"(P",E)

Yn,o>O, Yn.6:0, with rigid nominal wage and with no traded intermediate goods; Yn"o:-

Yn"E>O, with flexible nominal wages and use of traded intermediate inputs.

Given W and P,,, and where tÍaded intemlediates are not used in the production

of nontraded goods, a devaluation does not affect the product wage, and the supply of

nontraded goods does not fall. In the presence of nominal wage variability and/or use of

nonsubstitutable traded intermediate inputs, a devaluation adversely affects supply through

its cost-push effect. It is apparent from the above specification that a devaluation causes

a substitution in supply between traded and nontraded goods. The argument is that the

traded goods sector, enjoying now a higher price for its product, is expected to be willing

to pay higher nominal wages in proportion to the exchange rate, in effect, increasing the

consumption wage. Firms in the nontraded goods sectol are willing to pay nominal wages

in proportion to the change in P,,, which, on impact, is expected to be less than the change

in E, leading, in any case, 1o a fall in the consumption wage. Given free mobility of
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labour, the disparate effect of devaluation on the consumption wage in the two sectors

will tend to pÍecipitate reallocation of labour from the nontraded to the Íaded goods

sector, increasing employment in the latter and decreasing it in the former' [see e.g.

Guitian, 19761.3e But it may be noted that in the presence of unemployed resources at

the time of devaluation, an increase in output of traded goods should not necessarily lead

to a decline in the supply of nontraded goods.

On the demand side, devaluation affects the demand for nontraded goods, as

before, thlough relative plices and expenditure effects. The relative-plice effect of

devaluation is to engendel substitution in consumption away fi'om traded to nont¡aded

goods as the latter now becomes relatively cheaper. The income, wealth and distributive

effects also operate in the same fashion as discussed in the specialized production

framewolk. But some differences can be noted.

Filst, the income effect out of a given income now excludes the terms-of-trade

effect owing to the assumption of fixed relative price between exportables and

importables.€ Second, in addition to the functional distlibution of income, a devaluation

3eThe argument is applicable to other inputs such as land and capital which are mobile
in the long run.

aoNote, however, that a devaluation can be algued to alter the terms of tlade even in
the tladed/nontraded-goods framework for a numbel of leasons including the following.
Filst, even though a small-country assumption is invoked, if all countries exporting the
same product devaiue, and thereby increase their supply, the wolld market may not absorb
the increased output at the plevailing price. The foreign price of exports will, therefole,
be depressed and, given the foreign price of imports, the terms of trade for devaluing
countries will deteliorate [Kaldor, 1983:3'11. This contention is rcfened to in the literature
as the fallacy of composition argument. Second, to the extent most countries are assumed
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now causes a sectoral distÏibution of income from the nontraded to the traded goods

sector. Given flexible nominal wages and a less than proportionate increase in P,,, both

real wages and real profits will rise in the traded goods sector and fall in the nontraded

goods sector [see Lizondo and Montiel, 1989:192]. The increase in real wages in the

former sector is accounted for by the willingness of the sector to increase the nomi¡al

wage in propoltion to E, which, given P,,, increases the real wage in terms of the

consumption good [Guitian, 1976]. The overall effect on real wage eamings, as measured

in telms of the consumption good is, therefore, indeterminate and it depends, among otheì'

factors, on the share of traded goods in total expenditure, output, or employment, and on

the aggregate employment effect of the devaluation [see Knight, 1976; Demery and

Addison, 1987; Lizondo and Montiel, 19891.4r The same explanation applies to the

agglegate real profit, rendering the expenditure implication unclear. But it may be noted

that where the tladed goods sector is dominated by primary products, the resultant

rcdistribution of income fi'om urban to rural dwellers-the latter expected to have a lower

marginal propensity to consume-is likely to reduce demand [Cooper, 1971:l7l unless, of

to influence the foreign price of their exports more than the foreign plices of their impolts-
assuming that theil exports are more specialized than theil impolts- devaluation will

adversely affect their terms of trade [Alexander, 1952:268; Cooper, 1971:5]. Third, in a
two-country model- which is not of course the kind of model considered in the text-
devaluation would lead to a change in the terms of trade if the marginal propensities to
spend on traded goods is different between the two countlies. The home country will
suffel an adveLse telms of tlade due to devaluation if the malginal propensity to spend
on tladed goods is higher at home than abroad [see e.g. Knreger, 1983:53].

otNote that the real wage in terms of tladed goods falls while it increases in terms of
nontraded goods [see Lizondo and Montiel, 1989:192].
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course, the decline in consumption demand is offset by a rise in investment demand. As

regards consumption expendifure on nontraded goods, it may be generalized that if the

devaluation increases the income of a group in whose consumption basket the relative

weight of traded goods tends to be higher than in that of the group from whom income

is transfened, one may expect a drop in the demand for nontraded goods, and conversely.

Third, with respect to the autonomous investment effect of devaluation on the

demand for nontraded goods note that, on the one hand, the increase in real profits in the

traded goods sector is likely to stimulate investment in that sector and is, therefore, likely

to incrcase the demand for nontraded investment goods so far as they are used in the

production of traded goods. In the nontraded goods sector, on the other hand, the decline

in real profits is likely to discourage investment in that sector, reducing the demand for'

nontraded investment goods. On the whole, the investment effect is ambiguous as before

unless specific assumptions ale made [see Lizondo and Montiel,1989 for details].

To sum up, the response of demand for nontraded goods to real devaluation is

indetemirìato a priori because of the positive substihrtion and ambiguous expenditure

effects. Output adjustment in the nontladed goods sector can be summarized by the

following equation.a2

o'See e.g. Edwalds (1989) for an algebraic explession of the nontraded output derived
from a CES production function.
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The first row fepresents tho output effect of exchange-rate changes, given P.,. It includes

the relative-price and expenditure effects at a given level of the price of nontraded goods.

The second row captur€s the effect on nontraded goods output of the devaluation-induced

change in the price level. If P" is somehow fixed o', the second row vanishes and-

nominal devaluation translates one to one to real devaluation, rendering the relative-price

effect stronger than it would be otherwise.aa The other extreme is where P,, rises

proportionately with E, in which case, the expenditure-switching effect disappeals, and

the effect of devaluation will be transmitted thlough the expenditure-reducing mechanism.

But, in the short run, it is reasonable to assume that P,,, if it rises, will do so less

proportionately than E.

o'This can be done by assuming the existence of unemployed resources and absence
of traded inputs in the production of nontraded goods. Altematively, one could presume
the pursuit of an applopliately designed policy (e.g. collection of taxes in the event of
excess demand for nontraded goods) [see Dornbusch, 1988: ch. 2, and the references
therein fol alternative policiesl.

ooNote that if purchasing power was calculated in terms of nontraded goods, the only
effect of devaluation, under the assumption given above, would be the relative price
effect.
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Given nontraded goods output determined as such, and a supply-deteÍnined

traded-goods output, aggregate output produced in the economy can be written in terms

of the aggregate price index as

Y: [P,,Yn+EYt)]/P Q0)

where P : pnagt-s and ô:the share of nontraded goods in total output or expenditure.as

In growth-rate terms,

Y' :õYn'+(l-ô)Yt' (20a)

It is clear fi'om eq. (20a) that the aggregate output effect of devaluation depends not only

on the sectoral effect but also on the initial share of sectoral output. The disparity of

sectoral effects has already been discussed. Given flexible wages and in the absence of

imported inputs, and where the two sectors have equal shares, the level of aggregate

employment and, by extension, total output remains unchanged upon devaluation since

the contraction in the nontraded goods sector will be matched by the expansion in the

traded goods sector.a6 The conditions for an overall output expansion are as outlined

elsewhere.

To sum up, the short run output effect of devaluation is indeterminate on a priori

glounds as it will depend, among others, on the extent of substitution in consumption and

otNote that ô is redefined to repl€sent the share of nontraded goods.

aÎhis argument assumes that traded goods output is determined by supply and
demand. Note also that the assumption of equal shales is equivalent to equal supply
elasticity [see Guitian, 1976:67] or to technological symmetly (both sectors facing
identical production functions) lsee Buffie, 1989].
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production between the two classes of goods, the degree of wage indexation and use of

imported inputs, the extent of credit rationing, the initial sectoral share of output or

expenditure, and on the magnihrde and direction of autonomous expenditure effects.

1.1.2 INFLATIONARY EFFECTS

From eq. (11), in its traded/nontraded goods version, the following price adjustment

equation can be obtained.4T

P' : ôP,,'+(1-ô)E' (21)

It is cle fiom eq. (2i) that the rate of inflation depends on the inflation rate of

nontraded goods and their share in total expenditure and on the rate of devaluation. A

discrete devaluation exerts a pass-through effect on inflation through its impact on the

plice of traded goods. But, its effect through the price of nontraded goods is a priori

indeterminate as the following discussion attempts to indicate.

The price of nontraded goods is determined in the domestic malket and is,

thelefore, sensitive to supply and demand pressules exerted by the exchange-rate change

as can be seen from the following excess demand function for nontraded goods.as

0:XD(E/P,,,Y,,a,V,I), XD">0, XDyi<>O, XD;O, XD",+O, Xq<0 Q2)

aTThe traded/nontraded goods model is used fol the analysis of the inflationary effect
of devaluation. See Turnovsky (1977:223-330) and Thillwall (1980:85-92) for further
discussion in the context of the specialized production ffamework.

otsee e.g. Butrie (1989), Edwalds (1989a) for an algebraic demonsÍation of the
indeterminate effect of devaluation on P,,.
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whele XD=excess demand for nontraded goods.

The relative-price effect on excess demand is positive, and the clearance of the nontraded

goods market requires P,, to rise. It must be noted, however, that the size of the rise in

P" from this soulce depends positively on the degrces of substitution in production and

consumption and of capacity utilization in the economy. The mole substitutable the two

classes of goods ale in production, the greater is the rcduction irr the supply of nontraded

goods from a given relative-price change. Likewise, the greater the degree of substitution

in consumption, the higher is the demand for nontraded goods. Both substin¡tions tend to

increase the excess demand for the good; and the lower the level of excess capacity, the

greater the price effect becomes.

The excess demand for nontraded goods can also be created by a reduction in

supply (upward shift of the supply of nontraded goods) arising from the cost-push effect

of devaluation. In fact, it is through this channel, devaluation is expected to affect the rate

of inflation [Krueger, 1978:146]. One of the sources of cost-push effect is a rising labour

unit cost. The cost-push effect from this source depends, among other things, on the

degree of wage indexation. If wages ale indexed, an incrcase in the cost of living

following a devaluation causes nominal wages to rise and, othel things equal, the price

ofnontraded goods to increase [see e.g. Bruce and Purvis, 1985; Van Wijinbergen, 1986],

and potentially setting a wage-price spiral and an inflationary plocess. In addition, as

emphasized in the New Structrualist literatule (see e.g. Bruno, 1979; Taylor', 1979, 1981;

Van Wijinbergen, 1983, 1986), the use of imported inputs and the induced rise in interest-
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rate costs from financing wolking capital provide yet another channel through which a

devaluation engendels a cost-push inflation.

A devaluation also affects the excess demand for nontraded goods through its

expenditure effects. Given the level of sectoral and aggregate output, the income effect,

ifnegative, will reduce excess demand and, consequently, depress plices, and conversely.

In the event of a change in output, the plice effect negatively depends on the aggregate

output effect. Where output stagnation is experienced in the wake of devaluation, an

inflationary outcome is to be expected if the policy is expansionaly on the demand side

[see e.g. Agbonyitor', 1985]. Devaluation reduces excess demand through its wealth effect

while the distributional and interest-rate effects are uncertain. To the degree that

devaluation transfel s income from the private to the public sector and thereby reduce the

budget deficit the inflationary effect could be ameliorated. All these considerations point

to the theoretical ambiguity as rcgards the effect of exchange-r'ate changes on the price

of nontladed goods. Therefore, given eq. (21), the inflationary effect of devaluation is

theoretically undetermined, although the one-shot increase in the price of traded goods is

certain. As stated above, besides the direction and magnitude of the effect on the prÌce

of nontladed goods, the share of the lattel in total expenditure and the size of the

exchange-rate change determine the nature of the aggregate price effect of devaluation.
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1.I.3 EFFECTS ON THE EXTERNAL SECTOR

The adjustment of the external sector to changes in the exchange rate can be analyzed by

looking at how it influences the trade balance and other payments accounts. In the

literature can be found several alternative but identical measures of the trade balance [see

Bruce and Purvis, 1985:844; Dombusch, 1988b:42-431. The trade balance can be

measured as the difference between the value of exports and imports. In this conception

of the trade balance, embraced by the elasticities approach, devaluation is expected to

improve the trade balance by favourably influencing the price and volume of exports and

imports; the mechanism and the conditions under which devaluation leads to a positive

trade-balance effect has already been discussed in the context of the aggregate-demand

effect of devaluation.

The tlade balance can also be measuLed as the difference between domestic

income and domestic expenditure ol absorption. This measure is used in the absorption

apploach, due to Alexander (1952), according to which a devaluation can lead to an

improvement in the trade balance if it increases income relative to expenditure, or

decreases expenditule relative to income. The analysis can be conducted in the

tladed/nontraded goods modelae by conceptualizing the trade bala¡rce as the difference

aehr the specialized-ploduction framework, the trade-balance effect can be examined
by rcference to eqs.(3a and 4a), as done eallier in the context of the discussion of
expenditure effects.
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between the supply of and the demand for traded goods.so In notations,

TB : Yt"(E,P,)-Yto(E,P,,,Y,,a,V,r) (23)

The domestic demand function for traded goods contains the same arguments as that of

the nontraded goods and affects the demand for traded goods much in the same way

except in the case of the substitution effect which is negative fol traded goods.

In the event whele all but substitution effects are somehow neutralized, as in the

elasticities approach, the effectiveness of devaluation in improving the tlade balance rests

entirely on its ability to induce a relative price effect. To the extent that the change in

relative prices causes greater supply of and/or lesser demand for traded goods, the trade

balance improves. As noted pleviously, concem and scepticism have been expressed as

regards the size of substitution effects in developing countries.sr

It may be noted as a theoretical point that, in the presence of high degree of

substitution between the two classes ofgoods, the devaluation-induced change in relative

pdce will be small [Dornbusch, 1988:28; Krueger, 1983:51]. Also, the lelative-price effect

of devaluation depends on the relative importance of the nontraded goods sector. The

5oFrom the absorption approach we have the tlade balance exptessecl in domestic
curtency as TB:Y-Z; and decomposing Y and Z into theil traded and nontraded
components, the trade balance can be written as TB:(YïZt)E/P +(Yn-Zn)Po/P, where
subscrþts denote sectors. On the assumption of the clearance of the nontladed goods
market, the above explession reduces to TB:(YI-ZI)E/P, which is excess supply of traded
goods. Thus, TB is in deficit ol surplus depending on whether Yt<>Zt.

t'Note that the relevant elasticities in the small-country model are the export supply
and impolt demand elasticities, as export demand and import supply are by assumption
perfectly elastic.
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smaller the size of the latter, so will be the relative price effect of devaluation since the

price of nontraded goods tend to be deterrnined by the price of traded goods [Krueger,

1983:521.

In the extreme case where no relative-price effects ale ploduced by a devaluation

either because of small or no relative-price change, or due to lack of substitution in spite

of relative-price change, devaluation would still affect the trade balance through its

income and distributional effects (a mechanism emphasized by new strrcturalists), to the

extent they are negative, and via wealth effects (emphasized by neoclassical models).

The above observations point to the fact that the Marshall-Lemer condition, as

noted, among others, by Steinhen (1981) and Buffie (1986), is neither a necessary nor a

sufficient condition for devaluation to improve the trade balance as it disregards the role

of income, wealth, investment and redistlibutive effects of devaluation. It is interesting

to note that a devaluation affects the tlade balance and output, both measuled in units of

the domestic good, in opposite directions in the presence of imported inputs [Gylfason

and Schmid, 19831. Whereas a cut in intermediate imports imploves the tlade balance, it

reduces output. Opposite effects can also be expected when trade is initially unbalanced

[Johnson, 1977:254]. A devaluation launched from an initial trade deficit leads to a

contraction of aggregate demand and, given a positive supply elasticity, of output while

the trade balance may implove in terms of foreign cunency.

Other than thlough the lade balance, a devaluation affects the balance of

payments through its impact on capital mobility and net interest payments on net extemal
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asset holdings. To the extent that it affects the domestic intelest rate, given capital

mobility, a devaluation can affect the flow of capital and, thus, the level of foreign

reseryes. In a model where pedect capital mobility and small-country assumptions are

invoked, then to the degree that it stimulates domestic output, a devaluation generates a

balance of payments surplus as the latter is needed to satisfy the increased demand for

money arising from the higher level of income [see Turnovsky, 1977:203-206; Bilson,

19781.52 The converse will be the case in the event devaluation leads to a decline in

output. Moveover, to the extent that a devaluation expands investment and earning

opportunities in the tladed goods sector and confidence about the economy is improved,

capital inflow in the form of direct investment will increase and/or capital outflow will

decrease, leading to an improvement in the position of the capital account [Cooper',

l97f:18-19; Bird, 1983:4731. Furthermole, a devaluation would affect the current account

deficit, as measured in domestic cuffency, through its impact on interest payments on net

extemal debt denominated in foreign currency.

An altemative conception of the balance of payments is offered by the monetaly

apploach which, incidentally, is known to underlie the theoretical fi'amework of the IMF's

policy making [see e.g. Katseli, 1983].53 In its basic form, the monetary approach is a

t'See also Agbonyitor (1985) who uses a monetary model with traded, nontladed
goods and money to show that output expansion is necessary for devaluation to lead to
an improvement in the balance of payments and price stability.

53This view, however', has been characterized by Khan (1990) as "a popular'
misconception'.
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one-good (traded goods) and one-asset (money) model which is based on small-country

and market-clearing assumptions, with output detelmined exogenously at its full-

employment level.s4 Like the absorption approach, it views the trade deficit as the excess

of expenditure over income, but goes further to characterize it as a monetary phenomenon

by attributing the excess of expenditure over income to money stock disequilibrium [see

e.g. Dombusch, 1973; Joh¡son, 197'll.ss,s6 In fact, according to Johnson (1977:260),

the essential distinguishing feature of the monetary approach is that it "formulates the

ploblem of the balance of payments as a monetary phenomenon to be analyzed with the

tools of monetary theory". It regalds the payments imbalance as a self-conecting,

temporary phenomenon which is asserted to "cure itself by a stock-adjustment

equilibration of actual to desired real balances" [Johnson, 19'77:257; Frenkel and Mussa,

1985:689-901.s?

Therefore, in monetary models, devaluation is viewed "foremost [as] a monetaly

phenomenon" [Dornbusch, 1973:880]. It operates through the real balance effect by

tosee e.g. Katseli (1983) for such an interpretation

ssFor a descliption of the monetary apploach, and also of the elasticities and
absotption approaches, to devaluation, see e.g. Johnsot (1976,77), Krueger (1983),
Whitman (1975).

5óIhe monetary approach is concerned with the overall balance of payments. But in
monetary models where capital movement is exogenous, the trade balance is viewed as

coincident with the overall balance of payments.

57See Frenkel and Mussa (1985) for a complete analysis of the monetary mechanism
of payments adjustment and for the extension of the basic model to allow for nonûaded
goods, nonmonetary assets, etc.
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reducing the stock of real balances and, hence, expenditure, or via the hoarding effect by

increasing the nominal demand for money and, thereby, lowering desired expenditure.

Thus, the policy of devaluation, in the words of Johnson (1977:260), "amounts to

increasing the nominal amount of money demanded, through the effect of the increase in

domestic prices consequent on devaluation in reducing the real value of the existing

money stock." Given the self-conecting nature of the payments problem, "the function

of devaluation properly interprcted would be to speed up the natural stock-flow

adjustment process" [Johnson, 1977:257]. In this model, "the exchange rate affects the

domestic pdce level while the level of real money balances [which is influenced by the

price levell affects the extemal balance" [Katseli, i983:360].

As alluded to above, the monetary approach in its initial formulation excludes

capital mobility. Once capital mobility is endogenized, the trade balance can no longer

lepresent the balance of payments nor can the latter topresent the fomer as the capital

and sewice accounts will also be affected by a change in the exchange rate. Furthermole,

in the extreme case of perfect capital mobility, contrary to what is implied in the

monetary model presented above, it is possible that monetary disequilibrium can be

eliminated through the capital account, rather than via the Íade balance [Bilson,

1978:1951.58

58The monetaly approach has been applied to a portfolio balance model which allows
capital mobility [see Flenkel and Rodriguez, i975]. Flenkel and Rodliguez using a

liquidity preference {ìnction in which the inter€st rate and nonmonetary assets ate
arguments, show that as real balances decrease following devaluation, given the intel'est
rate, the ratio of real balances to nonmonetary assets will be reduced. Consequently, an
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1.1.4 FISCAL EFFECTS OF DEVALUÄTION

Thus far, the analysis of the effects of devaluation focused on the behavioral response of

the private sector, with a deliberate exclusion of the public sector for expository

convenience and simplicity. The fiscal effect of devaluation has long been fecognized,

albeit in the context of income distribution and its expenditure consequences [see e.g.

Alexander, 1952; Diaz-Alejandro, i963; Cooper, 1971; Krugman and Taylor, 19781.

Recently, the impact of exchange-rate changes on fiscal deficits has been examined in its

own right [see e.g. Tanzi, 1989a; Reisen, 1989]. The fiscal implication of devaluation is

of practical importance particularly for developing countries ìf only because they derive

a significant portion of tax revenue from intemational transactions which are expected to

be sensitive to exchange-rate changes. This section explores briefly how and to what

extent devaluation is expected to affect government's revenue and expenditure,

(Ð REVENUE EFFECTS

The revenue effects of devaluation can be analyzed by identifying the major sources of

govemment revenue.

instantaneous portfolio adjustment takes place to restole the desired ratio (of real balances
to real nonmonetary assets) as asset holders attempt to replenish part of the depreciated
real money balances by liquidating seculities. This process generates on impact an
improvement in the capital account and the overall balance of payments, and a

deterioration in the service account, the latter because of increased indebtedness. Through
time as asset holders attempt to rebuild their depreciated real wealth, absorption declines
relative to income, inducing a tlade sulplus.
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(24)RR : It"P,,Y,,+qEYr+q"E.lM-+E.i-Fs-r-+E.GRNT-]/P

where

RR: real govemment revenue

t,: tax rate on non{raded goods, representing direct and indirect taxes collected from the

production and sale of non{raded goods and on the incomes earned therefrom;

tr : tax rate on domestically produced traded goods, namely, exportables and import-

competing goods, replesenting all tax revenues originating from the production and sale

of these goods;

!, : tax rate on imports including import duties, and sales and excise taxes on the sale

of impolts in the domestic market;

IM- : the foreign-cunency value of impolts,

i* : foreig¡r rato of interest,

Fr-r* : lovornment holdings of foreign-cuffency denominated assets

at the end of the previous period,

GRNT- : foreign grants denominated in foreign currency and disbulsed following

devaluation.

OntheassumptionthatFe.r*':GRNT-':q,':t':t':0,andrecallingthatP':ôP,,'+(l-

õ)E', revenue adjustment to devaluation takes the following form.

R':[ô('q,+r]"¡îsjq)-(1ô)n,,](E'-P,,')+(1"Y''+nrYr'+T|'IM-') (24a)

where q : the revenue share of non{r'aded goods, domestically produced traded goods,

imports, grants, and capital gain on holdings of foreign assets, represented, tespectively,
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by the subsclipts n, t, m, gr and f.

Eq. (24a) indicates that, for a given tax structur€, a devaluation affects levenue

through its value and volume effects. The value effect for a given quantity of traded and

nontraded goods is given by the expression in the brackets and is operative only if

devaluation produces a relative-price change. The revenr¡e effect of devaluation tlu'ough

its effects on real trade taxes on imports and exports is emphasized in the literature [see

e,g. Krtgman and Taylor, 19781, and is captured in the above equation by ð(r1,+q).se

Evidently, given the volume of domestically produced traded goods and imports, and ad

valorem taxes, a real devaluation increases real trade taxes by raising their value in terms

of local-cunency.

It is clear from eq. (24a) that, a real devaluation also increases government

revenue in the presence of foreign-curency denomilated assets, the effect of which is

captuled by õt'¡r, by generating capital gain on thoso assets [see e.g. Reisen, 1989;

Lizondo and Montiel, 19891. Likewise, net foreign-currency denominated grants provide,

as noted by Tanzi (1989a), an additional channel thlough which a real devaluation laises

govemment revenue as the domestic-cunency value of the grant rises with the exchange

Iate.

Nevertheless, the price effect of a real devaluation on revenue is not always

positive as is appalent from the above expression. For a given level of output in the

5eTo be sure, the tax revenue Krugman and Taylol refer to is tax on exports and
imports.
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nontraded goods sector, a real depreciation lowers the real value of nontladed goods and,

hence, taxes fi'om that sector in units of the CPI. That is, given a nonindexed tax

sll'ucture, devaluation reduces the non{raded goods tax base in terms of the CPI to the

extent that it causes a jump in the aggregate price level. This effect is captuled by -(1-

õ)t1,. Apparently, the revenue effect from this source remains negative so far as the

consumption basket includes traded goods (ô<1) and the price of nontladed goods does

not fall consequent upon devaluation. In addition, in so far as it is inflationary,

devaluation can be shown (see e.g. Lizondo and Montiel, 1989) to affect tax revenue

negatively through the "Tanzi effect" [Tanzi, 19771 which obtains in the presence of tax

collection lags and inelastic tax systems, even if, it should be mentioned, the relative-price

effect of the exchange-rate change is zero.o

As can be seen from the revenue adjustment equation, the overall price effect of

devaluation on government revenue depends, on the initial shares of nontraded goods in

domestic expenditule (ô) and in total govemment revenue (q,). For example, in the

extreme case where only nontladed goods constitute the consumption basket, the pdce

effect of devaluation on revenue is unambiguously positive.

Eq. (24a) also indicates the sensitivity of government revenue to changes in the

tax base which is represented by the volume of production and sales of traded and

nontraded goods. The effect of devaluation on output in the traded and nontladed goods

sector and its impact on the volume of imports has already been examined. Given the

&See section on the fiscal sector in chapter 4 for' fllrther discussion.
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theoretical ambiguity of those effects, one cannot determine a pliori the impact of

devaluation on the tax base. If a devaluation is conhactionary in the nonÍaded goods

sector (Y,'<0), the tax revenue from that sector will fall as output, hence, wages and

plofits decrease, leading to a fall in income ærd corporate taxes. Furthemore, the induced

reduction in consumption and hvestment expenditure reduces sales and excise taxes not

only on nontraded goods but also on other goods sold in the domestic market. The

converse holds in the event of an expansionary outcome in that sector. A similar analysis

applies to the traded goods sector. If a devaluation stimulates the production of traded

goods, both dilect and indirect taxes will lise as tho tax base widens. If import demand

in foreign currency were to fall (IM-'<0) following devaluation, and demand wele price

elastic, revenue from import tariffs, sales and excise taxes, and also fi'om income taxes

that would have been collected fi'om those engaged in the import business would decline.

But, it may be mentioned that to the oxtent that the fall in imports stimulates economic

activity in the impolt-competing sector, the loss in sales, excise and income taxes can be

offset.

In addition to altering the tax base, a devaluation can directly affect government

non-tax revenue through its impact on the performance of public enterprises. A case in

point is revenue from minelal exports by public enterprises in developing countries [see

Tanzi, 1989a1. The upshot of the foregoing is that the revenue effect of devaluation is
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theoletically uncertain despite assertions to the contrary in some discussions.6r

(iÐ EXPENDTTURE EFFECTS

For the purpose of the analysis at hand, real fiscal expenditure can be decomposed as

follows.

RG: tP"G,,+EGr+iDD_r+iE.EXDG_ryP Q5)

where

RG : real govemment expenditure in units of the CPI

G, : real govemment expenditure on non{raded goods and seryices as measured in units

of nontraded goods

Gr : real government expenditufe on traded goods measured in terms of traded goods

DD-, : ¿o-"rtic public debt outstanding end of previous period

EXDG-r : external debt owed by the public sector

Others as defined before.

Letting DD-r':i-':EXDG-r ':0, the adjustment of real govemment expenditure to

devaluation can be expressed as

RG'=[ô(Gr,+úú"_d)-(1-8)rú,,](E'-P'',)-[õ,rd{i',-ôP'',-(1-ô)E',}]+trú,,G"',+õ,G,',1 (25a)

Eq. (25a) shows that a devaluation affects leal government spending through its

utNote that the above analysis is based on the assumption of unchanged commercial
policy stance. If devaluation was accompanied by a modi{ication of the tax structure on
intemational transactions, additional channels that may reinforce or cancel the aforesaid
effects would be operative.
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impact on the real exchange rate, real interest payment on domestic public debt, and on

discretionary fiscal policy action, represented, r'espectively, by the items in the three

brackets on the right-hand-side expression. A change in the real exchange rate affects

fiscal expendirure in several ways. Filst, balring substitution in consumption in favour of

nontraded goods, government expenditure on traded goods (ø¡0) incleases following a

real devaluation. Second, given a foreign public debt owed by the public sector (tl""o>O),

a real devaluation leads to a rise in govemment expenditure th-tough its positive effect on

the local-currency cost of debt servicing, a channel emphasized in the literature as a major

determinant of fiscal deficit for countries with huge public debt.62 Third, a real

devaluation tends to reduce fiscal expenditure by lowering spending on nontraded goods

in units of the CPI as captured by -(1-ô)o,, in the above equation. The net effect of

devaluation tlrrough changes in the real exchange rate depends on the initial shares of

traded goods and interest payment on foreign debt in fiscal spending (Gi, and 0ú.*) and also

on the share of nontraded goods in aggregate expenditure (ô).

The plesence of domestic public debt introduces an additional channel whereby

a devaluation affects govemment expenditure. This effect is impalted if the CPI and/or

the interest rate a¡e affected by the change in the exchange late. To the extent that a

devaluation causes a lise in the aggregate price level, given the nominal value of the debt,

it lowers interest payment on the debt by eloding the real value of the latter. The lalger

the proportion of government expenditule absorbed in intelest payment on the domestic

u'See e.g. Tanzi (1989a), Reisen (1989), Killick (i990) and the references cited there.
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debt (úúdd), the lalgel is the spending-r'educing effect of an inflationary devaluation [see

e.g.Ize and O¡tiz, 1989; Reisen, 19891. It may be noted that even if the nominal interest

rate rises, as long as it rises less proportionately with the ¡ate of inflation, the real cost

of servicing the donestic debt will decrease.ó3

A devaluation can also affect government spending if it engenders a change in

discretionary policy with respect to G,, and G,. For example, a govemment may raise

salaries of public sector employees to protect their real eamings fi'om a devaluation-

induced rise in the price of the consumption good, a policy which is reflected by an

increase in G,, [see e.g. Killick, 1990]. The govemment may subsidize private sector's

purchase of traded goods whose local-cunency prices have risen as a consequence of the

devaluation [see e.g. Tanzi, 1982:107 4]. On the other hand, the oveniding need to meet

extemal debt-service obligations may necessitate a reduction in govemment spending on

G,, and G,.64

The above considerations indicate that the fiscal expenditure effect of devaluation

is ambiguous a priori. So is the overall fiscal effect. As is clear from the foregoing the

u'Where pdces are sticky and/or the nominal value of domestic debt rises, say, due
to its indexation to the CPI, or whele the debt is of short-term maturity and is contracted
on a floating intercst late, a devaluation can still lower the cost of servicing the domestic
debt by reducing the real domestic interest rate ir the event of exchange rate ovelshooting
and a consequent expectation of cuuency appreciation and lowel retums on domestic
assets lsee Ize and Ortiz, 1989; Reisen, 1989].

uoNote that if devaluation rvas assumed to be accompanied by a removal of export
subsidy, a situation which the foregoing analysis abstracted from, therc would be further
reduction in government spending.
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magnitude and the direction of the fiscal effect of devaluation depends, among other

factors, on (i) the size of the real devaluation, (ii) the share of traded goods in

govemment and aggregate expenditure, (iii) the size ofnet foreign asset holdings, (iv) the

size of domestic public debt and the inflationaly effect of devaluation, (v) changes in

discretionary fiscal policy, (vi) the output effect of devaluation, (vii) the price elasticity

of demand fol imports, (viii) the amount of grants and the size of government ownership

of traded-goods-producing enterprises Isee also'1 anzi, 1989 a:6 45 - 6 46].

1.2 LONG-RUN ADJUSTMENT TO DEVALUÄTION: A BRIEF NOTE ON THE

ROLE OF ASSET ACCUMULATION AND EXPECTÀTIONS

The analysis so far focused on the short-run effects, without examining the long-run

implications and the dynamics of the adjustment path, a discussion to be taken up briefly

in this section. It has been shown that a devaluation operates by changing relative prices

and/or the absolute plice level which, in turn, leads to expenditule-switching or -reducing,

depending on the underlying assumptions. Which of these effects occur and dominate

hinges, among other things, on the relevant elasticities, the degrees of wage/price Ligidity,

capacity utilization, dependence on imported inputs and input substitution. Whichever'

effect occurs, how long it will persist and the dynamics of its long-run adjustment depend,

in the main, on the speed of asset accr¡mulation and expectational adjustment [see e.g.

Grauwe, 1983:1431.
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The role of asset accumulation in the dynamics of adjustment to devaluation is

illustrated using the following simplified macromodel, which is a modified version of the

monetary model developed by Dornbusch (i973). In tlris model, money is the only

financial asset, and devaluation is launched from an i¡itial position of balanced trade and

full employment, and the focus is, therefore, on the rcal balance effec:.

Md : kPY

M:FR+DC

dM: dFR + dDC

dDC:sdFR+BD

dFR: CAS : Y,"-Y,o

BD : PIG (E) - R (E) : dDC - s dFR

P : P(PN,E)

PN : PN (E, M)

Q6)

(27)

(28)

(2e)

(30)

(31)

(32)

(33)

wherc Mu : demand fol nominal balances, M : stock of money balances, FR : foreign

reserves measured in domestic cuüency, DC=domestic credit, s:degree of sterilization, -

1<sl0; BD: fiscal deficit, CAS:current account surplus, others as defined elsewhere.

The leal balance effect ar.ises from the devaluation-induced rise in P teq.(32)l

which wolks tlu'ough the real demand for money [eq.(26], or via a reduction i¡ real assets

with the consequence of generating, through [eq. (30)], a cunent account surplus. If

sterilized (s=-1), as is implied in tladitional Keynesian modols, and given the level of

fiscal deficit, the nomilal value of assets remains fixed and, other things being equal, the
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real balance effect and the flow trade surplus endures. In the absence of sterilization

(s:0), as assumed in the monetary approach, and given exogenously determined domestic

credit, the induced surplus in the cunent account leads to reserve or asset accumulation

leqs. (28) and (30)1. With an increase in the stock of money (dM>O), it is predicted in

the monetary approach that the initial real balance effect would be undermined and, in the

long run, reversed as stock equilibrium is re-established in the money market, with higher

stock of nominal money and price level which will have risen il the same proportion as

the exchange rate [see e.g. Dombusch, 1973; Frenkel and Mussa, 1985].6s

Fiscal deficits may respond to changes in the exchange rate [eq.(31)], introducing

another channel through which asset accumulation will be affected. Suppose, for example,

that due, say, to fiscal rigidities, the devaluation leads to a deterioration in the fiscal

deficit. Consequently, the supply of money will increase if the deficit is monetized,

reversing, in the long run, the initial r'eal balance effect in the same way as described

above.66

While the long-run neutrality proposition implied in the foregoing discussion is

valid given the assumptions of the above specified model, the following observations ale

6slt must be noted that although devaluation does not generate t'a permanent surplus
in the flow magnitude of the balance of payments", under the assumptions of the
monetary approach, it has a long-run effect of "a pelmanent, cumulative change in the
level of r€serves equal to the increase in the long run equilibrium size of the nominal
money supply" [Frenkel and Mussa, i985:686].

uuBut, it may be mentioned that for long-run equilibrium to obtain, either CAS : dM
: BD or -CAS : BD, i.e., reselve losses (balance of payments deficit) be exactly matched
by budget deficit,
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noteworthy. First, the tlansitional effect asserted above rests partly on the assumption of

nonstedlization. If authorities sterilize the payments surplus, which is theoretically

possible given imperfect capital mobility, the effect of devaluation will not be as short-

lived as predicted in the monetary approach.

Second, in the presence of downward dgidity of money prices and wages,

devaluation can serve as a policy i¡strument by which the relative price of traded goods

or the le al wage may be reduced, and payments equilibrium and fuIl employment may be

attained [see Dornbusch, 1988:53-58; Cooper, 1971:8; Grauwe, 1983:146-151]. Third, it

is clear from the model above that devaluation is ner¡tral in the long run because real

wealth is restored to its original level once stock adjustment (desired portfolio

equilibrium) is attained. However, if capital formation is endogenized and is shown to be

affected by a devaluation [see, for example, Buffie 1986; Risager, 1987; Haque and

Montiel, 19901, long run real wealth broadly defined would be influenced, generating a

permanent effect.

The stock adjustment refened to above also has implications fol the long-run

inflationary and fiscal effects of devaluation. It is apparent from the above model that

devaluation affects tho evolution of prices, besides via the route examined elsewhere,

through changes in the nominal money supply. To the degree devaluation generates an

increase i¡r the nominal money supply thlough the monetization of resele accumulation

and/or fiscal deficit, (if the latter is worsened by devaluation), the nominal demand for

nontraded goods is bound to rise, exelting an upwald pressure on the price of nontraded
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goods [eq.(33)] and through it, on the CPI [eq. (32)] tsee e.g. Rodriguez, 19781.67 The

price of nontraded goods continue to climb until dM:dP*:dE at which point the leal

money supply is constant, and the rate of inflation stabilizes. It is worth noting that given

a once-for-all devaluation, the effect of devaluation on the rate of inflation emanates from

the evolution of the plice of nontraded goods the stability of which, according to

Rodriguez (i978: 83) "can be achieved only at the expense of a continuous balance of

payments deficit." Conversely, to the extent that a devaluation leads to a monetized

balance of payments surplus and/or fiscal deficit, the incidence of an increase in the ¡ate

of inflation following devaluation is to be expected.6s

The other major mechanism that introduces dynamics into the devaluation analysis

is expectations. Expectations influence the effect of devaluation both on the supply and

demand sides of which the former is outlined below.6e The role of expectations through

uTIt may be noted that the demand for traded goods also increases, but its price in
domestic cùn'ency will not rise by more than the devaluation, given a small-country
assumption. In the long run, with P* increasing to equilibrate the nontraded goods market,
the exchange-rate effect generated on impact will be reversed. In his traded/nontraded
goods model with relative-price effect on impact and fiscal constraint, and money
financed fiscal deficit, Rodriguez shows that "the outcome of the devaluation is an
instantaneous jump in the prices of home goods followed by a smooth rate of increase"

þ. 85) and that the average late of inflation "equals the avelage rate of monetary
expansion over the cycle" (p. 87).

utNote also the implication of the monetary effects of the trade balance for the
persistence of the relative-price effect if and whele a relative-price change was produced
in the first place.

ueFor an analysis of the influence of expectations on the role of devaluation from the
demand side, see e,g. Tumovsky (1980), Kohn and Kalacaoglu (1988) where its effect,
among other things, on the interest rate and the price of traded bonds is exanined. See
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the supply side can be illustrated by reference to the expectation-augmented Phillips curve

and the price surprise function, as based, respectively, on the adaptive and rational models

of expectations, abstracting from import content of domestic production. In the adaptive

model of expectations, it can be shown that (see e.g. Bilson, 1978) at the time the

devaluation occurs, the real wage declines due to the unanticipated increase in the

domestic price level. As workers revise their expectations in the light of the newly

available information, the labour supply curve, hence, the expectations-augmented Phillips

curve or aggregate supply curve drifts upwards, undermining the initial real-wage or

relative-price effect. The larger the coefficient of expectations adjustment, i.e., the faster

expectations are revised, the shorter is the duration of the positive effect of devaluation

on output and the extemal sector'. In the long run, when expectations are rcvised such that

actual inflation coincides with expected inflation, employment, output and the position of

the external sector will revert back to theil pre-devaluation levels, negating the initially

generated relative-price effect.7o

The effects of devaluation under rational expectations have also been examined

in recent papers [see e.g. Tumovsky, 1981; Bulton, 1983; Rojas-Sualez, 1987; Khon and

Karacaoglu, 1988; Haque and Montiel, 1990b1. The literature on the subject indicates that

also Haque and Montiel, 1990b for a simulation model which examines the effect of
anticipated and unanticipated devaluation.

70It may be mentioned that during the adjustment process from the short run to the
long run, employment and output could decrease if expected rate of inflation exceeded
its actual counterpart [see Bilson, 1978].
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the macroeconomic effects of devaluation under rational expectations, depends, as is true

for other demand-management policies, on the degree of accuracy with which the policy

change is anticipated (in terms of timing and magnitude), the permanency with which it

is expected to last, the credibility of the policy change and on the degree of rigidities in

the economic system.

Consider first rational expectations with ma¡ket clearfug [see e.g. Turnovsky,

19811. In this model, devaluation will produce real effects only when it generates price

surprises. A conectly anticipated devaluation both in terms of timing and magnitude

causes the domestic price level to increase proportionately with the rate of devaluation

and leaves the real wage (relative price) unaltered, as workers incorporate the expected

incrcase in prices in theù' laboul' supply decisions, rendering devaluation neutral with

rcspect to its effect on employment and output even in the short run.

If the devaluation is incorectly anticipated, thus generating a plice surprise, short-

run real effects will occr¡r. A devaluation which is over-predicted (the actual rate of

devaluation is smaller than that expected to occur) leads to a mole than proportionate rise

in the price level (over-estimated price) and, hence, a reduction in labour supply and

output. Conversely, an under-prcdiction of the devaluation and the resultant under-

estimation of the price level will stimulate output in the short run (i.e., until expectations

are realized to be incouect) as moÍe labour supply is induced due to the pelceived

inclease in the real wage rate.

The relaxation of the assumption of market clearing alters the implication of
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rational expectations for the effectiveness of devaluation. It can be shown (see e.g.

Burton, 1983) that, in an economy with a staggered fixed wage contract, a devaluation

will generate real effects to the extent that it is unanticipated by some of the current

contlacts. Even if the devah¡ation is known to take place, it will not affect the labour'

supply decision of those already locked up in a nonindexed wage contlact until the

conhact expires and is renegotiated on the basis of the new information, at which time

the initial output effect will be reversed. However, it is shown that, in the presence of

financial constraints in which firms' output level is determined by the volume of real

credit available from the banking sector to fmance workilg capital, anticipated

devaluation could exert real negative effects even under the conditions of market clearing

and rational expectations [Rojas-Suarez, 1 987].

So far the analysis has been conducted on the assumption that the policy change

would occur. If the devaluation was anticipated and did not take place, it follows fi'om

the rational expectations and equilibrium approaches that the economy would contract as

the expected increase in prices would reduce employment and aggregate supply and this

would not be offset by a change in aggregate demand since no policy change would take

place.

Implication of expectations for the inflationary effect of devaluation can be drawn

from the foregoing. To the extent that devaluation is anticipated and taken into account

in factor supply dec.isions, the domestic plice level will increase before the devaluation
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devaluation occurs, the price of imported goods increases, providing an additional impetus

for the CPI to rise. In the long run, the domestic price level and the CPI increase in

proportion to the rate of devaluation. During the shoft-run adjustment process, whether

the price level jumps to, or overshoots and subsequently adjusts to, its steady-state value

(:the rate of the devaluation) depends on how conectly the devaluation is anticipated and

on "the speed with which observed changes in the exchange rate are incorporated into

expectations of future exchange rates" lTurnovsky, 1981: 66].72

The balance of payments effects of devaluation under rational expectations can be

similarly examined [see e.g. Turnovsky, 1980; Khon and Karacaoglu, 1988; Burton,

19831. If the devaluation is unanticipated, the increase in output and prices consequent

upon the devaluation raises the demand for money which is satisfied through capital

inflow, leading to reselve accumulation. If the devaluation is anticipated, the demand for'

money decleases before the devaluation takes place due to the inclease in the domestic

ttNote that expectations also influence the inflationary effect of devaluation on the
demand side. For example, if the policy change is anticipated, foreign reserve losses from
the expectation-induced capital flight may lead to reduction in imports and, thus, to higher
domestic demand plessure [see Haque and Montiel, 1990:9].

72For the dynamic rcsponse of the domestic price level to actual and expected
devaluation in a model where expectation is allowed to operate mainly through its effect
on the demand-side of the economy (mainly through its intercst rate effect) see Turnovsky
(1980). It is shown that, given a low interest elasticity of the demand for domestic output,
slow adjustment of prices to domestic excess demand and a small plopoltion of domestic
output in the consumption basket, the domestic price level remains unchanged until the
announced devaluation takes effect at which time it will jump instantaneously to its
steady-state value if conectly anticipated. See also Khon and Karacaoglu (1988).
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interest late, given the interest parity condition fsee Tulnovsky, 1980], thus, causing a

reduction in reserves,

Once the devaluation is implemented, prices and the demand for money are

increased, and reserves begin to fise. A related explanationT3 is that the expectation of

devaluation precipitates culrency substitution and capital flight as domestic residents

attempt to avoid capital losses or to enjoy capital gain, leading to a reserve loss [see e.g.

Krueger, 1979; Khon and Karacaoglu, 1988; Bufton, 1983; Haque and Montiel, l990bl,

which tends to be reversed when the devaluation actually occurs. Also, the expectation

of devaluation induces importers to ilcrease imports, as they are cheaper now than they

will be aftel the policy change, and exporters to defer sunender of foreign exchange to

the authorities, or to accumulate inventory of exports, waiting for the higher price upon

devaluation, with a combined effect of a trade-balance deterioration and reserve loss

[Dornbusch, 1988b:82; Himarios, 1989; Kamin, 1988].

1.3 EXCHANGE CONTROL, PARALLEL MARKET FOR FOREIGN EXCHANGE

AND LIBERALIZATION: IMPLICATIONS FOR THE MACROECONOMICS OF

DEVALUATION

Thus far, the role of devaluation has been examined under the assumption of full cuffency

convertibility in which private agents were presumed to cary out the desired international

tl'ansactions at the plevailing official exchange rate, and any cun'ent account imbalance

73This explanation does not necessarily fall under rational expectations.
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was corrected by a reserve adjustment and/or external financing.

But, a continuous balance of payments deficit, emanating fi'om curr€nt account

deficit and/or lack of foreign bonowing and aid, and, thus, insufficiency of reserves,

prevents most developing countries fi'om satisfying demand fol foreign exchange at a

fixed official exchange rate. Thus, exchange control- an afrangement "under which

quantitative restrictions on intemational transactions are employed to restrict payments to

foreigners to a level commensurate with foreign exchange availability from eamings and

bonowing" [Krueger', 1982: 1059]- is frequently imposed to contain excess demand for

foreign exchange at the prevailing exchange rate and, thereby, to manage the balance of

payments.

One of the instn¡ments of exchange control is rationing or licensing requirement

which in principle can take one ol some combination of the following forms [see e.g.

Dewis et al, 1982:293-941. A pure quantity rationing (fix-price lationing) mechanism may

be employed such that the final users of imports will pay not more than the tariff-

inclusive plice of imports. But, thele will be an excess demand for importables at this

price and the allocation mechanism forces private agents off their demand curve for

imports or foreign exchange, engendering the prices of import-competing goods to rise

above their world countelpart.

An alternative rationing scheme would involve the sale of foreign exchange by

authorities at the official exchange rate to licensed private agents who sell imported goods

at home at prices determined by the height of the demand curye conesponding to the
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quantity of foreign exchange or quota of imports determined by the autholities. The

difference between the price paid by final users of imports and the purchase price by

importers, both inclusive of tariffs, represents the scarcity or quota premium or rent

enjoyed by the licensees. In this case, the domestic-cunency price of impoltables is no

longer merely the product of the exchange rate and the tariff-inclusive world pdce as the

local-cunency price exceeds its world counterpart, both expressed in common currency

and adjusted for tariff, by the amount of the rationing plemium.

Furthermore, a multiple exchange rate system-"charging different exchange rates

accolding to the commodity or seruice, the origin or destination, or the persons involved

in the transaction" (Cooper, 1971:10)-is practised by govemments both to allocate and

genelate foreign exchange.T4 Auctioning the allocated foreign exchange to the highest

bidders is another mechanism- a price mechanism, though, unlike the others- wheleby the

exchange rate is allowed to adjust to equate demand with the fixed supply of foreign

exchange, the quantity of which is determined by the authorities on the basis of foreign

exchange availability. Of these devices, rationing with premium and multiple exchange

l'ates are mole widespread in developing countries.

It is clear fiom a leview of the rclevant literature that a devaluation launched

undel exchange control regime and accompanied by the removal or relaxation of the latter

?alt must be mentioned that the use of a multiple exchange rate system may be
motivated by other objectives such as stimulating industrialization and diversification,
imploving terms of trade and redistdbuting income [see Cooper, 1971:10]. See also
Dornbusch (1986).
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would exelt a different macroeconomic effect than presented in the previous sections [see

e.g. Krueger, 1978, 1982, 1983; Cooper', 1971; Dervis, 1980; Agénor', 1990b175. The

present section describes some of these implications.

The imposition of quantitative restrictions delinks the domestic plice of

importables from its world counterpart as indicated above, and renders it subject to

fluctuation in response to domestic demand conditions even if the exchange rate and the

foreign price level ale held constant, violating the arbitrage assumption as regards

importables. This phenomenon, as noted, among others, by Dervis (i980) and Krueger

(1978, 1982) has implications for the effect of devaluation on the structure of relative

prices and the price level, and through them, on other maclo variables.

Given the volume of imports, the domestic price of importables could remain

unaltered, could probably fall, upon devaluation, as the latter simplifies and rationalizes

the exchange control and eliminates, or reduces, the quota rent therefi'om [see Cooper',

1971:15-16; Krueger, 1978, 1982; Nowak, 19841. In a fixed-price specialized production

model, this suggests that the relative price of imports in terms of exports would remain

unchanged, or perhaps fall, following devaluation. In a small-country ftaded/nontraded

goods fiamework, the domestic lelative price of various classes of traded goods can be

ttKrueger (1978:64-65) notes that "when devaluation takes place f,'om an initial
position of exchange control, the sole objective no longer is to rcduce an existing or
prospective deficit. ... the purposes of devaluation may also include the simplification of
the exchange contiol regime, a shift from reliance upon quantitative restrictions to reliance
upon prices, or the leallocation of resources to increase the importance of the trade sector
in production and consumption."
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shown to be sensitive to the policy change [see Krueger,1982; Delis, 1980]. The relative

price of importables (in terms of exportables) would fall upon devaluation due to the rise

in the domestic-cur:rency price of exportables.?6 Likewise, the relative price of imports

in terms of import-competing goods would be liable to decline since the price of the latter

on impact could remain the same (unless the quantity of imports is changed), whereas the

price of the former (which was subject to quota) would fall. It also follows that the

domestic price of exportables relative to import-competing goods will rise as the fo¡mel,

unlike the latter, is positively affected by the policy change.

It is, therefore, argued (Krueger, 1982:1061) that the devaluation-induced change

in the terms of trade renders the aggregation of exportables and importables into a

composite good unjustified. The aggregation of imports and import-competing goods into

importables can also be questioned on similar grounds as they are subject to sepalate

influences in the presence of exchange control,

It is clear from the foregoing that the implementation of devaluation from a

position of disequilibrium with rationing has implications for the link between the

exchange-rate change and the aggregate price level. A devaluation executed concunently

with ü'ade liberalization is expected to reduce on impact the prices of imports and

inclease the domestic plice of exportables. The impact on the price of nontraded goods

could well be negative for two reasons. Filstly, since devaluation is now likely to affect

tuNote that this rise could be attenuated if the devaluation was accompanied by the
removal of export subsidies.
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relative prices so as to induce substitution in production from import-competing (rather

than from nontraded) goods to exports (see e.g. Cooper, 197i:14) implying less reduction

in the supply of nontraded goods. Secondly, it may induce substitution in consumption

away fi'om nontraded goods to goods which were subject to quota,?7 thus reducing

demand for nontraded goods. One might expect the prÌce of nontraded goods to fall,

therefore, following the policy change, though an effect in the opposite di¡ection cannot

be ruled out.

Furthermore, an exchange control regime grants a quota lent to those who are

licensed to deal in foreign exchange.?8 A devaluation which rationalizes exchange

control transfers resources from the private sector (the licensed importers) to the cenü'al

bank which sells foreign exchange now at a highel'rate and, thus, absorbs the quota

premia. This ledistribution of income, on the assumption that the private sectol has a

higher marginal propensity to spend than the public sector, tends to be deflationary [see

Cooper, 1971:15-16; Krueger, 1978:147l.In addition, under exchange control, due to the

overvaluation of the exchange rate, the desired level of imports exceeds its realized

counterpart. The rationalization of the exchange control leads to a rise in the realized, or

actual, level of imports and, consequently, to a decline in the excess demand for imporl-

77See Krueger' (1982:1061) and the refelence cited there.

ttunless licenses have been auctioned in which case the revenue would accrue to the
goveûìment. But, such an allocation mechanism is known to be rare in developing
countries [Cooper, 1971; Collins, 1988].
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substitutes, with a deflationary outcome [Dervis, 1980:27; Krueger, 19't.8:147f.7e It was

initially recognized and demonstated i-n comrection with its implication for social welfare

by Sohmen (1958) that a depreciation of an overvalued exchange rate "to the equilibrium

rate of exchange, combined with a removal of trade and exchange controls, must lower

the domestic price level (p. 277). Furthermore, the presence of parallel foreign exchange

market which is concunent with exchange conhol diffuses the potential inflationary effect

of devaluation as the following citation from Nowak (1984:421) suggests.

Under a fixed late regime, the effectiveness ofexpansionary policies on prices will
usually be mitigated by a loss of foreign exchange reserves. This constraint on
inflationary pressures is absent if quantitative controls are imposed as a means of
avelting reserve losses. Consequently, if and when the offrcial exchange late is
devalued, there may be little if any direct inflationary effect because the increase
in prices...normally associated with a devaluation will already have taken place
thlough a depreciation of the cunency in the parallel market.

All these considelations point to the possibility that in an economy where the relative

share of expoltables in domestic expenditure is negligible and exchange contlol and

parallel markets exist, the inflationary pr€ssule if not the general price level may indeed

?eNote that under exchange contlol regime, the import-competing sector would be
protected from extemal competition and would fetch a highel plice for its good than it
otherwise would. Following devaluation and the removal or lelaxation of the exchange
control, the level of realized imports is likely to increase, the price of import-competing
goods to decrease and production incentive to diminish due to substitution in consumption
towards imports. Note, however, that the desired level of imports is expected to decrease
following devaluation since the policy change has increased the price of foreign exchange
and, hence, of imports.
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fall consequent upon devaluation.s0

From the supply side, a devaluation would now exert less cost-push effect than

under uruestricted currency convertibility except, of course, in the likely scenario where

factor and consumer imports were subject to differential exchange rates (with preferential

treatment accorded to factol' imports) prior to the devaluation, and the latter is

implemented along with an exchange-rate unification at the newly depreciated exchange

rate. At any rate, the price index effect of devaluation, if it occurs, is expected to be of

lesser order of magnitude than could be expected under full cunency convertibility if only

because the once-and-for-all price impulse, or pass-through, emanating from importables

is no longer operative in the usual manner so far as the quota rent is absorbed by the

policy change [see Krueger, 1978:145-14'71.

The imposition of exchange control is argued to inflict a deadweight loss by virtue

of the allocative inefficiency lesulting from overvalued exchange tates and distorted

relative prices.sr The presence of exchange control and the associated quota premia

80For fulther discussion of the inflationary effect of devaluation under exchange
control and in the presence of parallel market, see relevant section in chapter 4.

srThe inefficiencies caused by exchange control includo misallocation of investable
resources among altemative projects, creation of excess capacity (when allocation of
licenses is based on capacity), increased inventory holdings of raw materials and
intermediates due to uncertainty, r'educed competition (for example, "Given raw-material-
impolts Iicensing pro rata to capacity, efficient firms could not expand and compete
effectively with the inefficient firms," p. 1 18), adverse saving and investment effects, bias
against exports due to overvalued exchange rate, etc. [see Bhagwati, 1978:chs. 5-7]. See
Pfeffermann (i985) for a summaÍy of the adverse economic consequences of overvalued
exchange rates.
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caùse furthel inefficiencies by generating nonproductive rent-seeking activities in the

pursuit of which real resources are absorbed [Krueger, 197 4]. ln so far as it is

accompanied by the removal or relaxation of exchange conhol, a devaluation can lead to

an expansion i-n output and a rcduction in inflationary pressure, one might add, even when

implemented fi'om full-employment position, by realigning relative prices and, thereby,

improving the allocation of resources and curtailing rent-seeking activities [see e.g.

Machlup, 1956; Krueger', 1982; Edwards, 1989a:3301. The realignment of the exchange

fate will also produce a durable effect on the tlade balance [Cooper, 1971], contrary to

the prediction of the monetary approach. Moreover, to the degree it attracts foreign

investment due, for example, to less tight capital control, a relaxation of exchange contlol

will improve the balance of payments. Given the stylized fact that capital flight peaks

prior to a devaluation crisis [see e.g. &lwards, 1989a, 1989b] and since it is paltly caused

by overvalued exchange rates lTanzi, 1989a; Cuddirgton, 1987; Edwards, 1989a], a

devaluation can positively influence the balance of payments by reversing capital flight;

and this will mitigate the negative wealth effect that is associated with a depreciation of

the exchange rate [see e.g. Hanson, 1983].

As mentiorred above, multiple exchange rates may be used as an instrument of

exchange control. The practice of multiple exchange lates has sevelal implications some

of which are briefly mentioned below.82 Intloducing a multiple exchange rate system,

82For a full discussion of multiple exchange rates as a trade-balance adjustment
mechanism, its equivalence with explicit taxes/subsidy structure and its macro and
microeconomic effects, see Dornbusch (1986) and Collins (1988).
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by definition, alters relative prices between different classes of goods which ale subject

to differential exchange lates with allocative and distrjbutive implications. The

implementation of devaluation with unification of the exchange rate will change the

structure of relative prices and resource allocation and, hence, the level and distribution

of income.

The practice of multiple exchange rates is also known to have fiscal consequences.

If the central bank requires exporters to surrender foreign exchange receipts at a lower

rate than it is prcpared to sell to importers, i.e., if the average export rate is less than the

average import rate,83 the govemment generates revenue, as measured in domestic

currency, from this policy to the extent that the proceeds from sales exceed the

expenditule on the purchase of foreign exchange, and conversely.sa A devaluation which

unifies the exchange rates (full exchange-rate unification), oÍ naffows their differential

(partial unification), will affect fiscal revenue by eliminating or reducing the implicit

lax/subsidy structure.

83The term average is used to imply the practice of applying diffelential exchange
rates for different categories of exports (e.g. traditional and nontladitional expolts) and
for vadous classes of imports (e.g. intermediate imports and consumeL imports) whereby
the govemment implicitly taxes or subsidizes certain economic activities.

81he fiscal revenue (R) from the multiple rate may be expressed as :

R: E",IM- - E"X-
where E :s¡çh¿nge rate applicable to imports, E,,:exchange late applicable to exports,
IM*:dollar-denominated imports, X*:dollar-denominated exports. If, for example, IM*:X-
(balanced trade in dollars), so that R: (E.-E-)IM-, and if 8",>E-, fiscal rcvenue from this
atrangement is unambiguously positive. Even for initial trade deficit, the revenue is
positive, however, since the deficit implies loss of reserves, it may not be taken as a net
revenue [Do¡nbusch, 1986: 148)IBID.].
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In addition to official multiple exchange rates, the presence of exchange control

generates, as alluded to above, an unofficial, mostly illegal, parallel market for foreign

exchange to which unsatisfied demand for foreign exchange in the official malket is

channelled.s5 The parallel market late is typically higher than the official exchange rate.

The purchase of foleign exchange by authorities at the official exchange rate imposes

implicit taxes on exporters. At the same time, the presence of unofficial parallel market

provides "domestic residents a means of avoiding the inflation tax which can be levied

on domestic money" [Kharas and Pinto, 1989:436: Agénor, 1990b]. Therefore, a

devaluation which succeeds in narrowing the differential between the two rates, on the

one hand, reduces implicit export taxes and, on the other, increases the inflation tax if the

elasticity of demand for money with respect to the expected rate of depreciation of the

parallel rate is less than unity [see Kharas and Pinto, 1989; Lizondo, 1987]. But it rnust

be mentioned that to the extent that devaluation redirects exports and imports from

unofücial to official channels by lowering the differential bstween the official and the

unofficial rates, the resultant increase in the tax base will raise fiscal revenue for a given

tax structüre lTanzi, 1989a].

The foregoing discussion suggests that devaluation will have implications for the

parallel crurency plemium. Given the definition of the premium, it is apparent that a

devaluation will ¡educe the premium so far as the palallel rate does not simultaneously

and propoltionately depreciate. Thus, the adjustment of the palallel late to its official

ttFor mole discussion on parallel mar*ets, see pertinent section in ch. 4.
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counterpart needs to be examined. Some of the theoretical predictions pertaining to this

issue are briefly outlined below [see e.g. Dombusch, et al. 1983, Edwards and Montiel,

1989; Agénor, 1990a, 1990b; Lizondo, 19871.86

The parallel rate is determined by the interplay of supply and demand forces in

the parallel market. There are alternative theoretical models which analyze the

determination of the parallel rate of which two classes of models are identified below.

The first class of models is what Agénor (1990b) calls the "smuggling and real trade

models" which view the demand for illegal currency as a flow concept in the sense that

foreign currency is demanded for the purpose of financing cu[ent account transactions

not satisfied in the official market. Supply, which originates fiom illegal trade activities,

is presumed to be an increasing function of the premium and a decreasing function of the

size ofrisk involved il illegal transaction. The palallel cur€ncy rate fluctuates to bring

about equilibrium in the flow supply of and flow demand for foreign cunency in the

parallel malket. It appears to follow from these models that a parity change in the official

exchange rate has an ambiguous effect on the parallel rate. As the official late is

depreciated, given the initial parallel [ate, the cun'ency premium decreases, thus

decreasing the flow of foreign exchange to the parallel market and exerting an upward

prcssule on the price of foreign curency to maintain equilibrium there. But this inclease

will be partly offset by the decline in the flow demand as a result of the depreciation of

86See Agénor (1990b) for a review of theory and evidence regarding parallel markets
in developing countries. The following description partly dlaws on this work.
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the parallel rate and also of the decline in excess demand in the official market. Thus,

there ale two forces at work which operate in opposite direction. The premium is

expected to fall, nonetheless, as the parallel rate rises less proportionately with its offìcial

counterpart.

In the altemative portfolio balance and cunency substitution models, foreign

exchange is held as part of diversified portfolio.sT In these models the domestic-cunency

value of foreign currency (valued at the parallel rate) held by the private sector is

specified as a desired proportion ofprivate financial wealth, the latter alternatively defined

to include interest-bearing assets denominated in domestic and foreign cunency in the

case of portfolio balance models (see e.g. Dornbusch et aL 1983) or non-intetest-bealhg

domestic and foreign money in cunency substitution models (see e.g. Kharas and Pinto,

1989).

It follows from these models- where the parallel exchange rate adjusts to achieve

the desired portfolio composition and is detemined in the long run along with the private

sector holdings of foreign currency by the requirements of both portfolio and cunent

account equilibrium- that the rate of increase of the stock of foreign cunency held by the

private sectol'is an increasing function of the premium. On impact, the premium is shown

to decline following devaluation, although a distinction is made between a once-and-for-

87The asset demand for foreign cuuency may arise "both as a hedge and a refuge for
funds, and as a means of acquiring and hoading imports" in economies whele "[]oss of
confidence in the domestic cunency, fears about inflation and increasing taxation, and low
real interest rates" are obseryed tlbid.:16].
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all devaluation and a crawling peg (change in the rate of devaluation) to determine its

long-nrn effect. A once-and-for-all devaluation reduces the premium on impact, but does

not influence its steady-state value. The reduction of the real value of domestic assets

upon devaluation causes portfolio disequilibrium as the shale of parallel currency in

household's portfolio exceeds the desired level. This on impact leads to a fall in the

premium which, in tum, will over time cause a depletion of the stock of parallel curl'ency

until its initial level is restored. Therefore, the models predict that a devaluation will not

permanently reduce the premium unless accompanied by other appropriately tailored

policies.

On the other hand, an increase in the rate of devaluation will exert a permanent

effect on the premium by generating leallocation effects that would arise from the

increased steady-state rate of depreciatìon of the parallel rate upon the increase in the rate

of its official counterpart. Whethel the increase in the rate of clawl will reduce the steady-

state premium is shown to ultimately tum on the elasticity of money demand with respect

to the expected rate of depreciation of the unofficial exchange rate or to inflation

[Lizondo, 1989; Khalas and Pinto, 1989]. An inelastic money demand is required for the

prcmium to fall following a rise in the rate of devaluation.

Expectations also affect the adjustment process of the premium to devaluation. If

devaluation is anticipated, the palallel rate depreciates, and the stock of parallel culrency

holdings rises along with the plemium priol to the implementation of the policy to decline

at the moment of devaluation "clue entirely to the official devaluation" since the parallel
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rate has aheady adjusted to the anticipated increase in the official rate [Dornbusch, al a/.,

i9831.

Thus far, the analysis focused on exchange control and its rationalization by the

exchange-rate change. Devaluation can also be accompanied by a broader form of

liberalization which includes changes in the taxlsubsidy structure on intemational

transactions, and policy reform regarding retention of foreign exchange eamings by

exporters. Taxes and subsidies affect relative prices, and a devaluation accompanied by

taliff/subsidy reduction can neutralize the prospective relative-price effect of devaluation,

depending on the rate of tariff/subsidy reduction relative to the rate of devaluation [see

e.g. Cooper, 1971;Kaldor, 1983; Tanzi, 1989a1.

SUMMA,RY

The preceding selective review of the theory of devaluation leveals that the natuì'e,

magnitude and duration of the macloeconomic effects of devaluation are ambiguous on

a priori grounds as they depend on an auay of factors including the degree or speed, as

the case may be, of (i) substitution among classes of goods in production and

consumption, (ii) import dependence, (iii) substitution between domestic and imported

inputs, (iv) real wage flexibility, (v) capacity utilization, (vi) fiscal Íigidity, (vii) portfolio

adjustment, (viii) expectational adjustment, (ix) plior exchange contlol, parallel exchange

malkets and liberalization, (x) financial constraint, and (xi) on the size of net extemal

debt denominated in foreign currency.
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In traditional Keynesian models, where a mature economy, rigidity of nominal

wages (including upward rigidity), unemployment and sterilization are assumed, a

devaluation ploduces relative-price and expenditure-switching effects which are

expansionary both with rcspect to domestic economic activity and the external sector. The

assumptions of nominal wage ligidity, sterilization, exogenous fiscal deficit, zero imported

inputs and induced output expansion rcduce the likelihood of the inflationary outcome.

In fact, in such models devaluation is viewed as an instrument by which real wages can

be reduced and employment stimulated "without undermining domestic price stability"

[Kenen, 1985:632; see also Whitman, 1975:492].

In neoclassical models- what Whitman (1975) tabelled as the rrglobal-monetarist"

approach being one of the counterparts in the devaluation debate- where full flexibility

of wages and prices are assumed and output is therefore supply-determined at its full-

employment level, devaluation, given static expectations, is not expected to affect the

level of output. Its short-run positive effects on the external sector oliginate fi'om the

expenditure-reducing effect (real balance effect) of devaluation and are shown to be

leveLsed in the long run through the dynamics introduced by the devaluation itself.

New structuralist models, which invoke the assumptions of structural,

technological and real wage rigidities, dependence on imported inputs and financial

constraints, emphasize the sholt-run stagflationary effect of devaluation. In such models

the potentiality of the deteliolation of the tlade balance following devaluation is pointed

out, inespective of the satisfaction of the simple Malshall-Lelner condition; and to the
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extent that a devaluation improves the position of the external sector, the burden of

adjustment falls largely on imports via the devaluation-induced reduction in real income.

New Classical models, prcdicated on the assumptions of market clearing and

rational expectations, pledict that unanticipated devaluation produces real short-run effects

to be reversed once expectations are accordingly revised. To the degree that the policy

change is anticipated, some real effects will be generated before the policy is actually

implemented. In New Keynesian models, despite rational expectations, a devaluation, even

if announced before implementation, will generate a real short-run effect so far as wage

contracts are staggered.

Also, the review revealed the indeterminacy of the fiscal effect of devaluation

which was shown to depend partly on the degree of fiscal rigidity and the dependence of

fiscal revenue on the external sector. Finally, the presence of credit constraint, exchange

confiol and parallel exchange malkets bave been shown to change dre effect of

devaluation in any one of the broad classes of models identified above.

This chaptel has shown that the i¡ference that can be made flom theory about the

direction and duration of the policy effect is sensitive to the underlying assumptions of

the theoretical models, rendering generalization applicable to all countlies difficult and

misleading. Nonetheless, some insights can be gained fi'om the theory as regards when

and how the policy change may be more effective or, at least, less counterproductive.

Theory seems to suggest that in countries where ligidities such as inflexibility of real

wages (because of the presence of militant trade unions), fixed technological coefficients
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and dependence on imported goods, financial constraints and excossive extemal debt

accumulation are prevalent, a strong case can be made for a stagflationary devaluation in

the short run. Lack of access to foreign markets, the undiversified nature of the export

sector and pursuit of incompatible policies magnify such an outcome. It has also been

shown that the likelihood of stagflationary devaluation will be greatly minimized in the

absence of such structural cha¡acteristics and in the presenco of exchange control and

parallel currency malkets prior to exchange-rate actions. Where devaluation succeeds in

reducing the degree of misalignment of exchange rates and is accompanied by

appropriately tailored commercial and other domestic policies, the likelihood of

expansionary devaluation would be enhanced. Structural factols and the output effect of

devaluation wele also sho',vn to influence extemal, fiscal and financial adjustments to

exchange-rate changes. It may therefore be concluded that the effect and efficacy of

devaluation is ultimately an empi-rical issue to be determined by the economic structure

and condition of the devaluing country. Thus, the available empirical evidence needs to

be dlawn upon to shed light on the issue. This is the subject of the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 2

THE MÄCROECONOMIC EFFECTS OF DEVALUATION: A SELECTIVE

REVIEW OF THE EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE FROM DEVELOPING COTJNTRIES

The theory of devaluation presented in the previous chapter cleady indicates the

ambiguous nature of the effects of devaluation on vadous macroeconomic variables. The

magnitude and direction of the macroeconomic effects of exchange-rate changes have

been shown to depend largely on assumptions underlying the theoretical modols. In the

final analysis, whether devaluation is an effective policy instrument is an empirical issue

the resolution of which requires an empirical examination. Empirical studies have been

conducted to this effect using different kinds of models, data and methodologies.

The empirical literature on the subject has utilized several methodologies one of

which is what is known as the 'rbefore-after'" apploach and it involves comparing the

performance of a given indicator before and after a policy change.88 The alternative

estimating methodology is the "control group" or "with-without" approach which

comp¿ues the before-after change in the behavioul of a selected valiable between

devaluing and non-devaluing countries. Al alternative approach would utilize an

econometlic method to estimate directly the effect of an exchange-r'ate change on a

88See Goldstein and Montiel (1986) and Khan (1990) for a description and critical
review of various methodologies employed to assess the macroeconomic effects of
stabilization programs sponsored by the IMF. See also AgénoL (1991).
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variable of interest. Indirect methods such as the comparisons-of-simulations have also

been employed.

This chapter seeks to provide a selective survey of the existing empirical evidence

pertaining to the effects of devaluation on output, inflation, positions of the external and

fiscal balance and on the parallel currency premium in developing counhies. The

empirical evidence by and large confirms the theoretical ambiguities refe ed to in the

preceding chapter, although some variables are shown to enjoy empirical support more

than others in one or the other direction. The present chapter also finds that certain

macroeconomic variables received relatively scanty empirical attention in regard to their

adjustment to exchange-r'ate changes. Fiscal activity, inflation and the parallel currency

premium are cases in point. Although the presence and role of parallel exchange markets

are recognized, the macroeconomic effects of devaluation in the presence of these markets

has not been extensively examined in the empirical literatule.

2.1 EFFECT ON OUTPUT

The output effect of devaluation has received relatively scant empidcal treatment until

very recently. Thus, Khan [987:33] observed that "[d]espite the controversy over the

output and employment effects of devaluation, the empirical evidence on the subject [was]

surplisingly thin-and inconclusive". Since then a number of studies have been published,

although the inconclusiveness of the evidence has not improved considerably. One of

the influential and oft-quoted studies that attempted to determine the effect of devaluation
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on economic activity was conducted by Cooper (1971). Cooper, using the "before-after"

approach, studied two dozen devaluations implemented by developing countries from

1953 to 1966 and found devaluation to have led to a decline in economic activity within

the first year of the policy change- a duration to which the author confined his empirical

analysis. But, according to a subsequent set of studies (Krueger, 1978:ch. 8) by various

authors on 10 developing countries included in the National Bureau of Economic

Research project on foreign trade and economic development, only around 14 percent of

the devaluation episodes "can be said to have been followed by a severe recession of

prolonged duralion" (p. 163).

Donovan (1981) investigated the experiences of 12 developing countries which

implemented the upper credit tranche stand-by affangements of the IMF between 1970

and 1976, with devaluation assuming a major role, to find, on avelage, no evidence of a

noticeable decline in economic growth following devaluation both in the short-run and

long-nrn (three years) comparison periods. In fact, his findings indicate that the majority

of the program countries have enjoyed a higher economic growth within a year of the

devaluation, although the growth was not sustained in the subsequent years. A

decomposition of the sample into "import-lestraint" programs-those which placed

"lelatively more stress on the strategy of a sharp leduction in real expenditure as leading

to the projected reduction in import demand"-and other proglams leveals that 83 pelcent

of the formel group legistered a lelatively lower growth performance within the three-year'

period in contrast to the other group which saw an increase in economic growth both in
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the sholt run and long run periods. Using data from the 1960s, Connolly (1983) found

that out of 20 devaluing developed and developing countries included in his sample, only

7 countries expelienced a rise in growth rate which was statistically significant at the 5

percent level.

Employing the control-group approach, Donovan (1981) compared the average

economic growth in devaluing countries with that of non-oil developing countriesse to

support his findings refemed to above fi'om the application of the before-after approach.

Recently, Kamin (1988) examined devaluations which involved at least 15 percent of

depreciation and \rhich were implemented over th¡ee decades since 1953. His

methodology consists in calculating the time profile of performance indicators over' 3

ye¿us prior to and 4 years after devaluation and comparing them, both within short-lun

and long-run perspectives, with the average performance indicator of the entire sample

for the couesponding comparison period. The examination of 60 devaluations using this

methodology over the period indicated above produced 'rlittle evidence that devaluations

[were] followed by significant contlactions in output" (p. 30). His findings indicate,

however, that devaluations ale typically preceded by recessions.

Edwards (1989b) found that devaluations were preceded and followed by a dlop

in the growth of output in Latin America over the 1962-1982 peúod. The author attributes

this phenomenon parlly to "the effects of the massive imposition of lestrictions and other

teNote that the group 'hon-oil developing counÍies't includes devaluing countries.
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policies that usually accompanied devaluatiot" (P.476).

Iftan (1990) employed a modified version of the control-gloup approach,

otherwise referred to as the "generalized evaluation estimator", which controls for

differences in initial positions (such as fiscal and monetaly variables and terms of trade)

between "treatment" and control groups in the comparison of economic performance

subsequent to the policy change. In his model, the real effective exchange rate was found

to have had no statistically significant effect on growth rate changes both in one-year and

two-ye comparisons which were conducted to determine the macroeconomic effects of

Fund-supported programs in developing countries.

In addition to the before-after and control gloup approaches, econometric methods

have been used to directly test the output effect of exchange-rate changes. For example,

Connolly (1983) rcgrcssed the change in the growth of output on the rate of devaluation

and found that the exchange-rate change had a positive effect, but statistically significant

only at the 10 percent level and with a poor fit. Recognizing the tendency of devaluation

to be preceded by a recession, the author incorporated an index of economic activity in

the previous peliod and obtained a much better fit and a much more insignificant

exchange-rate effect "suggesting that the accelelation in growth following devaluation

may reflect primarily lecovery fiom the previous recession" (p. 133).

Edwards (1986a) estinated an output equation with real exchange rates,

unanticipated changes in the money supply-invoking the assumption of rational

expectations- terms of tlade, government spending/GDP ratio and time trend, and a one-
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yeal' lagged values of the first three variables as explanatory valiables. The model was

estimated on a pooled data fi'om 12 developing countries covering the 1965-1980 period.

It was found that the contemporaneous and lagged effects of real exchange lates were,

rcspectively, significantly negative and positive; and a statistical test for the sum of the

two effects supported the hypothesis of long-run neutlality of devaluation with respect to

output.

A fur'ther study by Edwalds (1989a:324-331) corroborated the evidence from his

earlier work with respect to the short-run effect. A distributed lag model with a similar

set of independent variables was estimated on a pooled data from 12 developing countries

over a period extending to 1984, with the exchange rate index incorporated alternatively

in nominal and real terms, and the money supply as actual and unanticipated. The

depreciation of both the nominal and real exchange rates produced a statistically

significant negative contemporaneous effect. It is also found that the coefficients of the

lagged values ofthe exchange rate arc positive but nonsignificant (for equations involving

actual money supply). The evidence on the long-run output effect is mixed as the

hypothesis of long-run neutrality is rejected by some but not by othel estimating

equations. In an attempt to determine the output implication of distortions and exchange

contlols, the author incorpolated the parallel market plemium as a proxy and found the

latter to have negatively affected output. The inclusion of the parallel market premium

did not change the sign but magnified the short-run effect of the official nominal and real

exchange rates referred to above,
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A similar sholt-run effect is reported by Sheehey (1986) who estimated a Lucas-

type supply function using data from 16 Latin American countries. The estimating output

equation contained price surprise (unexpected changes in the rate of inflation), rate ofreal

depreciation-contempoÌaneous and lagged-and the growth rate of GDP in industrial

countries lagged one period as explanatory var.iables. The author found that the

conftactionary effect of real depreciation observed in the first year was followed by an

expansionary effect which was outweighed by the former, implying that the net output

effect over a two-ye period was negative.

An identical supply function was estimated by Nwama (i987) for 20 developing

countries between 1960 and 1985. His estimating procedure differs from that of Sheehey

(i986) in postulating a differential response to economic shocks by "low-income" and

"upper'-middle-incone" economies and in categorizing his sample countries accordingly.

It is observed that the short-run effect of real depreciation is negative for the entire

sample and appears to have tumed positive over time. A comparative analysis of the

effects on the two groups of countries seems to indicate that the contractionary effect of

devaluation is not only greatel in magnitude but also tends to last longer in low-income

countries than in the upper-middle-income economies, a result explained by differcnces,

inrer alia, in the size and operation of financial markets, resource base, agricultural

productivity and in behavioral response.

Recently, Agénor' (1991) developed and estimated a rational-expectations based

model in which a distinction is made between anticipated and unanticipated changes.
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Output is derived from ag$egate supply and demand equations to depend on unexpected

changes in money supply, real exchange rate, government spending and in foreign income

and on the cunent and one-peliod lagged value of the actual real exchange rate.

According to results from the estimation of the model on a pooled data from 23

developing countries over the 1978-87 period, anticipated devaluation exerted

contractionary effect in contrast to unanticipated depreciation which was expansionary.

His results also suggest that the contractionary effect persisted beyond the first year of

devaluation as reflected in the statistically significant negative sign of the coefficient of

a one-period lagged real exchange rate. In contrast, Jebuni, et al. (1991) reported that a

depreciation of the real exchange rate exerted an expansionary contemporaneous and

delayed effect on aggrcgate output in Ghana, according to a model which included fiscal,

monetaly, terms of tlade and real exchange late as explanatory variables.

Simulation methods have also been used by various authors to determine the

output effect of devaluation. Thus, in a macro model specified by Roca and Pdale (i987)

for Peru, devaluation is reported to have adversely affected output by raising the cost of

ploduction during the 1977-78 and 1980-82 peliods when a stabilization program

including devaluation was undel way in that counüy. Similarly, in a macro model with

a parallel market fol foreign exchange, Agénor (1990a) shows the short-run output effect

of a once-and-for-all fully expected depreciation of the exchange rate to be negative.

Gylfason and Schmid (1983) dedved a reduced-form exprcssion for output on the

assumption of imported inputs and used parameter values guesstimated and obtained from
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other studies to find that devaluation had positive real effects in 8 of the 10 countries, half

of which are developing countl'ies. In contrast, in a model which recognizes extemal debt,

devaluation was found by Gylfason and Risager (1984) to be contractionary in developing

countries and expansionary in developed economies. Gylfason (1987) cites evidence from

Gylfason and Radetzki (1985) that with the inclusion of imported inputs and with an

elasticity of substitution of less than unity, devaluation would exelt negative, albeit weak,

effects on oùtput and employment in less developed countries.

In a general equilibrium framework which incorporates informal financial markets

and forwardlooking behaviour, Agénol et aI (1991), simulate a once-and-for'-all

devaluation of the official exchange rate to find that anticipated devaluation (with respect

to timing and magnitude) has "indeed a [net] contractionaly effect on domestic [eal output

at the announcement and implementation periods" (p. 23).

Simulation methods have also been used in the context of computable general

equilibrium models by a number of authors. For example, Applegate (1990) examined the

impact of devaluation on import substitution n Zambia and showed it to have been

expansionary on the basis of the data and structural parameters of 1987 when Zambia

abandoned the exchange-rate auction. In a model whele finzurcial markets and poltfolio

choice are integrated with the real side of the economy and simulated with 1980 social

accounting matrix as the base-yeal solution, Rosensweig and Taylor (1990) found that the

output effect of devaluation in Thailand depended in large part on the magnitude of

export response. Given an export elasticity of 1.5, a 10 percent nominal devaluation is
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reported to induce a 3.3 percent increase in real GDP whereas an export elasticity of less

than unity is associated with close to a contractionary outcome. In a similar exelcise by

Easterly (1990) for the Mexican economy where a 1981 social accounting matrix is taken

as a base line, and partial wage indexation, controlled prices and a dollarization of the

economy are explicitly lecognized, a 50 percent devaluation is associated with a 4 pelcent

decline in GDP.

At a disaggregated level, Cleaver (1985) tested for the effect of over-valuation of

the exchange rate on agdcultural production in Sub-Sahalan Africa fiom which inferences

might be drawn about the role of devaluation. Decomposing 31 Sub-Saha¡an African

countries on which relevant data was available into two groups on the basis of whether

their real exchange rates were appreciating or depreciating over the 1970-198i period, the

author found that "[c]ountries whose cunencies appreciated had lowel agricultural glowth

ll.5 Vol thalr'. those whose currencies depreciated [2.6 7o]" (p. 20). This finding is

supported by results from a regression analysis in which the growth late of agricultural

production is specified to depend on the real exchange rate, population growth, public

expenditule and public involvement in input supply.

The folegoing review underscores the inconclusiveness of the empilical evidence

on the direction and duration of the output effect of devaluation. It would appear,

however, that the medium- and long-run effects are more ambiguous than the short-nln

effect, which many of the sh¡dies surveyed seem to find confactionary.
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2.2. EFFECT ON INFLATION

The available evidence on the inflationary effect of devaluation is tenuous relative to the

degree of concern commonly expressed. According to Cooper (1971:26), "prices rise

sharply following devaluation, reach a peak three or four months later, and then gradually

drop back, sometimes substantially" for about 50 percent of the sample for which relevant

monthly data were available. The use of annual data by Donovan (i981) produced the

result that in the first yeal of devaluation 75 percent of the devaluing counh'ies saw their

rates of inflation rise while one-third experienced a reduction in inflation over the three-

year comparÌson period.

Edwards (1989a:261-262) compiles inflation rates 1 and 3 years before and after

39 devaluation episodes. Apparently, around 90 percent of the episodes were followed by

a higher rate of inflation than experienced a year before the devaluation. The

corresponding figure fol a three-year comparison stands at about 69 percent. Shafaeddin

(1990) in his empirical analysis of nominal devaluations in 51 developing countries during

the 1980-87 period observed most developing countries to have experienced inflation

subsequent to devaluation. Interestingly, the stage of development of the sample countries

is shown to influence the magnitude of the response of inflation to devaluation as

developing countries at the lower end of the income spectrum suffered a highel i¡flation

than theil countelparts at the other end. In his assessment of the impact of devaluation

in Ghana and Zambia, Loxley (1990) observed devaluation to have lessened the

inflationary pressure in the former and worsened it in the latter.
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The comparison of inflationary experiences of program countdes and non-oil

developing countries during pre-and post-devaluation periods by Donovan ( 1981) indicates

that only a third of the sample enjoyed a relative improvement in inflation performance.

Kamin (1988) found the rate of inflation to have risen in the year following devaluation.

No conclusive evidence was offered, however, whether inflationary pressure was sustained

beyond the filst year'. Of the 74 devaluations examined, 36 devaluations were followed

by continued increase in inflation after the first year in contrast to the remaining

devaluations which showed a drop. A comparative study of the inflationary experience

of devaluing countries and the control group indicates that inflation in the formel group

"accelerated th¡ough the year immediately following devaluation, after which it registered

a relative decline" (p. 28). In a related analysis, the author' finds that "ovel' the long term

the devaluing countries experienced a relative depreciation of their real exchange rates",

dismissing "the fear that countries will be unable to change their leal exchange rates" (p.

2e).

Khan (1990) documents that the real effective exchange rate exerts a statistically

significant positive effect on changes in the rate of inflation in one-year comparison and

neutral effect in a two-year comparison. In a rcgression model of real exchange rates

where nominal devaluation is one of the explanatory variables, Edwards (1989a:144-46)

found that the latter had a statistically significant effect on real exchange rates with a

coefficient of 0.62, suggesting that devah¡ation was followed by an increase in the

aggregate price level, albeit less than plopoltionately.
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An econometric determination of the inflationary effect of devaluation was

attempted by Krueger a¡d Neftci (in Krueger, i978:180-184) who specified a model of

inflation in which the lagged price level, the cunent and lagged values of money supply

and devaluation episode, represented by a dummy variable, appear as independent

variables. The estimation of the model, using both quarterly and annual data, for 10

developing countries for devaluations implemented over two decades since the 1950s, led

the authors to conclude "[w]hat ever inflationary impact devaluation might have had was

insufficiently strong to offset other influences on the price level, even aftel account is

taken (crudely) of the effects of money supply; on avelage, the rate of inflation was not

any higher in the period following devaluation than before" (p. 184).

Recently, Montiel (1989) used an unrestricted vector autoregression model to

estimate the dynamic relationships among the nominal exchange rate, prices and the

monetaì'y base using quarterly data for Argentina, Brazil and Israel ir an attempt to

disentangle the cause ofhigh inflation episodes in these countries. The evidence prcsented

attaches a significant role to exchange rate shocks in accounting for valiations in the rate

of inflation, especially in Argentina and Blazil, during the peliod under study. His

findings suggest that, in the presence of accommodative policy regimes, "the pursuit of

extemal adjustment through nominal exchange rate devaluation may be associated with

a substantial, sustained, and ... extremely stubborn increase in the rate of inflation" (p.

548). In contrast, Agénor (1990a), found that, given the palallel exchange rate, world rate

of inflation, expected rate of inflation and excess money supply, a depleciation of the
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of{iciai exchange rate exerted a statistically insignificant positive effect on the inflation

rate.

A simulation exercise by Roca and Priale (1987) for Peru provided evidence for

a positive inflationary effect of devaluation. In a recent simulation of a computable

general equilibrium model of Nicaragua, Gibson (1991) found no evidence to support the

inflation-devaluation-inflation vicious cycle hypothesis he set out to test. His findings

imply, however, that if "foreign exchange savings produced by the devaluation were not

used to increase output in the flex-plice sectors, the devaluation will be more inflationary"

(p. 246). Le Fort (1988) examined Chilean data from l9'7 4 to 1982 and found that

devaluation exerted a significant dilect effect on the relative plice of nontladed goods,

implying that the initial impact of devaluation was not offset by inflation. His analysis

suggests that the relative-plice change is permanent to the degree that wage indexation

is partial.

In summary, the existing evidence on the inflationary effect of devaluation seems

to suggest that devaluation is likely to increase inflation in the short run. lvhether it alters

the late of inflation for an extended peliod of time is far fi'om certain.

2.3 EFFECT ON THE EXTERNAL SECTOR

Much of the empirical wolk on devaluation has been devoted to investigate its effect on

the performance of the extemal sector. The consequences of devaluation on imports,

exports, tlade deficit, cunent account and the ovelall balance of payments have been
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extensively studied.eo A paltial leview will be provided below with greater emphasis on

recent studies. Consideling first the evidence on the ovelall balance of payments and the

curlent accounltrade balance, Cooper (1971) found 90 percent of the devaluations he

examined to have been followed in the first year by favourable effects either on the trade

balance or the balance of payments.

It is reported in Kamin (1988:24) that not only does "the long-run performance of

reselves in the devaluing countries shows substantial improvement over the pre-

devaluation performance" but also relative to the comparison group, the improvement

"concentrated especially in the years directly following the devaluation itself." The results

for the trade balance suggest that devaluations were accompanied by short-run absolute

improvements and with relatively lower long-run rates of deterioration.

In an econometric study, Miles (1978) found devaluation to have led to an

improvement in the balance of payments/GDP ratio in a model which additionally

included the glowth rate of output and scaled high-powered money. This result was

corroborated by evidence obtained from other methods he employed. In contrast, a

statistically significant negative effect of the real effective exchange rate on the balance

of payments/GDP ratio both in a one- and two-year comparison is repolted by Khan

(1990). Curiously, no statistically significant improvement in the trade balance was

observed in either study. In a country study, Gafar (1981, i982) documents that the

eoFor a review of the empilical litelature on the adjusftnent of the external sector to
devaluation, see Bild (1983).
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balance of payments deteriorated following devaluation in Jamaica partly because of

counteracting concuffent monetary policy.

In theil investigation of the determina¡ts of the current account in 32 non-oil

developing countries during the 1973-80 peliod, Khan and Knight (1983) found the real

effective exchange rate as a statistically significant explanatory variable with the expected

sign after having controlled for terms of tlade, glowth rate of industrial countries, world

real interest rate, government budget sulplus as a proportion of GDP and time. This result

is replicated by Pastor (1989) whose curent account equation additionally controls for

capital availability and is estimated on data from 19 Latin American countries between

1973 a:nd 1984. In an essentially similar model, Edwards (1989a:281-284) estimated the

current-account effect of contemporaneous real exchange rate to be positive and

statistically significant for a pooled data from 12 developing countries. In contrast, the

delayed effect was found to be negative. However, a statistical test for the combined

effects confirms that real devaluation has favourably influenced the cunent account of the

countries under study.

A positive correlation between trade balance and devaluation is reported by

Himarios (1989) in an econometric study which specified the trade balance to depend on

domestic and foreign real income, govemment expenditure, money balances, interest rates,

the price level and on domestic reaUnominal exchange l'ate and on the expectation of

devaluation. The model was estimated with a distributed lag structule for' 15 countries,

the majority of which are developing economies, for the Bretton Woods era (1953-73) and
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fol the subsequent decade (1975-1984).It is documented that 80 percent of the sample

countries have enjoyed a long-run net improvement in their trade balance during both

periods in the wake of real or nominal depreciation of the exchange rate.et The similarity

of findings for the t',vo estimation periods is interpreted to suggest that "the greater

integration of national economies and the increased international competitionrr observed

in the recent past has hardly attenuated the effectiveness of devaluation as a tool of

balance of payments management (p.161). His results also lend support to the J-curve

effect and to the hypothesis that an expectation of devaluation worsens the trade balance

by inducing speculative behaviour.

The payments effect of devaluation has also been examined in the context of the

monetary approach. After surveying the empilical evidence on the monetary approach to

the study of the payments effect of devaluation both in developed and developing

countlies, Magee (i976) concluded: "the evidence is fairly strong that the monetary

approach can be used, with relatively minol modifications, to explain the behaviour of the

balance of payments when exchange rates change" (p. 166). This is couoborated by

subsequent research in the monetaly tradition. For example, Connolly and Taylor (1979)

specif the balance of payments/money supply ratio as a function of the rate of

devaluation and the growth of domestic credilmoney supply ratio to examine the

compar ative payments effect of devaluation in 10 developed and 17 developing countl'ies

erThe estimation was made for each country on annual data fol the 1953-73 period
and on quartedy data for the latter period.
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over the 1959-70 period. Theil findings indicate that devaluation led to an implovement

in the balance of payments both in the year and two years following devaluation both in

developing countries and in the aggregate sample. The parameter estinates for both

groups of countries is reported as almost identical. Similar results ale reported by

Asheghian (1988) who applied the same procedure to an updated data base covering 11

developing and 9 developed countries which implemented 36 independent devaluations

among them. The inclusion of the growth rate of GDP as an additional explanatory

variable in the balance of payments equation by Asheghian and Foote (1988) is repolted

to have rendered the payments effect of devaluation weaker-although still statistically

significant both in the short run and long run-thal that reported in the aforesaid studies.

Palt of the evidence presented so far on the effect of devaluation on the overall

balance of payments and the cuuent/tl'ade account points to the possibility of a

simultaneous implovement i¡ the former and a deterioration in the latter two accounts

following devaluation as found, among others, by Miles (1978), and noted by Kamin

(1988) and Edwads (1989a:279,1989b). Miles (1978:102) argues that "[a]n improvement

in only the capital account and balance of payments is precisely the result expected if fiat

money is not viewed by the public as net wealth." At mole empirical level, beside the

reasons such as the reversal of capital flight adduced in the previous chapter',

devaluation's positive effect on capital inflow and, hence, on the ovelall balance of

payments in the face of deteliorating cuffent account may be explained by "the behaviour'

of commercial banks and intemational financial institutions [such as the IMF and the
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World Bankl, which are presumed to \ryithhold ol ration crcdit to developing-country

governments until they take some action, such as devaluation, to correct their external

balance ploblems" [Kamin, 1988:21, Edwards, 1989a:279). Thus, one may expect

devaluation to be accompanied by capital inflow especially when it is implemented as

part of a sírctul'al adjustment program sponsored by the intemational financial

institutions. But, the evidence provided by Kamin (1988) suggests that "about equaL

numbers of [sample] countries experienced increases and decreases in their net capital

inflows" (p. 24), and l€lative to the comparison group, the capital inflows of devaluing

countries registered slower growth in the long nm, one explanation being that not all of

the devaluations wete accompanied by "lMF cledits o¡ other external-finance programs"

(p. 22). Nwanna (1987) found no evidence that devaluation affected foreign direct

investment significantly in the desired direction.

Having reviewed the evidence on the aggregate effect of devaluation on the major

performance indicators of the extemal sector, it remains to ask whether the burden of

adjustment of the trade balance rested heavily on exports or imports. According to Kamin

(1988:19) r'the reduction in trade deficits found to follow devaluations may be attributable

to increases in export activity lather than decrcases in imports."

In a detailed analysis of the adjustment of exports and imports conducted by

Bhagwat and Onitsuka (1974), almost all discrete and independent devaluations of the

1960s they examined wele followed by a higher growth of expolt eamings according to

compalison between post-devaluation performance and trend growth rates (of exports
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during ten years prior to devaluation), and also between the formel and the export

performance in the three pre-devaluation years. An attempt to determine the export supply

response of selected commodities revealed that "[o]f the 24 selected comnodities, 13

showed a faster rate of growth after devaluation but 7 experienced a slowdown, caused

in many instances by special factors" (p. 429). As regards imports, the evidence indicates

that the growth rate of imports in the post-devaluation period exceeded that in the pre-

devaluation period. The authors attribute this perverse effect to the devaluation-induced

increase in foreign exchange availability, economic growth and import liberalization, the

combined influence of which "tend[ed] to outweigh the restraining effect on imports of

theil higher domestic cunency prices" (p. 432).

Donovan (1981) reports that only half of the program countries saw an increase

in Íeal exports in a one-yeaÍ comparison both relative to the pre-devaluation period and

the control gloup. The corlesponding figure for a thlee-yeal comparison per'iod is about

73 percent. The response of imports is shown to have been influenced by a countly's

policy with respect to import expenditure. Countries which pursued "import-restraint"

programs saw a significant reduction in real imports unlike "liberalization" proglam

countries where a sharp rise is recorded. It has been noted by Loxley (1990:11) that,

unlike Zambia, Ghana saw a strong recovery in Íaditional exports following exchange-

rate adjustments. The difference in the policy outcome between the two counties is

attribr.rted pdmarily to differences in "production and malketing characteristics" of their
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major export commodities: Cocoa in Ghana and coppel in Zambia.e2

Devaluation was found statistically insignificant in import and export demand

functions estimated by Nwanna (1987) for 20 developing countries. Similar findings are

reported by Gafar' (1984) for Jamaica on imports, by Onis and Özmucul (1990) for

Tulkey on exports. On the other hand, Bond (1985) found strong evidence that changes

in real effective exchange rates positively affected the flow of exports fiom non-oil

developing countries in a model ofexports on annual data from 36 countries for the 1967-

1981 period, with the GNP of importing countries and the deviation of output from trend

in the exporting group as additional explanatory variables. From his earlier study of 24

developing countlies coveling the 1973-78 period, Balassa (1987), "found that the

appreciation of the real exchange rate led to declines in export market shares in world

trade, as well as to increases in the share of imports in GDP, unless offset by measures

of export promotion or protection" (p. 7). A furthel study for the same peliod fol Sub-

Sahalan African countries also established a relation between rcal exchange rate

appreciation and loss of export malket share. In a recent study of the behaviour of trade

flows in Ghana, Jebuini, et al. (1991) report that a depreciation of the real effective

exchange rate increased both exports and impolts.

The role of devaluation in affecting imports and exports and the extemal sector

has also been examined indirectly by computing the relevant elasticities to determine

e'As Loxley elaborates, cocoa not only has a higher short-run supply elasticity than
copper but is also sold in the black market. The lattel implies that the market supply
elasticity is greater'ftan the production supply elasticity.
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whether the Malshall-Lemer condition is satisfied. From a study of 13 developing

countries, Aggarwal (1984) found that the Marshall-Lerner condition was satisfied fi'om

which he surmised that devaluation had a positive effect on the external sector. Estimates

of commodity demand and supply elasticities amassed and reported by Bond (1987) led

her to conclude that "[e]xport supply in developing countries does indeed respond to

improved price incentives" (p. 223). Likewise, after reviewing the empirical evidence on

elasticities of exports and imports, Bird (1983) concurs with Khan (1974) in concluding

"that in many developing countries elasticities are adequate to ensule that depreciation

will strengthen the current account" (p. 467). Elasticity pessimism is also dismissed by

Gylfason (1987) who marshals evidence on 9 developing and 15 developed countries

whele the simple Marshall-Lerner condition was met. The assessment of the experiences

of nine African countries with respect to exchange-rate policy by Gulhati e¡ al. (1986)

also indicates that the production and export responses of devaluation have been

favourable.

2.4 EFTECT ON THE FISCAL SECTOR

Little systematic study has been conducted on the fiscal effects of devaluation; and the

existing evidence is far from conclusive. Krueger (1978:131) reports that "[o]f the cases

covered by lthe NBER] project,..only the Turkish devaluation of 1958 produced changes

that significantly and automatically increased government revenues. In most other

countries the automatic revenue and expenditure effects were relatively weak." D. Klein
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(as cited in Gulhati et aI, 1986:407) found devaluation to have reduced the budget deficit

in India and increased it in Islael. A country study by Roca and Priale (1987) suggests

that stabilization programs of which devaluation is a part have led to a greater fiscal

deficit as a percentage of GDP in Peru. Zambia is reported to have had a similar

experience, unlike Ghana where an increase in tax revenue is observed [Loxley, 1990].

2.5 EFFECT ON TIIE PARALLEL CURRENCY PREMIT]M

The effect of devaluation on the parallel cunency premium has been relatively less

explored. The available evidence suggests that devaluation reduces the premium at least

in the short run. Thus, Kamin (as cited in Agénor, 1990a) found from his study of 40

devaluations that the prcmium declined during the quarter when devaluation was launched

to rise again subsequently. Most of the 18 devaluations in Latin America examined by

Edwards (i989b) are reported to have been followed by a sharp decline in the plemium

in a tlu'ee-month comparison, although the premium was on the rise again after nine

months.

A regression of the plemium by Edwards (1989a: 146) on a number of variables

including a one-period lag ofthe official exchange rate, fiscal and monetary policy stance,

economic growth and terms of trade on a pooled data from 12 countlies found a

statistically significant negative relation between the premium and the lag of the official

exchange rate. Dornbusch, et al. (1983) estimated a portfolio-based ptemium equation

using Brazilian bi-monthly data and the real exchange rate was reported to have
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negatively affected the premium. In a model where the flow and portfolio motive for

parallel culrency is incorporated, Agénor (1990a) reports that an increase in the official

exchange rate leads to a less-than proportionate depreciation of the parallel rate,

suggesting that the plemium declined on impact, albeit by small magnitude. His

simulation exercise indicates that the premium'\eturns gladually to its baseline value"

tp. s84l.

2,5 A GENERAL ASSESSMENT OF EMPIRICAL STUDIES OF DEVALUATION

A review of the empirical literature indicates the inconclusiveness of the available

evidence on the role of devaluation as a tool of stabilization policy in developing

countries.e3 Depending on the model and the sample examined, devaluation has been

found to exert neutlal, weak or stlong effect on various macroeconomic variables.

Furthermore, the review reveals the paucity of empirical evidence with respect to certain

variables and gloup of countries. It goes without saying that the reliability of the findings

is as good as the relevance of the models and methodologies employed. It is, therefore,

in place to make, by way of summary, a general assessment of the empirical studies

e3ln addition to the evidence plesented above on the macroeconomic effects of
exchange-rate changes, the role of Fund- supported devaluation-cum-stabilization
programs have been analyzed by a number of lesearchers in an attempt to determine the

effects of the proglams on economic growth, inflation, the curlent account and the
balance of payments. The review provided by Khan (1990) indicates that the evidence
fiom these studies is mixed ranging fiom pelverse to desired effects with varying deglees
of magnitude and statistical significance.
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sutveyed.

First, some studies (e.g. Cooper, 1971), using the before-after apploach, tend to

attribute changes in the behavioul of a variable of interest solely to valiation in the

exchange rate without explicit and adequate consideration of the evolution of other factors

which may influence the outcome of devaluation. The findings obtained from the

application of the before-aftel approach would over (under) estimate the effects of

devaluation if, indeed, non-devaluation factors changed along with the exchange rate. In

fact, one could argue that the outcome attributed to devaluation might have been attained

without a change in the exchange rate. This criticism is especially valid when one

recognizes the fact that devaluation is more often than not accompanied by changes in

fiscal, monetary and commercial policies which may operate to reinforce or offset the

effect of devaluation.

The weakness of the bofore-after approach is well recognized in the litelature, and

an altemative approach, namely, the control-gloup approach, has been suggested and

employed by a number of researchers [e.g. Donovan, 1981; Kamin, 1988). As described

elsewhere, the conÍol-group approach in its tladitional version compares the before-after'

change in the behaviour of a selected variable between devaluing and non-devaluing

countries. Implicit in the use of this approach is the assumption that devaluing and non-

devaluing countlies experienced similar economic conditions priol to the devaluation so

that the diffelence in economic performance botween the two gloups of countries can be

attlibuted to the incidence of devaluation.
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The above assumption is valid only to the extent that belonging to either group

is a result of a random selection process. But as Khan (1990:203) argues in lhe context

of IMF's stabilization programs of which devaluation is typically a part, program

countdes "aLe adversely selected in the sense of having relatively poor economic

per{ormance prior to the plogram period." The argument also applies to devaluations

independently administered. To the extent that devaluation is launched as a deliberate

policy action to rcdrcss existing economic problems, selection is non-random. In most

cases, countries devalue in response to balance of payments problems. If those counûies

which maintained their exchange rate parity did so because they did not experience

equally serious balance of payments crisis, then the obsewed difference in balance of

payments performance between the two gloups aftel the devaluation could be said to have

been caused as much by exchange rate policy as by balance of payments history. Thus,

in the presence of systematic diffelences prior to devaluation between the control group

and devaluing countries, the approach is bound to yield a biased estimate.eo The upshot

of the foregoing is that attributing solely to devaluation differences in economic

performance between ple- and post-devaluation periods in the face of changing domestic

and external factors and between devaluing and control groups despite divergent initial

economic conditions will over- or underestimate the effect of devaluation. Furthermote,

eaSee Coldstein and Montiel (1986) and Khan (i990) fol a formal demonstration of
the bias to be induced by non-random selection, and for a description of an altemative
methodology, namely, the "modified contlol-group'r, otherwise known as "generalized
evaluation estimator" which is expected to rcduce the bias refeued to above.
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in most of the episodic studies the statistical siginficance of their findings are not

reported, making it difficult to assess whether the observed "before-after" and "with-

without" differences are due to devaluation or random events.

Second, most studies examine the effect of devaluation on a selected variable in

a partial equilibrium framework [e.g. Agénor, i991; Himarios, 1989]. While every study

is designed for a specific purpose and should be evaluated on that basis, it must, however,

be recognized that such studies recold only the partial effect of devaluation on the

variable selected. When a general macroeconomic model is constructed it tends to

examine the net effect ofdevaluation using the compar isons-of-simulation approach. Some

mac¡o models (e.g. Gylfason and Schmid, 1983; Gylfason and Risager, 1984; Agénor et

al. 1991) are caliblated, that is, they utilize palameter values guesstimated or obtained

from other studies to determine the effect of devaluation. The validity of these results

obviously hinge on the plausibility of assumptions made about the economic structul€s;

and as Agénor (1991:27) notes "the reliability of ¡esults derived from a set of

'guesstimates' and coefficients that are not consistently estimated in an integrated

framewolk can rightly be questioned."

Even if simulations are performed using parameter values determined within a

model estimated on actual data (e.g. Roca and Priale, 1987; Agénor', 1990a), or

coefficients estimated from social accounting mabix in computable general equilibrium

models (e.g. Rosensweig and Taylor, 1990; Easterly, 1990), the methodology would still

be subject to the well known Lucas Critique as the initial oconomic conditions and
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parameter values upon which the findings ale pledicated may be sensitive to changes in

the policy regime [Khan, 1990].

Third, a number of studies (e.g. Sheehey, 1986; Edwards,1986; Iftan, 1990,

Agénor, 1991) incorporate the real, Tather than the nominal, exchange rate as a.n

explanatory variable in an equation formulated to explain the behaviour of a variable of

interest. Of course, which of the two measures of devaluation to use depends on the

purpose of the study. It is evident from the theoretical discussion that for nominal

devaluation to exert the desired effect on the economy it must translate into a real

devaluation. The latter, however, unlike the former, is an endogenous variable. In

economies with fixed exchange arrangements, the policy variable is therefore the nominal

exchange rate. Thus, if the goal of the analysis is to evaluate the effectiveness of

exchange rate policy, the appropriate variable to consider is nominal devaluation. If the

purpose of the study is "[t]o work out the effects of exchange rate changes ir the full

model, we have to considel the nominal, not the leal, exchange rate since the latter is an

endogenous variable" [Taylor, 1987:1414]. Furthermore, in an economy chalacterized by

the presence of exchange control, "the nominal exchange rate matters, as via its effect on

the domestic cunency price it determines the degree to which the relative price of impolt-

competing goods exceeds their world relative plice" [Krueger', 1982:1060], providing a

Íìu ther justification to specify nominal exchange rate to affect real valiables. In addition,

using the nominal rather than the real exchange rate has the "appealing feature of

allowing one to read off directly the effects of a nominal devaluation" [Himarios,
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1989:1541.

Foufh, some studies tend to concentrate on the shott-run effect (e.g. Cooper, 1971;

Connolly, 1983) while it is recognized theoretically with some empirical support that it

takes time before the effect of a devaluation is felt in its entirety due to the J curve effect

or fol other structural reasons. Fifth, it is comnron practice in the literature to infer the

trade-balance effect of devaluation from the computed values of relevant elasticities. The

magnitude of these elasticities seems to suggest that tho case for "elasticity pessimism"

in developing countries is overstated. However one must guard against "elasticity

optimism" and against interpreting the results as valid for all developing countlies to the

extent that, as Loxley (1986:32) observed, the available empirical evidence is "very much

influenced by the presence in the sample of countries with a significant industl'ial capacity

and with established export malkets in manufactured goods."

Even if the elasticity estimates are universally valid, thete is no assulance, as

implied in the theoretical discussion, that devaluation would necessarily improve the trade

balance. Sevelal reasons can be identified. Firstly, due to the devaluation-induced changes

in expenditure, cost of production, income ledishibution, etc. that are not captured by the

simple Marshall- Lemel condition, the satisfaction of the latter may not be synonymous

with an improvement of the external sector'. Secondly, the depreciation of an exchange

rate may not translate i¡to a rise in the producel plice of exports ol' in the domestic

malket price of imports if thele was an offsetting change in the trade tax/subsidy

structure. Lastly, favourable elasticities might not imply trade-balance improvement
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following devaluation if the fallacy of composition algument was to hold.es

Finally, a number ofauthors (e.g. Agenor, 1991; Edwards, 1986; Himarios, 1989)

havo attempted to determine the consequences ofdevaluation by analyzing the time-selies

and/or cross-sectional effects rcal exchange rates have on a variable of interest, However,

the variability of real exchange rates nlay not necessarily characterize devaluation

episodes fol a number of reasons including the following.

First and most obviously, they ltime-series analyses of exchange-rate effects] do
not tell us what has happened historically during devaluation episodes. Real
exchange rates move more or less continuously over time; they merely show more
exceptional movement during devaluations. Second, not only are devaluations
typically associated with othel stabilization policies, but they are large, discrete
events, and their influence, palticularly as regards expectations, may differ
qualitatively fi'om slower, more routine exchange-rate adjustments [Kamin,
1988:31.

The foregoing brief assessment indicates that no estimating approach or study is

beyond reproach. However, the studies can be a useful source of information as regards

e5The empidcal evidence is mixed with this regard, however. Fol example, the
symposium on trade policy and exchange late management in Africa held in Nairobi in
1989 concluded that "simultaneous action by several countries led to collective tel'ms of
trade deterioration. There seemed to be a case for arguing that Afiican producers of tea,

coffee and cacao had experienced a collective deterioration of their terms of trade as a
result of global over-supply, in the aftermath of simultaneous depreciation" p. 24). This
position appears to be supported by a simulation exercise which indicates "that the
possibility of a country's experiencing reduced export eamings fi'om its majol commodity
export when it- and only one other lalger ploducel of the commodity-devalue is real"
[Wattlewolth, 1988: 179]. On the other hand, De Rosa and Greene (1991) gather from a
simulation exercise for Sub-Saharan Africa based on parameter estimates fi'om another
study that "even simultaneous real devaluation by a number of African countries are

unlikely to reduce their total export earnings" (p. 34). It should be noted that unlike the
preceding snrdy, the latter was based on the assumption of low world market shale of
export commodities,
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the efficacy ofdevaluation in developing countries to the degree the results are interpreted

with the aforesaid and other caveats in mind. Given the shortcoming of various

methodologies, a more careful study would employ a mix of estimating approaches.

In summary, the evidence on the macroeconomic consequences of devaluation is

inconclusive and for some of the variables and group of countries thin. Apparently, as

noted by Killick (1990:24), "we need moLe systematic and recent evidence befole alriving

at any decisive assessment" on the role of devaluation in macroeconomic adjustment.

Contributing to the stock of systematic and recent evidence using data from Sub-saharan

Africa is the goal of the ensuing chapters.
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CHAPTER 3

EXCHANGE RATE ARRANGEMENTS, POLICY ÄND MACROECONOMIC

ACTMTY IN SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA: À STATISTICAL ANA,LYSIS OF THE

DEVALUATION PROCESS

We have thus far reviewed the theoretical models of and the empirical evidence on the

macroeconomics of devaluation in developing countries, which have been found,

respectively, ambiguous and inconclusive. The evidence on some macroeconomic

variables and on the Aflican devaluation experience was found to be rather thin, justifying

further empirical examination which is commenced in the present chapter.

This chapter seeks to examine the effects of devaluation on selected aggtegate

variables, drawing from the devaluation experiences of sub-Saharan African countries for

which relevant data was available. The material in this chapter is presented in three

sections, the first of which provides institutional information on exchange rate

anangements and policy along with a description of real exchange rate behaviour in the

sample countries. The second section examines the behavioul of selected macroeconomic

perfomance indicators using the episodic apploach and the last section summalizes and

explains the results.
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3.1 EXCHANGE RATE ARRANGEMENTS AND ADJUSTMENT, ÄND REAL

EXCHANGE RATE BEHAVIOUR: AN OVERVIEW

Providing backglound infolmation on exchange late arrangements and adjustment, and a

description of real exchange rate behavioul in the devaluing sample constitute the object

of the present section.

3.1.1 EXCHANGE RATE ARRANGEMENTS

Many countries in sub-Saharan Africa continued to pursue a fixed exchange rate

a[angement even after the collapse of the Bretton Woods system. Most of the countries

whose devaluation episodes are to be examined had a single- or a composite-cunency-peg

arrangement for most of the post-Bretton Woods era, One observes, however, that the

pattem of exchange rate anangements has undergone some changes over the years.

TABLE 1

PERCENTAGEDrsrRrBUrroNoFfi 
å"5iJf"""ï;E_ARRANGEMENTSFoRTHE

YEAR SINGLE PEG COMPOSITE PEG OTHER
ARRANGM.us$ OTHER SDR OTHER

t9'14

t9'16

r978

1980

t982
t984

t986

r988

r990

50.0 38.9

2',1.8 27.8

22.2 22.2

15.8 2r.I
10.5 15.8

10.5 15.8

5.3 10.5

15.8 10.5

5.3 10.5

0.0 11.1

38.9 5.6

44.4 5.6

36.8 5.3

3t.6 26.3

10.5 42.t

10.5 36.8

10.5 36.8

5.3 36.8

0.0

0.0

5.6

15.8

2t.t
36.8

26.3

42.1

vanous rssues,
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Several observations emerge from Table 1 During the period considered, the

majority of the sample countries (minimum of roughly 58 o/o in 1990) pegged their

exchange rates to a single or a basket of foreign cunencies. In the early part of the post-

Bretton Woods era, the US dollar continued to serve as the single major cunency to

which paity was established; but its importance in this regard declined over the years,

losing initially to the SDR. The shale of SDR has subsequently diminished, howeveL, as

some countúes moved to trade-weighted currency composites. Thus, with respect to

pegging, we observe that in the first part of the period there has been a tendency to move

away from the US$ to the SDR, and in the later period away from the latter to other

currency composites.

It is also clear from the Table that there has been a roticeable shift to more

flexible arrangements. Compare O Vo ]n 1974 with 42Vo in i990. These anangements

included independent floating and managed floating. Among the devaluation sample, and

tn the 197 +90 peliod, independent floating has been adopted by Ghana (1986-90),

Gambia (1986-90), Zate (1983-90), Zambia (1985-86) and Sielra Leone (1986).

3.1.2 EXCHANGE RATE ADJUSTMENT

The countries whose exchange rate arrangements have been described above have adjusted

their exchange rates at one time or another in the post-Bretton Woods ela. Most of the

adjustment took the form of devaluation- launched independently, and also as a

component of stabilization and structural adjustment program packages sponsored by the

IMF and the Wor'ld Bank- as exchange rates wele generally believed to have been

overvalued due, by implicatioû, to the pusuance of inappropriate policies.
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Table 2 compiles the magnitude and year of devaluations, which resulted in a

cumulative yearly depreciation of the nominal official exchange rate of at least 10 Vo in

extemal value, administered during the 1975-89 period by 19 Sub-Sahalan Aflican

countdes. The magnitude of depreciation is computed as a yearly cumulative percent

change in the end-of-period US dollar value of the national currency. The 10 percent cut-

off point is selected, albeit arbitrarily, to discriminate against small routine exchange rate

adjustments.

Table 2 contains 59 yearly exchange rate adjustments undertaken by i9 countries

over the 1975-1989 period. The average frequency of devaluation in each countly is

around 3. Tanzania, Sudan, Malawi and ZaÍe launched a relatively larger number of

devaluations, ranging between 5 and 7, in the space of 7-15 years. On the other end of

the specÍum are Lesotho, Mauritania, Swaziland and Zimbabwe where a single

devaluation of the designated size has occurred over the sample period. In counfies where

multiple devaluations were launched, they occurred at an average interval of 2.5 years,

ranging between 1 and 7 years. Most devaluations took place in the 1980s; and half of

the episodes are concentrated ir the 1981-85 period.

It is apparcnt from Table 2 that the size of exchange rate adjustment varies across

devaluations as it ranges from l2o/o (Burundi 1988) to 91 Vo (Ghana 1983). The mean rate

of depreciation stands at around 33 percent. The variation is also clear when country

averages are compaled. Thus, on the one hand, Uganda, Somalia and Ghana devalued

theil exchange rates by an average of 65, 64 and 55 percent, respectively. In contrast,

exchange rate adjustnent in Burrndi, Malawi and Mauritania was below 20 percent.
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TABLE 2
YEAR AND SIZE OF DEVALUATION BY COUNTRY, 1975-89

COUNTRY MONTH YEAR RATE

Botswana
Botswana
Botswana
Burundi
Burundi
Burundi
Burundi
Gambia
Ghana

Ghana

Ghana

Kenya
Kenya
Kenya

læsotho
Madags.

Madags.

Madags.

Malarvi
Malarvi
Malawi
Malarvi
Malawi
Maurita.
Maurits.
Maurits.
Siena L.
Siena L.
Sieûa L.
Somalia
Somalia
Somal¡a

Suda¡r

Sudan

Suda¡r

Sudan

Sudan

Sudan

Srvazd.

Tanzania
Tanzania

Tanzania
Tanzania
Ta¡zania

25.9
t'7.0
20.7
t4,5
12.0

23.3

12.5

50.¿

16.5

90.8
58.2

12.6

19.2

26.4
20.7
25.2
25.3

2t.8
19.0

t4.0
I7.0
15.6

17.3

t2.7
24.1
t1 ô

40.2

4r.0
50.9
'7 t.0
63.0
58.6
44.5

48.0
30.7

44.5

20.0
t2.9
20.7
35.0
33.0

68.1

31.2
23.2

cc
cc
SAR
SDR
SDR

us$
us$
BPS

LFSC
LFSC
us$
SDR
SDR
SDR

SAR
cc
cc
FF
cc
cc
SDR
SDR
SDR
cc
SDR
SDR

us$
us$
MF
cc
us$
US$
cc
us$
us$
us$
us$
us$
SAR

cc
CC
cc
cc

CC
cc
SAR
SDR
SDR
SDR
us$
BPS

us$
LFSC
LFSC

SDR
SDR
SDR

SAR
cc
CC
cc
cc
CC
cc
SDR
SDR

cc
SDR
SDR

us$
us$
us$
cc
cc
SDR

us$

us$
us$
us$
us$
SAR

CC

+

cc
cc
us$
SDR
SDR
SDR
us$
BPS

MFAIF
LFSC
LFSC
SDR
SDR
SDR
SAR
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
SDR
cc
SDR
SDR
MFAIF
US$
us$
MF
cc
AASI
us$
cc
us$
us$
us$
us$
SAR
cc
cc
CC
cc
CC

July 1984
May 1982

June 1975

Nov 1989

Feb 1988

Nov 1983

May 1976

Feb 1984

Au&Oct 1985

Oct 1983

June 1978

May 1984

Dec 1982
F&S 1981

Sept 19'15

MJJSDI 1984

JJO' 1983

May 1982

Jan 1988

Aug 1986

Jan 1984
Sept 1983

Apl 1982
Feb 1985

Sept 1981

Oct 1979

Apl 1989

Ma&Apl 1988

July 1983

Jan&D 1989

June 1988

July 1982

Jan 1987

Feb 1985

Nov 1982

Nov l98l
Sepl 19'19

June 19'18

Sept 1975

Dec 1989

Nov 1988

June 1986

June 1984

June 1983
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COUNTRY MONTH YEAR RÀTE

Tarzania
Tanzania
Uganda

Uganda
Uganda

Zaire
Zaire
Zaire

Zafte
Zaire
Zambia
Zambia
Zambia
Zimbabwe

March
Oct
Nov
Jul&D
May
Sept
June

Feb

JFA3

JAN¡
Nov
Ja&Jul
July
Dec

1982
tg't 5

1989

1988

198',1

1983

198 r
1980

1979

r978
1988

1983

t976
1982

13.0 cc
13.6 US$

ss.4 us$
63.6 US$
76.7 US$
80.9 SDR
45.4 SDR
32.2 SDR
50.3 SDR
t'1.5 sDR
20.0 us$
38.5 SDR
18.9 SDR
22.O CC

cc
SDR
CC
us$
us$
IDF
SDR
SDR

SDR
SDR
SDR
cc
SDR
cc

cc
SDR

cc
cc
us$
IDF
SDR
SDR
SDR
SDR
SDR
cc
SDR
cc

JOUTCe: L¡ates or oevarua[on ano excnange rale arrangcmenrs rrom llvlr s ÞxcnunSe 
^rrungentent]t 

u u
Exchange Reshictior¡s, various ìssuesi Magninrdes computed on the basis of data from lMFJntematiotlol
Fínancíal Slølìst¡cs, various issues.

Notes: Rate:rate of depreciation, T-year of devaluation; EX, ARR.:exchange rate arangement; Domestic

cunency pegged to: US$=the US dollar, CC:non-SDR composite of currencìes, SAR:the South African Rand,

BPS:the B tish Pound Sterling, FF:the French franc; MF:managed floating; IDF:independent
floating;LFSC:limited flexibility with respect to a single cunency; AASI:Adjusted according to a set of
indicators.

1. March, June, July, September and December.

2. Jan:uary, July and October.
3. January, February and August.
4. January, August and November.

As Table 2 indicates most devaluatioù episodes were unaccompanied by a switch

in exchange rate regimes (in the sense of adopting or abandoning pegged exchange late

arrarìgement) except episodes Ghana 1978, 1985; ZaIe 1983 and Sieffa Leone 1983. All

exchange rate adjustments but that of Ghana il 1983 and 1985 and Siena Leone were

made within a fixed exchange rate arrangement. In most cases, similal exchange late

alrangements were maintained a yeal aftel devaluation episodes.
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3.1.3 REAL EXCHANGE RATE BEH,A,VIOUR

The preceding sub-sections presented backglound information on exchange rate

anangements and adjustments in countries and period of interest. Below is briefly

examined the behaviour of real exchange rates under the anangements and in the face of

the adjustments mentioned above. Even though there are a variety of real exchange rate

indexes that measure the competitiveness of a given economy in the world market,

because of data limitations, two more commonly utilized indexes of real exchange rate

will be considered here: bilateral and multilateral leal exchange rates.e6

Table 3 plesents basic statistics on the variability of bilateral and multilateral real

exchange lates in the period spanning from 1970 to 1989 for most of the sample

countries. Consideling first the bilateral real exchange rates, the following obsewations

can be made. The extent of the fluctuation of the real exchange rate over the complete

period varied markedly across countries. The widest range between the maximum and the

minimum values of the index was experienced by Ghana, followed by Tanzania and

Somalia. On the other end of the spectrum are Mauritania and Kenya.

The bilateral real exchange rate exhibited some volatility duling the peliod,

although countries had divelgent experiences as a glimpse at the coefficients of variation

indicates. Contlast 61 and 9, which are, respectively, the highest and the lowest

coefficient of valiation.

e6See data appendix on real exchange rates for details.
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TABLE 3
REAL EXCHANGE RATES: MEAN AND VARIABILITY, 1970-89+

MAX MIN CV

BILATERAL REAL EXCHANGE RATES

Botswara

Burundi

Gambia

Ghana

Kenya

Madagascar

Malawi

Mauritania

Mauritius

Siera L.

Somalia

Sudan

Srvaziland

Tanzania

Uganda

Zaire

Zambia

Zimbabwe

104

124

100

235

105

145

100

109

100

170

180

r08

100

309

12s

100

159

100

66

89

56

1'1

73

69

/o

79

6't

8't

6'l
53

r00

44

2I
54

60

t4
11

17

6t
10

24

I
9

ll
17

27
yl
12

29

32

4t
4t
15

75

tt4
67

135

86

80

89
'14

t47

r57

87

'73

188

49

57

66

5

9

9

50

8

8

5

9

t2
15

'1

'7

4i
4

5

84

98
'7'1

92

93

98

87

87

84

120

r05

85
'7'1

t66
76

66

86

82

ló
8

t9

72

9

27

8

7

1t

20

29

T9

16

43

32

38

42

l1

MULTILATERAL REAL EXCHANGE RATES

Burundi

Gambia

Ghana

Kenya

Madagascar

Malawi

Mauritanìa

Mauritiùs

Siena L.

Somalia

Sudan

"Ianzani:a

Uganda

Zure
ZøJnbi,a

Zìmbabwe

183

276

254

135

192

t20
t36
116

19'.7

206

1r5

469

t23
119

201

t27

93

89

t8
'79

81

100

86

84

88

7l
72

100

50

31

72

82

19

o¿

l4
3t

5

13

10

20

29

42

25

39

39

t4

I
10

47

t4

6

6

4

t4
'7

,7

5

34

5

6

t34
106

145

t02
98

109

88

156

187

105

220

64

79

87

tzo

138

1t5

115

12l

ll0
109

101

138

t23
9',7

222

87

82

r15

105

27

4t

80

l2
38

5

l8
9

25

JO

15

6l
25

40

4t

t2
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Judging by this parameter, we observe that Ghana, followed by Zafue, Zambia, Tanznia

and Somalia faced a relatively high degree of exchange rate volatility, unlike Mauritania,

Kenya and Burundi where the irrdex appears to have been fal less unstable over the two

decades.

Table 3 also compares real exchange rate behaviour in the two decades. In the

1980s, 9 countries saw a rise in the mean value of their bilateral real exchange rates

relative to the 1970s. The corresponding figure for a decline of the exchange late was

seven. The two decades also witnessed a differential degree of variability as the real

exchange rate became more volatile in the 1980s than in the 1970s in 13 out of 18 cases.

This increased volatility was paÍicularly pronounced in Zambia, Tanzania and

Madagascar where it was intensified by at least three fold.

On the whole, the multilateral real exchange rate index also displayed similar

behaviour as regards the disparity of index valiability across countLies and decades,

although the ranking of the degree of variability of the two indexes is far from perfectly

correlated. A comparison of the coefficients of variation of the two alternative indexes

fol the complete period shows that the multilateral real exchange rate was more volatile

than its bilateral counterpart in a slight majority of the countlies.

The behavioul of the leal exchange rates can also be examined by looking at their

trend values. As can be seen fi'om Figure 1 both indexes of the mean real exchange rate

hardly exhibited a long{erm tlend in eithel dilection ovel the 1970-89 period.e?

eTThe mean real exchange rate indexes ofthe sample countries fol which both indexes
were constructed for the complete period including Somalia.
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However, short-term trends are apparent. The bilateral (BLRE) and, to a certain extent.

the multilateral (MLRE) real exchange rates displayed a tendency to appreciate in most

of the 1970s. After 1981 the bilateral rate tended ro depreciate. The multilateral real

exchange rate, on the other hand, has on average continued to appreciate in the fint hatf

of the 1980s, a phenomenon which may be accounted for by the appreciation of the US

dollar with respect to major currencies during the same period [see e,g. Edwards,

1989:104-51. From 1984 onwards, the multilateral rate began to depreciate, in fact, at a

faster rate than the altemative index.

FIGURE 1

B I LATE RAL AND MULTI I-.ATERAL
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BLRE 

- 
MLRE
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TABLE 4
REAL EXCHANGE RATES: TREND COEFFICIENTS, 19,70.E9*

BILATERAL RATE MULTI LATERAL RATE

1970-89* t9',10-79 1980-89 t9'10-89* 19'70-79 1980-89

0.020
(3.128)

-0.012
(3.s39)

0.008
(1.378)

-0.03r
(0.955)

0.006
(1.650)

0.021
(3.186)

0.004
(0.471)

-0.005
(1.382)

0.009
(2.618)

-0.015
(2.408)

-0.030
(2.'780)

-0.012
( r.839)

0.008
( r.9s9)

-0.006
(0.540)

0.039
(0.729)

0.019
(r.040)

0.034
(3.494)

0.02r
(7.840)

0.104
(0.202)

-0.019
(2.ts6)
-0.022

(3.t7 s)
-0.179
(4.987)

-0.020
(2.788)

-0.0t 6
(2.24r)

-0.031
(4.9s8)

-0.013
(4.069)

0.015
(1.883)

-0.037
(s.461)

-0.049
(13.48)

0.007
(0.9s9)

-0.018
(3.768)

-o.t47
(8.403)

-0.006
(1.s76)

0.009
(1.867)

0.038
(3.r6e)

0.0r l
(1.4s9)

0.016
(0.7s6)

0.273
(3.490)

0.022
(2.ss3)

0.082
(7.973)

0.004
(0.47 t)
0.005

(0.703)

0.017
(1.379)

-0.010
(0.444)

0.082

Q.n2)
-o.023
(1.022)

0.033
(2.404)

0,087
(2.679)

0.03
(0;129)

0.1 l6
(3.905)

0.069
(r.922)

o.0n
(2.900)

0.002
(0.279)

0.009
(0.893)

-0.020
(0.s99)

0.017
(4.097)

0.026
(3.10s)

0.003
(0.510)

0.004
(0;762)

0.014
(6.640)

-0.005
(0.s79)

-0.029
(2.2s4)

-0.009
(2.079)

0.006
(0.406)

0.063
(2.14',7)

0.018
(1.128)

0.035
(4.r0'1)

0.019
(7.54s)

0.011 0.058
(t.276) (2;7'18)

0.009 -0.063
(0.846) (1.88e)

-0.152 0.293
(4.076) (s.280)

0.045 0.016
(7.884) (1.329)

0.013 0.102
(2.207) (s.0s2)

- 0.003
(0.s 10)

-0.001 0.038
(0.203) (2.446)

0.001 0.028
(0.2s2) (8.466)

0.047 0.001
(9.262) (0.02't)

-0.009 0.089
(t.216) (2.s04)

-0.019 -0.008
(4.065) (0.428)

0.01 l 0.122
(2.461) (2.st2)

- 0.063
(2.147)

-0.119 0.136
('1.149) (6.s74)

0.017 0.079
(6.122) (2.462)

0.012 0.032
(2.113) (4.238)

Bots.

Burd.

Gamb,

Ghana

Kenya

Madg.

Mal.

Maut.

Maüs.

S,L.

Som.

Sudan

Swzd.

Tar'z,

Ugda.

Zaire

Zamb.

Zimb.
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While a long{erm trend for the average real exchange rates cannot be detected,

according to individual experiences plesented in Table 4, the real exchange rates of some

countries showed a clear long run trend. An inspection of the signs of time trend

coefficients indicates that over the 1970-89 period 8 countries saw theil bilateral real

exchange rates depreciate, of which the index in Botswana, Madagascar, Mauritius,

Swaziland, Zambia and Zimbabwe exhibited a statistically significant trend towards

depreciation. The rest appreciated theil exchange rates, and four, namely Bulundi, Sierra

Leone, Somalia and Sudan, statistically significantly so. Thus, 10 of the 15 countries for'

which the index was constructed for the complete period exhibited a statistically

significant trend in the movement of their exchange rates over the two decades. However,

the magnitude of the trend coefficients is rather small, ranging between 0.9 7o (Mauritius)

and 3.4 Vo (Zambia) between -L2 Vo (Burundi) and -3.0 7o (Somalia) for the depreciating

and appreciating countries, respectively. A comparison ofthe 1970s and 1980s reveals

a strikingly different patten. [n the 1970s most of the countries experienced a decrease

in their real exchange rates, eleven of them facing a statistically significant trend toward

appreciation. Ghana and Zate sav¡ a relatively lalge appreciation. No country in the

sample had a statistically significant leal depleciation over the decade at 5 percent or

better. In the 1980s this pattern was entirely rcversed as no significant real appreciation

can be detected and the numbel of real depreciations considelably incleased. Duling this

period, Ghana registered the highest rate of depreciation, amounting to a yearly average

of 27 percent, followed by Zaire (11.6 Vo), Tanzania (8.7 Vo), Madagascar (8.2Vo) and

Somalia (8.2 7o).
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With respect to the multilateral real exchange rate, a trend emerged fol half the

countries listed of which only two, namely, Sudan and Somalia expelienced an

appleciation over the two decades. In the 1970s thtee economies (Ghana, Sudan and

Zaite) can be said to have appreciated while other six other countries depreciated their

currency with respect to their majol trade partners. This is in contrast to the behaviour

of the bilateral rate which did not display a significant tendency towards depreciation

during the same period. However, in the 1980s, like the bilateral rate, the multilateral rate

depreciated in most countries and only two cases of appreciation are obsewed one of

which is statistically significant at the 10 percent level. In general, both indexes show that

in the most paÌt real exchange rates behaved diffelently in the two sub-periods, with a

clearer trend and larger cases of depreciation and volatility in the 1980s than in the 1970s,

a phenomenon which may be partly a reflection of the higher fiequency of devaluation

in the past decade.

3,2 A STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DEVALUATION EPISODES

The preceding section described the institutional arrangement, policy and behaviour of

exchange rates il the 1970s and 1980s in the devaluing sample. It was shown, inter alia,

that a large number of nominal devaluations have been implemented during that period.

It remains to investigate the devaluation process and determine the extent to which these

nominal exchange rate adjustments translated into real devaluations and into an

improvement in macloeconomic activity. This section grapples with this task by using

simple statistical techniques that analyze the responses of aggregate variables to
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devaluation episodes and, hence, characterize their behaviour during the devaluation

process. The variables to be examined in this section are the major performa¡rce indicators

of both domestic and extemal sectols including output growth, investment, inflation, fiscal

deficits, exports, impolts, balance of payments, ì'ea[ exchange rates and parallel cunency

premium.

3.2.1 METHODOLOGY

The methodology employed here is one which compares the behaviour of dependent

variables before and after devaluation episodes and between devaluing and non-devaluing

economies. These, lespectively, known as the "Before-After" -henceforth referred to as

BA- and the "Control Group" -henceforth refered to as CG- approaches, have enjoyed

wide cunency in the relevant literature, as can be seen from the empirical studies

reviewed in the previous chapter.

The shortcomings of these approaches notwithstanding, they ale employed here

for the following reasons. Firstly, these approaches have been commonly used in similal

studies on other samples of devaluation; utilizing them would enable one to compare the

experiences of oul sample with that of other groups of episodes in the literature.

Secondly, and perhaps more important, the episodic apploach accords the investigator a

facility which the econometlic apploach lacks, namely the ability to characterize the

behaviour of dependent variables before and after', with and without devaluation, and in

the plocess to explore the stylized facts surlounding devaluation episodes [see e.g.

Edwards, 1989:162; Kamin i9891.
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The essence of the BA and CG approaches, which have been desclibed elsewhere,

can be symbolically expressed as follows.es The BA approach compares the post- and

pre-devaluation behaviour of a given pelformance indicator, y, denoted, respectively, by

y" and yo. The variation of the value of the variable can be wlitten as:

Y"i-Y¡i : d + er, i :1, ..., n

where o is the BA palameter computed as the mean change in y across devaluation

episodes, e denotes unobservable random valiables, and n is the number of devaluation

episodes. Our interost lies in the sign, magnitude and statistical significance of o, to

characterize the effect (or lack thereof) of devaluation on y. For example, if y is the mte

of inflation, a negative cr signifies an improvement in inflation performance. To determine

whether such an observed improvement is due to chance or systematic event- in ouÍ case

devaluation is taken to be such an event- a test of statistical significance will be

conducted under the null hypotheses:

Ho:c, : 0

against the altemative hypothesisee:

Flo:tx + 0

As a test statistic, we employ the nonparametric Wilcoxon rank signed test as, unlike its

esAdapted from Hollander and Wolfe, 1973: 27 & 67 where a genelal formr.¡lation is
prcvided.

eeSince the effect of devaluation on most dependent variables to be examined is
ambiguous a plioli, a two-tailed significance test will be carried out. Unless otherwise
noted, the cut-off point to be used to determine statistical significance of palameters in
the folthcoming analysis is the 5 percent level.
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classical counterparts, it does not require normality of distribution which, according to

normality tests performed, the sample data fails to satisfy.'m

In an attempt to control for the extemal environment, the BA approach is

supplemented by the CG method which compares the evolution of a performance indicator

in a devaluing and non-devaluing groups of countries. If yo, and y"i represent the value of

a given valiable in the devaluing and control group countries, respectively, then the

control group approach comparcs Àyo, and Ây",, i.e., the change in the value of a given

dependent variable in the devaluing counÍy with a change in the same variable in the

control group before and after devaluation episodes. The significance of Âyo'-Ày"r will be

tested using the Wilcoxon ¡ank sum, otherwise referred to in the literature as the Mann-

Whitney U, test procedure.

These approaches are applied to data organized and processed as follows.

Following, among others, Kamin (1988), we constructed a 7 year time profile fol each

performance indicatol for each devaluation episode, three years preceding and three years

following the year of devaluation. The aggregate behaviour of a variable for the devaluing

group would then be analyzed by avelaging the time profile across all devaluation

episodes [see Kamin, 1988 for details].

A comparison is then conducted using several time horizons. A one-year

comparison evaluates the performance of a given indicator one year before and one year'

after the devaluation episode (i.e., T-1 vs T+1, where T is the year of devaluation).

r-One of the merits of using the nonparametric test is that it is less sensitive to

outliers in the data than its parametric counterpart.
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Information is also plovided on other variants of short-run comparison which views

performance at T lelative to T-1 and T+1. These variations are included not only because

they enable one to compare the results with the existing literature, but also in recognition

of the occunence of devaluations at different months of a given year'. Thus, fol example,

if a given devaluation occuued towalds the end of the year, comparing performances at

T and T+i is more reasonable than comparing T-1 and T to determine the short-run

effect. Comparing T-1 and T+1 avoids the problem of which month of the yeal the

devaluation occurred, although information about the more immediate impact of

devaluation (say within 12 months) would be lost if the devaluation was implemented at

the begiming of T. Note, however, that a one-year horizon or comparison period

hencefoÍh refers to a comparison of performance at T-1 and T+1.

Lagged responses are expected to bo captured by a two- and three-year

comparison. A two-year comparison involves evaluating the average behavioul of a

performance indicator in the t\ro-year period after against the two-year period prior to the

year of devaluation, i.e., t[-2)+$-1)ll2 vs tG+1)+(T+2)l/2.

The three-year compalison period is analogously defined. In addition, the value

of a given variable at the year of devaluation is compared with its avelage value in the

subsequent 3 yeals. To the extent that the devaluation occuned il the first half of the

year, this comparison can be thought of as a measurc of the persistence of a devaluation's

initial effect on the varjable being examined. Note, however, that in the following

discussion the phrase "thlee comparative peliods" rcfers to the one-year, two-yeal and

thlee-year compaûsons as described above.
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The data are marshalled in a similar fashion for the control gloup so that each year

of devaluation episode, the associated seven-yeal' time line and comparison periods have

a coùnterpart in the cortlol group. Thus, for a devaluation episode of, say 1975, the

average value of a given indicator of all members of the control group will be arranged

for the 1972-78 period, which serves as the comparison time line fol all devaluations

which were launched in 1975.

The control group is composed of many of the Sub-Saharan Afiican countries

which pursued a pegged exchange rate policy and maintained parity to the cunency ot'

group of cumencies to which they were pegged during the peliod under consideration. The

control gloup includes Seychelles, Ethiopia and Franc-Zone Afi'ican countries for which

relevant data was readily available; and unless otherwise noted, the phrase control gloup

is used to refer to these countries. Where necessary and compiled data were readily

available, a collection ofall low income economies/non-oil developing countdes has been

included as an additional comparison group in the graphical analysis. It may be mentioned

that our definition and composition of the basic control group differs from other studies,

which used the methodology under consideration, (e.g. Kamin, 1988; Donovan, 1981),

where devaluing countlies are also patt of the comparisorì group.

The forthcoming empilical inquily is confined to the devaluation episodes listed

in Table 2 for which data could be found to construct the seven-year time line. Thus,

devaluation episodes which had incomplete cotlesponding data on a given dependent

valiable have been excluded in the examination of that particular variable. Hence,

depending on the variable, the number of devaluations exami¡ed ranges from 26 to 51.
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Although inapplicable to every variable, the earliest and latest devaluation years

consideled are, respectively, 1975 and 1988, covering data from 1972 to as recently as

1991.

To facilitate within and between group comparisons, variables ale processed so

that they appeal as a growth rate variable, or as a ratio scaled by another relevant

variable. Thus, real GDP, price, melchandise exports and imports, and non-gold reserve

accumulation appear as growth-rate variables, while investment, budget deficit, fiscal

revenue and expenditule are scaled by GDP. The scaling process, beside conecting for

differences in economy size, has the side advantage of removing the irfluence of GDP

on the numeratol', as each indicator is then analyzed, as it were, for a given level of

GDP.IOI

3,2.2 ÄN ASSESSMENT OF PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

This sub-section docunents the behaviout' of performance indicators during the

devaluation period. The variables to be examined include output, inflation, budget deficit,

imports, exports, real exchange rates and the parallel cutrency prcmium.

totBut such a scaling procedure suffers the side effect of obscuring the source of
change in the ratio as, in plhciple, it can emanate from changes in the numerator and/or
the scaling factor. One way out, followed by Kamin (1988), foL example, in constmcting
other variables, is to scale the relevant variable by the GDP at the yeal of devaluation.
However, in view of the advantage mentioned above and the conventionality of evaluating
changes in investment and fiscal activity as a ratio of the contemporary value of GDP,

the latter is used as a scaling factor.
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3,2,2.1, Output, investment and price behaviour

Output Response: Grorvth of real GDP

The time profile of mean output growth both fol the devaluing and contlol groups is

depicted in Figure 2 from which emerges an interesting pattern. Looking at fìrst the

profile curve for the treatment group, the trough and peak of the curve occur', respectively,

at T-i and T+1. Output grew at an increasing late from T-3 to T-2 to be followed by a

sharp decline at T-1. This is the case regardless of whether large extreme values are

excluded. This indicates that on average devaluations were preceded by a period of

economic slowdown. The behaviour of the variable in question during the transition flom

T-1 to T depends on whether one considers the entire group (DEVC) or that excluding

large output growth rates (DEVEX). For the former the growth rate stabilized between

the two periods while a sharp increase was obselved for the lattel group, giving the

tlansition from T-2 to T a V shape. At any rate, no decline in the mean glowth rate of

output is apparent at the year of devaluation. The subsequent years also witnessed a

sustained growth gleater than, in some cases equal to, what was experienced two yeal's

ptior to the devaluation. The post-devaluation lise in the variable peaked at T+1 and

stabilized afterwards, with no definite trend of a decline. Economic growth ir the control

group exhibited a different pattem, almost constant during the first 5 years of the time

line, and declining towards the sixth year'.

It is cleal that plior to T+1, the CG outperformed its devaluing counterpart except

at T-2 when it was matched by the entire devaluing group. The highest per{ormance

difference occuued at T-1 and the difference continued to shrink as T+1 was approached,
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FIGURE 2

GROWTH RATE OF REALGDP
DEVALUING VS COMPARISON GROUP

-2 T-1 T T+1 T+2
TIME RELATIVE TO YEAR OF DEVALUATION T

--¡-- DEVC --+- DEVEX --x- CG --€- LIE

lalgely because of the recovery of glowth in the devaluing countries. At T+1, ot atT+2,

depending which variant of the devaluing group is consideled, the relation was teveLsed

and the devaluing group started outperforming the CG; and the highest diffelence in

favour of the former was observed at T+3. It must be noted, howevet, that the

comparatively better performance of the devaluing countries at T+2 was mole a

consequence of economic downtum in the CG than an upturn in the devaluing group. A

comparison of devaluing countlies with low income economies (LIE) reveals that the gap

between the two gloups has nauowed somewhat in the post-devaluation period.

We now tum to Table 5 where changes in the growth late of output and related

statistics are presented.
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TABLE 5
CHANGE IN THE GROWTH RATE OF REAL GDP: SUMMARY OF RESULTS

(47 devaluations)

between the three year average after T and T, impyt - improvement, det. - deterioration, abs. - absolute, diffce.
- difference, probability = probability that the null hypothesis is truei (>3), (<3) increase (decrease) of at least
3 percentage points.

Judging by the mean value, the largest increase in the glowth of output is achieved in the

short run period. The one-yeal' comparison produces an increase in output growth which

is statistically significant. So does a comparison of T and T+1, but at 10 percent level of

significance. When the comparison peliod is extended to two years, the gain in growth

declines and becomes statistically insignificant. A statistically significant positive

difference is obsewed in a three-year BA comparison, although the magnitude is smaller

than that registered in the short run period. Though insignificant in the statistical sense,

the initial gain in output glowth has been sustained over the period following devaluation

as a look at AT&T makes clear'. The median values are in conformity with the means as

COMPAzuSON PERIODS

I-YEAR 2-YEAR 3-YEAR T&T-I T+1&T AT&T

Devaluing Group
Mear
Median
Probability

2.12 0.98
1.50 1.20

0.03 0.18

1.10
1.40

0.05

0.01 2.11 1.89

1.00 1.00 1120

0.28 0.08 0.15

7¿ devs. with:
abs.impvt (>0)
abs.impvt (>3)

abs.det. (<-3)
relative impvt

68.1

40.4
19.I
62.5

59.6
44.4
23.4
66.0

63.8
38.3
l7.0
64.6

6t.7
JO,¿

23.4
63.8

66.0 55.3
3l.9 29.8
2l.3 t2.8
66.0 58.3

Control Group
Mean -O.25 -0.98 -1.10 -0.06 -0.19 -1,10

Devaluing vs CG
Mea¡ diffce.
Rank sum test
Probability

2.3s
-1.67
0.11

t.96
-1.86
0.06

2.23
-2.44
0.01

0.07
-t.6s
0.r0

2.30 3.00
-0.56 -1.34
0.57 0.18
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regards the direction of change.

In all comparison periods, the devaluing group fared better than the CG, but

significantly so only in a three-year comparison. The average performance indicatot

reported above conceals diffelences in individual experiences. In the one-yeal period, 68

percent of the devaluations are linked with an absolute implovement in growth

performance and only 40 percent scored what one might call a respectable gain of 3

percentage points or greater. In contrast, 19 percent suffered a decline of similar'

magnitude. This pattern did not materially change when a three-year comparison was

conducted. It may also be noted that the majority of devaluations, ranging between 63 and

667o, experienced an improvement relative to the CG.

In summary, devaluing countries appear to have registered an absolute and rclative

improvement in output performance both in the short and long nrn comparisons of which

the latter yielded a statistically significant BA and CG palameter estimates. Furthetmore,

although the majority of devaluations registered a rise in economic gtowth, a non-

negligible number suffered a substantial decline.

Investment Response: InvestmenUGDP ratio

Figure 3 shows that the investmenlGDP ratio of devaluing countries has been on a

decline fi'om above 20o/o at T-3 to below 167o atT+2. The lecovery made at T+3 has not

matched the level that prevailed at the beginning of the devaluation period. It would

appear that devaluation has not reversed the continuous disinvestment expelienced by the

gl'oup. It may be obselved, however, that, on average, the rate of decline is slightly lower
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after than before the episode. A similar pattem emerged for the CG, unlike all low

income economies which had a different experience.

Accordhg to Table 6, the mean investment rate declined statistically significantly

on the three comparative bases, the magnitude of decrease rising with the ho¡izon of

comparison. Relative to the control group, the devaluation sample suffered a highel rate

of decline in all comparison periods, although none of them is statistically significant'

A closer look at the experiences of each devaluation reveals that in each

comparison period the majolity of episodes wele followed by a drop in the investment

rate both in absolute and relative terms. Depending on the comparative basis, between 24

and 53 percent of the sample expelienced an absolute decrease of at least 3 pelcentage
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points. Contrast this to 13-207o which enjoyed an increase of the same order of

magnitude.

TABLE 6

CHANGE IN INVESTMENT/GDP RATIO: SUMMARY OF RESULTS
(45 devaluations)

To summarize, the BA effects ale statistically significant and suggest that

disinvestment accompanied devaluation. However, the CG estimates fail to provide

sü'ong support for this conclusion.

Inflation: Rate of change in the CPI

The mean rate of inflation fol the devaluation sample reached a peak at the episode year,

the pressure having built up since T-3 when the lowest inflation rate was rccorded (see

Figule 4). The inflation rate declined in the fìrst year subsequent to the episode and

COMPAzuSON PEzuODS

2-YEAR 3-YEAR T&T.1 T+I&T AT&T

Devaluing Group
Mean
Med¡an

.1.98

- 1.10
0.03

-2.98
-3.35
0.002

-J.4J
-J,I J
0.002

-1.29
-0.10
0.18

-0.69
0.20
0.85

.1.06

0.t7
0.61

7¿ devs. with:
abs.impvt (>0)
abs.impvt (>3)

abs.det. (<-3)
relative impvt

40.0
15.6

28.9
40.0

37.8
13.3

53.3
46.7

51. 1 53.3
17.8 28.9
24.4 31.1
53.3 5'1.7

3l.l
20.0

53.3
444

46.7
13.3

28.9
42.2

Control Group
Mean -1.04 -1.37 -1.66 -0.45 -0.58 -1.18

Devaluing vs CG
Mean diffce.
Rank sum test
Probability

-r.61
0.85
0.40

-0.94

o.42
0.6'7

-t;17
1.1 l
o.n

-0.84
0.28
0.78

-0.11 0.12
-0.38 -O.'.75

0.70 0.45
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stabilized around the same level afterwards. The exclusion of two extremely high values

(DEVEX) produces a slight amelioration of inflationaly pressure leading up to the year

of devaluation and lising at T+2. Overall, devaluation episodes appear to be pleceded by

a slightly more than average râte of inflation and followed by a slightly lower than

avelage lato for the first year.

FIGURE 4

INFLATION
DEVALUING VS COMPARISON GROUP
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TIME RELATIVE TO YEAR OF DEVALUATION T

--¡- DEVC -*-- DEVEX --à<- CG -E-- NODC

The CG experienced not only a lower rate of inflation but also, albeit inconsequentially,

a declining one tlu'oughout the time line. On the other hand, non-oil developing countt'ies

(NODC) saw an upward inflationary trend and a markedly higher rate than the devaluing

group in the post-devaluation period. This is in contrast to the pre-episode period when
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the sample faced in the most part a relatively higher rate of inflation.

TABLE 7

CHANGE IN THE INFLATION RATE: SUMMARY OF RESULTS
(45 devaluations)

According to Table 7 , a T+1 vs T comparison gives the largest improvement in

inflation performance, followed closely by a two-ye and one-yeal and distantly by a

tlu'ee-year compalison. None of these comparative lesults is statistically significant,

however'. Assessing the post-devaluation inflation performance with that at the year of

devaluation shows no indication of wolsening. The devaluation sample appeals to have

reduced inflation by a higher rate than its CG counterpart in all but T vs T-l and three-

year comparisons; again statistically insignificantly.

At a closer inspection, inflation decreased in 58 percent of the cases in the year'

I.YEAR

COMPARISON PERIODS

2-YEAR 3-YEAR T&T.1 T+I&T AT&T

DeYalu¡ng Group
Mean
Medlan
Probability

-3;73

0.50
o.73

-3.85 -0.48
-1.75 -0.13

0.25 0.92

0.36
1.00
0;14

.4.O9 -4.53
-1.40 0.03
o.25 0.99

70 devs. with:
abs.impvt (>0)
abs.impvt(<-10)
abs.det. (>10)
relative impvt

48.9
22.2
t7.8
44.4

55.6
22.2
15.6

42.2

51.1

22.2
t3.3
35.6

48.9

20.0
15.6
42.2

57.8 48.9
22.2 15.6
l r.1 20.0
48.9 37.8

Control Group
Mea¡ -1.82 -2.47 -3,24 -1.30 -0.52 -1.41

Devaluing vs CG
Mean diffce.
Rank sum test
Probability

-1.91
-0.41

0.68

-1.38
-0.34
0.74

2.76
-1.36
0.17

t.66
.0;79

0.43

-3.5't -3.12
0.41 -0.63
0.68 0.53
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following devaluation. The percentage dropped to 49 when a one-yeal comparison was

undertaken. An improvement of 10 percentage points or greater was experienced by at

least 20 percent of the episodes. A smaller number of devaluations (11-i8olo) were

followed by a deterioration of equivalent amount. A longer comparative horizon slightly

increases the number of inflation-abating episodes. Most devaluations performed mote

poorly than the CG countries, and increasingly so as the comparative horizon was

expanded.

To sum up, notwithstanding the fact that roughly half the devaluations were

accompanied by an increase in inflation, judged both by BA and CG estimators, the data,

on average, fail to provide strong evidence for the popular belief that devaluation is

inflationary.

3.2.2,2 Fiscal Adjustment

Fiscal adjustment to devaluation is examined by assessing the responses of the budget

deficit, government expenditule and revenue as a fiaction of GDP.

Budget deficil GDP ratio

The time profile of the budget deficit ratio, which is inclusive of glants and lending minus

repayment, for the devaluing group is chaÌacterized by a downwald trcnd thl'oughout the

devaluation period, declining by approximately 5 percentage points fi'om one end to the

other (see Figure 5). The valiable in question behaved strikingly differently in the CG

where it rose by about two percentage points over the same period. Interestingly, in the
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FIGURE 5

BUDGET DEFICIT/GDP RATIO
DEVALUING VS CONTROL GROUP
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ple-devaluation period, the devaluation sample had a higher deficit ratio than the CG, the

gap shrinking as the devaluation year was approached and flip-flopping in the post-

devaluation phase.

Table 8 records that the magnitude of improvement in the budget deficit increased

as the comparative horizon is expanded and that longer run comparisons ale statistically

significzurt. A similar conclusion emerges from the CG estimates. With respect to

individual experiences, 81 pelcent of the episodes were found to be associated with an

improvement in the budget deficit in the first year subsequent to devaluation; and roughly

two-thirds of the episodes in the thlee comparative basis. In one-year comparison, 35

percent of the episodes were accompanied by a decline in the fiscal deficit of at least 3
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percentâge points. The conesponding figure for the three-year horizon is 46 percent. The

percentage of devaluations with an increase in the budget deficit of at least 3 points was

lelatively small, ranging from 4 to 12 pelcent. By the standald of CG countries, most

devaluations (77 -89Eo) registered an improvement in fiscal petfomance.

TABI,E 8

CHANGE IN THE BUDGET DEFICIT RATIO: SUMMARY OF RESULTS
(26 devaluations)

Both the BA and CG estimators are in consonance as regards the lejection of the

fiscal neutrality of devaluation, at least on a two- and three-yeal comparative basis. A

note of caution is in order, however, as the time profile of the indicatol has exhibited a

downward trend thloughout, rendering attribution to the incidence of devaluation lather'

arbitrary. To determine the sources of change of fiscal deficit, its colìstituent parts,

especially, non-grant levenue and expenditure (which excludes lending minus tepayments)

2-YEAR 3-YEAR T&T-I T+1&T AT&T

Devaluing Group
Mean
Median
Probability

-2.05
- 1.50
0.07

-2;7 4
-t;73

0.004

-3.40 -0.85

-2.70 -0.30
0.001 0.36

-t.20 -1.48
-r.25 -2.20
0.02 0.06

a/o devs. rvith:
abs.impvt (<0)
abs.impvt(l-3)
abs.det. (>3)
relative impvt

65.4
34.6
I 1.5
'76.9

68.2
34.6

3.8
84.6

69.2
46.2
3.8

88.5

5'1.7

23.1
15.4
6s.4

80.8 65.4

t9.2 34.6
11.5 15.4

57.7 57.7

Control Group
Mean

Devaluing vs CG
Mear diffce.
Rank sum test
Probability

1.78
0.09

-3.63
2.65

0.008

-4.59

3.16
o.M2

-1.94
t.70
0.09

-0.83

0.94
0.3s

-1.48

L57
0.1'7
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are examined.

Government revenue/GDP ratio

The non-grant revenue as a percentage of GDP shows an upward movement over the

devaluation period (Figure 6).

FIGURE 6

REVENUFJGDP RATIO
DEVALUING VS COTROL GROUP
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It would appeal that the ratio stabilized in the first year of devaluation to rise again

subsequently. Govemments in the CG countdes raised on average a higher revenue for'

a given level of economic activity than devaluing coun[ies. Like the devaluation sample,

the CG saw an upward trend in the revenue latio, with a sharpel inclease in the post-

devaluation period, resulting in some widening of the inter-group gap during that period.
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TABLE 9
CHANGE IN THE REVENUE/GDP RATIO: SUMMARY OF RESULTS

(32 devaluations)

Like their CG countelparts, the BA parameter estimates are not only small in

magnitude (r'anging from 0.84 to 2.14) but are also insignificant statistically, fumishing

no solid evidence that devaluation affected revenue one way or the other in the sample

data (Table 9).

This is also evident fi'om the experiences of individual episodes. The yezu

following devaluation saw 59 percent of the episodes to have legistered an increase in the

revenue ratio. Within the first year sullounding devaluation, less than half the episodes

were acconpanied by a rise in revenue, and only a quartel by an inctease of 3 percentage

points ol gleater. During the same period, the share of devaluations which legisteled a

decline of the equivalent amount was under 10 percent. Extending the comparative

I-YF,AR

COMPARISON PERIODS

2-YEAR 3.YEAR T&T- 1 T+I&T AT&T

Devaluing Group
Mean
Median
Probability

0.84
-0.55
0.63

1.60

0.13
0.28

2.t4
1.20
0.t2

0.87
0.15
0.38

-0.02

0.5s
0.53

0.82
0;13
0.31

7o devs. with:
abs.incr. (>0)

abs.incr. (>3)
abs.dec. (<-3)
relative incr.

46.9
25.0
9.4

31.3

50.0
31.3
t2.5
2t.9

68.8
28.t
t5.6
31.3

s0.0
21.9
o.J

3'7.5

59.4 59.4

9.4 12.5

12.5 12.5

3't.5 2L9

Control Group
Mean 1.44 2.52 3.3'7 0.63 0.81 1;15

Devaluing vs CG
Mean diffce.
Rank sum test

Probability

-0.60
1.36
o.t7

.0.92

]'49
0.14

-1.23
1.85
0.06

o.24 -0.83
0.46 0.40
0.65 0.69

-0.93

1.64

0.10
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horizon to 2 and 3 years raises the number of devaluations falling in each of the aforesaid

categodes. Fal more devaluations faled even worse when a CG compalison was

conducted, the figures for lelative improvement ranging between 22 and 38 percent.

Expenditure/GDP ratio

The expenditure time profile was different from that of levenue as Figure 7 illusfates.

During the devaluation period, the ratio reached its lowest point at T+1 and rccovered

subsequently. It is noticeable fi'om the Figure that in the pre-devaluation pedod, devaluing

countries incuned a higher fiscal expenditure relative to the size of their economies than

FIGURE 7

EXPENDITURE/GDP RATIO:
DEVALUING VS CONTROL GROUP
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the CG, and this gap was reversed in the post-devaluation period. This outcome may be

partly accounted for by the fiscal restraint that normally accompanies devaluations which

are implemented as part of structural adjustment progÍams.

As regards changes in the expenditule ratio over the rclevant analytical time

horizons, the following obselvations can be made (see Table 10). Although numerically

small and mostly statistically insignificant, the devaluation sample experienced on avet age

a decline in its expenditure latio, in all but the T vs t-1 comparative horizon. Of these,

ihe T+1 vs T comparison is statistically significant at the 10 percent level. The

retrenchment of government expenditure was even mole pronounced by comparison to

the CG, especially on two- and three-year comparative bases which show a statistically

significant relative expenditure conttaction. A look at individual episodes discloses that

no more than 43 and 32 percent were followed by a rise in expenditure latio in absolute

and lelative terms, respectively.

Given the size of othel components of the deficit (foreign grants and government

lending less repayment), the observed absolute fall in the budget deficit seems to have

resulted both from the increase in revenue and a general decline in expenditure while the

relative decline appears to have stemmed mole from the relative retrenchment of

expenditure than from a boost in levenue.
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TABLE 10

CHANGE IN THE EXPENDITURE/GDP RATIO: SUMMARY OF RESULTS
(28 devaluations)

3,2.2.3 External Adjustment

The performance of the extemal sectol' is evaluated by examining, among othels, the

behaviour of non-gold reserve accumulation- taken as an index of the status of the

external sector in terms of availability of foreign exchange- and the growth of

melchandise impofts and expolts. Reserves, exports and imports ale analyzed as measured

in units of cunent US dollal.ro2

rozfhe use of cunent rather than constant dollar values is a reflection of the small-
country presumption that devaluations hardly influence the world price of tladables.

1-YEAR

COMPARISON PERIODS

2-YEAR 3-YEAR T&T-l T+1&T AT&T

Devâluing Group
Mean
Median
Probability

-o.77
-0.55
0.34

-1.00
-1.00
0.24

-0.68 0.2t ,0.98 -O.47
-0.82 ,0.20 -0.50 0.35
o.42 0.90 0.09 0.63

"/¿ devs- with:
abs.incr. (>0)

abs.incr. (>3)
abs.dec. (3-3)
relative incr.

42.9
t4.3
28.6
25.0

42.9
I'1.9
28.6
17.9

35;1
21.4
21.4
25.0

42.9 32.1 5'1.1

25.0 7.1 t7.9
28.6 25.O 28.6
32.1 28.6 28.6

Control Group
Mean 1.30 1.90 2.43 0.94 0.36 1.30

Devaluing vs CG
Mean diffce.
Rank sum test
Probability

-2.O'1

t.79
0.07

-2.90

0.02

-3.11

2.14
0.03

-0.73
0.83
0.41

-1.34 -L'17
t.41 t.34
0.16 0.18

lnCr,:lnCreaSe,
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Rate of non-gold reserve accumulation

Figure 8 graphs the mean rate of reserve accumulation of the CG and two variants of the

devaluing group, one excluding the rather extleme large magnitudes associated with the

devaluation episodes of Gambia 1984 and Uganda 1981 (DEVEX).

It is clear fi'om both vadants that the peak and trough of the rate of inclease in the

stock of non-gold reserves occuned, respectively, at T+2 and T-2. Reserves accumulated

at an increasing rate towaì'ds the year of devaluation, subsiding in the whole group, and

stabilizing in the other variant within the first year of devaluation. In both cases, a shalp

increase is observed two years into the post-devaluation period, to decline in the third

FIGURE 8

RATE OF RESERVE ACCUMULATION
DEVALUING VS CONTROL GROUP
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year. It may be noted, however', that at T+3, reselves accumulated at no lower rate than

at any time in the pre-devaluation period. Non-devaluing countries saw a far naffower

swing, the extreme values occurring aT T+2 ard T-2, like the devaluing gloup, but in a

reverse order. It is interesting to note that following devaluations, the gap between the CG

and the devaluation sample narrowed down and was even reversed.

Referring to Table 1 i, mean changes in the rate of reserve accumulation have been

positively the largest in the two-year comparison peliod, followed by T vs T-1, three- and

one-yeal' comparative horizons. The long-run diffelence is found to be statistically

significant. A similar order of magnitude applies to the CG estimators, which are

insignificant in a statistical sense. Note also that a statistical test fails to reject the

hypothesis that the gain in reserve accumulation at the ye of devaluation was no

different from the average of the subsequent three years.

A classification of episodes by their reserve effects indicates that a slight majodty

of them (53-610/o) wele associated with a gain in the rate of accumulation, most of which

in the order of at least 2O percentage points. It must be emphasized, however, that an

equivalent size of decumulation accompanied at least a quarter of the devaluations in

longer-run perspective, and much more in shorter-run comparisons. The proportion of

devaluations with relative improvement in the availability of foreign reserves varied fi'om

41 pelcent in a T+1 vs T to 67 percent in tll'ee-year comparison.
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TABLE 11

CHANGE IN THE RATE OF RESERI'E ACCUMULATION: SUMMARY
(51 devaluations)

The upshot of the folegoing is that the balance of payments, as represented by the

rate of non-gold resewe accumulation, showed an improvement in most BA compatisons,

but statistically significantly so only on a long-run comparative basis. Despite observed

differences between tÍeatment and contlol groups, the statistical test failed to reject the

null hypothesis that the variable undel shrdy behaved similarly in the two groups.

Import Response: Grorvth of Merchandise imports

The growth rate of merchandise imporls, valued at cuuent US dollars, exhibits stt'ikingly

different behaviour prior to and after exchange rate adjustments (see Figure 9).

In the two yeals sunounding devaluation, the time profile of the variable is obsewed to

I-YEAR 2-YEAR 3.YEAR T&T.1 T+I&T AT&T

Devaluing Group
Mean
Median
Probability

r3.3 26.8 zt.t 26.6 -r3.4 -10.2

4.9 22.4 16.4 8.8 -0.9 23;t
0.6 0.07 0.04 0.34 0.78 0.41

% devs. with:
abs.impvt (<0)
abs.impvte20)
abs.det.(<-20)
relative impvt

52.9
43.1

3s.3
51.0

60.8 s8.8 54.9
43.t 51.0 49.0
29 .4 25 .5 4t .2
62;1 66;t 51.0

49.0

4t.2
43.t
41.2

60.8
56.9
35.3
51.0

Control Group
Mean 2.04 -3.06 -2.14 2.50 -0.50 -2.64

Devaluing vs CG
Mean diffce.
Rank sum test
Probability

11.3

-0.28

0.78

,oo
-l.t'7
0.24

23.2 24.r -12.9
-1.3 -0.30 0.12
0.18 0.76 0.91

-'1.6

-0.93
0.35

rejection decision.
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FIGURE 9

GROWTH OF MERCHS. IMPORTS
DEVALUING VS CONTROL GROUP
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have an almost V shape around year T at which point impofs were decreasing at a rate

of 2 percent. It is transparent that not only the growth rate but also the level of imports

declined towards the year of devaluation. The growth rate of imports recoveled in the filst

and more so in the second yeal of devaluation. At each point in the devaluation process

except at T+2, non-devaluing countries impolted at a highel rate than the treatment group,

as did all low income economies for the most part.

Examining mean changes across the analytical periods, we find devaluation

episodes to have been accompanied for the most pal't by a contlaction in import glowth

(see Table 12). But, according to median values, import growth is evident in two- and

three-year horizons. None of the comparative results is statistically significant, however.
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Imports grew at a higher average rate in the post-devaluation peliod than they did in the

year of devaluation, and the difference is statistically significant at the 10 percent level.

Although insignificant in a statistical sense, CG estimators also show that non-devaluing

countdes experienced a higher late of decline in import growth than the devaluation

sample in all but T vs T- I compzuisons. ,

TA¡LE 12
CHANGE IN THE RATE OF IMPORT GROWTH: SUMMARY OF RÐSULTS

(45 devaluations)

Going deeper than the average performance, one finds that 53 pelcent of the

episodes are conelated with a lise in import growth in the year after devaluation. The

figure dropped to 44 percent when a one-year period was investigated. Duling this peliod

42 percenl of the episodes occured with a contraction of import growth by at ieast i0

COMPARISON PEzuODS

2.YEAR 3-YEAR T&T- 1 T+I&T AT&T

Devaluing Group
Mea.¡-r

Median
-3.86
-4.60
o.52

-1.50

3.85
0.96

-2.32
r.33
0.67

-5.45
-4.90
0.49

1.60 5.44
1.80 7.N
0.54 0.06

o/o devs. rvith:
abs.incr. (>0)
abs.incr.(>10)
abs.dec.(<-10)
rclative incr.

44.4
31.1

42.2
51.1

5r.t
3l.l
33.3
o¿. ¿

51 .1

26;l
31.1
53.3

46.7
37.8
42.2
48.9

53.3
40.0
31.1

57.8

42.2
20.0
.57.8

Control Group
Mean -7.13 -6.10 -6.14 -4.33 -2.81 -2.48

Devaluing vs CC
Mean diffce.
Rank sum tesl
Probability

3.2'l
-0.52

0.60

4.4r 't.92

-0.71 -1.56
o.4'7 0.t2

4.60
-1.00
o.32

3.82
-0.97

0.33

-t.r2
-0.30
o.76
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percentage points. The conesponding figures fol a three- year comparison are 51 and 31

percent. A slight majority of the devaluation sample are associated with a relative increase

in import growth.

Export Response

The response of exports to devaluation is evaluated by investigating the growth of the

value of merchandise exports, the share of exports in the total exports of non-oil

developing economies, and the degree of export concentration.

Grorvth of merchandise exports

Figule 10 illustrates that the growth of merchandise exports dropped sharply in the year

preceding the devaluation episode, and was at its peak a year earlier. No substantial

change in expott perfolmance is observed toward the year. of devaluation, although a

lecovery appears to have been in the making. In the year. following devaluation exports

grcw modestly, and the growth was sustained il the subsequent year without a major

reduction. The rate of expansion of exports rcached its highest in the post-devaluation

period in the third year when an average of 87o was r.ecorded.

The control gloup achieved a highel rate of expansion than its devaluing

counterpart save for the last year of the time line. In the first two years of the devaluation

period, the variable in question exhibited a similar pattem in both gr.oups, as it did in the

first two years of the post-devaluation period.

A marked diffelence is observed in the transition towat ds the last yeal s of the post- and
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FIGURE 1O

GROWTH OF MERCHS. EXPORTS
DEVALUING VS CONTROL GROUP
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pre-devaluation periods.

The quantitative information in Table 13 points to the presence of export

expansion in short-run comparisons, although the magnitudes are small and statistically

ilsignificant. On longel run horizons, the sign, not the insignificance, of the comparative

resnlt was rcversed. If one ma¡ked T as a reference point, devaluing countries can be

shown to have on avelage sustained in the post-devaluation period a higher export glowth

than they achieved at the year of devaluation.
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TABLE 13
CHANGE IN THE RÁ.TE OF EXPORT GROWTH: SUMMARY OF RESULTS

(45 devaluations)

In compafison to the CG, the treatment group scored a higher increase in the rate

of export expansion in the thrce compalative peliods. However, none of the estimates was

found statistically significant. However, different devaluations had dissimilal effects on

expolt performance. The maximum pelcentage of devaluations accompanied by an

absolute increase in the glowth of exports was 58 which occulred in the yeal after the

event. Note also that almost a third of the episodes were associated with a decline in

export growth of at least 10 percentage points. The highest figule for relative

improvement was 60Vo and pertains to a three-year comparison.

COMPAzuSON PEzuODS

I-YEAR 2-YEAR 3.YEAR T&T-1 T+I&T AT&T

Devaluing Group
Mean
Median
Probability

1.88

2.10
o;11

-2.O3

1.30
0.86

-1.20 0.22
-1.60 -3.70
0.64 0.76

t.66 2.56
5.80 0.13
0.47 0.36

7¿ devs. wìth:
abs.impvt (>0)
abs.impvt(>10)
abs.det.(<- l0)
relative impvt

5l.l
42.2
35.6
48.9

53.3
35.6
3l.l
57.8

48.9
24.4
3l.l
60.0

48.9

3'7.8

44.4

57.8

57.8 51.1

44.4 35.6
31.1 26.7
44.4 48.9

Control Group
Mean -2.75 -5.06 -5.93 -5.03 2.28 -0.1I

Devaluing vs CG
Mea¡ diffce.
Rank sum test
Probability

4.63
.0.28

0.78

3.03
.0.68

0.50

4.73
-0.95

0.34

5.25
-0.24
0.81

-0.62 2.67
-0.30 -0.49

0.76 0.62
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Export Share

The relative performance of devaluing countdes has also been assessed by examining the

proportion of exports of non-oil developing countries supplied by the devaluing and CG

countries. The time profiles of the mean country export share both for the devaluing and

contlol groups in the world export market of non-oil developing countries are depicted

in Figurc 11, where they are shown to have continuously declined throughout the

devaluation period, A comparative view of the two groups indicate, however, that in the

pre-devaluation period the devaluing group had a larger export share than the CG, a

relation which was reversed in the latter part of the post-devaluation period.

FIGURE 11

EXPORT SHARE AS % OF
NODC EXPORTS, COUNTRY AVERAGE
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TABLE 14
CHANGE IN EXPORT AS A SHARE OF NODC EXPORTS: SUMMARY

Table 14 reports that the expoft share of developing countries significantly

confacted in absolute terms on most comparative bases. The minority of devaluations

(18-33Vo) were accompanied by an absolute improvement in export share ald not morc

than a couple of episodes with a rise in share of 0.1 percentage point or greatel'. Less than

half the devaluations wele associated with a rise in export share relative to the CG, but

the inter-gloup diffelence is by fal statistically insignificant.

It may be mentioned, however', that attlibuting the decline in export shal'e to the

incidence of devaluation is too much to claim not only because the CG had similar

expelience but also because the avelage export matket of devaluing countties has been

(45 devaluations)

COMPAzuSON PERIODS

I-YEAR 2-YEAR 3-YEAR T&T-1 T+I&T AT&T

Devaluing Groùp
Mean
Median
Probability

-0.04
-0.01

0.008

-0.06
-0.03

0.0001

-0.0't
-0.04

0.0001

-0.00 -0.03
-0.00 -0.01

0.13 0.01

-0.04
-o.02

0.@2

7¿ devs. with:
abs.impvt (>0)
abs.impvt(>0.1)
abs.det.(<-0.1)
relative impvt

JJ.J
2.2

t3.3
44.4

20.0
1,|

24.4
44.4

t't.8
4.4

26.7
3'1.8

3'1.8 31.1
2.2 0.0
6.7 11.1

44.4 46;t

33.3
0.0

1 1.1

42.2

Control Group
Mean -O.OZ '0.02 -0.03 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02

Devaluing vs CG
Mean diffce.
Rank sum test
Probability

-0.02
.0.01

0.99

-0.04 -0.04 0.01

0.59 1.05 0.08
0.56 0.30 0.94

-0.02 0.03
0.73 0.26
0.46 0;19
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EXPORT SHAREAS % OF
NODC EXPORTS, COUNTRY AVERAGE
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continuously sfuinking over the last two decades as Figure 12 illustrates.l03

The explanation for this phenomenon may be found partly in the relatively slow growth

of the world malket for primary commodities which constitute the major expott items fol'

most of the devaluing economies [see e.g. Svedbelg, 1991].'04 It is abundantly clear,

to3See also Svedbelg, 199i fol a documentation of the declining share of Sub-saharan
Afica in the world expolt market fol a larger number of countries.

roaA comparison of Africa south of the Sahara with developing countries which ate
exportels of manufactures shows that the ratio of volume index of the formel to that of
the latter has been declining much mole steadily than that of the couesponding movement
of the value index over the above mentioned peliod [see Tables 2.1 and 2.3,lJN, Hand
Book of International Trade and Developmenî Sturisücs, New York, 19901.
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thehowever, that whereas devaluations may not have caused, or contdbuted to,r05

decline in the export share, they definitely have not helped avert it.

Export Concentration/Diversification

Devaluation is claimed not only to influence the value and volume but also the shucture

of exports by fostering structural adaptation and diversification through its effect on

totwhich would be possible if the fallacy of composition argument was to be invoked.
Excluding Ghana, Zaile and Zambia which among the devaluation sample have a
relatively lalger export share in their prÌmary exports did not substantially alter the
downward-sloping naturc of the profile.

FIGURE 13
EXPORT CONCENTRATION RATIO
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relative prices. An attempt was made to test whether exchange rate adjustments reduced

the export concontration ratio, which might then signal a tendency toward export

diversification. The export concentlation ratio is computed as the ratio of the value of top

traditional export items (the top 1-4 depending on the country) to the total value of

exports.to6

TABLE 15
CHANGE IN DXPORT CONCENTRATION RATIO: SUMMARY OF RESULTS

It is clear'from Figule 13 that the ratio fluctuated from one yeat to the other, the

extrcme values occuning in the post devaluation period when the latio dropped by

approximately 3 percentage points at T+3 ñ'om its peak at T+1.

Table 15 documents a move toward deconcenûation only on a long-run and T vs

toThis index is known to have a drawback, however, as it is sensitive to changes in
the relative prices of traditional and non-traditional expolts [see e.g. Helleinel', 1992:10].
For example, a decrease in the p|ices of traditional exports relative to that of non-
traditional exports leads to a dl'op in the ratio, giving the false impression that the export
industry was more diversified, while ildeed the structure of exports remained unaltered.
The results should, therefore, be regarded as suggestive.

(33 devaluations)

COMPAzuSON PERIODS

I-YEAR 2-YEAR 3-YEAR T&T-I T+I&T AT&T

Devâluing Group
Mean
Median
Probability

0.03 0.n
0.60 L20
0.64 0.7 |

-0.59
2.20
o.49

-0.06 0.36 -0.8ó
0.50 -o.20 -0.67
0.94 0.87 0.64

7o devs. rvith:
abs.incr. (>0)
abs.incr.(>10)
abs.dec.(<-10)

54.5
t5.2
9.1

54.5
12.1

12.1

66.7
3.0

l2.t

54.5 42.4
9.1 9.1
9.1 12.1

42.4
9.1
s.l
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T-1 comparative bases, and by a very inconsequential magnitude. In fact, short-run and

two-year comparÌsons indicate a l'ise in the ratio, albeit insignificantly both in a practical

and statistical sense. An inspection of individual expe ences shows that, depending on

the comparative basis,9-l2%o of the episodes legistered a deconcentration of at least 10

percentage points. The couesponding figule fol an increase jn the ratio ranges between

3 and 15 percent. Thus, on the whole, devaluation appears to have hardly influenced the

structure of exports as proxied by the concentration index described above.

In summing up the results on export performance, it may be pointed out that some

recovery in export growth and divergence in experience notwithstanding, the aggregate

analysis produces no strong statistically significant evidence to suggest that devaluation

appreciably accelerated average expolt growth, increased export share or promoted export

diversification.

3,2,2,4 Exchange Rate Behaviour

Real Exchange Rate Response

Evidently, the desired positive effect of devaluation on external competitiveness would

matelialize if, other things being equal, the policy change led to the depreciation of the

real exchange rate. Thus, it is worth evaluating the response of the real exchange rate to

the incidence of devaluation.

Figure 14 plots the profile of the bilateral rcal exchange rate which is indexed so

that its value at the ye of devaluation equals 100. The real exchange rate is shown to

have been appleciating over the entire pre-devaluation period for the devaluing group. It
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FIGUBE 14

BILATERAL REAL EXCHANGE RATE INDEX
DEVALUING VS CONTROL GROUP
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started to depleciate durÌng the transition fi'om T-1 to T, and continued to do so, it may

be added, at an accelerated late in the subsequent years. Contrast this phenomenon with

that of the control gloup where the index displayed little variation in the entile

devaluation period.

Table 16 rcports that devaluing countries have experienced a leal depreciation of

their exchange rates on all comparative bases. Not only are the mean changes non-

negligible but also they are strongly statistically significant. Relative to the CG, the

devaluing countries depreciated their real exchange rates by a larger and statistically

significant magnitude in the three comparative horizons.
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TABLE 16
CHANGE IN THE BILATERAL REAL EXCHANGE RATE: SUMMARY OF RESULTS

(40 devaluations)

It is clear from Table 16 that real depreciations resulted fi'om the majority of the

devaluations, the largest percentage occurring in sholt-run comparisons; and in the one-

year comparison a large number of these episodes led the real exchange rate to depreciate

by at least 10 points. Far fewer devaluations are followed by an appreciation of the real

exchange rate of an equivalent magnitude. Also, more than half and as many as two-thirds

of the episodes achieved relative depreciation.

The multilatelal real exchange late behaved essentially like the bilateral rate during

the devaluation peliod, with a steeper plofile of appleciation which continued up to the

year of devaluation, followed by a sharper depreciation in the post-devaluation period (see

Figure 15).

2-YEAR 3-YEAR T&T-I T+I&T AT&T

Devaluing Group
Mean
Median
Probability

t6.4
t2.0

0.000

15.ó

11.5
0.004

17.t
l7.0

0_003

5.9
1,1

0.01

r0.4
6.6

0.000

16.5

9.5
0.001

7¿ devs. with:
abs.dep¡. (>0)

abs.depr.(210)
abs.app.(<- 10)

relative depr.

75.0
57.5
12.5

5'1.5

70.0
52.5
t7.5
65.5

67.5
57.5
17.5

65.0

62.5
32.5

'7 .5

65.0

75.0 6'1.5

37.5 47.5
10.0 t2.5
60.0 65-0

Control Group
Mean 0.23 -0.16 -0.16 -0.66 0.89 1.76

Devaluing vs CG
Mean diffce.
Rank sum test
Probability

17.3

-2.O

0.0.5

6.6
-t.6

0.1 I

16.2
_1 I

0.04

15.8

-1.9
0.06

9.5 14.7

-2.0 - 1.6

0.04 0.12
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MULTIIATERAL REAL EXCHANGE RATE
INDEX IN DEVALUING COUNTRIES
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Parallel Currency Premium

In this analysis, the parallel cunency premium is defined as the difference between the

parallel and official rates, expressed as a percentage of the latter. Its time profile exhibits

an interesting pattem as can be seen from Figure 16. The culrency premium showed an

upward tendency leading up to the year ofdevaluation after which time a clear downwatd

movenent has emerged, as one might expect. The va¡iable behaved quite differently in
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FIGURE 16

CURRENCY PREMIUM
DEVALUING VS COMPARISON GROUP
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the comparison gfouplo7 where it is found to be lowel than

during most of the devaluation period. The premium gap

continued to shri¡k and was eventually leversed.

in the devaluation sample

between the two groups

r07ln addition to the CG countries mentioned elsewhere, the comparison group fol this
analysis includes the devaluing counûies to diversify the parallel markct experience of
the group which otherwise would consist of only Ethiopia and Franc-zone countries, with
only two markets to considel.
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TABLE 17
CHANGE IN THE PARALLEL CURRENCY PREMIUM: SUMMARY OF RESULTS

(38 devaluations)*

Pelforming a statistical test casts doubt on the significance of the differences

described above. In the three comparison periods, the premium declined both in absolute

and relative telms, but haldly statistically significantly in each case.ro8 This is also

evident from a glance at the individual episodes which are roughly evenly divided as

regatds the nature of their effect on the premium in absolute comparisons of the three

peliods. It may be noted that the number of devaluations associated with a reductio¡r in

the premium of at least 10 percentage points exceed those with a rise in the premium of

'08Note, however, that because of the inclusion of devaluing countlies in the
compadson group, the difference between the devaluation sample and the compalison
group tends to be underestimated.

COMPARISON PERIODS

I-YEAR 2-YEAR 3.YEAR T&T-1 T+1&T AT&T

Devaluing Group
Mean
Median
Probability

-10.1
-2.4
0.33

-9.2
0.65
0.36

-8.35
-1.7 4
0.46

-0.64
-'7.59

0.43

-10.1 -15.0
-3.9 -3.9
o.32 0.21

o/o devs. with:
abs.incr. (>0)
abs.incr.el0)
abs.dec.(<-10)
relatiYe incr.

50.0
34.2
42.1

42.1

50.0
34.2
44.7
60.5

50.0
34.2
44.7
52.6

42.1

28.9
47.4
o3,¿

39.5 4¿.1

23.7 23.7

36.8 42.1

44.7 44.7

Control Group
Mean -2.75 1 .68 3.03 -0.82 -1.94 3.2'l

Devaluing vs CG
Mean diffce.
Rank sum t€st
Probability

-7.95

0.25
0.80

- 10.9

0.54
0.59

-11.4

0.95
0.34

0.18
0.08
0.93

-8.12 -18.3
-0.01 t.t4
o.99 0.26

because of large values.
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equal magnitude in the three comparative horizo¡ts.

3.3 THE DEVALUATION PROCESS: SUMMARY AND SOME EXPLANÀTIONS

The foregoing section described the methodology and presented the findings on the

behavioul ofselected aggregate variables in the devaluation process. Table 18 summarizes

the basic results.

Both BA and CG comparisons appear to indicate an increase in the gtowth of

output, a depreciation in the bilateral real exchange rate, and a reduction in the investment

rate, the budget deficit ratio and in the cunency premium both on short run and long run

comparativo bases. The direction of change in othel variables depend on the comparative

method and peliod considered. Thus, a comparison of performance at T with the

performance at the preceding year suggests an increase in the rates of inflation, nongold

reserve accumulation and export growth, and a decline in the growth of impofis. The sign

of changes in most of these valiables is reversed when compalison is made between

performances at T+1 and T.
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TABLE 18
THE DIRECTION OF MEAN CHANGES IN VARIABLES

DURING THE DEVALUATION PERIODT A SYNOPSIS OF
SHORT- AND LONG.RUN COMPARISONS

* significant at the l0 percent level.
** significant at the 5 percent level or better.

x positive when large extreme values referred to in the text are excluded

VARIABLE
APPROACH T&T.t T+1&T ONE-YEAR THREE-YEAR

Output growth
BA
CG

Investment
BA
CG

lnfiation
BA
CG

Budget deficit
BA
CG

Reserve acc.
BA
CG

Import growth
BA

Export growth
BA

Export share
BA
CG

Bil. rcal E.
BA
CG

Curr. premium
BA
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In a one-year comparison, inflation dropped, resetve accumulation and exports

incleased, while the growth of imporls declined in absolute and lose in relative terms. In

a long lun perspective, the price level, imports and expolts have been found to rise at a

reduced rate i¡ a BA and at an increased rate in a CG comparison, while reserves

accumulated at a higher rate both relatively and absolutely. A number of these Lesults arc

statistically significant at the SVo level, and they pertain- by one or more comparison

method and period- to output, investment, budget deñcit, foreign resetves, export sharc

and the leal exchango rate.

Although the results reported above with respect to the macroeconomic effects of

devaluation can be taken only as suggestive, the examination of the evolution ofvariables

during the devaluation period has revealed some interesting pattems. Whereas morc

empirically supported analysis of the behaviour of selected performance indicators will

be taken up in the ensuing chaptels, a brief, cursory and speculative explanation is offered

below.

Most valiables exhibited a noticeably different pattem around the year ofdevaluation.

Cases in point are output, export and impolt growth, the real exchange rate and the

cullency premium. To facilitate a comparative exposition of the movement of these

variables duling the devaluation period, theil time profiles ale juxtaposed in Figures l7

and 20.rce It is noticeable that the decline in output growth in the year before

r@The graphs refer to those which exch¡de the extreme values âs indicated in the text.
Note that the number of devaluation episodes considered in constructing the time profile
of each macro valiable is different and a direct comparison of their movements can only
be taken as suggestive.
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FIGURE 17

OUTPUT, EXPORT AND IMPORT GROWTH
DURING DEVALUATION PERIOD
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devaluation coincided with a decrease in import and export growth and also with a drop

in investment and govemment expenditure ratios (see Figure 17 and respective Figures

elsewhere). Its lecovery towald the year of devaluation took place in spite of the steady

decline i¡r the investment rate- which concurred with a decrease in import glowth- and

perhaps partly because ofthe increase, although model'ate, in govomment expenditure and

export growth, with no apparent lise in the late of inflation. Duling the year after

devaluation both exports and output continued to grow whilst investment and govemment

expenditure appeal' to have contracted.

The contemporaneous relation between output growth and the investment rate

would imply that the conÍibution to oì¡tput growth of the othel components of GDP,
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which complised more than 75 percent of output during the devaluation period, was

greater than that of investment. A rathel weak relation between cunent output growth and

lagged investment rate, which characterizes the two profiles for most of the devaluation

period, may suggest that the recovery in output growth resulted more from enhanced

capacity utilization than from expanded output capacity.

The rate of inflation abated, albeit slightly, as, on the one hand, output expanded

and growth of imports recovered, and, on the other, the budget deficit decreased. The

abatement of inflationary pr€ssule in the wake of devaluation hardly in keeping with the

popular view, although theoretically plausible. This outcome appears to find an

explanation partly irì the parallel market as can be discerned from a compatison of the

inflationary experiences of high- and low-cunency-premium countries during the

devaluation period. Episodes were categorized according to the avelage size of the

premium during the devaluation period, a 75 Vo premium arbitralily chosen to be the

dividing criterion. A look at Figure 18 shows that episodes which had a relatively high

culrency premium (>75 7o), designated as HIGHPRM in the graph, had strikingly

different inflationary experiences than episodes with lower premiums (LOWPRM). Two

observations ale in order on this profile. Firstly, high-premium episodes arc associated

with a lalger late of inflation throughout the devaluation period than the low-premium

episodes. To the degree that a higher premium is a leflection of tighter impolt contlol,

more severe misalignment of exchange rates and associated inefficiencies, the result is

haldly sulprising. Secondly, and most cul'iously, episodes which wer.e pr.eceded by

relatively high plemium were foliowed by a substantial decline in the rate of inflation,
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INFLATION EXPERIENCE
BY SIZE OF PREMIUM
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unlike the other category of devaluations. That inflation abated rathel than worsened in

the high-premium events is to be explained, as noted in the theoretical chapter, by the fact

that the inflationary plessure normally associated with devaluations has aheady been felt

through the depreciation of the parallel rate. Although moderate, the inflationary ptessul€

which followed the other group of episodes confirms this view.

The relative size of the parallel currency plemium also appeals to have influenced

the plofile of output growth (see Figure 19). For the most part, the output glowth profile

of high-premium episodes lies below that of the low-premium episodes, indicating the

adverso output-effect of exchange-rate distortions and suggesting that the premium or the

degree of distortions need to fall upon devaluation for the policy to positively influence
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GROWTH RATE OF REAL GDP
BY SIZE OF PREMIUM
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output behaviour more effectively.

As to the pattem of export growth, one notices that the tuming points of export

growth and real exchange rates occuned around the same time (see Figure 20). For the

most part, a deprcciation of the real exchange rate was accompanied by expolt expansion,

however modest. In comparison to impolts, exports expanded at a higher rate except at

T-1 and T+2. A year befole the devaluation, export gtowth suffered a sharper reduction

than imports. At T and T+1, the gap between the two variables was the widest in favour

of exports. The bulden of improvement in the trade balance at the year of devaluation

would rest on import adjustment, as the latter declined considelably whilst export growth

was marginal. But the continued improvement in the tfade balance in the first yeal after'
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the rate ofdevaluation would be because

impolt compression.

of export growth and in spite of the cut il

FIGURE 20

BEHAVIOUR OF INDICATORS
PERIOD
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It may be rcmalked that the obserued impolt and export behaviour does not point to the

presence of the J curve effect as also found in Kamin (1988) and contraly to the evidence

reported, for example, in Himarios (1989). Furthermore, the hypothesis of export

contraction due to import compression is not bome out stlongly in Figure 20 except flom

'f -2 to T-l and from T to T+1. This may indicate that the import-content of exports is not

large for the sample data examined, or that the decline in imports was i¡ consumel rathel

than in intelmediate goods.

The increase in the glowth of exports in the fir'st year surrounding devaluation
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could partly be due to a shift of some exports to the official channel from the parallel

market where such a matket existed. This assertion appears to be consistent with tho

behaviour of the parallel premium which, by and lalge, varied inversely with the gr.owth

of exports (Figure 20). As discussed in greater detail in the next chapter', a drop in the

premium attendant upon devaluation tends to reduce the profitability ( net of risk and

inconvenience) of smuggling and under-invoicing exports where such practices prevailed

before the devaluation episode, and thereby contributes to the growth ofrecorded exports.

As suggested in Loxley (1990), depending on the country and the marketing chalacteristic

of the export product, the presence of a parallel market provides an additional channel

through which exports can be expanded in the short run. Thus, in countries with active

parallel markets where smuggling and/or under-invoicing of exports are practised, the

average rate of export expansion increased upon devaluation episodes (e.g. Ghana,

Mauritania, Siena Leone, Tanzania and Uganda).

The implication of the palallel cunency premium for export performance is also

examined in relation to the average relative size of cunency prcmiums during the

devaluation period (Figure 21). Evidently, low-premium episodes achieved a higher rate

of export growth than their high-premium countelparts. The lelative improvement in

export performance associated with the low-plemium episodes implies, among other

things, that the favourable effects of devaluation on recolded expolts will be reinforced

if the policy change succeeded in reducing the differential between the official the parallel

exchange late,
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EXPORÏ PERFORMANCE
BY SIZE OF CURRENCY PREMIUM
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The behaviour of imports defies standard explanation as it decreases before and

rises after devaluation (Figurc 20). The fact that imports did not dec¡ease any fufther in

the post-devaluation period may partly be indicative of the histolically low growth of

imports, a further reduction of which could lead to a level "below socially acceptable

minimum standard" [Loxley, 1989:17]. The behaviour of imports also violates the

standard relation between rcal exchange rates and import performance. Despite the

appreciation of the real exchange rate, which, incidentally, miuors the parallel currcncy

plemium throughout, the growth of impolts did not increase; and in spite of the

depreciation of the index, imports rose except fi'om T-1 to T and from T+2 to T+3. Thus,
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the explanation for impolt behaviour must be found elsewhere. As alluded to above, the

gro\ryth of real GDP appears to co-move ',vith import growth in roughly half the cases, but

not as stfong a lelation as would be predicted by a standard Keynesian import demand

fr¡nction. Part of its pattem, especially in the post-devaluation period, coincides with the

availability of foreign l'eserves, as explained below.

Reserve gain in the pre-devaluation period appears to have originated more from

the contraction of imports than fiom the expansion of exports as reselves continued to

accumulate despite the decrease in export growth. Figure 20 depicts an interesting relation

between the pattern of import growth and reserve accumulation. On the one hand, the pre-

devaluation period is consistent with the national accounting definitional relation that a

decrease in imports- barring offsetting movements in other parts of the balance of

payments- leads to an improvement in the payments balance and, hence, to the stock of

leserves. On the other hand, the post-devaluation period, as implied above, establishes a

behaviolal relation between the two variables where causation runs fronì reserves to

imports in the presence of forreign exchange constraint and control: During this perÌod

imports may have increased at a higher rate partly because of the added foreign exchange

availability and the resultant relaxation of exchange control. This intetprctation is not

completely out of line when one brings the behaviour of the parallel rate into the pictule.

Thus, in the pre-devaluation peliod, the cunency plemium was climbing, reflecting

peùaps a relatively more severe exchange control, and lesulting in a decline in recorded

expolts, and thus a sharp reduction in impolt growth. Subsequent to devaluation episodes,

however', the premium dropped while imports were for the most palt on the lise along
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\üith expofts and reserves.

Given the pattern of exports and the rate of reserve accumulation in the pre-

devaluation period, one suspects that reserye gain toward the year of devaluation must

have partly been engendered by higher capital inflow, which would particulally be the

case where an exchange late action was a component of the conditionality for IMF/World

Bank credit. To assess the validity of this view, devaluation episodes wele examined by

classifying them according to whether funds were drawn fi'om a stand-by and/ol structural

adjustments facilities of the IMF during the yeal of devaluation. Figure 22 makes clear

that devaluations which occurred during a year when funds were drawn fi'om such

arrarìgements (denoted by "with" in the graph) saw a deeper swing in reserve

accumulation than the "without" group, but with a similal shape of profile as that for the

complete sample.

Focusing on the first year sunounding the episodes, we note that devaluations

unaccompanied by stand-by or structural adjustment atrangements were associated with

a higher rate of reserve accumulation than the "with" group both at T-1 and T+1. Their

comparative position at T-1 is consistent with their status with respect to institutional

lending at T. The fact that reserve gain shot up in the "with" gloup and marginally

declined in the othel group at T appears to indicate that the observed reselve gain is due

mor€ to the aforesaid arrangements than to devaluation per se although, clearly, exchange

rate adjustment could often be consideled a sine qua no¿ of additional bonowing. In

contlast, the transition from T to T+1 revelses the direction of change much in favour of

the 'rwithout'r gloup of episodes, probably because reserve flows from the aforesaid
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FIGURE 22
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an angements have not been sustained and also because the positive trade-balance effect

has began to be operative. On the othel hand, the improvement in reselve accumulation

in a one-year comparison, which would minimize the effect of institutional lending at T,

enjoyed by both groups seems to indicate the occurence of trade-balance adjustment

during the same period.

Attempt was also made to explain furthel the behavioul of exports and imports by

considering, albeit cursorily, the role of changes in cornmercial policy stance during the
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yeal of devaluation (see Figures 23 and 24).tto Devaluations were classified on the basis

of whether some forn of liberalization or tightening of exports and imports occuned

during the year of the episode. Tightening of export policy manifested itself in, among

other things, an increase in export taxes and a reduction in the rate of retention of foreign

exchange earnings by exporters. Liberalization takes the opposite form. Depending on the

country, import tightening took the form of a rise in deposit requilements, a ban or

increased restriction on certain classes of goods, an increase in tariffs, etc. Impolt

libelalization would remove or reduce the severity of these and similar measules.

Figure 23 depicts the time profile of export glowth for episodes which occurred

when some form of liberalization (Xlib), or tightening (Xtight) was adopted, and other'

devaluations in the export sample (Xother). Interestingly, but not sutprisingly, episodes

attended by export tightening are associated with a relatively higher export performance

(a growth rate of around l07o) in the yeal' before devaluation than the other episodes.

Theil performance is especially in sharp contrast to the devaluation-cum-liberalization

episodes which were facing an export contraction of around 8 percent. The differential

export performance at T-1 is generally consistent with theil respective commercial policy

stance in the year of devaluation as those economies which suffeled a decline in foreign

exchange earnings in the prcvious period are likely to find it necessary to liberalize their'

export policy with a view to stimulate expolt activity. At the year of devaluation, both

groups of episodes wele accompanied by an increase in export growth, with a relative

I'oAlthough a change in commercial policy stance will also have implication fol other
dependent varìables, we restrict the analysis to exports and imports.
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improvement (roughly twice as much) enjoyed by the "Xlib" group.

In the yeal following devaluation, "Xtigh¡" episodes saw an average expott

cor[action of 10 percentage points relative to the episode year, unlike the "Xlib" group

which stabilized its growth rate around the same level. From T+1 onwald, the two groups

behaved alike; and the effect of devaluation seems to have been felt equally probably

because the trade policy measures may have been abolished ol otherwise modified by

then. In the "Xother" group- the behavioul of which, in principle, better rcflects the effect

of devaluation- a clear-cut stagnation and thereafter a shatp plunge of export performance

in the pre-devaluation period is followed by a stronger and steady improvement in the

three years subsequent to the event. It is culious to note that in a one-year compatison,

FIGURE 23

EXPORT POLICY AT T AND EXPORT
PERFORMANCE DURING DEVALUATION PERIOD
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the "Xtight" group suffered a reduction in export growth unlike the "Xlib" episodes which

were associated with export expansion. On the other hand, the "Xother" categoly

exhibited little improvement in export performance, casting doubt on the effectiveness of

devaluation in influencing exports on a one-year compaÍative basis.

The response of imports to devaluation is also shown to be passably susceptible

to the stance of concomitant import-related policy (see Figure 24). It may be observed

first that episodes with import tightening had a higher growth of imports than those with

liberalization durìng the pre-devaluation period in general and atT-2 n particular. Note

that the "IMtight group incleased its imports at the rate of almost 20 percent at T-1. The

corresponding figure for the "IMlib" group did not exceed 4 percent. At the year. of

devaluation import growth plummeted from +20 to - 1 1 percent in the case of devaluation-

cum{ightening episodes whilst it climbed by roughly 10 percentage points in the

liberalization group. These developments are consistent with the trade policy measures

adopted by the two groups; presumably devaluation reinforcing the import-restraint

measure and being ovelwhelmed by the liberalization action.

A curious pattem has been displayed by the two gtoups in the post-devaluation

period. In the "IMtight" group imports were allowed to decline at a decreasing rate to

eventually rcach a positive growth rate. This contrasts with the plofile of the "lMlib"

episodes which were associated with a steadily declining import growth rate. The

remaining episodes showed a similar pattern as the entire import sample analyzed before;

and this result, in conjunction with the profiles of impolt-tightenin glliberalization

episodes, suggests that the tendency of imports to lecover after devaiuation can hardly be
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FIGURE 24

IMPORT POLICYATT AND IMPORT
PERFORMANCE DURING DEVALUATION PERIOD

T-3 T-2 T-1 T T+1 T+2
YEAR FìELATIVE TO YEAR OF DEVALUATION

T+3

-¡-- IMTIGHT -+-- IMLIB --à<- IMOTHËR

explained by the application of import libelalization measures of the sort mentioned above

at the year of devaluation, although the trado policy measures are congruous with the

observed behaviour of imports by T+1 vs T and T-1 vs T compaúsons.

By way of summary, it may be noted that the statistical and graphical analysis

conducted thus far revealed some interesting pattenìs and provided insight not only about

the behavioul of macroeconomic valiables of interest during the devaluation process but

also about the role of the palallel exchange market in this process. Although some of the

results are sensitive to the comparative method and period used, the general conclusion

that emerges from the foregoing statistical analysis is that devaluation has on average

been noncontractionaly and noninflationaly, with favourable impact on export
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pel'folmance, the overall budget deficit, real exchange rates and the parallel culrency

prcmium, and with little restraining effect on import demand.

It must however be noted that, as a method of determining the macroeconomic

effect of devaluation, the episodic apploach suffers from a number of drawbacks some

of which are stated below.ttt

Firstly, a number of countries in the sample pursued multiple devaluations at a

relatively brief interval. Consequently, a given devaluation period can consist of values

associated with more than one devaluation episode. This renders isolating the effect of a

particulal devaluation event on a dependent variable rather difficult. IVhile the use of

average values of all devaluation episodes reduces the severity of this shortcoming, a

gleat deal ofcaution needs to be exercised in interpreting findings pertaining to individual

episodes.

Secondly, as the task of macro-study necessitates, the experience associated with

each devaluation episode is represented by the average of the experiences of all

devaluations. In the presence of wide diversity in the outcome of each devaluation- which

is the case with respect to some of the valiables- unqualified generalizations could be

misleading.

Thirdly, statistical tests performed to determine the statistical significance of BA

differences in the devaluing group and between the latter and the contlol gloup should

not be taken too seliously. Findings reported to be statistically insignificant do not

necessarily imply that devaluation was neutlal in tefms of influencing the Íeatment

rrrSee chapter 2 and refelences cited therc for details on some of these issues.
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variable; low statistical significance might also indicate the presence of concunent events

that offset the effect of devaluation and thus concealed the underlying differences.

Likewise, the presence of a statistically significant difference would be misleading if the

devaluation was attended by policies or other events that reinforced ol engulfed its effect.

The assumption that devaluing and control group counfiies face similar extemal

environments and initial conditions must also be viewed with scepticism for reasons

outlined elsewhere.

Some of the afolesaid and other shortcomings of the episodic apploach as a

method of determining the macroeconomic effect of devaluation suggest the need to use

a supplementaly estimation method which is developed and applied in the next two

chapters.
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CH,A.PTER 4

EXCHANGE.RATE CHANGES AND MACROECONOMIC ACTIVITY IN A

DEVELOPING ECONOMY: AN ECONOMETRIC MODEL

We have so far reviewed the theoretical models of and the empirical evidence on the

macroeconomics of devaluation in developing countlies and examined the behaviour of

certain variables of interest in the devaluation process drawing on the African experience.

While the findings reported in the preceding chapter are revealing as regards the evolution

of dependent variables before and after as well as with and without devaluation, the

ceteris paribus assumption embodied in the investigative methodologies is rather

restrictive and attributing changes in the examined variables entfuely to devaluation

episodes is problematic. It is therefore necessary to account for at least some of the major

variables that are expected to change and affect the dependent variables. This can be

achieved by specifying a macroeconometric model, which is the object of the present

chapter.

The present chaptel specifies an econometric model that will be used to dete¡mine

the effect of devaluation on the macroeconomic pedormance of selected Sub-Sahalan

Afijcan economies. The model focuses on a subset of dependent variables examined in

the previous chapter and it is presented as follows. The first section outlines the basic

assumptions underlying the model. Section 2 details the elements of the model and the
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last section offers a summary.

4.1. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS OF THE MODEL

This sub-section presents some of the major assumptions of the model most of which can

be taken as stylized facts in many developing countries. Elaborations and mole specific

assumptions will be made as the specification of the model proceeds.

Firstly, production activities in the economies under study are divided into two

analytical sectors, namely, the home goods and export sector. The home goods sector

produces goods and services only for domestic use. The price of home goods is

determined endogenously in the domestic market. Production in the export sector is

destined for foreign consumption. The economy is small so as to face a perfectly elastic

demand curve for its exports; i.e., it takes the world price of its exports as given,

rendering the volume of its exports supply-determined. In addition to home goods, the

economy consumes foreign goods which are imperfect substihrtes for the former. The

economy is also a price{akel in the market for its imports. One of the implications of

these assumptions is that for this type of economy the extemal telms of trade ale invariant

with the exchange rate.

Secondly, the production of home and export goods involves the use of imported

inputs including intermediate and capital goods. The demand for imported inputs depends,

among other factors, on the domestic curency prices of these goods in terms ofhome and

export goods and the level of ploduction in both sectors. Thirdly, the foreign exchange

mæket in these economies is characterized by the presence of foreign exchange control,
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which, in a fixed exchange rate regime, ptevents the required adjustment in the official

reserres account to meet the demand for foreign exchange at the plevailing official

exchange rate.rt2 Due to the excess demand for foreign exchange at the official rate, and

in the absence of equilibrating reselve movements, rationing of the resource is required.

We assume therefore the plesence of exchange control and imports are generally

subjected to foreign exchange tationing. The excess demand for foreign exchange at the

prevailing official rate spills over to the parallel foreign exchange market where rationed

demand is satisfied at a rato which is typically higher than its official counterpart. Thus,

the domestic-cunency price ofrationed imports includes the parallel exchange rate as one

of its determinants. The economy is also characterized by the ptesence of capital control.

Exchange restrictions both on capital and current account transactions leads to an

overvalued exchange rate and a positive parallel exchange rate premium which, in turn,

provides the incentive to engage in parallel market activities. Parallel markets in foreign

exchange are known to be pervasive in African economies [see e.g, Branson and Macedo,

1989:1921; and their "role in the transmission process of short-rrn macroeconomic

policies" is recognized [Agénor, 1990b:i1].

Fourthly, financial markets in most of the economies under study are

underdeveloped and considerably imperfect. The capital market where equities, shales,

etc., can be traded is not well developed, notwithstatding some progress in some

rr2Krueger (1983:183) notes that "[i]n many developing cor¡ntries, the misplicing of
foreign exchange has fiequently been identified as a major distortion (if not the major'
distortion) ir the plicing mechanism.'l
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countries in that direction.lr3 In the absence of equity financing, the availability of

resources for investment is limited by the magnitude of retained plofits and bank credit

(domestic and foreign) of which the lelative importance of bank credits is ernphasized in

the literature. rra

Imperfections in the financial market arise partly from the interest rate policy

pursued by authorities. It is emphasised in the financial repression literature, otherwise

known as the McKinnon-Shaw model, that interest rates in LDCs are set administratively,

in most cases, below their equilibrium levels.rrs The administrative setting of the

intelest l'ate below its market-clearing value implies that at the official interest rate the

supply of credit falls short of credit demand for the purposes of financing investment,

working capital and consumption. Given, respectively, a positive and negative interest rate

elasticity of supply of and demand for loanable funds, the determination of the rate of

interest below its equilibrium value causes investment demand to exceed savings. At the

level of investment corresponding to the pre-determi¡ed rate of interest, the marginal

efficiency of investment exceeds the rate of jnterest, implying that investment would

increase at the given rate of interest if more loanable funds became avaitable [Fr.y,

1980:1091. Similal implications can be drawn fol credit demand for consumption and

lt3Roe (1991, p. 25) identifies Botswana, Zimbabwe and Kenya from among African
countries considered in that leport to have the critical elements fol the operation of capital
malkets.

rraSee, for example, Tun Wai and Wong (1980), Blejer and Khan (1984) and Bartoli
(1989) for the lole of bank cledit in financing investment. Taylor' (1979), Van
lVijinbergen (1982, 1983), among othels, emphasize the role ofbank credit in financing
working capital.

rrssee Fry (1982) for a review of models of financial repression.
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working capital. Furthermore, the economies under study in general and their private

sectors in particular are presumed to be subject to credit rationing in the world capital

market where the quantity of loans extended to these countries is supply detelmined. The

fact that the quantity of crcdit available at a given time both from domestic and foreign

sources is supply detelmined implies that the availability of credit will directly affect

ploduction independently of its cost via the need to finance working capital. The cledit

rationing abroad and capital control at home render capital mobility exogenous and delink

the domestic interest rate fiom its foreign countel'part.

Fifthly, most of the economies to be considered have over the years accumulated

a mounting extemal debt relative to the size of their economies.lró In fact, the deblGNP

ratio for low-income Sub-Saharan African countries exceeds that for highly indebted

nations. Even after adjusting for the concessionality of part of the external debt of Sub-

Saharan Afican economies, the debt burden is recognized to be substantial and

unsustainable in the existing economic environment.rrT

Lastly, variables are assumed to be sluggish in theil adjustment to desired levels

because of the presence of ligidities in the economy. Behavioral equations are thelefore

specified in a dynamic form to reflect this phenomenon.rrs Such a formulation also

rr6ln Sub-saharan Africa, extelnal debt as a ratio of GNP doubled in the space of 10
years from 53.27o in 1981 ro 109.57o in 1990 [see Table 4.36, UN, World Economic
Søruey, New York, 19921.

"tSee World Bank, Sub-Saharan AJrica: From Crisis to Sustainable Grotvth,
Washington, D.C., 1989.

lr8The actual lcvels of most dependent variables (X) are derived fiom their desired
counterparts (X*) using the following conventional partial adjustment mechanism:

x* : f(z)
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helps us capture some of the cylical movements of endogenous variables. This is

particulally relevant given the stylized fact that certain valiables display distinct pattern

prior to and after exchange-rate changes.

Thus, a small partial-adjustment mactoeconomic model is developed to examine

the effects of exchange-rate changes. The model embodies some of the important and well

recognized features of developing countries including (i) price-takership in the world

market for their exports and imports, (ii) imperfect substitution between imported and

home goods and between the latter and exports, (iii) dependence on imported inputs, (iv)

exchange control and the presence of a parallel market for foreign exchange, (v) interest-

rate control, and domestic and international credit rationing, and (vi) extemal debt

accumulation. The model however is not entirely unconventional and is eclectic in scope

to enable us to test some altemative hypotheses.

4.2 DETA,ILS OF THE MODEL

The model to be derived contains a series of behavioral and defi¡itional equations that

speciff and link the production/expenditure, fiscal, external and financial sectors of the

economy. In the production /expenditure sector, aggl€gate supply and expenditure

functions are formulated to derive behavioral equations fol' output and price adjustment.

The fiscal sector contains behavioral equations for government expenditure and revenue.

^x 
: À[f(z)-x_,] ; x : 1.f(z)+(1-À)x_,

where f replesents the functional relation between the desired level and a matl'ix of
explanatory variables, Z; I is coefficient of adjustment.
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In the external sector, exports and imports are modeled as are the parallel curency

premium and the demand for real balances in the financial sector. All in all, the model

consists of eight estimating behavioral equations and a number of identities and

definitional relations. The model helps determine the net and direct effect of devaluation

in a relatively more fully specified model of the economy. The details of the model are

given below.

4.2.1 PRODUCTIONÆXPENDITURE SECTOR

The motivation in this sub-section is to derive behavioral equations for aggregate output

and price adjustment by taking into account both supply-and demand-side factors; but in

the process the supply and demand functions for home and export goods will be specified.

The derivation is intended to highlight, among other things, the implications of nominal

exchange rates and crcdit for real variables and to justify their inclusion in the model.

4.2.1.1 OUTPUT

The economy produces two classes of goods: home goods (H) and export goods

(X).'te Aggregate output is derived by specifying the supply of home and expolt goods

and the demand for home goods as follows.

rreSee Islam (1984) and Agénor et al. (1991) for such sectoral disagglegation.



(Ð SUPPLY OF HOME GOODS

Production involves the use of capital (K), assumed to be fixed in

labour (L) and intermediate goods (N).r2t

Q = f(K, L, N)

To parameterize the above functional relation, we assume

204

. the short run,r2o

(1)

a Cobb-Douglas

teclurology.r22 The specific Cobb-Douglas technology is assumecl to take a separable

functional form in K, on the one hand, and the variable inputs on the other. The

production function in the home goods sector is given by

Qh=flKh)L:'N:"

t20ln the medium and long run, the capital stock varies, the magnitude and direction
of its change depending on the rate of investment in the previous period. At any given
time investment takes place, but it is assumed to affect the capital stock with a lag; i.e.,
K,*,:(1-d)K,+I,, where d:rate of depleciation of capital, I:gross investment, t:time. Note,
thelefore, that the assumption offixed capital stock is not inconsistent with the occunence
of investment. Alternatively, one can assume a fixed capital stock in the face of
investment by assuming the latter to be replacement investment which keeps the existing
capital stock intact.

l2rlt is customary in the relevant literatu[e to assume intermediate goods to be all
impolts. Similar results could be obtained if domestic goods originated partly from
domestic soulces so far as a low o[ a zelo degree of substitution between domestic and
imported intermediate goods is assumed. For ease of derivation, we nevertheless follow
the conventional assumption that all intelmediate goods are imported.

r22For a similar formulation see, for example, Islam (1984), Agénor et al (1991), Van
Wijinbergen (1986). For alternative production technology from which supply is derived
in the relevant literature see, among others, Branson (1986), Edwards (i989a) and Agénor
(1991a) who use a two-level ploduction process in which domestic value added is
produced in Cobb-Douglas and gross output is generated in CES technology: Q:F[N,
V(k,L)1. See also Bruno (1979) where a separable production function of the form:
Q:f6) F(L,Ð'/" is employed and Gylfason and Schmid (1983) where the CES
production function is expressed as Q:F(L,N).

(2)
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where a¡ and an are, respectively, output elasticities of L and N; and a,+a',,<l; subscript,

h, denotes the home goods sector.

Applying the standard procedure, the supply function can be derived from the first

o¡der conditions of plofit maximization on the assumption of perfect competition.l23

However, following, among others, Bruno (1979), Taylor (1979), Buffie (1984) and Van

Wijinbergen (1982, 1986), we include working capital as an additional element in the

calculus of total variable cost and thus of profits. Assume that firms bonow at the

nominal market interest rate i to finance theil working capital.t24 Thus, the total variable

cost will be the sum of wage and intermediate imports bill and the interest paid on the

loan to pay this bill. In notations, given W and P,, as the nominal wage tate and the

domestic-currency price of intermediate imports, respectively, the total variable cost (V)

can be written as:

V = (1+i)(WLn+P,N,,)

and the profit level (PR) as

PR = P¡Qr-(l+i)WLn - (l+i)P,Nn

wherc Pn:1hs average price index of home goods.

Deriving the input demand functions fi'om first order conditions

(3)

fiom equation (3),

substituting the rcsults into equation (2), realranging terms and suppressing constants yield

t23The final equation will be modified to reflect the difficulty of meeting this
assumption in some of the markets.

r2aWhere working capital is financed from retained profits, i still is a relevant cost
factor as a measure of the opportunity cost of profits used to finance working capital in
which case the deposit and lending lates ar€ assumed to be equal, ol to move i¡ the same
direction.
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the following supply equation for gross output of home goods in a log-linear form.

IogQn = (1-a)'I[alogP,,-a,togW-qlog\-alog(1+i)] (2a)

where a:a,+a,,.

In the labour market, wage adjustment is specified along the expectations-

augmented Phillips Curve model in a multiplicative form.

W = P""1Yc"2, w,>0, wr<O (4)

where P":the expected pdce level, and Yo:the output gap, or excess capacity, taken as

a proxy for the unemployment rate on which time series data is unavailable for most of

the sample countries,t25

Yo = Y/Y¡ (5)

where Y.:s¿p¿city or potential output, Y-r:actual output in the previous peliod.r26

Potential output will be generated independently of the model as:

Y" = Yoeet (5a)

where Yo:the initial level of output, g-the rate of growth of output ovel the sample

peliod, and t:time.

As noted above, it is assumed that firms face rationing in the foreign exchange

market due to the plesence of exchange control. To the extent firms' denand for foreign

exchange to purchase inputs is not satisfied at the official late, the lattel fails to reflect

r2sOther deteminants of wage changes such as a change in productivity are assumerl
to remain constant in the short run. In the relevant literature, various folms of wage
adjustment have been assumed to derive the agglegate supply function. For example,
Branson (1986), Edwards (1989), Islam (1984) assume a partial wage indexation scheme.

''uSee e.g. Khan and Knight (1981) for a similar definition of the output gap,
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the domestic cost of the inputs. We lepresent the resource cost of imported inputs in

domestic-currency by the geometric average of the official and parallel cutrency rates,

which arguably represents the "equilibrium" exchange rate,t2? weighted by the status

(presence or absence) of rationing ol exchange control. Thus,

P, = Eo"4"tP,.- (6)'"

where E:¡f¡s official exchange rate, Ep:parallel cunency rate, P,,-:foreign price of

imported inputs, f:the proportion of exchange transaction canied through the parallel

market, assumed to signal the presence of rationing in the official market, and 0<t<1.

Note that r:0 implies the absence of exchange control, and demand for foreign exchange

is satisfied at the official rate.

In the above formulation, given the foreign plice level, a rise either in the parallel

or official rate leads to an increase in the domestic-currency price of imported inputs. To

clearly show the role of exchange control on the resource cost of imported inputs,

lear.range equation (6) to obtair

P,'=8"P"-(EÉ/8")" (Uo)

Equation (6a) expresses the domestic-curuency value of imported inputs in telms of the

cost and the availability of foreign exchange at the official late. Since exchange contl.ol

legimes tend to be accompanied by the emergence of parallel currency malkets (Krueger.,

1983:179; Agénor', 1990b:4), the degree of exchange restlictions or availability can be

t"See e.g. Kharas and Pinto, 1989.

r28See Agénor, i990a fol a similar clefinition of the price of traded goods in the
plesence of parallel exchange markets.
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proxied by the differential between the parallel and official exchange rates (EolE"), a

larger premiumr2e reflecting a more severe exchange contlol and excess demand for

foreign exchange [see e.g. Edwards, 1989a:330].130 In the absence of exchange control

and rationing @o:8 , ot which is the same thing, t=0), and given the foreign price level,

the cost of imports is determined by the official rate. Interestingly, this formulation

enables us to use the premium as a proxy for the misalignment of the exchange rate to

the degree that either the parallel rate or the weighted average of the two rates can

approximate the equilibrium exchange rate.

Substituting equations (4) and (6a) into (2a), approximating 1og(1+i) by i and

rearranging yields the following expression for net output supply in the home goods

sector:l3l

t'eNote, however, the premium:Ed/80- 1.

r30lt is noted in the literature that in the absence of exchange controls the imposition
of positive tariffs creates the incentive for smuggling but does not create incentive fo¡ the
emergence of parallel cuLrency market [see Sheikh, 1976:9]. It must also be noted that
a negative premium may be obselved under certain circumstances such as when the
official exchange rate is expected to be overvalued and commercial banks lequire proper
identification to be supplied by sellers of foleign exchange who may not be legally
entitled to deal with foreign cunency [see Agénor', 1990b:3, and the references therein].

r3rTo obtain net output supply or value added in the home goods sector, the value of
intermediate imports [:(1+i)P"N,.,] need to be deducted from Q,,. Accordingly, the net
supply of home goods, H, can be written as follows.

H = en-(1+i)p.Nn/pn
In a logarithmic form,
logH=(1-a")'tlogQn-a.(1-a")'r[tog(1+i)+logP"JogPn+logN']

(7)

(8)
where (i-a*) is the share of value added in gross output of the home goods sector.
However, given the underlying ploduction function, when Qn and N,, in (8) are substituted
for, the basic relation remains unchanged.
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logQn =S,logPn+SrlogPF+SrlogYo+Sn(logE"+log\-)+

Srlog(ElE )+Sui

S,: a(l-a)-t > 0

Sr:-a,wr(1-a)'1 > 0

Sr:-4p(i-a)-t < 0

Sr:-a,w,(1-a)-t< 0

So:-4,(1-a)-' < 0

Su:-a(1-a)-t < 0

Qb)

It is apparent from equation (2b) that the supply ofhome goods is upward sloping

in Pn-H space, with Pe,Yo,Eo,EorE",P"- and i as shifting parameters. Other things being

equal, a rise in price expectations relative to the actual plice level shifts the supply curve

upwards by boosting production cost through wage inflation. The capacity to produce, as

represented by the output gap, on the other hand, has an expansionary effect on output.

In addition to the cost-push effect of devaluation, the model brings availability of

foreign exchange to beat on supply of output. One of the interesting implications of the

present model is that devaluation, if and when accompanied by the removal or relaxation

of foreign exchange control (manifesting itself in the reduction of the parallel cun€ncy

prcmium), need not lead to a rise in the price of imported inputs by the Íìrll extent of the

devaluation except in the ex[eme and unlikely case where the parallel cul.r€ncy rate

equipropo[tionately depreciates. To the extent that the positive cunency premium proxies

or is the consequence of distortions in the foreign exchange market, the resource

misallocation effect arising fiom this source is captured by Sr. Devaluation can be

expansionary via this channel by reducing such a distortion and by improving r€source

allocation.
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The interest cost of credit to finance working capital also affects aggregate supply

independently of exchange-rate changes. As alluded to above, the supply-side effect of

credit, sometimes refened to in the literature as the "Cavello effect" [see e.g. Van

Wijinbergen, 19821, arises from the presence of credit rationing and the need to finance

working capital [see e.g. Taylor,1979,1981; Bruno, 1979;Yan Wijinbergen, 1982, 1983;

Buffie, 1984b1. These and other authors in the new structuralist tradition derive the

adverse supply-side consequence of credit rationing from its implication for the curb

market rate the lise of which is shown to engender a cosh-push effect. But, in broad

tetms, the inclusion of cost and availability of credit as a deteminant of supply can be

lationalized on the grounds that r32

the availability and/or cost of financial working capital will determine,
within limits set by other economic parameters, the volume of production
that can be financed. Production plans of the firm, the number of workers
hired, and the size of the inventory of finished and intermediate goods and
raw materials held by the firm are affected by the amount and telms of
credit....Togethel with self financing...or the sale of equity, the amount of
credit extended determines the quantity of factor services that can be
ma[shalled by the entfepreneur to carry out curtent production..,Even
where cunent ploduction is financed through the accumulation of past
profits oÍ original capital endowments of the film, production expansion
may depend, entirely or in part, on cledit availability and/or the cost of
credit (emphasis original) [Keller, 1980:454-55]. r33

132lhe specification thus far includes only the cost of credit. The availability of credit
will be explicitly incorporated once the unobservable intel'est rate is substituted for.

r33The aggregate-supply-effect of credit is also rationalized on the basis of the theory
of impelfect information which views credit l'ationing as an equilibrium phenomenon
[Blinder, 1987]. In a model- where, among others, the need fol'credit to finance working
capital and absence of auction market for credit are assumed- it is shown that under credit
rationing "effective supply failure" may result as "firms that cannot get credit must cut
back theil'hiring", even though "the credit market is 'competitive ' i¡r the r¡sual sense
(fiee entry, many buyers and sellers)" tP. 329). See also Rojas-Suarez (1987).
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(iÐ SUPPLY OF EXPORTS

Similar production technology, and use of inputs are assumed in the export sector. The

short run production function is given by

Qx--flK)L?N;' (e)

where a, and 4, are, respectively, output elasticities of L and N; and a,+a,,<l; subscript

denotes the export sector'.

Applying the same arguments and procedutes used in deriving the supply of home goods,

the desircd net supply of expolt goods (X-) can be expressed as follows.

logX- = SrlogP.+SrlogP+SnlogY"+S,oflogE"+logP"-)+

S,,i+S,rfog(Eo/E )

s7: a(l-a)-r> o Ss:-arwr(1-a)'r < 0

Ss:-arw2(l-a)-' > 0 S,o:-4,(1-a)-t < 0

Su:-a(l-a)-t<0 S,r:-a,¡(1-a)-t < o

(9a)

The presence of exchange conttol with a concomitant positive premium in the parallel

currency market in excess of export subsidy and risk costs associated with illegal practice

will cleate incentives to smuggle out or undelinvoice exports.r3a The larger the

premium, the grcatel will be the tendency to engage in such illegal practices which

advelsely affect the officially recorded export supply for a given level of output produced

in the export sector, providing further justification for incolporating a proxy for exchange

r3aFor analysis and discussion of this issue see, e.g., Bhagwati (1978, ch.4), Agénor
(1990b), Agénor, eî al (1991).
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control in the supply equation. Thus, it stands to reason that it is necessary to include a

proxy of exchange control in the supply equation. Accordingly, we specify the average

revenue in domestic culrency from officially recorded exports to be a negative constant

elasticity function of the premium.

PX=E"P"-(818")" (10)

where P**:foleign price of exports, others as defined before.

According to equation (10), officially recorded average expott eamings (which is

the same thing as the supply of foreign exchange from export proceeds in the official

market) depend positively on the official exchange rate and negatively on the parallel

currency rate.r3s Where the latter is in excess of the former (to be exact, plus the

associated risk and forcgone subsidies less taxes on exports), a portion of export goods

will be canied through unofficial channels thus reducing the export earnings that would

otherwise accrue thlough official channels. A reduction in the premium, on the other

hand, would tend to reduce the opportunity cost of supplying exports in the official

channel.

Substitute (10) into (9a) and reafrange to obtain:

logX-=SrlogP--+SrlogF+SnlogY"+SrologP,*+(Sr+Sro)logE"

+S,ri+(S,r-Srt)log(Ep/Eo)

It is noteworthy that the parallel premium determines export supply by influencing

t"See, for example, Shiekh (1976) for an analysis of the effect of the parallel market
rate for a given official rate on the supply of foreign exchange in the official market.

(eb)
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production (S,r) and chan¡el of marketing (-Srt). According to eq. (9b) officially recorded

export supply responds positively to the foreign price of exports and to production

capacity and negatively to wage and interest costs as well as to parallel currency

premium. Whether devaluation stimulates export supply is contingent on the relative

magnitude of the price incentive and cost disincentive effect of the poticy; i.e., whether

S, exceeds S,o and on its impact on the premium. Given the capacity to produce and the

parallel cunency rate, and in the absence of a substantial import content of exports and

an adverse change in the foreign price of exports, devaluation is likely to induce a

positive export response.

(iiÐ DEMAND FOR HOME GOODS

Since demand for exports is by assumption perfectly elastic, what remains to be specified

is the demand for home goods which is composed of consumption and investment

expenditures by the private and public sectors on these goods. The demand for home

goods depends on a number of factors of which output, monetary variables and relative

prices stand out in the relevant literature.r36 Real income affects the demand for home

goods through its impact on consumption and i¡rvestment expenditure. The r.ole of some

measure of real income in the determination of consumption behaviour is common

economic knowledge. The effect of real output, either in its current or expected level, on

investment behavioul is lecognized and examined in theoretical and empirical investment

136See, for example, Lizondo and Montiel (1989), Islam (1984), Turnovsky (198i),
Gylfason (1981) and Edwards (1989a).
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models incorporating the flexible accelerator hypothesis.r3?

The real tate of intercst is anothel variable that is expected to i¡lfluence

consumption and investment behaviour. The consumption effect of the interest rate is

ambiguous, however'. Conventional analysis distinguishes between the substitution and

income effects. A rise in the interest rate, on the one hand, decreases consumption

demand, or incLeases savings, by raising the opportunity cost ofpresent consumption, thus

causing intertemporal substitution in consumption away from the prcsent to the future. On

the othel hand, present consumption will be stimulated by virtue of the positive wealth

effect of an increase in the interest rate. To the extent that the interest rate measures the

opportunity cost of capital, its investment effect is expected to be negative.r3s Following

the conventional theoly, we anticipate an inverse relation between i and aggregate

expenditure on home goods. Given the nominal rate of interest, a rise in the expected

price level is postulated to stimulate cunent expenditule both by households and firms.

An expenditure function for home goods also contains the relative price of

imports as an additional at'gì¡ment. If the traditionally expected expenditut€-switching

effect of devaluation materialized, a rise in the relative price of imports would stimulate

t37For an application of the flexible accelerator theor.y in developing countries in its
modified versions see, for example, Sundaratajan and Thakur (i982), Tun Wai and Wong
(1982), Blejer and Khan (1984) and Bartoli (1989).

'38The McKinnon-Shaw model predicts, however, that in financially repressed
economies an increase in the controlled interest rate could stimulate investment by
inducing more savings. Fry (1980) repolts a positive effect of the interest rate on savings
in the context of Asian LDCS, although the validity and univer.sality of this result is
questioned both on theoretical and empirical grounds (see Rossi, 1989; and the references
therein).
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the demand for home goods. The size of the expenditure switching effect depends, among

other factors, on (i) the degree of substitutability between home and foreign goods: the

highel the degree of substitutability, the larger the lesponse of home goods to a change

in the ¡elative price of impolted goods, and (ii) the capacity of the domestic economy to

produce import substitutes: the larger such a capacity, the greater the response. However,

where the home goods sector is relatively large and uses imported inputs the demand for

which is inelastic, a rise in the relative.price of imports will be contractionary thr.ough its

perverse effect on investment expenditure on home goods. We expect, however, that, on

balance, an increase in the relative price of imports would not reduce the demand for.

home goods.

The demand for home goods can also be hypothesized to depend on fiscal deficits.

In the absence of crowding-out of private expenditule, fiscal expansion would stimulate

the demand fol home goods through the usual multiplier process. Whele fiscal deficit is

money-financed, as is usually assumed in developing countries,t3e and nominal wage

adjustment is sluggish, the fiscal deficit could encourage investment through its impact

on inflation and expected profit [Taylor, 1979]. Private investment could be stimulated

by the crowding-in effect of govemment capital expenditure.r4lt is therefore expected

that an increase govemment in expenditure for a given level of revenue will stimulate

demand.

r3eSee, e.g., Aghevli and Khan, 1977,1978.

t€Empirical evidence in developing counhies seems to suggest that public investment
by the public sector crowds-in rather than crowds-out private investment (see Tun lVai
and Wong, 1982, Blejer and Khan,1984 and Bartoli, i989).
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Finally, the expenditure fi¡nction is specified to include net capital inflow on the

presumption that an increase in the latter would expand investment and consumption

demand fol goods by providing further financing. The incorporation ofnet capital inflow

in the expenditure function is consistent with and justified by the institutional assumptions

of capital control and foreign credit rationing under which both the domestic and foreign

interest rates are inadequate to represent the impact of foreign financing.

The expenditure function for home goods can, therefore, be written as:

logHd=d,logY,+dri+d.logPE+dolog(P*/P)+drlog(G/R)+duNlTK (11)

where Yi:GNP, expressed in units of the home good; P":price index of imports in

domestic currency, G:nominal govemment expenditure, R:nominal government r.evenue

excluding grants received,tat Nl-TK:long-term net capital inflow.

0<d,<1; Ç<0; dr,dr,du>0;do>0.

Abstracting from other net investment income fiom noruesidents, the difference

between GNP and GDP is represented by the real domestic cost of servicing the extemal

debt outstanding at the end of previous period (D-,). Written in terms of home goods, we

have GNP as

YI=H"+[P-XÆ¡]. tiE.D,/Ph]

where i* is the foreign rate of interest.

When logarithmically transformed equation (12) becomes,

logY,=¡<n¡6t¡¡"*rc-fl ogP,.+logXJogPn)-rcufl ogi-+logEo

rarFor the purpose of this analysis, the fiscal deficit is defined net of grant received
as the latter is expected to diffel from non-grant revenue both in its macroeconomic
effects and detemination.

(12)



+logD.,log\)

2t7

(r2a)

where rcn,q and rco express, respectively, home goods, exports and intelest payment on

external debt as a proportion of GNP. Making the simplifying assumption that the wor.ld

prices of aggregate imports and factor impotts are equal, i.e.,

P,,- : P",-

and substituting (9b) and (i0) into (12a) and, the result into (i 1), we derive the following

demand function using (6a) and the equilibrium condition that Hd:H".ra2

logHd=brlogPn+bri+b.logF+bnlogE.+bslogYc+bulogP-*+brlogP*.

+brlog(EorE")+bnlog(G/R)+b,'NLTK

where

(11a)

br:-v(q-rc¿+d¿)<o

br:v(çSr+dr)>0

b::vÇSs>O

b,:v[ç(1+Sr)]>0

bs-vds>0

v:(1-d,rc,,)-r>0

br:v(K,.Sr+d2)<0

bo:vIK--Kd+q(S?+S ro)+d4]<>0

bu:v(r<*S,o+do)>0

br:-v(Ç-S,z-d¿t)<>0

b¡¡:Vd6r0

Equation (i la) indicates the ambiguity of the dircct demand effect of exchange-

rate changes, which is captured by bo. Contained in bo are the substitution effect v(d¿) and

'a'Note that the stock of extemal debt outstanding is omitted here and will be
pefmitted to operate tlrrough another variable as will be seen later. The foreign interest
rate is not retained as a variable due to the fact that external debt orved by Afr.ican
countlies is largely from official lenders at fixed interest rate with long matudties (see
e.g. Klugman, 1988:61).
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the income effect v[(Kx-Kd+K-(S7+Sr0)] of devaluation. In the absence of external debt

(rc0:0), and if import content of exports is zero (S,o:0), and given an elastic demand for

home goods with respect to the relative price of imports (captured by d) and elastic

supply of exports with respect to the exchange rate (captured by Sr), the expenditure-

switching effect dominates the income effect, rendering devaluation unambiguously

expansionary on the demand side.

(iv) AGGREGATE OUTPUT

The GDP of the economy can be derived by aggregating output in the two sectors. The

desircd level of output in the home goods sector is derived using eqs. (2b) and (i la) on

the assumption of market clearing in that sector.

logH*=hri+hrlogF+h.logE +hologYo+h.logP*",'+hulogP-.+hrtog(Eo/B")

+hrlog(G/R)+þNLTK (13)

whele coefficients are combinations of the respective demand and supply parameters.

Desired level of aggregate output, Y, can be obtained as a sum of the nominal value of

output in the two sectors deflated by the GDP deflator, Pr:

Y-=[P'II-+P,X-]Æg (14)

where Ps:PhoP*r-o, ancl @:the share of home goods in GDP (:PhFVPgY).

Equation (14) can be written in a log form as

IogY-=OlogH-+(1-@)logX' (14b)

Replacing H and X by equations (13) and (9b) r'espectively, we get the following

expression for the adjustment of desired output in the economy.



logY*=o, ti+oqtlogP*+ ccrtlogE"+ cxotlogY"+ o.'logP",-+outlogP.-

+crr'log(EnÆ6)+ cç'log(G/R)+ orr'NLTK
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( 14€)

where s's are combination of respective parameters in eqs. (13), (9b) and (14b), and cr,',

u"'<0, u"', cq', os'<>0, cro'>O, ctu', ok', oca'>0.

Equation (14c) contains the equilibrium rate of interest, i, which is an unobserved

variable for most of the sample countries. We postulate, following Bnino (1979) and

Taylor (1979), that the market rate of interest differs fi'om its official counterpart by a

constant elasticity function of excess demand fol credit in the economy.ra3

log(1+i) : log(l+io) + clog(CRd/CRDT) (15)

where io : official rate of interest, CRd : total demand for credit at the official rate of

interest, CRDT : availability of credit, c:semi-elasticity of the market rate of inter.est

with respect to excess demand for credit; and c>0 for CRd>CRDT, 0 other.wise.

Equation (15) states that the ofñcial and the equilibrium rates of inter.est are equal

only when the official credit market clears. We specify the desired volume of credit as

a function of the desired level of output and the resource cost of imported inputs.

logCR" : lo+l,logY.+lr[ogEoP"-+tlog@orEo)] (1s.1)

lr, 1r>o

A rise in the desiled level of economic activity is expected to stimulate credit demand for.

financing increased working capital, investment and consumption expenditures. The

la3ln these and othel new structuralist works [e.g. Van Wijinber.gen, i982, 1986;
Buffie, 1984; Lirn, 19871, the equilibrium late of interest is considered to be the one
prevailing in the curb or informal financial matket to which excess demand for credit ill
the official market is channelled. The curb rate is not used in our study partly because no
complete data is available for the sample countries.
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domestic resource cost of intemediate imports, which is sensitive to changes in the

exchange rate and the parallel currcncy premium, positively affects the demand for credit

to finance working capital.raa

The quantity of credit available is assumed to be supply determined and is

represented by the sum of net credit to nonfinancial public enterprises and the private

sector. Substituting equations (15.1) into (15) and reananging yield the following proxy

for the equilibrium rate of interest.

i : qo+i0+q2logY-+q3 [og(80P,"-)+tlog(EorEo)] +qrlogCRDT (15a)

where qr:cl,>O, q3=cl2>0.

Substituting for Y* in equ.(15a) and the result in Equ.(14c), reananging, adding constant

and stochastic terms, and deriving actual level of output through the partial adjustment

process yields the following expression for output adjustment.

IogY=cr.+o(ri0+chlogIF+cr"logE +onlogY"+cxrlogP,*+aolog\*+cr"log(EnlEo)

+or.log(G/R)+otnNLTK+o,ologCRDT+rxr rlogY.r+e, (14d)

where c's are combinations of cr's and respective coefficients in eq. (15a) and in the

paltial adjustment model, and their signs are as indicated under eq.(14c); and o,o, o¿,,>0;

€r is the disturbance tem.

Equation (14d) provides the basic framework for the empirical investigation of

output behaviour.ras Output is specified as a function of (a) domestic policy actions:

taaJhe cost of intelmediate imports is included in addition to output since the two
variables may not move in the same direction.

rasDuring estimation the absolute value of the coefficients of the two foreign prices
are restricted to be equal to generate a terms-of-hade variable and to save degr.ees of
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Credit policy (io and CRDT), fiscal policy (G/R), and exchange rare policy and conrrol

(Eo, EplE ); (b) other domestic factols: Price expectations and degree of capacity

utilization, and (c) extemal shock: the external tetms of trade and net capital inflow.

Accounting for fiscal and monetary policies, labour mat'ket conditions and extemal

factors, the output effect of devaluation is pledicted to be ambiguous. An expansionary

(traditional Keynesian) hypothesis would hold if the net effect ofdevaluation was positive

and significant. The contractionaly devaluation hypothesis would be validated if the sign

was reversed. A neutral output effect, implicit in the monetary approach in its strjct and

simple version where output is exogenously determined at the full-employment level,

would be signalled by a statistically insignificant effect. Beside the output effect of

devaluation, the model can also be used to test other hypotheses about output

determination in developing countries. For example, one can evaluate the relative

importance of domestic and external factors in explaining output behaviour. It may also

be utilized to test, albeit indirectly, the presence and extent of credit constraints by

examining the sign and statistical significance of ü,, r!,0 and c6 which measure the output

effect of the cost and avaìlability of financial lesources. A statistically lar.ge magnitude

of q,ro relative to o, might be indicative of the presence of a cr.edit consttaint. Also, to the

extent that the interest late and credit operate mainly through the supply side, the

aforesaid coefficients can be examined to test the presence of the "Cavello effect".ra6

fieedom without complomising the objective of hypothesis testing.

t4uHowever, the aforesaid variables can also rvork via investment and consumption.
See e.g. Tun Wai Wong (1980), Blejer and Khan (1984) and Bartoli (1989) where
domestic credit and capital inflow to the private sector are found to have significant effect
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The model also enables us to determine the output implications of misalignment of the

exchalge rates- as proxied by the parallel cunency premium- which is identified as one

of the policy errors responsible for Afi'ica's poor economic performance,taT

4.2.7,2 PRICE BEHAVIOUR

A general model of price determination which takes into account both supply- and

demand-side factors is specified as follows.

The cost of living index (P) can be exprcssed as a geometric average of the price

indexes of home goods (Ph) and imports (P,,) both of which constitute the consumption

basket of the home countly.r4s

p=p¡ôp_uõ

where ô:the share of home goods in domestic expenditure.

Or,

logP=ôlogPn+ ( 1-ô)logP,"

(16)

(16a)

An expression for the equilibrium price ofhome goods can be derived from eqs. (2b) and

on private investment.

raTsee e.g. World Bank, Towartl Sustained Development in Sub-Saharan Afi.ic¿, New
York: Oxford Univelsity Press, 1984; World Bank, Sub-Saharan Aþ.ica: From Crisis ot
Sustairutble Growth," Washington, D.C., 1989, whele the detrimental effect of misaligned
exchange rates is noted.

t*Note hele that export plices do not enter in the construction of the CPI since they
are by assumption excluded fiom the domestic consumption basket,
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(l1a) on the assumption of market clearing in the home goods sector.rae

logPn*=cri+crlogFF+crlogE"+cnlogYo+ crlogP-*+ culog(Eo/E")+ glog(G/R)

+ cTNLTK (17)

where

cr:o(br-só)< >0

c¿:Õ(bs-S:)Yc<0

cr:(Þbs>0

cr:@(b,-Sr)>0 cr:(Þ(bo-S,)>0

cr:@(bu-So)>0 cu:(Þ(br-Sr)>0

cr:(Þb,o>O O:(Sr-bl)-t>0

The local cunency price of imports can be written as in equation (6a)

logPm=rlog(E1E )+logE"+logP.- (6b)

Replace Pn, P", and the unobserved variable i by their respective expressions and rearrange

to get the following price adjustment equation, with a constant and an error term

added.rso

logP=ßo+ßrio+ßrlogE"+ß.logY"+ßnlogP,,-+ß.log(EolE )

ßolog(GlR)+ßrlogNLTK+ßrlogCRDT+ßfCFP+ß,ologP.,+q (16b)

where the PCFP denotes the level ofper capita food production, % : enor term; ßr,ßR<

taeThe role of foleign prÌce of exports in the determination of the inflationary process
is assumed to be relatively minor and is not thercfole explicitly incorporated in the price
adjustment equation to be derived.

t5oNoting that the expected plice level and a lagged value of the price level (the latter
because of partiat adjustment) would appear in the equation and since the former is partly
derived fi'om the latter, we retain the lagged price level, although which of these variables
will provide a better fit will be empirically determined. Although this is accomplished in
a ralher ad hoc fashion, the derived equation is modified to include the level of per.capita
food production to replesent the role of shuctural impediments in the economy. More on
this later.
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>0; ßr,ß0,ßr,ßu,ßr,ß,0>0; ßr,ßn<0.

Equation (16b) is a general specification which will serve as the basic theoretical model

fol our empirical analysis of the behaviour of the plice level and inflation. Rises in the

ofÍìcial exchange rate and the foreign price of imports affect the domestic cost of living

index through their impact on the production cost of and demand for home goods and

also on the price of imported consumer goods. But where exchange control is in place a

change in the official exchange rate and the foreign price level would have differential

impacts on the price level. A devaluation would affect the price level also thlcugh its

impact on the currency premium. To the extent that it tepresents a reduction in import and

exchange control, a decline in the cunency premium would lessen the inflationar.y

pressufe.

Nested in equ. (16b) are altemative hypotheses about the r.ole of cost-push,

demand-pull, ineltial and, to a certain degree, structural factors in the determination of

the price level in developing countries. The role of costs in the determination of prices

is emphasized in the mark-up theory of pricilg, which is emblaced by authors i¡ the New

Structuralist tradition.rsl In the mark-up pricing model, firms determine prices as a

mark-up ovel prime costs, the latter defined to include the wage bill and outlays on

intemediate goods and working capital. Thus, in this model, ignoring taxes, the price

tstSee, among others, Tayloì' (1979, 1981or 1987, 1983). The exposition of mark-ùp
plicing in the text draws on Taylor (1987). See also Taylor (1988:ch.2) fol a new
structuralist view of inflation rvhich attlibutes inflation to distributional conflict (as

signalled by shifts in relative prices) and indexation scheme (that establishes a wage-pr.ice
spiral).
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level is an increasing function of the mark-up rate, the wage rate, the price of imported

inte¡mediates and the rate of interest all of which are cost vadables. If one postulates, as

Taylor (1987) does, a positive relation between the mark-up rate and economic activity,

which can be represented by capacity utilization, it is apparent that equation (16b)

contains the mark-up model in its simplified version as a special case.

Equation (16b) also embodies demand-driven inflation. The fiscal deficit is

emphasized in the literature as the major determinant of demand-driven inflation in

developing countries [see e.g. Aghevli and Klan, 19"17,1978]. The hypothesis about the

causal role of the fiscal deficit in the inflationary process is usually formulated with

respect to its implication for monetary expansion [see e.g. Ibid.].t5',1s3 However, a

change in government spending for a given level of taxation would also be expected to

ts'For a model which emphasizes the role of money in the inflationary process see
e.g. Khan (1980b).

rs3Monetarists attribute inflation to excess demand for goods which is traced to excess
money supply. The price level is derived fi'om monetary equilibrium condition with the
nominal money supply exogenously given (il certain cases determined by the requir.ement
of govemment budget constraint) and the demand fol nominal balances specified to
depend on the price level, the interest rate and output. Given a stable demand for money
and full-employment output, an increase in the money supply is associated with a rise in
the price level. The Monetarist theory that inflation is a monetary phenomenon is
challenged by the structuralist school which attributes inflation in developing countries
to structur'al rigidities including inelasticity of (food) supply, foreign exchange constraint
(shortage of imports and consequent rise in prices), lack of financial r.esources (which
necessitates deficit financing) and shocks in foreign prices. Monetalists acknowledge the
presence of these constlaints but perceive them as policy-induced r.ather than as
structurally or autonomously engendered. Structuralists hardly deny the occunence of
monetary expansion but view it as "a symptom of the sl'uctural rigidities which give rise
to the inflationary plessures, rathel than the cause of the inflation itself' [Kirkpatrick and
Nixson, 1976:136:131-1491. See also Colman and Nixson (1986:402-16) for a review of
the shuctulalislmonetaljst debate on the determination of inflation in developing
countdes,
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influence the price level through its expansionary effect on aggregate demand

independently of monetary gl'owth. Therefore, regardless of how it is financed, the level

of fiscal deficit as represented by the expenditure/revenue ratio is allowed to affect price

directly,

Equ. (16b) indicates the presence of ambiguity with respect to the impact of

monetary variables on inflation. This unconventional result stems from the assumption of

credit consÍaint and the inclusion of the cost and availability of cledit as a determinant

of output supply. Unlike conventional models in which an increase in the interest rate

(monetary contraction) is expected to lower prices, herc the opposite effect is recognized

as a possibility since the monetary variable operates not only on the demand side where

it is normally expected to restrain expenditure, but also on the supply side where it adds

to cost, and retrcnches quantity, of working capital and thereby reduces supply. Hence,

Taylor (1983:193) argues "[e]ven if aggregate demand falls under. monetary constraint,

aggregate supply may fall by more, so that excess demand for commodities...goes up.

Further inflationary pressurc rcsults."rsa Our model enables us to test the price effect

of the cost and availability of credit while holding the budget deficit constant. Whereas

an increase in fiscal deficit, because of and/ol independently of expansion of credit to

centlal govemment, could raise the price level through its effect on aggregate demand,

an enhanced extension of credit to the productive sector of the economy could reduce

inflationary pressure by stimulating output supply. Thus, a statistically significant negative

tsaVan Wijinbergen (1982) finds an empilical support for the hypothesis of a short run
ìnflationzuy effect of restrictive monetary policy.
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ß, and positive ß, favours the policy implication of the monetarist theory of inflation

while reversed signs would support what is sometimes referred to in the new structuralist

literature as the "working capital cost-push effect" of monetaty restraint.

The derived price adjustment equation is modified to include food supply as an

additional deteminant of inflation. Inelasticity, more generally inadequacy of foodstuffs,

has been identified as one of the contributory factors to inflation in developing economies

[See e.g. Taylor, 1983; Kirkpatrick and Nixson, 1976:132-33, and the references

thereinl.r55 The argrment is that rapidly rising demand for foodstuffs in the face of

inelastic supply{he latter due to structural constraints such as lack of tesponsiveness to

profit incentives, and the practice of subsistence farming- raises the prices of foodstuffs

without inducing a significant supply response. The increase in food price not only

dilectly adds to the inflationary pressure but also "can trigger a structural inflation" by

initiating a price-wage-price spiral in an economy where food figures prominently in the

consumption basket and where propagation mechanisms such as wage indexation schemes

aÌe instituted [Taylor, 1983:163; 1988:33]. The price effect of food constraint will be

tested by l€presenting the latter by the level of per capita food production. If ßn was to

be found significantly negative, a case could be made for a structulalist explanation for.

inflation in terms of inelasticity of food supply.

r55See Taylor' (1983:162-164) for an analytical treatment of the relation between
inflation and food supply the price of which is specified to depend positively on excess
demand for food, with food supply assumed to be fixed.
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4.2.2 F'ISCAL SECTOR

Fiscal activity is explained by explicitly modelling government expenditure and revenue

as follows.r5ó

4.2.2.1 GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURE

Govemment expenditure is perhaps the least specified variabls in conventional

macroeconometÍic models where it is normally treated as an exogenous variable.r5T Hele

the level of desired govemment expenditure is specified to depend on the level of

economic activity, exchange rate, balance-of-payments constraints and on external public

debt as rationalized below.

The level of GDP is expected to influence government expenditure positively as

government participation in the economy in the provision of goods and services tends to

increase with the size of the economy because of both demand and supply considerations.

Consistent with traditional demand analysis, a rise in income tends to boost the demand

for government goods and services due to "the technological requircments of

industrialization and the urbanization that accompanies it" [Lindauer and Velenchik,

1992'.691.ts8 On the supply side, an inclease in income could stimulate government

rs6Both govemment expenditure and revenue are specified in nominal terms in view
of the fact that fiscal policy tends to be designed as such.

r5?See Aghevli and Khan (1977,1978),Iftan ard Knight (1981), Heller (1980), Bartoli
(1989), Roca and Priale (1987) for models that endogenize govenlment spending.

I58This view is referred to as the Wagner's Law which however would predict
govemment expendifule to rise mole propottionately than income [Ibid.].
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expenditule through its positive revenue effect.r5e

The exchange rate is included because of its direct and indirect effect on

government expenditure as discussed before. Its effect on nominal govemment

expenditure is expected to be positive. It is also hypothesized that the design of fìscal

policy would be responsive to balance of payments considerations because of the

implications of fiscal expansion for the status of the external sector. At the same time, an

improvement in the balance of payments which may be reflected partly in a rise in

government-owned foleign cunency denominated assets may relax govemment's budget

conshaint and thereby positively affect fiscal expenditure. Thereforc, a positive

relationship is expected between government spending and a one-period lag of the stock

of foleign reserves which is taken to represent the status of the external position of the

economy. Finally, external public debt outstanding at the end of previous period is also

included, reflecting the expenditure implications of interest and principal payments on the

debt [see e.g. Bartoli, 1989].

The equation for actual government expendihtre, thelefore, takes the following

folm.

IogG = n0+îrllogY+logPl+qrlogEo+4.logFR-1.+ q4logPED.r+r'ìslogG-r+q (18)

where G:nominal expenditure, FR*:stock of nongold foreign resewes in cuuent US

dollars, PED:Public external debt in cunent US dollars, q :stochastic term. All slope

coefficients ale expected to be positive.

rseThe hypothesis that a boost in govemment revenue tends to increase cuffent
expenditure and, hence, fiscal deficit, in developing countries is sometimes refened to as
the "Please effect[ after Please (1967).
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4,2.2,2 G OVERNMENT REVENUE

Oul specification of government revenue decomposes total govemment receipt (TR) into

govemment revenue excluding glants received (R) and glants received in units of foreign

curÍency (GRANT).

TR: R + E..GRANT (19)

GRANT is assumed to be exogenous.

Govemment revenue excluding grants is endogenous and its desired level is specified as

a function of the level of economic activity, size of intemational trade and revenue needs

on the basis of the following argument.

Given the tax structule, an increase in economic activity raises not only income

taxes but also receipts from sales and excise taxes through its stimulative effect on

consumption and investment spending on home goods. Furthermorc, the level of economic

activity is expected to be positively couelated with non-tax domestic revenue such as net

plofits fi'om public enterplises. The size of international trade is emphasized in the

literature as the major source of tax revenue in developing countries [Tanzi, 1986, 1989a;

Morrison, 1982; Farhadian-Lorie and Katz, 19891. Taking into account corporate income

taxes from exports and sales and excise taxes on impolted goods, Tanzi (1986:89)

surmises "more than 50 percent of the revenue of developing countdes...[to be] directly

related to the foreign sector". We repLesent the tax base fi'om this soulce by the domestic-

cunency value of exports and imports,ro

rowheLe goveûrments own enterprises in the export sector, a boom or a recession in
this secto¡ will directly affect govemment revenue, in which case, expor.t performance
would represent non{ax domestic revenue.
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Tax revenue depends not only on the size of the tax base, but also on the extent

to which it is fulty exploited fTanzi, 1989a:6341. The hypothesis is that the greater the

need for revenue the higher will be the tax level that govenìments strive to generate from

a given taxable capacity. We represent revenue needs by the stock of public external debt

outstanding at the end ofprevious period since, given the level ofnoninterest expenditurc

and income, an interest payment on the debt in excess of net borrowing is expected to

increase the level of taxation [see Tanzi, i89a; Bartoli, 1989; and ¡eferences therein].16r

The revenue function is specified in a log linear form as:

logR=Ç+t,[ogY+logP]+Çlog[NX+NlM]+t logPED.,+tnlogR-r+e, Q0)

where NX, NIM -nominal value of exports and imports of goods and services expressed

in local currency, respectively; €4:enor term.

Equations ( 18) and (20) together explain the budget deficit excluding grants, given

by (G/R), which appears as an explanatory variable in the output and price equations. It

is clear from the specification of the two equations that the budget deficit is affected by

nominal GDP, although the effect cannot be signed a priori as it depends partly on the

lelative speed of adjustment of fiscal revenue and expenditure to inflation which is one

of the sources of nominal income,ró2

Inflation is argued to have a dispropoltionate effect on fiscal expendihre and

revenue in developing countries. Fiscal expenditures ale expected to adjust to an inflation-

r6IIn the empirical estimation the level of government expenditure will be alternatively
used,

tu'Note that during estimation logY+logP is replaced by the logarithm of nominal
GDP.
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induced rise in nominal income faster than revenue. It is contended that I'even if

govemments fully recognize the need to restrain expenditures during periods of inflation,

they find it dif{icult to reduce commitments in real terms" [Aghevli and Khan, 1978:3911.

On the othel hand, nominal revenue is argued to lag behind inflation due to the presence

of a long collection lag and low income elasticity of the tax system [Tanzi, 1977, 1989b;

Agehvli and Khan, 19771.t63

Furthermore, developing countries impose some indfuect taxes with specific rates

the adjustment of which tends to lag behind inflation, "and even when they are ad

valorem, the adjustment of base values fot some of these taxes is not frequent enough to

keep pace with inflation" [Aghevli and Khan, 1978:391]. Plices of pubtic utilities lag

behind inflation, so does the reassessment of values for property taxes. All these imply

that government expenditure may respond faster to inflation than revenue, causing

nominal deficits to grow faster than the rate of inflation.

t63Collection lag refers to the lapse of time between the occumence of a taxable event
and the receipt of the conesponding tax payment by the government [Tanzi, 1989:21O].
Tanzi (1977 ,1989b) shows that for a tax system with nominal income elasticity of unity
or less, an increase in the price level will reduce the real tax burden if the collection lag
is long unlike in the case of a unit elastic tax system and short collection lag which would
gonerate the result of the traditional inflation tax model that real tax l€venue is invariant
with inflation.
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4.2.3 EXTERNAL SECTOR

Suppressing other components of the cunent account, the overall balance of payments

(BP) in units of the domestic cunency can be written as:

BP = (p"X-p,"IM) - E0iEXD.l + E0.NKI (21)

where X : real value of exports, IM : real value of imports, NKI : net capital inflow;

others as defined before.

The elements in parentheses define the trade balance and together with net

interest payments on the external debt and other suppressed items represent the cunent

account. By the assumption of capital control, net capital inflow, measured in foreign

cu[ency, is assumed to be exogenous.l6a

4.2.3.1 EXPORTS

The equation for a supply-determined desired level ofexport is given by (9b). Substituting

for i using a fittingly modified version ofeq. (15a), solving for the actual level of export,

and adding a distulbance term we obtain:

logX=Qo+ Q,logP-,+OrlogF+O3logY.+QnlogP*,,+

QrlogE.+Qoio+Qrlog(E/Eo)+QTCRDT+QrlogX-,+e, (9c)

where Q's ale combinations of S and other palameters in the relevant equatiorìs,

Ê5:stochastic tefm.

A few obselvations are in order about our export model. Unlike most models

r6aNote that when measured in domestic cunency, net capital inflow is sensitive to
changes in the exchange rate due to valuation effects.
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which examine the response of exports to changes in their prices by lumping together the

exchange rate and the foreign price level [see, among many others, Khan, 197 4; Lipschitz,

1984; Aghevli and Khan, 1980; Khan and Knight, 19881,165 the present model admits

the exchange rate and the foreign price of exports with separate coefficients.ró6 This

unconventional apploach can be rationalized on several gr.ounds including the following.

First, as argued by Bhagwat and Onitsuka (197 4:416),

The supply response of exports to the change in their domestic price
resulting fi'om a devaluation is significantly different from the price
stimulus of normal fluctuations in extemal prices. Under. normal
conditions, external price may fluctuate evely year, so that an expected
increase in export prices may be substantially discounted by pr.oducers in
view of the possible fall in prices in the near future. Devaluation, however,
gives certainty to the direction of change, and this change usually is
significant. This implies that an increaso in the domestic price of exports
as the result of devaluation can be expected to have a gteater effect on
production than the same price increase under normal price fluctuation.

Second, the cost consequences of a variation in the exchange rate makes the supply effect

of the latter different from that of a change in the foreign price of exports which affects

only the revenue side of the profit equation. Lastly, the exchange rate and the foreign

price level are expected to have differential effects since, unlike variations in the latter,

changes in the former tend to be accompanied by modification of the taxlsubsidy structure

and other export policies.

Unlike most models where some measul€ of world economic activity is directly

incorporated to explain expolts, equ. (9b) dispenses with that variable. This is a reflection

r65lt must be mentioned, however, that examining supply response to devaluation is
not the central object of these models.

tuusee e.g. Wilson and Takacs (1979) for a similar formulation in this lespect.
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of the small-country assumption whereby the volume of exports is supply determined.16T

The present model resembles supply functions formulated in Goldstein and Khan (1985),

Aghevli and Khan (1980), Lipschitz (1984), Bond (1985) in incorporaring capacity to

produce. Equation (9c) differs from most existing econometric models in explicitly

recognizing both the role of the patallel currency market and credit constraint in the

performance of the export sectol,

4.2.3.2 TMPORTS

The import demand firnction is specified to include the level of output, and the relative

price of imports both of which are standard variables.

loglM*=mo'+mr'logY+mr'log(P./Pn)+eu e2)

where lM*:desired level of imports, Pn,:local-cunency price of imports, s6=e¡ïor term,

and m,>0, mr(0.

We note the following, however, as regards the relative-price of impor.ts. Firstly,

the domestic-cunency price of imports needs to be defined to reflect the presence of

exchange control and misalignment of exchange rates using a modified version of eq.(6a).

Secondly, the unobservable vatiable P,, is replaced by P using the lelation given by eq.

(16). With these modifications the estimating import demand function takes the following

tutsee e.g. Aghevli and Khan, 1980; Lipschitz, 1984 for similar. formulation. The
foreign plice level is assumed to capture world demand conditions. The small-country
assumption has, however, been called into question on the ground that a developing
country although it satisfies the small-country assumption in other respects, it may not sell
all it wishes at the given price due to the presence of protection in the export market
[Khan and Knight, 1988:317]. In the empirical chapter', an alternative version with a
world economic activity vadable will be estimated.
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form,

loglM = mo+m,logY+mrlogE"+m.log(P-"/P)+molog(E/E )+m.IM.,+eu (22a)

The effect of the exchange rate is channelled through changes in relative prices,

income and the parallel currency plemium. Its overall effect is indeterminate. The impact

effect via the domestic price of imports depends howevel on the price elasticity of

demand for imports. Similal argument applies to a foreign price shock. Unconventionally,

Eo and P",* are, however, admitted separately on the ptesumption that the two variables

could exert differential effects, especially with respect to their implications for foreign

exchange eanrings, commercial policy stance and expenditure effects all of which tend

to influence import demand.r6s

The parallel cunency premium has an ambiguous effect on import demand. On the

one hand, a rise in the premium would increase the officially tecorded value of imports

if, for example, the premium was large enough to induce over-invoicing of imports. If one

was to perceive a rising cunency premium as a signal for impending devaluation, cunent

imports might increase as consumers and fitms purchase imports-consumption ot

investment goods{o enjoy capital gait lsee e.g. Himalios, 1989].t6e On the other hand,

tutunlike the foreign price of imports, an increase in E" is expected to boost foreign
exchange eamings and a change in the lattel is more likely to be accompanied by
liberalization ol tightening measures than that in the foreign price level. The two variables
can also be algued to have disparate effects on expsnditure. Effects on autonomous
investment expendifure and income redistlibution are cases in point. See e.g. Wilson and
Takacs (1979) for an import model where the exchange rate and other prÌce variables are
allowed to affect de¡nand separately.

tueMore on this later.
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an increase in the premium can be argued to lead to a decline in the quantity of realized

imports to the degree that the cunency premium is a reasonable ploxy for the extent of

exchange and impolt contlol.

Equation (22a) differs from standard import models (see e.g. Goldstein and Khan,

1985) in explicitly recognizing the parallel cuffency marketrTo, and in incorporating the

nominal exchange rate as a separate variable. Equations (9c) and (22a) together describe

the adjustment of the trade balance and, given other components, the cunent account. It

is evident form these equations that in the presence of imported inputs, exchange control

and variability of income in response to the exchange rate, the simple Marshall-Lerner

condition (that mr+Qr>l) is an inadequate gauge of the effectiveness of devaluation in

improving the cunent account or the trade balance. Thus, in the cunent model, to size up

the over all trade balance effect of devaluation, one has to reckon not only its dircct and

partial impact but also the indirect effect through changes, among other things, in output

and the degleo of exchange rate misalignment,

4.2.4 FINANCIAL SECTOR

The basic components of the financial sector and the interaction among them and with

the extemal sector are desclibed below along with a specification of the money demand

and the parallel currency plernium.

tToThe implications of exchange restriction and rationing for import demand are well
recognized and incorporated in various models in the literature. However, the usual ploxy
used is the quantity of foreign exchange or the reserve-impott ratio [see e.g. Hemphill,
1974; Iftan and Knight, 19881.
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4.2.4,1 MONEY SUPPLY

To show the determination of the noney supply, we note the following from the

consolidated balance sheet of the monetary system.lTr First, the liabilities of the central

bank, which include currency and coins in circulation (cc) and reselves deposited with the

central Bank by commelcial banks as a percentage (r) of deposits accepted by the latter

flom the public (DD), define the monetary base (B) or high-poweled money. Thus,

cc+rDD:B (23)

Money supply includes cc, demand deposits and, depending on how broadly it is defined,

other forms of deposits (such as time and savings deposits), which, for simplicity, we

denote by DD without making any distinction between different forms of deposits.

cc+DD:M (24)

Defining c as the cunency deposit ratio (:cclD), and taking the ratio of equ. (23) to (24)

and dividing each component by D, we obtain:

M/B =(c+l)/(c+r) Q5)

The money supply is related to the monetaly base via the money multiplier'(c+l)/(c+r),

which we denote by m. The supply of money changes in response to a change in the

monetary base and/ol to changes in the currency and deposit latios.

Second, the assets ofthe central bank are mainly conposed ofnet foleign reserves

valued at the official exchange rate (FR) and domestic credit (DC).t7'? Since, by

rTrThe exposition on the determination of the money supply paltly ch'aws on Taylor.
(1979), with notations alteled.

rT2Abstracting from other items (net) or residual liabilities.
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definition, the asset and liabilities of the monetary system must equalize, we have

DC+FR:B (26)

Using eqs. (25) and (26), we relate the money supply to the asset side of the balance

sheet of the central bank:

M = m(DC+FR) (27\

Equation (27) indicates that the money supply changes in response to variations in

domestic credit and developments in the extenal sector. For the purpose at hand domestic

credit is decomposed as follows.

DC:CRDT+CCG+COFI (28)

where CRDT : sum of claims on nonfi¡ancial public enterprises and the private sector,

CCG: claims on cenûal govemment, COFI: claims on other financial institutions. We

assume CRDT and COFI to be exogenous while CCG is endogenous presumed to r.eflect

the requirements of the overall budget deficit (BD).

CCG:BD+U

where U, which can be zero or take either sign, lepresents the discrepancy between the

two variables.r73

The domestic-cunency value of foreign reserves is given as the sum of the balance

of payments (BP) and the level of foreign Íeserves at the end of the previous period:

FR=BP+FR.r

r73A ple-test rcjected the hypothesis that fìscal deficits significantly influenced
domestic credit in the sample data. A similal conclusion was arrived at by De Haan and
Zelhorst (1990) with respect to the effect of government deficits on the growth of money
supply in developing countúes. Therefore, for our purpose, we have allowed only claims
on the cenûal govemment to be influenced by the budget deficit.

(29)

(30)
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4,2,4.2 DEI"'I'AND FOR MONEY

Economic theory predicts that the demand for real balances responds positively to real

income and negatively to the opportunity cost of holding money."' What measure of

opportùnity cost is relevant depends on assumptions made about portfolio composition.

IVhere financial wealth is assumed to be held in the form of money and other interest-

bearing financial assets, the relevant opportunity cost is the yield on the latter. However,

the thimess of markets for interest-beal ing assets, and ceilings on interest rates in

developing countdes make the interest rate an unreliable measure of the foregone yield

by holding money. It is, therefore, almost a standald practice in the study of demand for

money in developing countries to take goods ol physical assets as an altemative to

holding money and to adopt minus the expected rate of inflation as the retum on these

assets lsee e.g. Khan, 1980; Coats and Khatkhate, 1980].

The private sector is allowed to hold its fi¡lancial wealth in the form of domestic

money and (parallel) foleign currency, thus providing agents with an additional alternative

to holding money.tt' On the assumptions of money market equilibrium and partial

adjustment, the demand for real balances is formulated as follows.

log(lVIÆ)=po+p,ÀlogP"+prRPC+¡rrlogY+¡rolog(M/P).,+ g (31)

where Mo:dg¡1¿nd for nominal balances, €r:oÍror term, othels as defined before; and ¡r,,

¡z <0; Ìr:>0.

rTaSee Coats and Khatkhate (1980) fol a discussion of theoretical and empirical issues
pertainilg to the analysis of the demand for money in developing countfies.

tt'More on this later.
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Equation (31) recognizes the presence of a market and stock demand for parallel

foreign exchange and specifies the demand for real bala¡rces as a decreasing function of

expected i¡flation and the expected rate of depreciation of the palallel rate adjusted for

the world rate of inflation, and as an increasing function of real income. The model

resembles Blejer (1980) and Agenor (1990a) in incorporating the r.ole of the parallel

exchange market and differs from standard money demand functions for developing

countries in this respect.

4.2.4.3 PARALLEL CURRENCY PREMIUM

As noted above, the imposition of trado restlictions and capital contlol generates illegal

trade and capital flows and, thus, a demand for illegal currency sold in the parallel market

nolmally at a positive premium. The presence of a positive pl€mium induces private

agents to supply foreign cunency in the palallel malket. Though their r.elative impor.tance

differs from one country to tho other, sources of foreign exchange in the parallel market

include smuggling out or under-invoicing ofexports, over-invoicing of imports (depending

on the size of tariff relative to the premium), rcmittances from abroad, foleign tour.ists and

resale of officially allocated foreign exchange lsee Agénor', 1990b]. A demand for parallel

currency may arise both from flow and portfolio motives. In formulating a behavioral

equation for the parallel market, we follow Lizondo (1987), Kharas and Pinto (1989) and

Agénor (1990a) in making a distinctioD between the flow and stock demand for par.allel

currency and adopt the fi'amewolk used by the lattet to link the two motives, with some

important modificatio¡rs of the underlying equations.
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Consider first the flow market for parallel currency. The flow supply of parallel

currency is hypothesized to respond positively to the parallel currency premiùm. Given

the official exchange late and, for export-r'elated activities, the rate of export taxlsubsidy,

a deprcciation of the parallel rate diverts foreign exchange flow from the official to the

parallel market. We go further to hypothesize that the supply of foreign exchange in the

parallel market will be responsive to changes in the foreign price of exports to the degree

that exporters are the major suppliers of foreign exchange in that market. Other things

being equal, a boom in the foreign prÌce of exports would boost foreign exchange

earnings from a given supply of exports and also by stimulating its production. Thus,

given the premium, a rise in the domestic-cunency price of exports valued at the parallel

rate relativo to production costs or to the prices of domestically consumed goods- to be

proxied by the plice level- is expected to increase the supply ofparallel cunency, it might

be added, without necessalily diverting it fiom official channels. Thus, abstlacting fi'om

costs of illegal transaction and changes in commercial policy (for empirical reasons), the

flow supply of foreign currency in the parallel market (F,) can be written as

log4=¡o*¡,¡o*,"0Æo)+frlo g(EoP"-@

f,,fr>0

On the demand side, the flow demand for illegal cun'ency can be specified as a

function of real GDP, the rclative price of imports (whele the domestic-curency plice of

imports is valued at the parallel rate), and the extent of import control. Since the demand

for foreign exchange in the parallel market is by assumption the leflection of excess

demand in the officiai market, output and rolative prices affect the former in the same

(32)
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way they affect desired demand for imports. Ho\ryever, the excess demand is observed not

only because of demand but also because of the limited supply at the offrcial exchange

rate. Other things being equal, the less the foleign exchange allocated at a given official

exchange rate for cunent account transactions (the morc tightened is import control), tho

higher the excess demand for foreign cuìrency in the official market. A higher excess

demand at the beginning of the period is expected to spill over to the palallel market. We

assume such an excess dema¡d to be reflected in the size of the plemium at the beginning

of the period and also to be positively conelated with the extemal debt burden. The

plesence of external debt overhang not only represents a drain on available foreign

exchange rosources because of interest and prilcipal payments but also undermines

creditworthiness and, hence, restricts a country's abilìty to leplenish its stock of reserves

and to finance its cunent account transactions through increased bonowing [see Glejer,

19901. It is therefore leasonable to expect a positive relation between the extent of import

contlol tightening and external debt burden and, by extension, between the latter and

excess demand for foreign currency at the official exchange l'ate. On the basis of these

arguments the flow demand for foreign cuffency (Fu) can be written as

logFd=e0+erlogY+e2log(EpP,,-Æ)+e.log(Eo/E").1+e4togDBD (33)

eì,e3,e4>0; e2<0

The portfolio motive of holding illegal cuffency is incolporated using the

following asset demand functions on the assumption that the private sector allocates its

net financial assets between domestic money and foreign cunency. The demand function

for each asset in units of the official exchange rate takes the fbllowing form on the



assumption that demand is proportional to financial wealth.

N4/E :1,(ÂlogP", RPC, Y)A/E"

E F/E : "yr(ÁlogP", RPC, Y)A/[

A:M+EeF
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(34a)

(34b)

(34c)

where A:net filancial wealth in units of cunent local curlency; RPC : expected return

on parallel cunency holdings to be calculated as Álog(Eo"/P-"); i.e., the expectecl rate of

depreciation of the palallel cumency adjusted fol the expected world rate of inflation.

Minus the expected rate of inflation measures the retum on holding money as noted

above,

The foreign currency holdings (valued at the palallel currency rate) as a propor.tion

of total financial wealth can be written as

@p/E")F/tG!{/E )+(EotE )n) : "y,(ÂlogP", RPC, Y) (35)

which can be specified to take the following semi-logalithmic form.

log{@otEo)F/tQa/80)+@/E0)Fl}:go+g,A1ogP"+grRPC+grlogY (35a)

8r,82>0, g¡<0

Approximating logt(lvf/Eo)+(EorE)Fl by

r¡o+y, lo g (Nl/E) +1,log t(EotE)Fl

where'y,+yr:1, and solving for F and taking the first difference of the resulting equation

we obtain

ÁlogF - (1,)-I[g,À'?logP"+grÂRPC+grÂlogY+1,ÂlogM-

1'Âlog(EolEo)-À'ÂlogEol (36)

Equation (36) expresses the net addition to the stock of private holdings of foreign
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currency as a function of yields on, and rate of expansion of, each asset; the rate of

change of the premium and of the official exchango rate. In view of the unavailability of

data on the foreign cunency holdings of the private sector, the net addition to the stock

of parallel foreign currency is expressed, following Agénor (1990a), as the difference

between the flow supply of and demand for the cunency in the parallel market. That is,

ÅlogF: logF"-logFo Q7)

indicating that a disequilibrium in the flow market changes the stock of foreign currency

willingly held by the private sector at a given point in time. Substituting eqs.(32) and (33)

in (37), constraining the flow supply of and demand for parallel currency to be equally

elastic with respect to the relative prices (fr:lsrl),'76 and reananging yields the following

behavioral equation for the parallel cunency premium, with a stochastic term added.rT?

log(Eo/Eo) = n.+fi r^2logP+nrÁRPC+rqÂlogY+æoÅlogM+ærÄlogEo+

nulogY+n log(P-Þ--)+nrlogDBD+4log(EnrDo)., (38)

wheLe Êr=9¡¡61 term, and

lrr:arlõ>O rt:gJ6>0 øj:g3lo<O

rt4=lt/6>0 r¡s:-'yrlo<O ñ¡:er(l+f¡)-t>0

n =er(1+t)-t:-er(1+fi)''<0 es(1+f!)-t>0

t?lhis restliction is imposed to dedve a more familiar variable, namely, terms of
trade and to save degrees of fieedom at the same time.

rTTEven though the derivation implies to the contrary, the coefficients of the glowth
rate of money supply and the rate of depreciation of the official exchange rate are not
restricted to be equal i¡ view of our particular interest in the latter and also in the light
of a preliminary test which rejected the hypothesis of homogenous coefficients in the
sanple data.
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zrr:(l+er)(1+t)-'>0 õ-Ïr(1+fr)>0

The model pledicts that, given the official exchange late, an upward revision of

expectations about expected tetums on cuffency holdings, a rapid monetar.y expansion,

and mounting extemal debt lead to an increase in the premium through their positive

impact on the parallel rate. The premium is expected to decrease with a rise in the rate

of depreciation of the official exchange rate.

It also follows Íïom the specification of the model that the level of output

positively influences the premium, whereas its growth Íate exetts a negative effect. These

two disparate effects arise fi'om the differential impact of Y on the flow and stock

demand for parallel cunency. That is, the portfolio motive for holding parallel cuffency

implies that an increase in Y will lead to a rise in the demand for money which, all else

equal, can be satisfied through portfolio reallocation out of parallel and into domestic

cunency, thereby reducing the premium. An adverse extemal shock as represented by a

deterioration in the terms of trade causes a rise in the premium in keeping with theoretical

predictions [see e.g. Kha¡as and Pinto, 1989].

Equation (38) embodies a dynamic adjustment process whereby the cuuency

premium is partly detemined by its own past. The inclusion of the lagged premium can

also be lationalized as a proxy for the anticipation of devaluation, for an incr.ease in the

cunency premium may generate the expectation that the authorities will undertake an

exchange-rate action. As discussed elsewhere, the expectation of devaluation will exert

effects independently of and before the actual devaluation. In the present case, an
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anticipation of devaluation would raise the premium as agents increase their demand for

foreign currency to e¡rjoy capital gain. Our model differs from a comparable model

developed by Agénor (1990a)r78 in explicitly recognizing the role of output growth,

tetms of trade shocks and external debt accumulation.

4.3 SUMMARY AND WORKINGS OF THE MODEL

The preceding section developed a simple general equilibrium framework within which

the behaviour of output, inflation, expotts, imports, govemment expenditure, revenue, the

parallel cunency premium, and the demand for real balances are detemined. The eight

estimating equations, along with the identities and definitional relations, constitute the

complete model. The behavioral equations of the model ale reproduced below for

convenience.

BEHÄVTORAL EQUATTONS OF THE MODEL

OUTPUT

logY = û,0+q,1¡0+cqloglF+cr"logE"+cnologY"+txulog(&-/P--)+

ct log(EoÆ¡)+ %log(G/R)+ o6CRDT+ o,.NLTK+o,r rlogY.r+er

PRICE LEVEL

logP = ßo+ßrir+ßrlogE.+ß.logYo+ßnlogP,"-+ßrlog@r/EJ

+ßulog(G/R)+ßrlogCRDT+ßrlogNLTK+ß'PCFP+ßrJogP.r+e2

r?8His model was specified to explain the palallel rate, though.
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GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURE

logG = î0+îr[ogY+logP]+rlrlogEo+r1JogFR,,-+ qnlogPED-,+qrlogc.r+e3

GOVERNMENT REVENUE

logR=Ç+trIogY+logP]+ trlog[NX+NIM] +ÇlogPED., +tnlogR.,+en

REAL VALUE OF EXPORTS

logX = Qo+ g,logP--+ grtogPe+Q.logY"+SnlogP*-+Q.logE.+

Quio+Qrlog(EotEo)+QrlogCRDT+QrlogX.,+e.

REAL VALUE OF IMPORTS

loglM = mo+mlogY+mrlogE +m3log(P-"/P)+mnlog(Eo/E")

+mSIM.,+eu

REAL DEMAND FOR MONEY

log(M/P)=po+¡r,ÅloglF+prRPC+¡r.logY+¡rolog(IVUP)., + g

PARALLEL CURRENCY PREMIUM

log(Eo/Eo) = fio+t¡r^2logIF+nrÁRPC+egÀlogY+noÀlogM+n ÁlogEo+

rlutogY+rglog(P--Æ--)+n*logDBD+n log(EoÆ).r+er

DEFINITION OF VÁ,RIABLES

Y : output (:real GDP)

P : consumer pdce index

X : r'eal value of exports

IM : r'eal value of imports

Eo: official exchange rate
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Eo : parallel cunency rate

R : nonglant nominal revenue

M : nominal stock of money

G : nominal government exp.

io : official interest rate

P.- : foleign import prices

P"- : foreign export prices

Yc : capacity to Produce

logPe : expected price level

DBD : extemal debt burden

PBD : external public debt

NLTK : long term net capital inflow

FR*: forgn. reserves in US$

RPC : expected retum on parallel cunency holdings

PCFP : level of per capita food production

CRDT : sum of credit to nonfinancial public enterprises

and private sector

e : disturbance term.

Explicit in the model is the recognition that the macroeconomic effects of

devaluation depend partly on the evolution of other relevant domestic and extemal forces

including the inte¡est rate, credit and fiscal policies; capacity utilization, inflationary
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expectations, extemal terms of trade, availability of foreign financing, and the parallel

currency premium; hence the need to account for such variables while examining the role

of devaluation in economic adjustment. The model thus developed enables us to estimate

zurd simulate the consequences of devaluation as the sum of both its direct and indirect

effects. As a flamework within which to examine the macroeconomics of devaluation, the

present model differs from most of its existing econometric counterparts in its attempt to

assess the general equilibrium effect of nominal and real exchange rates by incorporating

some of the major characteristics of developing countl.ies such as exchange conh.ol, credit

constraint, dependence on imported inputs, low degree of substitution among different

classes of goods, and external debt. Its incorporation of the parallel exchange market is

particularly noteworthy. To be sure, the parallel cunency premium has been included in

an output equation in Eclwards (1989a) as a proxy for exchange tate distortions, although

in a rather ad hoc fashion and is treated in that equation as an exogenous variable.

Agénor (i990a) includes the parallel late in a set of explanatory variables in his inflation

equation, but the variable cannot reptesent exchange-rate misalignment since it is not

defined vis a vis its official counterpart. In the present work, the parallel cul.rency

prcmium is used to link the official and parallel cunency matkets and to serve as a pl.oxy

for exchange-rate misalignment, and its implications for officially tecolded output,

exports, imports and the pdce are consistently delived and its behaviour examined in an

integrated macloeconometric fi'amework.

The model consists of four blocks of variables, or sectors, namely, the goods

mzuket (where output and the price level ale determined), fiscal, external and financial
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sectors whose interaction can be describe as follows. The goods market and the fiscal

sector are connected through the bi-causal lelation between output and fiscal deficit and

between the latter and the price level. The goods market and the monetary sector al.e

linked via the interest rate and domestic credit creation. Other things being equal, a

relaxation of cledit constraint increases ag$egate supply by expanding the financing of

wolking capital. On the demand side, the leduction in the interest rate, and credit

expansion stimulate investment (and perhaps consumption) and thereby aggregate demand

and output. Thus, to the extent it relaxes the credit constraint and lowers the marginal cost

of borrowing, credit expansion affects output positively both from supply and demand

sides. A two-way causation runs between output and the parallel cuüency plemium.

The interaction between the goods market and the external sector occurs via the

link between output and exports, and between output, inflation and imports. In the

absence of sterilizafion, a two-way causation n¡ns bgtween extemal and monetary sectors.

The balance of payments exert monetaly effects; and monetaly expansion affects the

balance of payments indirectly through output, inflation and the parallel cur.rency

prcmium.

The model outlined above is a basic analytical fi'amework which will be estimated

along with modified versions in the ensuing chapter.
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CHAPTER 5

EXCHANGE RATES AND MACROECONOMIC ACTIVITY¡

ESTIMA,TION OF THE MODEL

The preceding chapter specified the empirical model of macroeconomic adjustment to

exchange-rate changes. The present chapter outlines some of the economic characteristics

of the sample countdes, discusses estimating issues, and presents and analyzes the

econometric ¡esults from the estimation of the model.

5.1 A BRIEF' NOTE ON THE ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE

SAMPLE COUNTRIES

The economefüc model is estimated using data fi'om 13 Sub-Sahalan African countries

over the 1978-88 period. The choice of this set of countries and period was dictated by

relative availability of data on variables of the model. All countlies but one belong to the

devaluation sample examined in chapter 3, and most of these counhies had a fixed

exchange rate anangement for most of the period. The list of these countries along with

statistical information on some of their economic features is presented below.



(1978-88, MEAN)

COIJNTRY PER CAPITA
GNP ($US)

EXPORT/GDP
RATIO (7o)

SHARE OF
MANUF.
EXPORTS(7¿)

IN.TRADF/
GDP RATIO
(E)

CURRENCY
PREMIUM
(vo)

Botswana 926 57 .53 120 21

Burundi 225 10 8 3l 22

Ethiopia l l8 L2 33 99

Ghana 382 1l 2 ¿t 510

Kenya 360 26 15 56 I4

Malawi l7l 24 ll 55 59

Mauritius I ¿-t() 52 44 108 5

Siena L. 325 t6 52 39 150

Swaziland 804 69 163 t3

Tanzania 265 l1 l7 35 203

Zairc 425 t9 6 37 96

z,aJnbia 470 3',1 2 76 99

Zimbabwe 678 28 3l 56 84

mean
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TABLE 19
SAMPLE COUNTRIES: SOME ECONOMIC FEATURES

1991. See data appendix for others. IN.TRADE-intemational trade; SHARE OF MANU. EXPORTS is the value
of manufacture exports as a fraction of the total value of exports.

Table 19 records the mean values of tho listed variables ovel the sample period.

Refening first to per capita GNP, which presumably reflects the level of economic

development, we observe that the sample includes countries with divergent levels of

income langing fiom US$ 118 (Ethiopia) to roughly ten times as much (Mauritius). The

relatively high-income counü'ies in the sample arc Mauritius, Botswana, Swaziland and

Zimbabwe, and in that order'. At the other end of the spectrum aro Ethiopia, Malawi,

Burundi and Tanzania whose per capita GNP averaged below $US 300 over the period

under consideration.
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The sample countries also differ with respect to the relative size of the export

sector. Exports accounted for more than 50 percent of domestic output in Swaziland,

Botswana and Maulitius, and below 15 pelcent in Burundi, Ghana, Tanzania and Ethiopia.

In most of the sample countries, export eamings originated overwhelmingly from non-

manufactured products. However, some inter-countly differences are apparent. Thus,

Ethiopia, Ghana, Zambia, Zaire utd Burundi generated below 10 percent of their export

levenue from the sale of manufactures. The conesponding figure for Botswana, Sierr.a

Leone and Mauritius was more than 40 percent, Presented in Table 19 is also the value

of international trade as a proportion of GDP, which is used as a proxy for the degree of

openness of these economies: the larger the ratio, the higher the degree of openness or

of dependence on international trade. The value of this ratio ranges fi'om 23 pel.cent

(Ghana) to 163 percent (Swaziland).

The other lelevant feature of the sample countries is captured by the parallel

currency premium. Ghana records the highest currency premium of roughly 500 percent

in contrast to Mauritius wherc the premium averaged 5 percent, In the majority of the

sample countries, the palallel exchange rate exceeded its official countetpart at least by

50 percent, The dollal fetched close to 100 percent or more of its official value in the

parallel exchange markets of Ghana, Tanzania, Siena Leone, Ethiopia, Zambia and, Zaire.

The premium was fairly low in Mauritius, Swaziland and in Kenya.

The upshot of the foregoing is that the sample countlies are nonhomogenous in

regard to certain quantitative indicators. It is also clear, however, that most of these

econornies are ûìore simitar than different in these and other fundamentai respects.
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5.2 ESTIMATING ISSUES AND METHOD

This section outlines the representation of unobselved variables of the model and

describes the estimation method to be employed.

5.2.1 UNOBSERVED VARIABLES

Although data defi¡itions and variable representation are detailed in the Data Appendix,

a brief description of the lepresentation of unobservable variables of the econometric

model is in o¡der. The model contains two unobservable variables: expected price level

(inflation) and expected retum on parallel currency holdings.

Price expectations are assumed to be formed through the adaptive expectations

mechanism.rTe The version of adaptive expectations model employed here is the one

which allows agents to revise their expectations of prices as a proportion of the difference

between the actual and the expected price level in the previous period. That is,

ÁlogPP = oQogP+logP.,")

which can be rewritten as

rTeThe sholtcomings of the adaptive model of expectations in excluding rclevant information
(and thus wasting information) and in generating predictions that are subject to systematic
folecasting elrors are well known. This model is nevertheless adopted for its simplicity and
realism compat'ed to the altemative rational expectations hypothesis. The latter model is based
on the assumption that economic agents make use of all available information subject to cost,
have knowledge of the model of the economy and make no systematic forecasting enors. Though
the idea of rational expectations is consistent with what is expected of rational agents and,
therefore, is theoretically appealing, in practice, as McCallum (1980:717) argues "this compelling
idea usually gets translated into the lequirement that expectations arc, in the model at hand,
formed in a way that is stochastically consistent with the behavioul of the realized values of the
variables in question. This is clearly a much stlongel hypothesis, one that an economist can
reasonably dispute." See Corden (1989) for a discussion of the issue of rational expectations in
the context of developing countries.
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logP= ologP.,+(1-o)logP.,"

where o is the coefficient of expectations and is assumed to be constant, and 0<o<1.

Sequentially substitutirrg for Ie in the lighrhand side of eq. (18a), the expected pr.ice level

can be exprcssed as a function of past actual price levels.

logPF= ologP.,+o(1-o)logP.r+o(1-o)2logP-.+..,

To obtain a value for P', the lag structurc has to be truncated and the coefficient of

expectations has to be determined. We follow the Nugent-Glezakos procedure (Nugent

and Glezakos, 1979, 1982) which requires agents to choose o so as to ninimize the

average losses from forecasting erlols (L) in a loss function given in a quadratic for.m:

L=)[togp,Jog&.],

This procedule is prefened to the altemative approach not only because it does not suffer

fi'om the specification problems associated with estimating a distributed lag structure but

also because "it gains gl'eater realism by not requiring the weights of the lagged ter.ms to

sum to unity" [Nugent and Glezakos, 1979:4371.180

Expected retum on holding parallel currency is represented by a one-period lagged

value of actual teturn as defined elsewhere. Lack of data on parallel cunency over a

longer peliod for some of the sample countries precluded the use of the adaptive

expectations mechanism of the sort described above.

r8oSee Data Appendix for a list of the estimated adjustment coefficients.
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5.1,2 ESTIMATION METHOD

The estimation of the basic model developed in the previous chapter involves a

considerable data lequirement in the context of most Sub-Saharan African countries where

statistical infolmation on certain valiables is simply unavailable for as long a period as

a country-specific macroeconometric study would lequire. This statistical phenomenon

fiustrates any attempt to estimato a maclo model for each country of interest. Partly to

surmount this data problem, the present study pools time-series and cross-sectional data

in estimating the model.r8r The data set thus generated covers the 13 countries listed

above over the 1978-88 period and consists of 143 observations.Is2

While the use of panel data improves the efficiency of parameter estimates by

increasing the number of data points and degrces of fieedom and by reducing collinearity

among explanatoÌy variables as compared to a separate estimation of time-series ol'cross-

sectional data, it involves additional estimation and specification issues as it combines

econometlic problems typically associated with these types of data.r83 The pooling

procedul'e used in this study is the fixed-effects, otherwise known as the covariance,

model. The version of the fixed-effects procedure adopted here is one which recognizes

country hetelogeneity (which may stem fi'om differences, inter alia, in the afolementioned

"'See e.g. Khan and Knight (1981); Haque and Montiel (1990a) ancl Agénor.(1990a) wher.e
pooled data is utilized in estimating a macto model.

t8zlhe data are annual. Where lagged variables are involved, years prior to 1978 arc included
in accord with the order of lag so that the total number of obselvations lemain 143 regaÌdless.
See data appendix fol details.

r83See, e.g,, Hsiao, 1986; Johnston, 1984:396-407, Kmenra, 1986:616-635 and the r.eferences
therein for a discussion of issues and methods in the estimation of models using panel data.
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and other economic characteristics, political stability and climatic conditions among

countries) by allowing the intercopt term (or the regression line) to shift across countl'ios

but to remain the same over time, while constlaining the slope coefficients to be

homogenous in both dimensions.rsa ttt These country-specific and time-invariant

effects are represented by the introduction of binary valiables into the model. This would

imply that the estimators will be based on intra-country (within) variation.ts6

In estimating the model, the disturbance term is allowed to be cross-sectionally

heteroscedastic in view of the common occurrence of heteroscedasticity in data obsetved

across individual units. The elror teLm is however assumed to be nonautoregressive.rst

r8alt may be mentioned at this juncture that a preliminary test for homogeneity of the slope
coefficient of the official exchange variable was pedormed by classifying the sample into two
gloups on the basis of theil ranking in relation to per capita GNP and degree of openness. The
test failed to leject the null hypothesis of similar behavioral response i¡ all but the govemment
expendihrre equation.

rssHowever, to replesent the effect of changes over time in these and other excluded variables
in each country, a counÍy-specific time trend variable was included in the estimation of the
model.

r86One of the shortcomings of the fixed-effects model is said to be the loss of degrees of
fleedom and the resultant leduction in the statistical power of the model due to the estimation
of additional N-l parameters, whele N:number of countries. Allowing the individual effects to
be time-varying would have involved an estimation of N+T-2 parameters in addition to the slope
coefficients of the model. The alte¡native procedure, namely, the random effects, othe¡wise
known as the enor (variance) component, model avoids this problem. However, this method is
cliticized fol not taking into account the possibility of colrelation between the cross-sectional
charactetistic which is treated as random and the included explanatory variables IMundlak, 1978].
If they ale corrclated, the l'andom effects model would yield biased a¡rd inconsistent estimators.
But this problem would not arise in the fixed-effects framewolk as the cross-sectional effects are
specified as fixed parametels to be estimated rathel than random.

t8TThis assumption, which the data validates for most of the equations, was made in view of
the statistical ploblem that rvould otherrvise arise given the dynamic specification of the model.
In the prcsence of lagged endogenous variables a standard autoconelation coltection would yield
biased and inconsistent estimators as lhe error term and the lagged dependent variable would now
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To take care of simultaneity bias and inconsistent estimation that would otherwise arise

by virtue of the presence of jointly determined endogenous variables, a two stage least

squares (2SLS) nethod was applied to all equations of the model. The stochastic

specification and the simultaneity issue alluded to above are therefore dealt with by

applying a generalized 2SLS method which, compared to its classical countelpart in the

presence of heteroscedasticity, is known not only to enhance the efficiency of parameter

estimates but also to remove the bias associated with their estimated valiances, hence,

with conficlence interval and hypothesis testing. The computational procedure used is as

ontlined in Kmenta (1986:618-622) and was modified to conform to 2SLS estimation.

5.3 THE BASIC MODEL: A SUMMARY OF ESTIMATES

In this section are presented the shuctural estimates of the basic model along with a brief

discussion of their statistical validity using some of the conventional clitelia. The

estimates of the behavioral equations of the basic model are given in Table 20.

be correlated by the definition of first-oldel autocon'elation. While, in plinciple, this problem can
be circumvented (see e.g. Kmenta, 1986:708-711 and the refelences there in), since the elror'
tetms in most of the equations of the model are nonautorcgressive as judged by conventional tests
and at conventional levels, it was not found compelling to subject the entire model to this
alternative procedure.
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TABLE 20

THE BASIC EQUATIONS: SUMMARY OF ESTIMATESI88

logY =

logP:

logG:

logR=

logX:

-0.018
(0.094)

+0.0301ogq
( r.519)

-0.020logPO
(1.929)

+0.0003NLTK
(1.96s)

Buse R'¿-0.999

+0.125
(0.273)

-0.361logYo
(2.130)

0.226109(G/R)
(2.t't0)
+0.00004NLTK
(0.8s3)

Buse R'1:0.986

+0.128
(0.230)

+0.060logFR.r
(s.016)

Buse R'=0.998

-o.6'79
( r.540)

+0.009logPED.r
(0.42s)

Buse R'¿:o.996

1.807
(2.09)

+0.1861og8"
(2. r 3s)

-0. t69logP.'
(l.r6s)
Buse R'¿-0.994

-0.00LR
(0.8'1',t)

+0.574logYc
(s.728)

+0.033logCRDT
(2.s20)

+0.9951ogY,¡
(19.s13)

F(23,t 19)=26728

-0.002LR
(0.798)

+0.2441o9P",'
(3.020)

-0.072logCRDT
(2.081)

+0.779logP.r
(12.6'14)

F (23,t t9):37 6

+0.141logE
(3.718)

+0.0l2logPED,,
(0.481)

F(18,124)=2800

+0.299(logY+logP)
(3.855)

+0.4421ogR.,
(6.833)

F(r1,12s)-1897

-0.007LR
(-1.40s)

-0.176lo9PO
(2.s89)

+0.4571ogP*"
(4.103)

FQz, 120):930

-0.081og[É

(4.0'7 r)

-0.027logTT
(t.t22)
-0.0151og(G/R)
(0.3rs)

DH=1.05

+0.2781ogE
(6.103)

+0.l33logPO
(3.6s8)

-0.l74logPCFP

Q.s02)

DH:0.562

+0.263(logY+logP)
(3.122)

+0.5791o9C-r
(10.2s4)

DH=-1.56

+0.2441og(NX+NIM)
(3.598)

DH-I.23
+0.345logYc
(1.30s)

+0.l56logCRDT
(2.434)

-0.371ogP"

(2.609)

DH=-0.373

'ttln the intelest of space coefficients of countly-specific dummy valiables and trend terms
¿u'e not leported,
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loglM: 1.078 +0.2351o9Y +0.087tog8
(0.9s2) (t.'16e) (0.6n)
+0.1661og(Pú'/P) +0.063logPo +0.578loglM.r
(0.91s) (0.664) (7.786)

Buse R'?:0.991 F(18,124):765 DiH:4.26

logPO= l.8OZ +0.3924'logP" +0.002^RPC
(0.972) (t.62t) (4.44t)
-0.0631ogY -1.583ÀlogY -0.1l5ÂlogM
(0.379) (2.7s8) (1.102)

-0.692ÄlogE" -0.182logTT +0.I04DBD
('1.709) (1.s04) (2.s87)

1.07logPO.r
(r8.042)

Buse R'?:0.892 FQ2, 120):45 DH:1.99

log(N4/P)= -0.361
(0.26t)

'0.283ÂlogP" +0.00IRPC
(t.s42) (2,347)

+0.3881o9Y +0.58llog(lvfP).r
(2.3s6) (6.826)

Buse R':0.996 F(17, t25):2020 mrse:-l.l

Notes: Buse R2- Buse coefficient of determination, an R2 modified to apply to generalized least squares
estimation lBuse 1973]; DH:Du¡bin H statistic. TT:P,"/P.', PO=EdlB. Figüres in parentheses beneath
coefficients are absolute values of t ratios.

It is apparent from Table 19 that, accolding to conventional criteria (R3 and F

statistic), the explanatory valiables in each equation ate jointly significant and explain the

major pol'tion of the variation in the respective dependent variables. The majority of the

slope coefficients of the model ate consistent with a priori sign expectations and are

individually statistically significant at the conventional level; and all parameters with the

rseWhere the Dufbin H statistic could not be computecl (because the pr.oduct of the
autocorrelation coefficient and the standard elror of the coefficient of the lagged dependent
variable exceeded unity), an alternative statistic which is known as the m test is used lsee
Kmenta, 1986:333-334 and the reference thereinl. The m test consists in regressing the lesidual
error of the equation on its lagged value and other explanatory variables of the model and
determining the statistical significance of the lagged residual enor. The t ratio thus obtained is
given as m in the text.
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wrong sign ale not significantly different from zero. With respect to the distulbance term,

we note that all but the import and parallel curÍency premium equations satisfy the

underlying assumption about the nonautoregressiveness of the enor term as judged by the

Durbin h or m statistic. Since the severity of autoconelation in these equations was

drastically reduced through respecification, a standard autocouelation correction was not

perfolmed. According to a set of diagnostic tools recommended by Belsley, et ø/.

(1980:ch. 3),reothere appears to be no severe collinearity among most of the quantitative

explanatory variables of interest.

5.4 EMPIRICAL FINDINGS: A DISCUSSION

Having summarized estimates of the basic model, we proceed to analyze these and other

findings from altemative specifications which are juxtaposed not so much for the pur.pose

of model selection as for examining, inter alia, the sensitivity of the exchange rate

parameter- the central valiable in the whole exercise- in terms of its practical and

statistical significance to changes in the set of other explanatory variables.rer

teoThe diagnostic method consists in examining condition indexes (computed as the square
root of the ratio of the maximum eigen value of the X matrix to the eigen value of a given
element of the X matrix, where X is the data matrix of the estimated palameters including the
intelcept term) and the proportion of rcgression coefficient variances associated with each eigen
value. The rule of thumb in using these diagnostic tools is that "estimates ale degraded when two
or more variances have at least one-half of their magnitude associated with a single, large
singulal value" [Belsley, et al., 1980:1171.

terThe forthcoming interpletation of findings focuses on short run elasticities. In equations
wherc partial adjustment hypothesis is invoked and the coefficients of lagged dependent valiables
lie in a reasonable range, long run coefficients can be derived by dividing the reported parameter
estimates by the rcspective adjustment coefficients.
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5.4.1 Ä,GGREGATE OUTPUT AND PRICE BEHAVIOUR

5.4.1.1 OUTPUT

Parameter estimates for altenìative versions ofoutput equations ale presented in Table 21.

Equation (1.1) is the basic output model while eqs. (1.2), (1.4) and (1.5) exclude,

rcspectively, the parallel currency premium, the budget deficit and the terms of trade, the

Iatter replaced by an index of world economic activity. Equation (1.3) excludes the

premium and includes lagged values of the official exchange rate. The real-exchange-rate

version is presented as eq. (1.6).

Referring to eq. (1.1), we observe that all variables but two are consistent with

theoretical expectation with respect to signs. The variables with unanticipated sign are the

extemal terms of trade and budget deficit which, however, are statistically insignificant.

All other variables are significant at the 10 percent level or better except the lending and

exchange rates. The expected price level influences output negatively, and strongly

significantly so, suggesting that the cost-push effect of the var.iable on the supply side

dominated the intertemporal substitution effect on the demand side. The output gap is also

highly significant and the positive sign suggests that output would respond more

favourably to a given stimulus in economies with a higher. than with a lower excess

capacity. Also, together with the expected price level, it undetscores the impor.tance of

the supply- side effect associated with the cost of domestic inputs including labour in the

determ ination of output behaviour'.

Credit availability, as represented by the supply of cledit to the private sector and

public enterprises, influences output positively and statistically significantly.
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T ABLÐ 2I

OUTPUT EQUATIONS

Dependent varìable: logYt

EXP.VARS. 1.1 1.2 1.3 t.4 1.5 1.6

LR

logP"

logEo

logEo-,

logEG2

logYo

logPO

logTT

logC/R

logCRDT

NLTK

logY-,

TWGR

logRE

logRE r

logRE.,

R2

F

DH

-0.001
(0.877)

0.081
(4.07 t)
0.030

(1.s49)

0.575
(s;t28)
-o.o20
(1.929)

-0.026
(1.t22)

-0.015
(0.31s)

0.033
(2.sz1)

0.00003
(1.e6s)
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0.999
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1.05

-0.002
(1.998)
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(s.363)

0.058
(4.r92)

0.598
(s.981)

-0.034
(1.409)

o.02'l
(0.497)

0.027
(2.082)

0.00004
(2.376)

1.04
(22.40)

o999
27360

|.0'1

-0.001
(0.7'16)

-0.111
(6.r4',7)

0.031
(1.837)

o.o27
(1.411)

0.013
(0.9s9)

0.649
(6.648)

-0.036
(1.s37)

-0.0004
(0.007)

0.010
(0.7s9)

0.00003
(2.300)

t.o2
(22.23)

0.999
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1.13

-0.001
(1.461)

-0.082
(4.t82)

0.033
(2.094)

0,590
(6.367)

-0.018
(1.938)

-o.o25
(1.096)

0.033
(2.s4t)
0.00003
(2.30',7)

1.003
(n.7s)

0.999

28402

1.04

-0.001
(0.8s0)

,0.061

(3.194)

0.017

Q.en)

0.560
(s;179)

-o.o2I
(2.160)

0.019
(0.404)

0.035
(2;14'1)

0.00004
(2.8s7)

0.986
(t9;72)

0.005
(2.23t)

0.999

2807 |

0.682

-0.001
(0.8s3)

-0.046
(3.s64)

0.560
(6.092)

0.@6
(0.r63)

0.028
(2.428)

0.00004
(3.O'73)

0.9s8
(22.43)

0.00s
(2,328)

0.031
(1.873)

0.027
(l.610)

-0.006
(0.458)

0.999

27396

1.02

of major t¡ading partners
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Foreign financing, as proxied by net long term capital inflow, also plays a significantly

positive role as expected. The positive effects associated with domestic credit and net

capital inflow in conjunction with the negative sign of the interest rate parameter, which

are jointly significant, indicates the relevance of availability and cost of financial

r€sources in the determination of output in developing economies.

The parallel curency premium was found to affect output negatively, as expected.

The magnitude of the estimate stands around -0.02. Small as the coefficient may be, its

absolute value is at least two-thilds of the official exchange rate parameter itself.

The partial output effect of the exchange rate, although positive, is insigrificant

in the basic equation. However, this coefficient captures only the partial effect of the

official exchange rate as the latter is specified to influence the parallel currency premium

and the budget deficit which are explanatoly variables in the output equation. Thus, to

determine the net output effect of exchange-rate depreciation its impact on the premium

and the budget deficit need to be taken into account, an exercise taken up later in this

chapter.

Excluding the parallel premium as an argument fiom the basic equation, as done

in most of the previous shrdies, produces some interesting results [see eq. (1.2)]. The

significance of all variables increased such that all but the te¡ms of trade and the budget

deficit became significant at the conventional level. Notable in this regar.d ar.e financial

variables including the exchange rate. Econometric justification aside (e.g. saving degrees

of freedom and reduction of collineality), the following interpretation can be offer.ed with

Iespect to the exchange rate.
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Holding the premium constant in the basic equation in the face of cuüency

devaluation is equivalent to allowing the parallel exchange rate to co-depreciate

equiproportionately so that EolQ and whatevel it is plesumed to represent remain

constant. Thus, in this folmulation, the coefficient of Eo would measure the effect of

currency depreciation for the same level of exchange-control severity and associated

inefficiencies in the economy. The implication of this interpretation is that if the

exchange-rate change led the parallel rate to depreciate in the same proportion, the

effectiveness of the policy would be undermined as the policy would not succeed in

rcmoving distortions, nor in ploviding sufficient incentives for shifting economic activities

f,'om the parallel to the official market. The fact that the premium was found to be

significant points that the effectiveness of exchange rate policy is partially transmitted

thlough the parallel market to the degree that official devaluation led the parallel rate to

depreciate, which indeed is the case as shown later in the prcsent section. Consistent with

theorBtical expectations, the result also suggests that the positive output effect of

devaluation would be largel if launched in the presence than in the absence of exchange

control or, which is the same thing, under the condition of misaligned than equilibrium

exchange rates.

To the extent that the divergence between the two Íates is recognized but the

premium is nevertheless excluded, as done in eq.(1.2), this would presuppose that the

official rate was depreciated to match the palallel rate and the plemium would therefore

be rcduced to zero. This implies that the official exchange late is devalued enough to

fully rationalize the ple-existing trade and exchange control structules. Under such a
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circumstance, the coefficient ofE would naturally be larger, overstating the output effect

of the policy if in fact the premium remained positive.

Although both equations (with and without the ptemium) show that exchange-rate

changes positively influence output, with different levels ofsignificance, the equation with

the premium is encompassing and more revealing as it enables us to decompose the effect

of the variable in question. Having established the role of the parallel premium, the

distribution of the effect of devaluation over time is examined in eq.(1.3) without the

prcmium.re2 Both the contemporaneous and lagged effects are positive, but only the

former is significant at the 10 percent level. The magnitude of the effect declined as the

order of lag increased, the largest impact felt during the first year of devaluation. The sum

of the three parameters is positive and statistically significant.

The fiscal deficit was found to be irrelevant in explaining the variability of output

in the data in all equations. An exercise, not rcpofted here, with govemment expenditure

as a ratio of nominal GDP in lieu of the ratio of the fo¡mer to l€venue to represent fiscal

policy stance did not appreciably change the result.te' Dropping the fiscal variable fi.om

the model considerably improved the statistical significance of the exchange rate which

is now significant at the 5 percent level even when the premium is accounted for [see

eq.(1.4)1.

te2lhe plemium was not included so that we can compare the nominal- and leal-exchange-
rate versions. In an equation where the premium was included none of the exchange rate
variables was found to be individually significant while their total effect was.

te'See e.g. Lindauer and Velenchik, 1992 for a review in which some studies are tepolted to
have reached a similar conclusion.
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In all equations whele it is incorporated, the terms of Íade appeats with a perverse

sign, although the result is imperceptible. On the other hand, the trade-weighted growth

of majol tÍading partners which replaces the afolesaid variable in eq. (1.5) appear.s with

a statistically significant positive sign. In this exercise, the direct output effect of

exchange-rate changes considerably diminished while the magnitude and significance of

the premium coefficient remained relatively stable.

The inclusion of the nominal exchange rate as an independent variable in an output

equation, while theoretically warranted as discussed elsewhere, is unconventional. For the

conventionally inclined, output was also specified in tems of the real exchange rate, the

latter replacing the nominal exchange rate, the currency premium and the terms of trade,

and also including an index of economic activity abroad ieq. (1.6)1. The bilateral real

exchange rate exerted positive contemporaneous and one-period lagged effects, significant

at alound the 10 percent level. The twice-lagged effect tulned out to be negative, but the

null hypothesis that it is zelo cannot be rejected. The size of the effects decreased with

the passage of time. It is interesting to note that the magnitude and statistical significance

of the cuuent and once-lagged effects of the real exchange rate are numerically almost

equivalent to their nominal exchange-r'ate countelpalts.

In sum, the following obsewations can be made as regards the output effect of

nominal depreciation. Firstly, in all equations the exchange rate tulîed up with a positive

sign, suggesting that nominal devaluation is at worst neutral. However, if its indirect

effect through the plemium was considered, the effect would tl¡rn out expansionary,

aithough the magnitude of the effect is by no means large. Secondly, the largest and
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statistically significant effect of devaluation is transmitted during the first year, and a

good proportion of it appears to emanate from its impact on the currency premium and

what it lepresents. Thirdly, the size and significance of the coefficient of the official

exchange rate was found to be sensitive to changes in the set of explanatory variables.

Thus, accounting alternatively for the curuency premium, the budget deficit and foreign

economic activity leduces the size and statistical significance of the direct effect of the

official exchange rate. Finally, nominal and leal exchange rates have by and large similar

pattern and magnitude of effect on the dependent variable, although a nominal-exchange-

rate specification proved to be more revealing.

5.4.1,2 PRICE BEHAVIOUR

'fable 22 contains structural estimates of price equations.rea Equation (2.1) is the basic

price model unlike eqs. (2.2) nd (2.3) where the budget deficit and the parallel cunency

premium are, respectively, excluded. Equation (2.4) extends the basic modol by

incorporating lagged values of the official exchange rate. In eq. (2.5), broad money supply

is included.

All parameters in the basic equation ale of the anticipated signs and statistically

significant with the exception of the lending rate and long term net capital inflow. As

expected, the presence of excess capacity negatively affects the pr.ice index and

statistically significantly so. This would mean, among other things, that a devaluation, or

teaAn experiment with P" in lieu of P-, in the basic equation tendered the error term severely
autocoruelated, and the latter rathet' than the fomer has therefore been retained in all plice
equations.
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any othel denand-management policy, is less likely to induce inflationary pressure in

underemployed than in fully or over-employed economies.

The budget deficit',vas detected to exert a statistically significant positive influence

on the price level. Perhaps the most interesting and unconventional result is the price

effect of credit availability. An inclease in the supply of credit exerts a statistically

significant negative impact on the consumer price index. One might be tempted to adduce

a statistical justification for this result by attributing it to the possible collinearity between

the budget deficit and credit supply. To test the validity of this argument, the model was

re-estimated by excluding the deficit term while retaining credit [eq. (2.2)]. In fact, this

exercise even magnified both the size and statistical significance of the negative price

effect of credit availability. Retuming to eq. (2.1), the fact that the two variables are

statistically significant and have different signs confirm our maintained hypothesis that

the two variables exert distinct and independent impact on the plice level.

A statistically significant negative relation was also found between percapita food

production and the price level, pointing to the role of food supply inelasticity in the

formation of inflationary pressure. The foreign price of imports contributes to the

domestic plice level and for a separate increase in the formel of i percent the latter was

found to rise by about a quarter of a pelcent. The parallel cunency premium was also

found to have a statistically signifìcant positive effect, quantitatively slightly more than

half the effect of the preceding variable.

The exchange rate was estimated with a coefficient of aound 0.28, which

measures the direct partiai effect and suggests that a culrency depreciation of 1 percerìt
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will exert a direct increase in the CPI of slightly above a quarter of a percent, holding

other variables constant. Note, however, that the exchange rate also works through the

parallel culrency premium and the budget deficit.

TABLE 22

PRICE EQUATIONS

Dependent variable: logP

LR

IogEo

logE ,

logE,

logYo

logPd

logPO

log(G/R)

logCRDT

logPCFP

NLTK

logP-,

logM

R2

F

DH

-0.361
(2.130)

0.244
(3.020)

0.133
(3.6s8)

0.226
(2.r'10)

-o.o72
(2.081)

-0.1'14
(2.s02)

0.00004
(0.8s3)

0.779
(12.67 4)

0.986

3'1'1

0.562

-0.446
(2.6t3)

o.293
(3.76'1)

0.128
(3.4-9s)

-0.090
(2.637)

-0.122
( 1.84s)

0.00001
(0.241)

0.801
(t2.93s)

0.986

382

1.33

-0.398
(2.461)

0.t67
(2.207)

0.192
(1.960)

-0.062
(1.760)

-0.213
(2.948)

0.00001
(0.197)

0.928
(16.s57)

0.985

358

l.04

-0.006
(2.0r r )
0.500

(8.866)

-o.328
(s.016)

0.164
(3.487)

-0.328
(t.922)

0.262
(3.26r)

o.203
(6.26s)

0.275
(2.682)

-0.061
(r.727)

-0.157
(2.300)

0.00004
(0.7 62)

0.736
(13.368)

0.990

470

o.345

-0.108
(1.843)

0;7 t3
(1r.91'1)

0.060
(1.194)

0.987

4'18

2.63
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When the premium was excluded, the magnitude of the official exchange rate coefficient

was roughly halved, indicating that a devaluation accompanied by a reduction in the

premiunr would be less inflationaly than one which is followed by a propoltionate

depreciation of the parallel rate.

In order to determine the distribution of the price index effect over time, the basic

model was estimated by incorporating lagged values of the exchange rate [eq.(2.4)]. One

of the consequences of this exercise is the rise in the size (in absolute value) and

statistical significance of the lending-rate parameter. The initial effect of the exchange

rate is observed to be positive followed by a statistically significant negative effect in the

subsequent year. Curiously, the twice-lagged exchange rate turaed up positive. The sum

of these effects is significantly positive, however.

The role of inertial factor in the determination of the price level appears to be

important, as evidenced by a strongly significant and large magnitude of the coefficient

of the lagged dependent variable. Referring to the basic equation, a ceteris paribus

increase in the plice level in the previous period by 1 percent is predicted to raise the

cunent pr^ice level by roughly three-quartets of a percent.

To sum up, nominal devaluation increases the price level and, by extension, the

rate of depleciation causes the l'ate of inflation to rise during the first year of devaluation;

however, the magnitude of the effect is fal below unity, suggesting a noticeable

depreciation of the real exchange rate.res The lagged price effects altemate in sign but

to'Given the definition of the real exchange rate, the effect of a change in E on the real
exchange rate can be written as

dlog(E P,,/P)/dlogE : 1-dlogP/dlogE",
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they average to be negative. The estimates show the dampening effect of the existence

of exchange control on the inflationary impact of devaluation. Extemal disturbances and

supply-side factors such as output gap, percapita food production and credit availability

emerged as important variables in the determination of price behaviour, buthessing in

large part the structuralist proposition.

In winding up the discussion on the empirical determination of output and price

behaviour, a few remarks are in order. First, the inflationary effect of devaluation is small

and the net output effect, albeit slim, is expansionary, providing no evidence for the

structuralist hypothesis of contractionaly devaluation with respect to aggregate output at

least in Sub-Saharan Africa. Second, the estimates for both variables provide evidence for

the structuralist hypothesis that credit restraint is stagflationary, as credit contraction was

found to decrease output and to increase the price level. The proposition was not borne

out, however, with respect to tho interest rate effect as it was negative on both counts, and

insignificantly so in most cases. The insignificance of the variable does not come as a

sutpt'ise however, given the institutional fact of intel'est-r'ate control and limited variability

of same oveL time. A comparison of the standatdized coefficients of the interest ¡ate and

credit supply seems to confim our maintained hypothesis of credit constlaint, and our

findings in general indicate the relevance of an appropriately tailored cledit policy in

influencing output and plice behaviour in the countlies under study. Fulthermore, oul

since P,* (the whole sale price level in the U.S.) is independent of the exchange rate action by
a small developing economy. Holding other variables including the premium constaú, fhe ceteris
paribus policy effect on the real exchange rate would be 1-0.28:032, implying that a one percent
nominal devaluation would translate into a rcal devaluation of apploximately seven-tenth of a
percent,
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estimates are in broad terms suggestive of the output and price implications of the

interaction between exchange contlol and credit constraint. Credit expansion would be

expected to exelt a larger output and plice effect undel exchange control (see e.g. Dervis,

1980), which seems to be the case as a comparison of equations with and without the

premium indicates. Whereas the price effect is expected to be positively larger, its

observed negativity is consistent with the phenomenon of credit crunch, as noted above.

The budget deficit was found inflationary and neutral with respect to output and -

coupled with the afolesaid effect of credit supply- would suggest a synthesis of sorts

between the structuralist and monetarist claim on the inflationary effect of credit

expansion: Credit supply to the central govemment, which is thought to finance most of

the budget deficit, could well be inflationary while credit to the private sector and public

enterprises where the resources would arguably be utilized partly for financing working

capital could be expansionary on the supply side without being inflationary on the

demand side. Such an interpretation is consistent with eq. (2.5) where money supply

replaced the lending rate, fiscal deficit, credit supply and net capital inflow, and turned

out to have an insignificant positive price effect, pointing to the presence of countet'acting

price effects associated with its constituent paÍs.
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5,4.2 FISCAL SECTOR

Estimated equations for govemment expenditure and revenue ale presented in Table 23.

5.4.2.1 GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURE

Refel' to eq. (3.1), the basic model of government expenditure, where all variables appear

with the anticipated signs. The parameter estimate of nominal GDP shows that

government expenditure is ircome inelastic in the sample countries. Using teal rather than

nominal GDP while holding the price level constant hardly changed the size of the

coefficient [see eq.(3.3)].

The size of extemal public debt was found inelevant in explaining valiations in

the dependent vaìiable. This outcome might be accounted fol by the possibility that

govemments retrench non-interest expenditules to meet their extemal debt obligations. On

the othel hand, expenditure decisions by governments were found to be sensitive to

balance of payments considerations as evidenced by the positive and significant, albeit

diminutive, coefficient of the lagged stock of foreign reselves.

The expenditure effect of the exchange rate is positive and significant, and its

distdbution over time is exhibited in eq. (3.2) according to which a positive initial effect

is followed by coefficients which alternate in sign, albeit insignificant both in the

statistical and practical sense. The sum of these effects is significantly positive. The

lagged dependent variable is fairly large and stlongly significant. This, together with the

coefficient of nominal GDP, indicates the presence of fiscal rigidity in the sample

countlies.
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TABLF.23
GOVERNMDNT EXPENDITURE AND REVENUE EQUATIONS

5.4.2.2 GOYERNMENT REVENUE

The estimated paranÌeters of the rcgressors in the fiscal revenue equation are all con'ectly

signed and, with the exception of the extemal debt term, statistically different fi'om zero

teq.(4.1)1. The insignificance of the effect of outstanding external public debt suggests

that the presence of exteÍìal debt does not intensify the effort to raise revenue in the
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sample countries.reó As it tumed out, the domestic-cunency value of foreign trade

makes an incremental contribution to revenue almost equivalent to that of nominal GDP.

This is in congn¡ence with the widely held view about the importance of the external

sector in the fiscal positions of developing countries.

The relative size of the coefficient of the aforesaid variables may be explained

paltly by the administrative simplicity of collecting tax revenue in the extemal sector'

unlike in the rest of the economy where the 'rTanzi" effects are expected to be per.vasive.

The coefficient of the lagged dependent variable, which can be taken as a proxy for'

historical administlative capacity [see e.g. Bartoli, 1989:191], was found to be lalge and

statistically significant. Its size of around 0.44 implies that it takes approximately 1 and

quarter years to close nearly half the gap between the desired and actual nominal revenue,

confirming the presence ofsluggish adjustment in revenue collection which is more likely

to characterize the domestic than the external sector.

The "Tanzi" effect can also be infened from estimating the model with Y and P

as separate variables as in eq. (4.2). The revenue effect of output is significantly positive

and, unsurprisingly, its size doubled relative to its nominal GDP counterpart. The levenue

effect of the price level is also positive and significantly diffelent fi'om zero. In

quantitative terms, its size is roughly a third of the effect associated with real GDP.

Apparently nominal revenue is highly price inelastic: a ceteris paribus one percenL

inclease in the price level leads only to a one-fifth of a percent rise in nominal revenue.

te6Replacing extemal public debt by government expenditure as a proxy for revenue needs
produced too little improvement in the estimate to be worth reporting.
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The price inelasticity of nomi¡al revenue points to the limited role of inflationary finance

as a source of fiscal revenue. In fact, engineering inflation would considerably erode the

amount of real revenue that govemments could collect, a l'esult which, in conjunction with

the relative size of the real GDP and price index parameters, may constitute an evidence

for the presence of the "Tanzi" effect in the economies under study.

It may be noted, however, that, given the level of output, the fiscal effect of

fitflation appears to be negative as it raises nominal revenue more than it does nominal

expenditure. Our results also suggest that expenditure does not adjust faster than tevenue

to the causal factors including inflation. This result is consistent with the recent

experience of fiscal restlaint in developing countries under structural adjustment programs

which inlibit rapid adjustment of expenditure to inflation. Also, we note that both levenue

and expenditure are virtually equally inelastic with respect to nominal income, implying

the neutrality of fiscal deficit to the latter. However, a change i¡r real income exerts a

largel effect on revenue than on expenditure, confirming the view that increased real

economic activity helps shrink the deficit.

5.4.3 EXTERNAL SECTOR

The econometric results on export and import performance are presented in Tables 24 and

25.

5,4.3.1 EXPORT SUPPLY

Five versions of export supply arc estimated. Equation (5.i) r'epresents the basic

formulation while eq. (5.2) excludes the parallel cufl'ency plemium. In eq. (5.4), the
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export function incorporates lagged values of the official exchange late without the

premium. An index of foreign economic activity is added in eq. (5.3) while a leal-

exchange-rate velsion of the model is plesented as eq. (5.5).

Variables in the basic supply function are all conectly signed. As expected, the

interest rate, the foleign price of impolts, the parallel cunency prenium and the price

expectation term negatively affect expolt performance, of which the last two are

significantly different from zero. Exports respond favourably to changes il the exchange

rate, foreign price of exports, credit availability, excess capacity and to its past history and

all but the output gap are statistically significant.

The estimated export equations have several interesting properties. First, economic

activity in the export sector is sensitive to the cost and availability of credit as evidenced

by the sign and joint statistical significance of the coefficients of the interest rate and the

supply of credit. Interestingly, a comparison of these coefficients with their counterpal'ts

in the output equation divulges that export performance is more responsive to changes in

these variables than agglegate output, presumably reflective of the more widespread

practice of and better access to financing ploductive activity in the export sector. Second,

labour malket conditions as proxied by the output gap and expected price level have

bearing on expolt performance. Especially, the cosfficient of the expected price level not

only is significant but is noticeably larger than its countelpalt in the output equation,

indicating the possibility of a larger wage settlement in the export sector for a given

anticipated rise in the plice level.
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TABLE2r'-
EXPORT SUPPLY EQUATIONS

Dependent variable: logx

EXP.VARS, 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.5
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871

0.35

0.853
(3.058)

0.59',7

(7.937)

0.017
(t.704)

0.218
(2.068)

0.t70
(1.318)

-0.084
(0.780)

0.992

7',71

2.00

u

rates, TWGR-index of foreign economic activity.
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Third, an increase in the cost of impolted inputs, which is partly represented by

the foreign price of impolts and the parallel prcmium, discourages export performance,

although insignificantly in the filst case. Foulth, the observed favourable expolt effect of

the exchange rate indicates that the revenue-augmenting role dominates its coslpush

effect. Export supply is inelastic both with respect to the exchange rato and its foreign

price level. Given the parallel curency premium and other variables of the model, a one

percent hike in the world price of exports would in the short rrn stimulate exports by

slightly less than half a percent. The corresponding figure for the exchange rate is one-

fifth of a percent. Even after netting out the effect on the premium of the two variables,

the coefficient of the foreign plice of exports rcmains larger than that of the exchange

¡ate.re7 The fact that the exchange rate, unlike the world price of exports, contains cost

element and the highel likelihood of it to be accompanied by a partly offsetting export

policy help explain why a separate increase of similal magnitude in the two variables

exerts differential oxport effects. Our results therefore justify the admission of the two

variables into the export supply function with separate coefficients.

Fifth, the statistically significant negative effect of the parallel cunency premium

on the supply of recolded exports verifies the view that exporters' choice of malket

(parallel vs. fomal) is sensitive to the differential between the parallel and the official

'eTdlog)ldlogP*- : ðlog)lðlogP"- + [ðlog]lô1og(ErlQ)J tdlog@1n )/dlogP"-l
:0.457-0.176(-0.233):0.498,while the net effect of the exchange late is: dlogX/dlogQ :
ðlog>lôlogE +[ðlog)rðlog@/E )]tdlog@orE")/dlogE :0.186-0.176(-0.719):0.313, using eq. (7.2)
in Table 26 where the-telms-of-trade effect is well defined statistically. To be surc, -0.719 used
in deriving the expolt-effect of the exchange rate is the coefficient of AlogEo. However, since
Á1ogE":log(Edi E"-,), the aforesaid coefücient can be taken as applicable to E" on the assumption
of homogenous coefficients in absolute value.
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exchange rates. The result suggests that devaluation improves export performance paltly

by attracting export goods to the official market that would otherwise be smuggled and

under-invoiced. This also confirms the inequality between production and supply

elasticities in the presence ofparallel malket as suggested, for example, by Loxley (i990),

and implies that devaluation's effectiveness to encourage the supply of exports in the

official malket partly depends on its ability to leduce the cunency premium. Dropping

the premium as a variable [see eq. (5.2)] magnifies the value and significance of the

exchange-rate coefficient and renders all variables except the foreign price of imports

significant at the 10 percent level or better. The argument and intelpretation offered in

the context of the output equations apply here.

The actual supply of exports respond sluggishly to their desired level as evidenced

by an adjustment coefficient of 0.46 which is strongly significant. The estimate suggests

that it takes slightly more than a year to close roughly 54 percent of the gap between the

desiled and actual level of export supply. A look at the dish'ibution of the effect of

devaluation, with the premium suppressed as an atgument, reveals that the lalgest positive

effect is realized during the first year teq.(5.4)1. The delayed effects are not different from

zero. The fact that the immediate response is lalger than the delayed effects, contrary to

the conventional wisdom, finds an explanation in the existence of an active parallel

malket which is sensitive to an exchange rate action.

A more standard export function was estimated with a distributed lag of real

exchange rates, trade-weighted foreign growth rate and excess capacity as explanatory

variables [see eq. (5.5)]. Unlike the lagged values, the contempolaneous exchange-rate
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effect is positive and significant as is the influence of foreign economic activity.

5.4.3.2 IMPORT DEMÄND

Relatively speaking, the import demand function did not fit the data vely well despite the

experimentation with altemative specifications. The findings are revealing nevertheless.

TABLE 25
IMPORT DEMAND EQUATIONS

DEPENDENT VAzuABLES

logY

logBo

logE*,

logE,

log(P,'/P)

logPO

logRFR.r

loglM,r

logNIM.r

R,

F

DH

0.166
(0.91s)

0.063
(0.664)

0.578
(7 .7 

-86)

0.991

765

4.26

0.222
(r.780)

-0.180
(1.093)

-0.019

Q.rn)
0.320

(3.114)

0.t22
(0.73e)

0.027
(0.304)

0.5'16
(8.089)

0.99r

765

l'l'7

0.140
(1.280)

0.733
(4.483)

-o.478
(3.119)

0.322
(3. r08)

o.247
(1.s48)

0.064
(0.730)

0.664
(1r.7ss)

o.994

989

1.85

NlM=value of imports of goods and services in cunent local cunency

Output positively influences demand

The relative price of imports, for a

fol real imports at a moderately significant level.

given level of exchange lates, was not found to
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influence the demand for real imports.This is consistent with the prevailing view about

the pdce inelasticity of import demand and lack of substitutability between imports and

home goods, as confirmed by the statistically significant positive effect when imports are

measured in units of current local cullency leq.(6.2a)1. The parallel premium is highly

insignificant, indicating that the theoretically expected negative effect associated with the

premium as a proxy for exchange control is offset by the positive effect of same as a

proxy for prospective devaluation and over-invoicing of imports.

With respect to the distributed lag structure of the exchange rato, we note that the

contemporaneous one-period lagged effects are negative but insignificant. In contrast, the

twiceJagged effect is significantly positive. Though the implied relation is rather weak,

the sum of these effects is positive. Our finding suggests, contrary to conventional

expectation, that the import-restraining effect of the exchange rate declines over time. The

obseryed delayed import effects may be accounted for by the exchange-r'ate-induced

availability of foleign exchange during the previous period, as the variable in question

influences, in principle, not only the demand for but also the supply of foreign exchange.

Measured il nominal local culrency, imports initially increase, then decrease to

recover subsequently, and statistically significantly in all cases [eq.(6.2a). The

contemporaneous and the twice-lagged effects arc consistent with the size of the

parameter estimates of the real impoÍ equation where the respective coefficients ale far

below unity in absolute vahle, confirming the inelastic nature of import demand to
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exchange-rate changes.re8 As regards the lagged dependent variable, it turned out that

the adjustment coeff,rcient and the implied order of adjustment lag are of similar order of

magnitude as those estimated for expolt supply.

5.4.4 FINANCIAL SECTOR

Table 26 presents the palameter estimates of the parallel cunency premium and demand

for money functions.

5.4.4.1 PARALLEL CURRENCY PREMIT]M

The proxies for expected returns on holdings of parallel cunency and domestic monetary

assets have the anticipated sign of which the formel is strongly significant. The level of

income and monetary growth turned up with the wrong sign; theil coefficients are not

significantly different from zero, however.ree Dropping these variables from the model

generates the estimates reported as eq. (7.2) which exhibit a lower degree of

autocon'elation and higher level of significance for the lemaining explanatory

variables.2m The glowth of output was found to exert a statistically significant negative

effect on the premium. This finding along with the above rcported effect of the level of

output on the premium indicates that the variable influences the parallel exchange rate

resNetting out the effect of the exchange rate on the premium and on P",-/P does not alter this
conclusion,

teeusing the actual rather than the predicted value of monetary growth rendered its coefficient
positive which, however, remained highly insignificant.

2elhe exclusion of the growth late of money supply can be rationalized by assuming the
nominal value of total financial assets to be fixed.
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principally through portfolio reallocation. A test for joint significance of the variables

delived ñ'om the stock demand equations for financial wealth rejects the null hypothesis

of iuelevance, indicating the impoltance of the portfolio motive for holding foreign

currcncy.

An improvement in the tems of trade was found to lead to a reduction in the

premium at the conventional level of signifìcance, underscoring the relevance of extemal

shock in the determination of the parallel rate. Extemal debt accumulation significantly

influenced the variability of the pl'emium with the anticipated sign. With lespect to the

official exchange rate, it was found that, given the other valiables of the model, a one

pelcentage point fiìcroase in the rate of devaluation would lead to a reduction in the

premium of around seven-tenth of a percent. This implies that devaluation increases the

parallel rate but not proportionately. The estimates suggest that, given its lagged value and

othel' var iables of the model, a i pelcent increase in the official exchange rate would lead

the palallel rate to increase by roughly three-tenth of a percent.

It is interesting to note that the data reject- as evidenced by the relative size and

significance level of the respective coefficients- the hypothesis embodied in the derivation

of the expression for the premium that a devaluation accompanied by a ploportionate

increase in the money supply would leave the pl'emiun unaltered.

In regard to the delayed effect of the rate of devaluation on the premium, we note

fi'om eq. (7.3) that its statistically significant premium-abating effect was not sustained

beyond the first year as evidenced by the decline in the size and level of significance of

the coefficient of its iagged value. It may be mentioned in this connection that the smallel'
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and insignificant delayed effect of the rate of devaluation on the premium is congruous

with the eallier report that export performance is weaker after the first year of

devaluation.

TABLE 26

PARALLEL CURRENCY AND MONEY DEMAND EQUATIONS

as m earlier.
RPC is expressed in percentage terms.

EXP.VARS. DEPENDENT VARIABLES

log(Ep/Eo) (:logPO) Iog(N4/P)

7.1 1't 7.3 8.1 8.2

^logFF

A'?logP"

RPC

ARPC

logY

^logY

^logM
ÂlogEo

^logEo.r

logTT

logDBD

logPO-r

log(NÍP).,

R2

F

DH/m

0.392
(1.621)

o.002
(4.41t)

-0.0ó3
(0.37e)

-r.583
(2;1s8)

-0.1 15

(1. r 02)

-0.692

Q;109)

-0.182
(1.s04)

0.104
(2.s87)

L0't
(18.04)

0.892

45

1.99

0.422
(t.7 

_76)

0.002
(4.s64)

-t.37 4
(2.462)

-0;1t9
(8.s43)

-o.233
(2.040)

0.109
(2.866)

1.07
(r8.332)

0.891

50

L63

o.477
(r.979)

0.N2
(4.3s4)

-1.329
(2.381)

-0.687
(7.824)

-0.104
(t.2s2)

-0.231
(2.027)

0.112
(2.957)

r.05
(t'1.466)

0.893

48

1.81

-0.283
(1.s-42)

-0.00r

Q.34't)

0.388
(2.3s6)

0.581
(6.826)

o.996

2020

|.04

-0.368
(r.9e3)

0.383
(2.346)

0.599
(7.008)

o.996

2091

1.00
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In regard to the lagged dependent valiable, we observe that its coelficient is strongly

significant; and to the degree that it is an approprìate proxy for expectation of

devaluation, its sign is consistent with the view that a devaluation, if anticipated, would

lead to a jump in the premium even before its implementation.

5.4.4.2R84L DEMAND FOR MONEY

All variables in the money demand function are of the anticipated sign and are

statistically significant save the expected rate of i¡flation lsee eq.(8.1)], which became

significant when the expected retum on parallel cunency holding was omitted [eq.(8.2)].

The estimates seem to display the presence of currency substitution appalently primarily

governed, numerically speaking, by the inflationary expectation term, although poorly

defined statistically. That is, if we were to look only at the magnitude of the relevant

coefficients, we would conclude that a rise in inflation expectation tends to decreaso the

demand for money and boosts the demand for parallel cunency more than does an

equivalent rise in the expected retum on holdings of parallel cunency. The implied

adjustment coefficient of the money demand function is roughly 0.4, suggesting that close

to 60 pelcent of the disclepancy between the desired and actual demand for money is

eliminated in nearly 1 and half years.

In sum, the reported estimates of the individual equations of the model are by and

Iarge satisfactory in terms of explanatory power and a priori expectation, given the type

and size of data utilized for the analysis.
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5.4.5 SIMULATION OF THE MODEL: EVALUATION AND POLICY

EXPERIMENT

The present sub-section employs some of the standard evaluation cdteria to assess the

validity of the model as a whole along with conducting a policy experiment.20r A

historical or ex post simulation of the model was performed using the basic equations of

output, price, exports, imports and money demand, the modified version of the parallel

currency premium, and the govemment expenditure and revenue equations with the price

level included as an argument. The majol results of the simulation fol the endogenous

variables of the model are presented below.

TABLî,N
HISTORICAL SIMULATION OF THE MODEL: SOME RESULTS

'otSee e.g. Pindyck and Rubinfeld (1981, chapters 12-14) for a discussion of the construction
and evaluation of simulation models.

VARS, MEAN RMS RMSTo R SQ, U PROPORTIONS

BIAS VAR cv
logY

logP

logX
loglM
logR

logG

logPO

logMd

9.726

4.215

8.235

8.610

7.744

8.010

0.510

8.596

0.036

0.1 l5
0.t7'7

o.2t2
o.127

0.128

0.27 4

0.tg'l

0.42

3.06

2.t3
2;14

1.84

r.73

1506

2.01

o.999

0.980

0.989

0.985

0.99s

0.99s

0.7 40

0.991

0.002

0.013

0.011

0.0r2

0.008

0.008

0.185

0.011

0.000

0.003

0.0t t
0.000

0.000

0.000

0.o24

0.000

0.002

0.013

0.001

0.001

0.005

0.004

0.018

0.002

0.998

0.984

0.988

0.999

0.995

0.995

0.958

0.998

mean, mean
Cv-covariance, Md: ¡eal demand for money, Po:ratio of parallel to official rate
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According to the root mean square enol and the root mean square percent enot,

which, respectively, measure the deviation of the simulated value of a variable from its

historical path in level and percentage terms, the model appears to track the historical data

reasonably well for most variables. This is also evident from the R squale statistic which

ranges between 0.74 (for'the parallel curerrcy premium) and 0.999 (for output). Clearly,

the parallel curency premium equation exhibits a relatively poorer simulation fit,

rcflecting the omission from the model of factors such as capital flight, political

instability, and changes in commercial policy which are expected to influence the

behaviour of the parallel exchange rate.

Contained in Table 27 is also the Theil's inequality coefficient, which is

constructed to lie between 0 and 1, suggesting that the closer the coeffrcient is to zero

the better is the fit. With respect to the proportions of Thiel's inequality coefficient (see

Pindyck and Rubinfeld, 1981:365-66), we note that the bias proportion is found to be zero

in most cases, indicating the absence of systematic error. Even when it is positive, it is

not lalge enough as to suggest serious systematic bias in the model. Likewise, the

variance proportion is computed to be fairly small, suggesting that the model has been

able to tlack closely the deglee of valiability of the actual selies. In sum, the model

appears to replicate the histolical data reasonably well for most of the variables as judged

by some of the conventional criteria.

Having briefly commented on the overall goodness of fit of the model, policy

simulation is conducted to evaluate the short run and delayed effects of exchange late

policy on some macroeconomic variables of interest. Two altemative policy rneasures,
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which involve a once-and-for-all devaluation of the nominal offrcial exchange rate by 50

percent in terms of local curency, are considered. In the first policy experiment, the

parallel curlency pl'emium is endogenously determined. The alternative policy allows the

parallel exchange rate to depreciate pari passu so that the premium would remain

unchanged despite the official devaluation.tæ The short-run effects of these simulations

are reported in Table 28.

TABLE 28
SHORT-RUN MACROECONOMIC EFFECTS OF DEVALUATION:SIMULATED

EFFECTS AS A PERCENTAGE DEVIATION FROM BASELINE SOLUTION

Refeuing to Policy I, the responses of all variables to the policy measure are nol

unexpected in qualitative terms. With respect to magnitude, we note that output would

glow by 2.3 petcent in the first year following the policy change. The policy would

expand exports by about 19 percent with negligible impact on real imports. Non-glant

govemment levenue would rise by 5.6 peÍcent as govemment expenditule would expand

by roughly 10 percent, suggesting a wolsening of the fiscal deficit. The policy under'

considelation would induce a 42 percent fall in the ratio of the parallel to the offrcial

exchange rate.

VARS. P X IM R G PO

POLICY I 2.3 5.1 18.6 -o.2 5.6 9.8 -42.0

POLICY II l.l 13.9 7,O 1.9 5.1 10.6 0.0

202fhis could be due to the pursuit of other policies that led the palallel rate to depreciate.
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The alternative policy measurc is designed to help simulate the role of the parallel

curr€ncy market in the adjustment of macroeconomic variables to official devaluation; and

this policy would exert noticeably differential macloeconomic effects especially with

respect to output, prices and export performance. Thus, the output effect is halved, the

price effect mol'e than doubled and the export effect is more than halved h comparison

to the simulated effects associated with the first policy alternative. These findings

underscore, as noted elsewhere, the lole of the parallel excharge market in the

transmission of the macroeconomic effects of exchange rate policy. It is evident fiom the

foregoing exelcise that the favourable effects of official devaluation will be seliously

undermined if it fails to influence the parallel currency premium arld what it represents.

Once the implications of the parallel currency premium are determined, the

delayed effects of the parity change are 
^îalyzed 

by stabilizing the premium at its initial

post-devaluation level. That is, if the parallel cunency late was allowed to assume its

historical level in the post-devaluation period, what would be the delayed effect of the

parity change on othel variables of the model? The results of this exercise are given in

Table 29.203

203In generating delayed responses the degree of capacity utilization is allowed to valy
through changes in Y while capacity output rcmains exogenous. The expected price level is also
allowed to adjust and, fo¡' computational convenience, in the same ploportion as the lagged price
level.
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3.8
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1.4
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TABLE 29
SHORT.RUN AND DELAYED EFFECTS OF DEVALUATION

PERCENTAGE DEVIATION FROM BASELINÐ

goods sector.

The following obselvations emerge from Table 29, given the assumptions

underlying the policy experiment. The largest macroeconomic effect of the parity change

occurs in the year of devaluation except with respect to real imports which appear to be

relatively insensitive to the policy measure. The magnitude of response of real economic

activity, as replesented by output and export glowth, declines with time partly because

of the induced decline in excess capacity. The finding that the growth of these variables

peaked at the beginning of the period may be attributed to the one-shot incentive effect

that is expected to emanate from the reduction of the premium in terms of diverting

transaction from the parallel to the official malket.

In the second year and thereafter the price level tended to decline pattly due to the

reduction in exchange-rate distortions and also to the slowdown in the growth of

govelnment expenditure relative to revenue. The late of decrease of the price level is

observed to dininish ovel time, and the aggregate price effect over the peliod considered

is close to zero.

The size of export adjustment to devaluation is larger than that of aggregate
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output, indicating that exports as a percentage of GDP would increase as a conseqùence

of the policy measure. As can be seen from Table 29, the share of exports in GDP rose

om 26.6 percent in the first year to 36 percent in the fifth year. Over the period

considered, the contribution of exports to aggregate output would rise by 13 percentage

points fi'om its initial baseline rutio of 23 percent.

Inferences may be drawn about the responses of the home goods sector from the

relative size of output and export growth, given the definitional relation specified in

chapter 4. It would appear that the observed positive agglegato output effect emanated

fi'om increased economic activity in the expolt sector. The non-expolt sector seems to

have experienced some contraction as can be seen fiom the implied gtowth late of output

in this sector, Ìanging between -1.2 percent in the last year and -4.6 percent in the second

yeal of the simulation period. This result supports the contractionary devaluation

hypothesis with respect to the home goods export sector and contradicts it in regard

aggregate output,

In summary, the present chapter produced reasonable results not only about the

direct and indirect effects of official exchange rates but also about other valiables

including the palallel curency premium and credit availability. A few words ale in order',

however, as regards its limitations. First, due to unavailability of complete data at shorter

interval, the empirical analysis was based on annual data. Although such a ser.ies is

pleferable for some of the variables examined, for other valiables, especially the price

level and cullency premium, a monthly or qualtetly data would have been mole justifiable

as these vadables tend to rcspond to exchango-rate changes rather quickly.
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Second, the pooling technique employed to estimate the econometric model could

be supplemented by a landom-effects procedure, although a radically different result is

not to be expected. Third, the model in general and the parallel currency equation in

particular could be enriched by explicitly modelling capital flight which is expected to be

sensitive to devaluation episodes and which has direct implications fol some of the

endogenous variables of the model. Fourth, the model could be extended to accommodate

long-run adjustment by endogenizing capacity utilization. Finally, the findings reported

are sample-specific and may not be generalized. Even in the sample countries, the

econometric evidence can only be taken as typical rather than as specific to a given

sample member, given the type of data and estimation method employed fol the anlaysis.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The central objective of the thesis has been an empirical investigation into the

macroeconomic consequences of exchange-rate changes in Sub-Saharan Afi'ica. Attention

was especially focused on the implications of devaluation for output, fiscal activity,

inflation, real trade flows and for the parallel cuûency premium, and on the role of the

parallel malket in macroeconomic adjustment to devaluation. A review of the theoretical

literature rcvealed that theory does not plovide an unambiguously clear guideline as to

the nature and duration of the effect of exchange-rate changes on most of the aforesaid

variables as prcdictions depend on the underlying assumptions of analytical models and

the conditions and structure of economies examined. The existing empirical evidence by

and large confirms these theoretical ambiguities.

The present work examined the devaluation experience of Sub-Saharan Africa

using altemative research methodologies. The following concluding remarks may be

offered regarding the findings of the study. Firstly, exchange-rate changes influenced the

behaviour of various macroeconomic variables, Thus:

(i) Real economic activity was on average favourably influenced at least in the

short run as evidenced by the positive response of real GDP and exports to the

depreciation of the nominal exchange rate. The econometric evidence suggests that

the magnitude of the aggregate output effect is not large and the implied response

of the non-export sectol' appears to be unfavourable.

(ii) The price effect of devaluation was positive but small. In fact, a reduction in
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the inflation rate was observed following episodes which were preceded by a

relatively large depreciation of the parallel exchange rate. The small inflationary

effect suggests, and is consistent with the finding, that nominal devaluations have

on average been translated into real devaluations in the sample countries.

(iii) Exchange-rate actions appear to have improved, albeit insubstantially, the

position of the trade balance through impolt compression and export growth in the

year of devaluation and largely via export adjustment in the subsequent year. It

may be noted howevel that export as a share of non-oil developing countries'

exports was not favourably influenced by devaluation episodes. Devaluation

episodes werc generally associated with a gain in reserve accumulation although

the magnitude of such gain was hfluenced in part by the availability of

institutional lending in the year of the episode.

(iv) Ceteris paribw, fiscal adjustment to devaluation was found favourable,

judging by the behavioul of the variable in response to actual episodes. On the

other hand, the simulation exercise suggests a deterioration of the fiscal position

(net of grants) as the induced expenditure expansion exceeded the induced boost

fur non-grant revenue. This i¡rconsistency may be partly due to differences in the

use of the budget deficit concept in the two approaches. In the episodic analysis,

the budget deficit, other than being scaled by GDP, is defined inclusive of grants

and lending ninus repayments, unlike in the simulation run where these are

excluded. The othel and perhaps morc important explanation may be found in the

relaxation of the ceteris paribus assumption embodied in the episodic approach
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which did not take into account the influence of other factors in the determination

of the budget deficit.

(v) The parallel curency premium generally declined as the palallel rate

deprcciated less proportionately than the official late.

Secondly, the findings suggest a disthction between the immediate and delayed

effects of devaluation, although the relative magnitude and sign of these effects are

unconventional for some of the variables examined. Thus, according to the econometric

evidence, the short-nrn effects on output, exports, the price level, {iscal expenditure,

revenue, and on the parallel curency premium exceed the delayed effects, ald in some

cases signs are reversed. The existence of diffelences between shott- and delayed effects

is also apparent from the episodic evidence.

Thirdly, the presence of exchange control and active parallel markets appears to

play a significant role in the transmission of the macroeconomic effects of exchange rate

policy. The positive output and expolt effects of devaluation were found to be larger and

the price effect smallel where the reduction of exchange-rate distoltions, as tepresented

by the cunency premium, was relatively larger consequent upon exchange-rate action.

This is evident from the negative effect of devaluation on the premium which adversely

affects real economic activity and positively influences the plice level. The rcsponse of

the parallel cunency malket to official exchange rate policy also accounts for the nature

of immediate and delayed effects referred to above. An examination of the behavioul of

the plemium levealed the importance of the official exchange rate, the porrfolio motive,

extenìal shocks and debt burden in its determination.
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Fourthly, from the empirical exercise and the foregoing discussion emerge several

theoretical, methodological and policy implications including the ensuing. The sample

data reject the stagflationary hypothesis which encapsulates the new structuralist view of

the short-run effect of devaluation on aggregate output in LDCs while this view may find

some support with respect to the home goods sector. Our findings suggest that devaluation

can be expansionary, or less stagflationary, in the shoÍ lun partly because of the pre-

existence of exchange control and parallel exchange markets the lole of which is rarely

explicitly incorporated, and despite the presence, in the sample countries, of most of the

characteristics (principally, financial constraints) emphasized in new structuralist

maclomodels. On the other hand, our results confirm the new structulalist view that

monetary l€straint could be stagflationary.

With respect to methodology, the episodic evidence- to the degee comparison can

be made- was by and large qualitatively in conformity with the econometric findings for

most variables examined using the two approaches as regalds short-r'un effects depending

on the type of short-run comparison considered. These alternative approaches proved to

be complementary as, among other things, the episodic approach revealed the stylized

facts suuounding devaluation episodes and the econometric method quantified, by

accounting for some of the othel relevant variables, the macroeconomic effects of

exchange-r'ate changes from which implications for exchange rate policy can be dlawn.

It must, however, be lemarked that i¡ view of the multiplicity of factors which influence

the outcome of exchange rate policy, the aggrcgate study conducted (both the episodic

and economeÍic study), its relative merits notwithstanding, czur only be seen as a
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supplement to not as a substitute for a detailed country-specific case study.

On the policy front, the Sub-Saharan African experience seems to suggest that

exchange rate policy may be used to positively influence aggregate leal economic activity.

The evidence seems to suggest that devaluation can increase the relative contribution of

expolts to output and that the aggregate output effect is likely to be greater, the larger the

export sector.

The findings also indicate that the real effect of devaluation is determined in part

by other policy and non-policy variables. Consistent with the maintained hypothesis of

credit constraint, it follows from the evidence that devaluation will exert greater

expansionary (or less stagflationary) effect on domestic economic activity if accompanied

by a selective credit expansion policy, contraly, it may be added, to the policy

prescription contained in stabilization programs. Our finding that net capital inflow

positively affects the level of aggregate output independently of the exchange rate implies

that the expansionary effect of devaluation would be enhanced if mote extemal financing

became available.

It is also clear fiom the evidence that devaluation's favourable macroeconomic

effects will be enhanced if it succeeds in reducing the premium or the degree of

exchange-rate misalignment. Thus, in economies where exchange-rate distoltions are

prevalent and active parallel markets exist, devaluation is likely to be more effective at

least in the short run. Whereas a depreciation of the official exchange rate was found to

lower the plemium, the reduction was not large and permanent as to lead to exchange-rate

uniflcation, a goal which obviously would require other policy measules and institutional
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changes than just devaluation. To the extent that changes in the recolded CPI are valid

indicators of actual inflationary pressures in the sample countries, the devaluation

experience examined seems to suggest that postponement of, or reluctance to, devaluation

due to fear of inflation is hardly walranted if the exchange rate action is justified on other

grounds and is thoughtfirlly implemented.

In conclusion, the limitations and shortcomings mentioned elsewhere

notwithstanding, this study contributes to the devaluation litelature by examining the Sub-

Saharan devaluation experience which have hitherto been least explored in a systematic

and comprehensive manner. The study also used this sample to document the responses

to devaluation episodes of several variables which received little treatment in other

studies. In addition to its extensive, albeit by no meals exhaustive, survey of the

theoretical and empilical literature on the macroeconomics of devaluation in developing

countries, the study developed and estimated a devaluation model which incorporated the

implications, among other things, of the existence of parallel curlency markets and credit

constraints.
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DATÄ, APPENDIX

The defìnition and soulces of data used for the thesis in the statistical and econometric

analysis are described below.

1. Data Definition

Although most of the variables have aheady been defined in the main text, a brief note

is in order on the definition of some of the variables.

Output ls represented by real GDP.

Real exports (in units of the domestic good) is the value of exports of goods and services

in local cunency deflated by the GDP deflator.

Real imports in units of the foreign good ale computed as the dollar value of imports of

goods and services deflated by the foreign price of imports.

'lhe price level (and inflation) is represented by the CPI (and its rate of change).

Credit supply is proxied by the claims on nonfinancial public enterprises and private

sectol'.

In the econometric alalysis, the latio of govemment expenditule to govetnment revenue

excluding glants represents the butlget deficit.

Money supply is represented by broad money (M1+quasi-money) and the real denandfor

money ts broad money in units of the CPL

The terms of trade is defined as a ratio of the foreign price of exports to that of imports.

The external debt burden is computed as a ratio of the local-cuuency value of extemal
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debt outstanding at the begiming of the peliod to the nominal GDP for the same period.

The fficial exchange røt¿, unless otherwise noted, is the peliod average local-currency

value of the US dollar.

In the econometric analysis, variables expressed in nonetary unils are in millions of local

currency, except externûl public debt and long-term net capital inflotv which are

¡neusured in millions of U.S. $.

The parallel currency premiun¿ is defined, fol the econometric analysis, as a latio of the

parallel late to its official counterpart. Where available period-average values are used.

Where data on the palallel rate is available only for the end of period, the premium is

calculated by taking the coruesponding value of the official exchange rate.

CapaciTy ouîpul (Y") is generated as:

logY":l6gYrratl

where Y^ is the actual level of output in 1978 which is the initial year of the sample

period for the econometric study; g is growth rate (constant) ovel' the sample period,

computed for each counhy; T is time.

A measure of excess capacity is then derived as a ratio of capacity output to acftral output

il the previous peliod (i.e., Yc:YdlY-r).

The bilaîeral real exchnnge late coLrects the local cunency price of the U.S. dollar for

diffelences in prices in the U.S. and the home countly. It is computed so that the variable

can serve as a proxy for the relative price of traded goods. Thus,

BLRE: E"PJP

where E :the official bilateral exchange rate; P*:the wholesale plice level in U.S., P:the
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domestic CPI. For the U.S. the wholesale rather than the CPI is used since the former

bsttel' represents the price of traded goods than the latter. But for the home economy, the

CPI instead of the wholesale price is used not only because data on the former is

incomplete but also because the CPI approximates the price of nontraded goods more

closely than the wholesale price index. The bilateral exchange rate thus consffucted can

therefore be consÍued as the relative price of traded goods [see e.g. Helmers, 1988:

appendix cl.

The multilateral, lrade-weighted, or real ffictive exchange rafe is computed as:

MLRE: Ee"ljWr7r,

where E"u is the local-cunency value (in terms of the home country i's currency) of trade

partnel j's currency expressed as an index where 1985 is the base period.

P, is the CPI in trade partner country j, and where unavailable the GDP deflatol was used.

P, is the CPI in the home country i for which the real effective exchange rate is

constructed.

W is tlade weight and is generated by dividing intemational trade between country i and

j by totai international tlade by countly i. That is,

(exports+imports)ij+(exports+imports)i

The weight is constant and is constructed as an average of weights computed for 3

consecutive years over the 1982-84 peliod. The largest 10 tlade partners fol which

rclevant data wele available were considered to generate the weight. Some trading

partners wele disregarded in constructing the weight if data on plice indexes were not
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readily available. The sum of weights were constrained to unity md the weights to be

reported would therefore exceed the actual weight. Details ale given below, with

respective weights- after the sum is constlained to equal to unity- given in parentheses.

Burundi: U.S.A. (0.095), Japan (0.087), Belgium-Luxembourg (0.153), West Germany

(0.237), Flance (0.119), Iraly (0.048), U.K. (0.036), the Netherlands (0.033), Kenya

(0.046), Iran (0.i46).

Ethiopia: U.S.A. (0.208), Japan (0.133), Belgium-LuxembouLg (0.028), France (0.068),

IVest Cermany (0.203), ltaty (0.166), the Netherlands (0.035), U.K. (0.091), Saudi Arabia

(0.043).

Ghana: U.S.A. (0.160), Japan (0.090), France (0.025), West Germany (0.127), Italy

(0.036), the Netherlands (0.082), Switzerland (0.096), U.K. (0.232), Nigeria (0.09), Togo

(0.061),

Gambia: U.S.A. (0.076), Japan (0.044), Belgium-LuxembouLg (0.073), France (0.11i),

West Germany (0.105), Italy (0.054), Switzerland (0.061), U.K. (0.187), Ghana (0.189),

China (0.101).

Kenya: U.S.A. (0.089), Japan (0.091), France (0.048), West Germany (0.161), Italy

(0.041), the Netherlands (0.067), U.K. (0.232), Uganda (0.062), Saudi Alabia (0.1), United

Alab Emilate (0.1 1).

Madagascar: U.S.A. (0.151), Japan (0.082), France (0.470), West Gemany (0.083), Italy

(0.05), the Nethellands (0.034), U.K. (0.025), Algeria (0.016), Indonesia (0.019), Saudi

ALabia (0.071).

Malawi: U.S.A. (0.069), Japan (0.066), Belgium-Luxembourg (0.024), France (0.034),
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West Germany (0.090), the Netherlands (0.05), U.K. (0.268), South Africa (0.296),

Zambia (0.035), Zimbabwe (0.07).

Mauritania: U.S.A. (0.054), Japan (0. 1 l9), Belgium-Luxemboulg (0.093), France (0.260),

West cemany (0.073), Italy (0.142), the Netherlands (0.036), Spain (0.133), Algeria

(0.05 i), Senegal (0.039).

Mauritius: U.S.A. (0.08), Japan (0.036), Australia (0.037), France (0.20), West Gelmany

(0.054), Italy (0.036), U.K. (0.355), South Afi'ica (0.066), China (0.036), Bahrain (0.10).

Somalia: U.S.A. (0.141), Japan (0.0i7), Belgium-Luxembourg (0.023), France (0.031),

West Germany (0.060), Italy (0.301), U.K. (0.057), China (0.041), Saudi Arabia (0.297)

Bahrain (0.034).

Sudan: U.S.A. (0.1 14), Japan (0.068), France (0.08), West Germany (0.093), Italy

(0.068), the Netherlands (0.059), U.K. (0.129), China (0.053), Saudi kabia (0.267).

Tanzania: U.S.A. (0.058), Japan (0.138), Belgium-Luxembourg (0.059), West Germany

(0.226), ltaly (0.091), the Netherlands (0.096), Sweden (0.038), U.K. (0.208), BahLain

(0.04), Iran (0.048).

Uganda: U.S.A. (0.208), Japan (0.062), France (0.079), West cermany (0.109), Italy

(0.055), the Nothellands (0.034), Spain (0.055), U.K. (0.174), Kenya (0.193), India (0.03).

Zaire: U.S.A. (0.172), Iapan (0.039), Belgium-Luxemboulg (0.386), France (0.1), West

Germany (0.1), Switzelland (0.037), U.K. (0.03), China (0.044), Brazil (0.045), Italy

(0.046).

Zambia: U.S.A. (0.092), Japan (0.184), France (0.097), West Germany (0.065), Italy

(0.079), U.K, (0.136), South AfLica (0.083), Zimbabwe (0.053), India (0.071), Saudi
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Arabia (0.14).

Zimbabrve: U.S.A. (0.117), Japan (0.072), France (0.048), West Germany (0.112), Italy

(0.052), the Netherlands (0.035), U.K. (0.177), Botswana (0.053), South Africa (0.293),

Zambia (0.04).

Trade-weighted economic growth rate of trading partners Tvas computed as:

rwcR: Ew*q

where Wx : export by the home country to countly j divided by total export of countly

i, and g is the growth of output in trade partner j.

Note that since information on the direction of trade was not found for Botswana and

Swazila¡d, trade-weighted exchange lates and foreign economic growth rate were not

computed. In the econometric analysis, the economic growth rate of induslrialized

economies is used to represent the tlade-weighted economic growth late for these

countries.

The expected price level (inflation rate) was generated by searching for ô ovel the space

of 0 and 1 at interval of 0.1 that minimize the following explession.

L : EIogP-ologP-,-o( 1 -o)logP-r-o( 1 -o)2logP-r]2

The estimates of o for each countl'y is given below.

Botswana 0.7

Burundi 0.4

Ethiopia 0.2

Sierua Leone 0.5

Swaziland 0.6

Tanzania 0.3
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Ghana 0.4

Kenya 0.5

Malawi 0.5

Mauritius O.4

Zaire

Zambia

Zimbabwe

The expected price level is then ploxied by:

logIe: ologP., + o(1-o)logP-, + o(1-o)2logP-,.

2. Missing Observations

For the purpose of the econometric study, missing obselations on some variables were

filled by generating proxies. Thus, govemment revenue foL Sielra Leone in 1986 was

proxied by an avelage of figures for' 1985 and 1987 while government expenditure for the

1986-88 period was derived as the sum of govemment consumption and capital

expenditure. Govemment expenditure in Zaire ( 1984-86 and 1988) was generated by using

government consumption as an instrument. Since no data on CPI are available for Malawi

prior to 1980, the data was generated for lhe 1975-79 period by fitting a tegression, with

the GDP deflator as an instrument. Money was used as an explanatory variable in a

regression that attempted to generate a proxy for missing obselvations on domestic cledit

and quasi-money for Zimbabwe pdor to 1979. For Botswana (1978-79), Malawi (1978-79)

and Mauritius (1978-80), the lending late was proxied by using the bank rate or discount

rate and time as instruments. The discount rate was used for Zaire since no data was

leadily available on the lending rate. Similally, the treasury bill late was used for Ethiopia

as infbrmation on othel intelest lates is far incomplete.
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Expot'r príce irulex for Swaziland is approximated by the weighted average of the price

of sugar (proxied by the average import price of sugar in the EEC and the U.S.) and the

world price index of agriculfirral raw materials, using the average share of sugar in total

exports during ¡he 1977-78 period (37.3 7o) as a weight for sugar and the balance for

othel export items,

The import price index for Swaziland is approximated by the wholesale price index of

industrialized countries.

3. Sources of Data

Most of the data are obtahed from the IMF's International Financial ,f¡afisrlcs, various

issues; and the World Bank's World Tables, 1991. The data on world exporls and imports

used to construct tlade-weighted exchange rate and foreign economic growth rate are

drawn from the IMF's Direction of trade statistics, 1987.

Dates of devaluation and changes in commercial policy stance during the year of

devaluation are found in IMF's Exchange Anangements and Exchange Resffictions,

valious issues. Information on the parallel currency rate is obtained from lhe Pick's

Currency Yearbook (its former name) and cunently known as World Cunency Yearbook,

various issues. Where necessary, other relevant statistical publications by the IMF, World

Bank and the United Nations have also been consulted.


